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FOREWORD

This symposium is devoted to decision-making in controversial projects,
specifically the need for transparency in risk assessment and decision processes. It
should support the further development of transparent decision processes through
contributions from and cross-fertilisation between different areas of decision
making

The sponsoring organisations of the symposium are all active in radioactive waste
management, in which risk assessment is a key function. Traditionally, risk
assessment has been the domain solely of experts in the different areas of science
and technology. However, as radioactive waste programmes in the various
countries proceed toward decisions on, for example, site selection, local
communities and members of the public are becoming increasingly involved. We
must appreciate that moral and ethical values held by individuals and societies in
general are equally as important as impersonal factual considerations. This is why
the name VALDOR, meaning VALues in Decisions On Risk, has been chosen for
the symposium. We may even discover that some of the underlying assumptions in
seemingly neutral risk assessments are based on value judgements. It is crucial to
have procedures that to the extent possible can identify the factual issues and the
value issues in the decision-making process.

The controversy surrounding the long-term disposal of radioactive waste provides
opportunity for discussing these issues. Such discussions, however, should not be
limited to radioactive waste, since the issues are relevant to decision making in
modern society in a much broader context. Our hope is therefore that the
symposium will draw participants also from other areas where decision-making
depends on a multitude of disciplines and values. The ultimate goal will be to look
at ways to develop more transparent decision processes in a democratic society.
We hope the meeting will lead us in this direction!
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1. Facts and values - Science and transscience

Just have a look at the title of this symposium! It looks like a provocation or at
least a challenge to the sponsors and the program committee. We are all called
experts in various areas, many of us in nuclear waste. And here we are discussing
values, which is certainly not our expert area - at least not more than anyone
else's.

Experts and scientists should solve the factual issues, and the politicians should
represent our values in the decision-making. This seems to be the obvious principle
for division of responsibility. In a society built on representative democracy
politicians are supposed to take decisions grounded in values held by their voters,
i.e. by society at large. For valid decisions, the decision-makers also need to have
good knowledge about relevant facts. It is the role of decision-makers to formulate
the relevant questions and the role of the experts to put together a relevant,
comprehensive and easily accessible knowledge base for the decision-makers.

In modern society, however, the decision making process does not always follow
this ideal scheme. We are here mostly concerned with decisions in complex issues,
by which we mean issues that have a large variety of factual and value based
aspects. Such decisions are often controversial and are made in a politically heated
environment. The decision-making context is not only set up by the factual basis
provided by the experts, but also by stakeholder pressure groups and extensive
media coverage. Fact and values becomes mixed in a non-transparent flow of
information.

This is by no means a new situation. In a famous paper from 1972 [1], Alvin
Weinberg introduced the concept of transscience - the discussion on issues that
may be given to science but can not be answered by science- they transcend
science. These are issues that arise in technically complex systems but for which
science is inadequate - they also contain value aspects.



2. Two Examples

Let us just look at two examples. Nuclear reactor safety is one. There are facts of
course. Reactors are built with fundamental safety principles and safety systems
that make core melt to a very rare event. And if it occurs there are still barriers to
prevent from severe consequences for the public. However, if we ask a reactor
expert whether he or she can guarantee that a severe accident can not occur, the
answer is no.

The value issue is how to deal with these facts. Certainly many would say that
simply the fact that a severe accident can not be excluded must mean that nuclear
energy should not be used. That is a fully relevant value judgement. Others would
say that experience and safety analysis must mean something and that the very low
probability of a severe accident makes reactors safe enough. This is an equally
relevant value judgement.

Let us take another example - the Swedish program for the selection of a site for a
deep repository for spent nuclear fuel. A repository could be at a coastal site or in
inland. A coastal site would provide higher dilution for eventually leaking
radionuclides, therefore giving lower individual doses in the risk assessment.
Should that be a factor of importance for the site selection? This is fundamentally a
value issue. Of course there are other site selection factors such as geology,
transportation etc. that might be more important. Certainly the weighting of
importance of different factors is a value issue. As the application by the British
nuclear industry to build a Rock Characterisation Facility near Sellafield has
shown, different value systems lead to different weighting and as a consequence to
different conclusions with regard to siting [2, 3].

3. The need for improved procedures

The point with these examples is not just that there are both values and facts
involved in complex decisions. Rather, the point is that if we want high quality
decisions, we must have means and procedures in our society that can clarify both
the factual basis and the value-laden basis for decisions. This is the core of
transparency.

Do we have such procedures? The answer seems to be NO. Let me quote an
editorial in Dagens Nyheter, a leading newspaper in Swedish policy debate [4]:

"What should one really believe: How can you form your own opinion in the
energy debate when so many contradictory statements are described as "facts".
What is the truth about the risk of nuclear power, about the releases from coal, gas
and oil, about the electricity price, wind power, solar energy, bioenergy?"

This expresses frustration with regard to the factual basis for decisions in energy
policy.



One important factor in the decision-making context is fragmentation.
Fragmentation is possible because the complexity of decisions: a mixture of facts
and values seemingly impossible to bring into order. There are many forces behind
fragmentation. One is that complexity makes it possible for stakeholders and
different interest groups to select certain parts of the knowledge base for media
attention, thereby affecting public opinion and the decision-making context. Often
the media, which work in a market driven environment, do not have the resources
for in-depth analysis for the sake of transparency.

Transparency, however, is not just for the political decision-makers. In a
democratic system there must also be public insight into the decisions. It must be
possible for the public to see how decisions are made, their factual basis and the
value arguments. At this point it could be emphasised that openness is not enough,
and that transparency requires more. There can be openness in terms of access to
all information without transparency. Transparency requires procedures for public
insight and involvement.

4. The experts

The experts provide the factual material to the decision-makers. However, the
expert role is not always so clean as one would expect. Experts may put their own
values into their assessments or rather the underlying assumptions in the
assessments. Experts may also have their own interest in the assessment results.
Therefore, in a transparent decision making system, the public must have a
possibility to evaluate the arguments of the experts, and if the experts are credible.

In his paper [1], Weinberg identified two institutional mechanisms for dealing with
trans-scientific issues: the ordinary political process and adversary procedures.
According to Weinberg, adversary procedures have merit in forcing scientists to be
more honest and to say where science ends and transscience begins. Where there is
no consensus on values, the decision process must be political.

One may oppose that it will never be possible entirely to distinguish between facts
and values. However, we must try and do our best. In 1967 Arthur Kantrowitz
proposed an institution - later to be called "Science Court"- for scientific
judgement [5]. Later Kantrowitz chaired a Task Force for President Ford that
studied ways to subject scientific claims to public scrutiny before a panel of
competent neutral scientists. Science courts would report on points of agreement
and reach judgements on disputed statements of fact [6]. Although the idea of
Kantrowitz was never realised, the discussion about it is still of great value for
studies on the role of experts in decision-making. An invited paper by Thomas
Field describes this for us in this symposium [7].



5. Public involvement

So far we have concluded that we should have procedures at hand for transparency,
i.e. evaluation of the factual and the value basis for decisions as well as the
credibility of the experts. To this I would like to add public involvement, because I
believe that real transparency can not be achieved without active involvement - not
just by passively receiving information.

There are many documented approaches - both formal and informal - for public
involvement and transparency that could give important contributions. In the US
there are many examples of public involvement, mostly at the local level. These
often take the form of public deliberation, with the aim to reach consensus on
appropriate actions. US foundations like the Kettering Foundation [8] also initiate
public involvement projects. Another active organisation is Resource for the
Future, which also has evaluated a number of approaches for public participation
[9].

If these approaches can be characterised as public deliberation, another main
stream is public discourse. Certainly the RISCOM Pilot study [10], funded by
SKI and SSI, follows this tradition. Due to different traditions and cultures, we find
different approaches in Europe. For example, the RISCOM study compared the
UK inquiry system with the Swedish licensing system that was called "review and
decide". It was concluded that each system has its own benefits and weaknesses.
The UK system builds up an adversarial situation that may be negative for
transparency. On the other hand it forces all arguments to be tested, and evaluates
the credibility of experts.

In Oskarshamn in Southeast Sweden, a potential host community for a high level
waste repository, a process for public insight and involvement has been developed
with environmental impact assessment (EIA) as the key tool. The "Oskarshamn
model", subject for another VALDOR paper [11], has been successful in ensuring
the local perspective and for local competence building.

6. Conditions for public discourse

The American sociologist Leon Mayhew has proposed a "National Citizens
Forum" for public discourse, and he concludes that the success of such a forum
will depend on four conditions: impartiality, publicity, representation and access to
leaders [12].

Obviously, the arenas for public discourse must be perceived as impartial. This
means that all viewpoints must be given opportunities to participate in the debates.
This is the first condition.

The second condition acknowledges that without access to the mass media, public
discourse is impossible in modern society. Finding appropriate ways to achieve
this may be one of the most critical issues in developing procedures for a National



Citizens Forum. In this context one could mention the approach of "Civic
Journalism", that calls on the press to help revive civic life and improve public
dialogue [13]. The third condition - representation - means that a forum requires a
wide range of participants representing diverse perspectives.

The fourth condition is access to leaders. Public discourse should be a means for
the political decision-makers to get valid and relevant informatiori. It would also be
a means for the public to get insight and influence. Finally it would reveal the
reasons behind the decisions made, which means that the decision-makers
themselves would have to participate openly.

My view is that if one combines the conditions by Maythew with the RISCOM
model for transparency, in essence procedures with capacity to evaluate facts,
values and credibility, one would have a solid base for transparent decisions in
complex issues. Maythew frames the process and RISCOM defines the context.

7. The way forward

This symposium has its roots in the ambition of the sponsors to see how more
transparent decision processes can be developed in the field of nuclear waste. For
SKI and SSI, the symposium is also a logical step following the Dialogue project
[14] and the RISCOM Pilot study [10]. Both these projects explored new methods
for transparency and public involvement.

The problems of the nuclear waste programme, i.e. a very high degree of
complexity, fragmentation in debates, mixing facts and values, mistrust in experts,
etc are shared with many other fields. One can mention biotechnology, global
warming, and communication systems as examples of areas where we need more
advanced processes for transparency and public involvement. Without even trying
to go into detail, the knowledge base for actions seems uncertain and very high
values are at stake.

Since the ideas of Weinberg and Kantrowitz were introduced, progress has been
made and new methods for transparency and public involvement have been
developed. Although there are now many approaches at hand that may have their
respective roles, we lack a fundamental knowledge base to understand how they
should be used. In order to develop new procedures and eventually new institutions
we must have a vision; be innovative and practical at the same time. We in this
room have the vision. To some extent we may be innovative, although much more
is needed. The real challenge, however, is to use our vision and knowledge in
practical action. This is the reason why VALDOR takes place. According to
Weinberg scientist have a unique position to be able to inject discipline and order
into the often chaotic transscientific debate.

It has been questioned whether political decision-makers really want more
transparency, see e.g. [7]. Certainly it will decrease their flexibility to use
fragmented argumentation for the sake of their values. On the other hand the
decision-makes are themselves victims of fragmentation that originates from



interest groups, increasing lobbyism and even scientists. Thus new procedures for
transparency should also be in their interest. So maybe the time has come when we
seriously can discuss the matter not just in theory, but also with the goal to make
the decision-making processes more transparent. This may be relevant on many
levels: local, national, regional and European.

I want to thank the sponsors and the co-operative partners for having the vision and
the courage to support this meeting. Hopefully the symposium can clarify the
problems for us, and give some advice on how to proceed. Today and three days to
follow we will be able to share our experiences, compare them and come up with
some new ideas.

On Thursday we will have a concluding discussion. If the ideas behind VALDOR
are correct, then this is not just a single event. Then there is a need for continued
dialogue between researchers, stakeholders, experts and decision - makers. If
VALDOR should continue - and in that case - within which format and how it
should be developed - should be the main subject for that discussion. The sponsors
and the discussion moderator, Garry Brewer, will give you guidance during the
week on how to prepare.
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"... the assessment of risk has carried its own risk - namely, an undue reliance on
logical quantitative techniques that fail to address the root causes of public concern and
apprehension." [1]

Background
To the technical world, risk analysis for many years has been based on R(A) = P(A) x
C(A). When public attitudes toward technologies that carried the potential for
catastrophe were studied, this standard formula was modified by some to incorporate
an increase in risk above P x C by using an exponential factor, C (a suggestion by
David Okrent) or a multiplier risk factor, RCF. [2] In both cases, the attempt still
based the assessment on technology or natural science in calculating the probability of
the event and the health consequences. (Ecological consequences were less
considered.)

Paul Slovic and his colleagues, in papers stretching over two decades, substantially
expanded the understanding of public perception of risk, although how the public
reaches some perceptions may be disputed. [3] Most analysts are now familiar with the
four quadrant diagram which has axes measuring familiar to unfamiliar, common to
uncommon, voluntary to involuntary, and understandable to dread. The evolving
concepts in risk analysis can be seen in risk studies published by the U.S. National
Academy Press. In 1983, the Red Book came out, focused on Risk Management. This
stressed the role of analysis. In 1989, Improving Risk Communication stressed the
need for two-way true dialogue between government and public, but still relied on
traditional risk analysis. In 1997, Understanding Risk gave very little space to
traditional analysis, but concentrated on working with what the book calls interested
and affected parties (getting away from the term stakeholder) to decide what should be
examined, how it should be examined, and how any decision should be made.



Much of the risk literature, both technical and social science, addresses issues
involving nuclear reactors or radioactive waste. Both topics are appropriate for this
conference. The background description for this conference states "The controversy
surrounding the long-term disposal of radioactive waste provides opportunity for
discussing ... the factual issues and the value issues in the decision-making process....
the ultimate goal will be to look at ways to develop more transparent decision
processes in a democratic society."

Any topic relating to radioactivity has problems which Slovic has identified as
technological stigma. As we know, radioactivity (the radiation) is invisible, odorless,
cannot be felt at the levels usually of concern, and has effects that may not show up for
decades. Although most technical people will argue against the linkage, nuclear power
- the sources of much of the radioactive waste - is associated by the general public
with nuclear weapons. Thus, the stigma is large.

Attempts have been made to involve local publics in siting of radioactive waste
facilities or nuclear power reactors. The results often bear out what the risk
communication study found: The disputes often are not about facts, but about values.
Jin Tan Liu and V. Kerry Smith studied an attempt by the Taiwan Nuclear Power
Company to develop support for another reactor by holding an extensive educational
campaign. [4] The campaign was not biased, attempted to be objective and
informative, and ended up increasing public opposition. Armour describes a process
taking ten years, with two years of public hearings, to site a facility for industrial
hazardous wastes in Canada. The proposed site was rejected when the hearing board
decided that the proponents, while showing the site met the pertinent environmental
standards, had not shown the site was optimal.

In the United States, government agencies involved in risk work often are told to
follow Thomas Jefferson's advice that if the public is not informed, it is the duty of the
government to inform them. A former administrator of the EPA would quote Jefferson
and add, "Easy for him to say."

Even today, some technical people believe that public opposition is irrational. Peter
Sandman has written that such is irrational if you believe it is rational "to ignore
equity, uncertainty, locus of control and the various other factors that affect, not
'distort,' our sense of what risks are acceptable and which are not." [5]

"The principles that are supposed to be applied in a democratic society are that a
potential decision should be announced well before the decision is to be made, with all
the necessary data and analyses made available to any concerned citizen. After a
reasonable length of time, meetings should be held between the concerned public and
the government officials and their staffs to discuss the ramifications of the potential



decision, to discuss what new information is needed, and to discuss any other issues
relating to the potential decision." [6]

As both the Risk Communication and Understanding Risk books pointed out, one
should not expect agreement merely because an open dialogue is held: Agreement
should not be expected - hoped for, yes, but not expected. Then why engage in open
dialogue, why make the system transparent?

Because a democracy is built on the consent of the governed. Consequently,
substantial effort must be expended to provide information. And any public meeting
must be one in which opponents or doubters are listened to respectfully and answers to
their questions are provided. Perhaps the best that can be achieved is, in Sandman's
term, getting to maybe.

Radioactive Waste
The United States, as do other countries with nuclear power plants, has an
accumulation of high-level waste, primarily spent fuel. (A few countries also have the
high-level waste from the manufacture of nuclear weapons. While a problem in only a
few countries, at least in the United States and Russia this waste is a much more
serious problem than spent fuel.)

There are what I believe are myths concerning spent fuel. First, that resolution of what
to do with it is essential for the future of nuclear power. At least in the United States, I
believe nuclear power's demise is mainly related to the extremely high cost of
constructing nuclear power plants. Solving the spent fuel problem will do nothing to
alleviate the construction cost problem. A second myth is that the spent fuel must be
moved to a repository now for public health and safety reasons. I believe, as does the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that the onsite storage, in pools or dry casks, is
quite safe and will remain so for decades.

Finally, some opponents of the Yucca Mountain repository or of interim storage sites
seem to be seeking a magic land solution. This is a land in which no one has ever lived
nor will live in the future, in which there are no possible pathways for radioactive
material to reach the biosphere, and to which there would be no possible danger in
transporting spent fuel.

The waste exists. What should be done with it? A recent Congressional hearing on
this issue showed the continued opposition of political leaders in the State of Nevada to
any high-level waste storage facility in Nevada. The new Representative,
acknowledging she was not raising any new issues, said everything has been said, but
not everyone has said it. The U.S. Department of Energy recently completed a several
year, multi-volume study of the viability of the Yucca Mountain repository. Although
there remain some open issues, and recommendations have been made to reduce the
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operating temperature of the storage areas, the Department of Energy concluded that
there are no fundamental objections. But the Department of Energy is not believed by
the Nevada opponents: Once credibility and trust are lost, it is nearly impossible to
regain.

In the United States, we have been unable to site either new low-level waste facilities
or to complete the high-level waste facility. The low-level waste sites that have been
attempted have failed, typically after the host state has spent at least $80 million. The
Yucca Mountain effort has absorbed at least $5 billion, but, unlike the low-level sites,
some construction has occurred — seven miles of tunnels have been dug.

At the end of March, after 25 years of studies, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),
in New Mexico, received the first shipment of transuranic waste (TRU). This may not
end the controversy concerning WIPP, since opponents have gone to court to attempt
not only to block any additional shipments, but also to require the Department of
Energy to remove the first shipment.

Public Involvement
If a low-level waste facility cannot be sited, what hope is there for a high-level waste
facility? The issues are somewhat different. The United States does have three
operating low-level facilities, and the volume of low-level waste being generated has
dropped dramatically with the introduction of improved waste segregation,
compaction, and incineration. For high-level waste, however, all the effort in the U.S.
for the past nearly 20 years has been on the Congressionally selected Yucca Mountain.
However suitable the site may be, the process of selecting it violated the concepts of
public participation developed over many years. The public in Nevada had almost no
say in the selection process and, on the grounds of fairness, have justifiably opposed
developing the site.

Unfortunately, fairness is not a legal requirement. The argument therefore is made on
either geology or responsibilities to future generations. Regarding geology, the issues
relate to predicting behavior over times longer than recorded history.

Regarding responsibilities to future generations, the International Atomic Energy
Agency has said that "The objective of radioactive waste management is to deal with
radioactive waste in a manner that protects human health and the environment now and
in the future without imposing undue burdens on future generations." That does not
resolve the issue, since people disagree on what is or is not a future burden.

The U.S. does have processes to involve the public in such major federal decisions.
These are rule-making, under our Administrative Procedures Act, and the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process, under the National Environmental
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Protection Act (NEPA). Both have been challenged as being inadequate by the
environmental community. However, I believe the inadequacies are not in the
processes, but in how some agencies administer them. They also have been challenged
by some in the scientific community. The objections are several:

(1) While accepting that these processes allow the public to participate in a significant
way, the objection is that the public may be wrong. However, in a democracy, the
public has a right to be wrong.

(2) The public may not understand.
(a) One reason may be that the information provided may be deceptive, or

may be framed in misleading ways. In the United States, courts have
been the locale for correcting these errors.

(b) The proposal, either in rule-making or in the EIS, may be unclear. This
can be challenged in comments to both.

(c) The subject is too complex in the draft rule. This also can be challenged
until the complexity is broken down.

Summary
As a physicist, I prefer the R = P x C, with the inclusion of a risk magnifier when
appropriate. However, I also accept this is inadequate. For risk-based decisions to be
acceptable in a democratic society, there must be widespread agreement on the criteria
to be used, the process by which the decision is reached, and the linkage between the
criteria and the decision. These demand a transparent process.

Armour worte: "To date, efforts directed toward facility siting conflicts have focused
almost exclusively on the 'public acceptance' factor [and neglected the legitimacy of
the process] ... the sad reality is that these strategies have not been all that effective.
Moreover, given that the underlying motivation is to 'gain public acceptance' such
strategies have often worsened the facility siting problems when used by proponents
who were unable, in appearance or in fact, to tread the fine line between manipulating
public opinion and liberating it ... the issue of the legitimacy of the decision making
process had tended to be taken for granted. Generally speaking, policy makers have
failed to seriously question and have not responded well to others who have dared to
question the established roles and principles of our conventional processes of decision
making." [7]

Finally, acceptance also requires agreement that the issues to be decided are the
appropriate issues. Often the decision-makers concentrate on issues that are not the
ones the public views as the most important. Sometimes it is because the public wants
other alternatives examined. Sometimes it is because the public does not accept the
necessity to decide now. And sometimes it is because the public does not trust those
who have assumed responsibility for making the decision.
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The analytic community has grown in size and skill over the last 20 years. The science
community has produced a better understanding of health effects and exposure
pathways. The engineering community has designed safer systems. However, the
decision-makers and their advisors have lagged in going beyond analysis in making
risk-based decisions. Whether it is a case like Brent Spar here in Europe or Yucca
Mountain in the United States, significant lessons can be learned on how to make
decisions in democratic societies.
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1. Introduction

Thirty-five or forty centuries ago, there were probably Egyptian experts who argued
that they could safeguard the tombs of the pharaohs for 10,000 or a million years. Six
centuries ago, there were probably Italian experts who believed that they could secure
their Renaissance art treasures. Neither the Egyptians nor the Italians succeeded
completely in their efforts. Today's experts, working on permanent nuclear waste
disposal, face no easier a task. To understand some of the most difficult problems of
expert judgment regarding nuclear repositories, these remarks (1) address 10
problematic judgments of scientists about the proposed Yucca Mountain permanent
nuclear repository for spent fuel and high-level nuclear waste; (2) argue that legal
constraints imposed by the US government exacerbate these problems of expert
scientific judgment; and (3) conclude that, for any permanent repository program to
succeed, nations ought to avoid problems (in expert scientific judgment and in the law)
that have dogged US repository efforts.

2. Ten Questionable Expert Judgments

In their investigations of the proposed Yucca Mountain high-level nuclear waste
repository, scientific experts have made a number of problematic judgments. First,
government experts' framing questions (of repository site suitability) in question-
begging ways is a fundamental problem at Yucca Mountain. Because those who frame
the questions control the answers, it is arguable that the US Department of Energy
(DOE) is covertly controlling conclusions about site acceptability. Eager to pursue the
waste facility, the DOE defined site acceptability by placing the burden of proof on
those who are potential victims of its waste migration. The DOE required scientists
assessing the location to conclude that it was acceptable if no one could prove it
unacceptable [1].
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The two-value frame of this DOE requirement presents a number of problems. For one
thing, the DOE forced scientists to conclude that the site was either acceptable or
unacceptable; it disallowed the choice that the data were uncertain or that the proposal
needed more study. Yet, in any laboratory, often the results are uncertain. By forcing
scientists to choose between only two options, site suitability or unsuitability, the DOE
forced scientists to beg the question of whether the site-suitability question even ought
to be asked in such a frame. Moreover, by forcing scientists to use a two-valued
decision frame, rather than the normal three-valued frame of hypothesis testing, the
DOE forced scientists not only to give policy opinions, rather than scientific choices,
but it put the burden of proof on those least able to perform the science, the potential
victims of the proposed facility. As one of the least populous states in the nation,
Nevada has few monies available for site studies and less scientific expertise than most
states. The site promoter (DOE), however, is a deep pocket. All things being equal,
when two groups of scientists seek, respectively, to prove or disprove some hypothesis,
the group having more funds at its disposal will have the easier task. Also, because the
government used the Nevada region for nuclear weapons testing for many years, high
radioactivity prevented scientists from collecting long-term, comprehensive data on site
characteristics. In the absence of adequate data, it is almost impossible to prove the site
unsuitable. Therefore, by the default (two-value) decision rules of the DOE, scientists
are more likely to judge the site suitable.

A second troubling expert judgment in the Yucca Mountain studies is the use of
subjective probabilities and the failure or inability to check these ex ante probabilities
by means of ex post observations. Although the Yucca Mountain site decision was
framed in terms of expert scientific opinion, basic conclusions about the scientific
acceptability of the site rely ultimately on subjective probabilities — about future
flooding, seismic activity, groundwater velocity, and so on. Virtually every probability
proposed for some site characteristic is questionable because of the numerous
methodological value judgments that scientists must make in the face of uncertainty
about site data and methods [2]. More generally, conclusions about site acceptability
are highly sensitive to predicted probabilities of events such as radionuclide migration
through groundwater. Because of this sensitivity, it is doubly questionable to rely on
subjective probabilities. Non-Bayesian decision theorists also question subjective
probabilities, especially in situations where the practical consequences of being wrong
are so dangerous [3].

If Yucca Mountain scientists were able to employ both ex ante and ex post probabilities
in analyzing problems such as those associated with radioactive waste disposal, then the
subjective nature of the Yucca Mountain numbers would not be so problematic. One
could simply test the ex ante probabilities. However even in nuclear-related cases in
which government assessors were able to obtain ex post probabilities, often they have
not used them. For example, in the case of the Maxey Flats (Kentucky) radioactive-
waste facility, government assessors assured local residents that it would take 24,000
years for the radionuclides to migrate one-half inch onsite. Yet, only 10 years after the
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facility was opened, the waste had migrated two miles offsite [2]. Similarly, when
scientists working under US government contract calculated the ex ante probabilities
for various nuclear accidents, no government-funded researchers later compared them
to the ex post probabilities. Instead Dutch researchers obtained the accident frequency
data from Oak Ridge National Labs and compared them to the ex ante probabilities.
They discovered that the US government scientists exhibited a consistent
overconfidence bias and that they underestimated accident probabilities for all seven
types of failures in reactor subsystems [4]. Citizens and scientists would be more likely
to accept government ex ante accident or waste-migration probabilities if they knew that
oversight scientists would both calculate the ex post probabilities, when possible, as
well as modify risk assessment and management procedures on the basis of the new ex
post data.

A third problematic judgment made by the DOE scientists at Yucca Mountain is that
even poor numbers are better than no numbers at all, when trying to predict site
characteristics. At Yucca Mountain, government scientists used groundwater migration
models that are contraindicated for site characteristics. They employed porous-media
models - specified for use only in homogeneous, uniform, nonfractured media — in the
nonhomogeneous, nonuniform, fractured volcanic tuff at the Nevada site. Their models
gave them numbers for groundwater velocity, but they are almost meaningless. As a
consequence, the models fail to take account of site phenomena and likely
underestimate the potential for groundwater flow at the site [2].

Even practical considerations suggest that such misused models are wrong because
fallout from above-ground weapons testing has migrated far underground, even to the
water table in some Nevada areas, in less than 50 years. Nevertheless, DOE scientists
use their contraindicated porous-media models to argue that the proposed waste will not
migrate, at the same location, in less than 1000 years [2]. By arriving at some number,
rather than no number, when they use contraindicated models for prediction, the DOE
experts are not reasonable, especially because they typically do not note the
contraindicated conditions and the limits on certainty. A better alternative would be to
say that it is not possible, within appropriate confidence limits, to arrive at a reasonable
prediction about groundwater migration. Indeed, this is precisely what the DOE's own
peer reviewers concluded:

Many aspects of site suitability are not well suited for quantitative risk
assessment. In particular are predictions involving future geological activity,
future value of mineral deposits and mineral occurrence models. Any
projections of the rates of tectonic activity and volcanism, as well as natural
resource occurrence and value, will be fraught with substantial uncertainties
that cannot be quantified using standard statistical methods [5],

If government (DOE) scientists provide precise predictions of site safety, contrary to
what the best nongovernment experts ([5] above) affirm - then controversy is sure to
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follow. If members of the public are put at risk by a proposed facility, and if
government reassurances contradict nongovernmental expert opinion, then no one
should be surprised when members of the public oppose the facility.

Fourth, government assessors at Yucca Mountain repeatedly relied on computer
"verification" and "validation" of site predictions when, in reality, no reliable data
check was even possible for their predictions. Using computer models of site
characteristics, models in which data were inadequate and incomplete, Yucca Mountain
(government) researchers concluded repeatedly that their assessments were "validated"
and "verified." In the jargon of computer modelers, however, such claims amount
merely to affirming that benchmarking has been successful. Benchmarking is using one
computer model to generate specific predictions and then comparing those results with
the predictions generated by another computer model. If the two sets of results are
comparable, then the computer scientist is able to affirm that one model has "validated"
or "verified" the other. Despite the misleading language, however, the modeler has
really only confirmed that one set of results is consistent with another, not that either
set of results reflects reality [2].

Fifth, ordinary citizens might be reassured when a committee of scientists affirms the
reasonable choice of a site for radioactive waste management, but in the case of Yucca
Mountain, such reassurance has been difficult, in part because of problematic committee
composition. Risk assessors need to get the science right and they need to get the right
scientists. The committee charged by the US National Research Council (NRC)/
National Academy of Sciences (to develop technical and safety standards for Yucca
Mountain) did not have as desirable a disciplinary representation as it ought to have had
[6] [7]. Most of the members of the committee were physicists and nuclear engineers,
and yet the charge to the committee was to determine appropriate standards for a
repository that could generate potential public-health threats [6]. Only one medical
doctor was on the 15-person committee, only one public-health expert, and only one
hydrogeologist, even though the mechanism for radwaste migration is hydrogeological,
and even though the main potential threat is to public health. Reasonable citizens might
believe that the recommendations of such a committee were not adequately protective
because the majority of committee members were in the business of promoting nuclear
activities rather than public health.

Sixth, experts analyzing permanent repositories need not only to get the science right,
and to get the right scientists, but also to have access to the right data. A fundamental
problem with the Yucca Mountain repository is DOE's ignoring relevant research. The
DOE essentially funded hydrogeological and engineering studies, and it largely ignored
the site research most relevant to Nevadans: ecological and economic analyses and
social-science studies of the effects of the repository on tourism [2]. Hence, even if the
committee composition were reasonable, the DOE could not have had the data it needed
to make a reliable decision about the site.
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In the case of the national academy report on technical bases for Yucca Mountain
waste-disposal standards, key references were missing from the bibliography [6]. For
example, the committee did not consider the most important peer review of the Yucca
Mountain program, an evaluation that was critical of many DOE efforts. This lengthy
and detailed document was authored by 14 of the top scientists in the nation, people not
in the employ of the DOE, although the DOE itself selected them to do the evaluation.
This peer review committee determined, as mentioned earlier, that quantitative risk

analysis was not possible for most site characteristics and that it was not possible even
to set limits of uncertainty on conclusions about alleged site characteristics [5]. When
the National Academy staff person assigned to the committee was asked why this
document was not examined and included in the bibliography, he did not even know
about it. He said that the committee had relied on the DOE, the very agency whose
results the academy was evaluating, to provide all the necessary documents. Even the
academy's own peer review system also is questionable, since none of the academy's
document reviewers had mentioned the incomplete bibliography. Given such flaws,
citizens have grounds for questioning both the DOE and the academy reports. Good
science dictates no relevant evidence be ignored.

Given experts' ignoring relevant research, it is not surprising that the academy
committee explicitly affirmed a seventh problematic judgment about the repository. It
confirmed "the feasibility of using quantitative performance assessment at Yucca
Mountain" for a period up to a million years in the future [6]. Specifically the
committee said:

We conclude that these physical and geologic processes are sufficiently
quantifiable and the related uncertainties sufficiently boundable that the
performance can be assessed over time frames during which the geologic
system is relatively stable or varies in a boundable manner.... This time frame
is on the order of 106 years [6].

If the academy committee had been privy to the earlier document [5], or had peer
reviewers who had brought it to their attention, presumably it would have been able to
provide a scientific defense of its belief that million-year performance assessments were
possible for Yucca Mountain. Presumably it would have been able to explain its
contradicting the consensus statement of the 14 distinguished peer reviewers -
hydrologists and geologists — who denied the feasibility of such a quantitative
assessment of the site [5]. In the absence of academy consideration of all the relevant
findings, the outsider scientist or citizen has reasonable grounds for believing that
million-year repository performance assessment is not possible. A reasonable outsider
scientist or citizen might claim that, because the last ice age was only about 30,000
years ago and that, because human intrusion into the repository is not able to be
evaluated [6], therefore million-year repository performance assessment also is not able
to be assessed in a reliable way. In fact, one could not assess the security of the tombs
of the pharaohs, several dozen centuries ago, just as one could not assess the security
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of Italian Renaissance art treasures, only several centuries ago. And if not, it is not clear
that government scientists can assess repositories for more than 1000 centuries.

Another questionable expert judgment, eighth, is that radiation regulations ought to
move from a dose and risk standard merely to a risk standard [6]. This judgment is
questionable, in large part, because it recommends a standard that is extremely subject
to manipulation and thus is less protective of public health than it could be. The NRC
group proposed moving from the current dose + risk (DR) standards for radiation
protection to risk (R) standards alone. The committee also rejected the ALARA
standards of all official international and national radiation-protection bodies. ALARA
articulates an ideal of radiation protection: "as low as reasonably achievable" [6]. It
mandates that, once nuclear operators have met the government-required dose
standards, they should attempt to keep all radioactive emissions and effluents ALARA,
because all ionizing radiation is harmful [8].

The NRC committee dropped the ALARA clause of international and national radiation
recommendations and instead recommended only that nuclear facility operators stay
below a risk-exposure level, to be set by the federal government. By rejecting the
ALARA, however, despite the fact that all ionizing radiation is harmful and has
cumulative effects, the committee has arguably encouraged nuclear-facility operators
not to contain as much radiation as possible. Dropping ALARA also encourages a more
relaxed attitude toward radiation exposure. Because it is important to protect the health
of radiation workers and the public, both British and French courts have prosecuted
those who do not adhere to ALARA [9], [10], and the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has made ALARA mandatory in all regulatory settings [11]. Under the
NRC Yucca Mountain recommendations, however, neither workers nor the public
would have this protection. Likewise, instead of ensuring the public that no dose of
ionizing radiation would exceed a particular level, the NRC said that the public should
be protected by a risk standard, that is, a standard specifying probability of adverse
health effects.

In theory, the dose and risk standards should be equivalent, since risk (given a
particular population distribution, environmental circumstances, and so on) is a function
of dose. In practice, however, an assessor could show a reduction of the alleged risk
associated with a particular dose merely by changing the environmental, personal, or
spatial characteristics associated with the exposure. For example, if those within a 5-
mile radius of a waste facility received a particular dose of radiation, then an assessor
could reduce the calculated risk by averaging it over a larger set of people, perhaps
those within a 10-mile radius, even though a person living within 5 miles would have
no change in dose. Increasing the spatial frame over which the risk was averaged, or
failing to aggregate data (that include age at exposure) typically would lower it. In
short, instead of retaining the dose plus risk standard endorsed by the International
Committee on Radiation Protection, the UN and virtually all other national and
international agencies [8], the academy committee endorsed only a risk standard.
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Besides being subject to manipulation, the risk standard is also more difficult to
operationalize than a dose standard because it would be impossible to specify, ahead of
time, what dose limits would be necessary to meet particular risk constraints. Meeting
risk constraints would be impossible without knowing how many people were exposed,
whether small children were in the vicinity, and so on. Also, once exposure occurred,
scientists would be more likely to disagree about risk, rather than dose, because the
former would have to take into account various controversial circumstances. Because
of this disagreement, high exposures could be "justified" by some ex post facto scenario
dependent on questionable exposure assumptions. Dose standards, however, would
protect every individual, everywhere, every time.

A ninth questionable expert judgment in the academy recommendations about Yucca
Mountain is that, contrary to international consensus in favor of the subsistence-farmer
critical group, government should use the probabilistic critical group and develop an
"exposure scenario." a set of societal factors on the basis of which to calculate risk to
exposed individuals [6]. Thomas Pigford, Professor of Nuclear Engineering at the
University of California, Berkeley, and a member of the academy committee, pointed
out (1) that the probabilistic critical group does not include the individuals with the
highest exposures from the repository, even though the academy report proposes using
it for risk calculations, and (2) that the exposure scenarios are subject to manipulation
because the assessor can dictate various societal factors that constrain the exposure. As
with the academy's recommended risk standards, the exposure scenario also is difficult
to operationalize and hard to enforce. For both risks and exposure scenarios, the devil
is in the details.

A tenth questionable expert judgment, made by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, is that because Yucca Mountain will be unable to meet the radiation
standards currently enforced, therefore the US should make the standards more lenient.
The commission amendments to the Code of Federal Regulations — to make specific,
more relaxed standards for Yucca Mountain - specify a 25 mrem limit, 20 km from the
site. After the deadline (May 10, 1999) for proposed comments on the new rules, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission will decide whether to implement them. The proposal
is.disturbing since the repository assessment is predicated on finding the site suitable
or unsuitable. Now that it has been found unsuitable, government wants to change the
rules. It has undercut its own two-value frame.

3. The Law Exacerbates Questionable Judgments

Questionable scientific opinions, used to justify nuclear repository siting, might not be
a serious problem, at least at Yucca Mountain, if the government were willing to protect
the public against the practical consequences of errors in those opinions. Often,
however, the opposite appears to be the case. First, although the US government has
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repeatedly reassured the public that any nuclear repository it builds will be safe, it will
not give full liability protection to citizens who might be harmed by the repository. It
makes no sense to say that repository operators, not citizens, need protection against
accidents or leaks that could bankrupt them. Government's refusal to provide such
protection suggests that it is talking out of both sides of its mouth [2].

Second, it makes no sense for government to tell Nevada residents that they have no
reason to fear the proposed Yucca Mountain repository, but then to pass laws that give
Yucca Mountain contractors freedom from prosecution for all safety violations,
including deliberate safety violations. If the government is serious about safety, then its
holding contractors and subcontractors accountable is reasonable [2].

Third, faced with citizen damages in the past, the US government routinely has claimed
"sovereign immunity" (immunity of government to citizen lawsuits) to avoid
compensating citizens for their government-caused losses. This occurred with the
500,000 atomic veterans, most downwinders, victims of the Fernald nuclear feed
materials plant, and so on [2].

Fourth, even if compensation for nuclear harms were forthcoming, history shows that
the transaction costs (bearing the burden of proof, using the courts to obtain justice) are
very great, in terms of both time and money [2].

Fifth, the DOE told citizens of Nevada they could have funds to study the repository
site, provided they gave up their veto power. Catch-22 [2].

Sixth, although US workers have a guaranteed right to know, citizens of the state of
Nevada have no such right. The state had to sue the federal government in order to
obtain copies of site studies that were funded with taxpayer money [2].

Seventh, before the Nevada location was even studied for its alleged scientific merits,
the US Congress dictated that it would be the only site considered for permanent nuclear
waste disposal [2].

4. Lessons Learned from US Difficulties

Everyone makes mistakes. The preceding problems with expert judgments about Yucca
Mountain do not mean that decisions about radioactive waste are easy. On the contrary,
they are difficult, and reasonable people can disagree about them. Reasonable people
may disagree about how to handle nuclear waste but, presumably, reasonable people do
not disagree that experts ought to be representative of the requisite scientific disciplines;
ought not ignore crucial studies; ought not change regulations when sites fail to meet
them; ought not tell citizens that a facility is safe when they will not give them full
insurance; and ought not tell citizens that government will take care of accident
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damages when, in the past, government has denied responsibility and claimed sovereign
immunity. Nations that make the same mistakes of scientific opinion as the US, and
then exacerbate these mistakes by withdrawing legal protections, will not be able to site
a permanent repository.
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1. Introduction
The siting of a repository for spent nuclear fuel poses a number of challenges to a
broad range of stakeholders, e.g. implementers, regulators, potential host
municipalities, environmental groups, political decision-makers on different levels
and the public.

This paper presents some regulatory challenges as experienced and approached by
the Swedish regulators most involved in nuclear waste management (the Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute, SSI, and the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate,
SKI). First the regulatory framework is outlined with emphasis on decision-making
processes and environmental impact assessment. Then a short background is given
to the current status of the ongoing programme for repository siting. The main part
of the paper discusses some conclusions from the so-called RISCOM pilot project,
which was concluded in 1998. The paper also contains some findings from other
projects as well as some experiences from the ongoing siting process.

2. Regulatory framework

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The Act on Nuclear Activities stipulates that the holder of a licence to conduct
nuclear activities shall adopt the measures necessary to "in a safe manner, handle
and dispose of waste generated by the activity or ... nuclear substances which are
not re-used". The Radiation Protection Act contains similar provisions concerning
responsibility: Anyone who is conducting or has conducted activities involving
radiation is "responsible for ensuring that radioactive waste generated by the
activity is handled and, when necessary, disposed of in a manner that is satisfactory
from the standpoint of radiation protection".

Thus, the nuclear power plants have the technical and financial responsibility for
siting, developing and constructing a repository. The task of the regulatory
authorities, primarily SKI and SSI, is to ensure that the nuclear power plants live
up to their responsibility. The authorities must also clarify in their regulations the
safety and radiation protection requirements for final disposal and the required
facilities.
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The nuclear power plants have assigned their legal obligation to develop and
implement final disposal measures to the jointly owned company, the Swedish
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co., SKB.

According to the Act on Nuclear Activities, SKB must every third year present its
research and development programme (hereafter called RD&D programme;
research, development and demonstration) to the Government, which may set
conditions for SKB's future work. The review of the programme is carried out by
the SKI, which in turn invites comments from a large number of organisations, e.g.
other authorities, municipalities involved in SKB's siting process, environmental
groups, universities etc. Thus, the review serves the two-fold purpose of giving a
broad audience insight into SKB's work and providing the same audience with a
possibility to comment, and hence influence, SKB's future work.

ENVIRONMENTAL CODE

The new Environmental Code, which came into force 1 January 1999, strengthens
the importance of environmental impact assessments, EIA. Of particular relevance
for this paper is the fact that the implementer (SKB) must consult "government
authorities, municipalities and organisations together with the public widely.
Consultation will relate to the localisation, extent, design and environmental
impact of the measure together with the content and preparation of the
environmental impact statement." Thus, the Environmental Code emphasises
public participation.

FUTURE LICENSING

SKB future licence application to site, construct and operate the facilities which are
necessary for the final disposal of spent nuclear fuel and nuclear waste, must
include an environmental impact statement, EIS.

SKI and SSI will review SKB's application, including the EIS. According to the
Environmental Code, the entire application and the EIS must also be presented as a
case to an environmental court.

Based on the statements from SKI, SSI, other authorities, and the environmental
court the general licence will be granted (or rejected) by the Government. Specific
conditions and requirements may then be set by e.g. SSI, SKI and the
environmental court

3. The siting of a spent fuel repository in Sweden
The Swedish programme for managing nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel has
been in progress for about 25 years. Since the mid-80's the nuclear industry's
strategy for managing the spent fuel is direct disposal in the bedrock, in accordance
with the KBS-3 method. It is planned to encapsulate the spent fuel in copper
canisters (corrosion resistance) with cast iron inserts (mechanical strength). In the
repository, at ca. 500 m depth, the canisters will be embedded in bentonite clay in
individual deposition holes.
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An important step in the nuclear waste programme was taken by SKB in 1992.
SKB then initiated an active siting programme by informing all Swedish
municipalities (ca. 280) about the programme and invited, on a voluntary basis,
them to participate in the siting process. It can be said that municipalities at this
point become stakeholders in the Swedish nuclear waste programme.

A possible deep repository based on the KBS-3 method. The method involves the
final disposal of the spent nuclear fuel in copper/cast iron canisters, embedded in
bentonite clay, at a depth of about 500 m in stable crystalline bedrock.

SKB is currently conducting feasibility studies in five municipalities in order to
find a suitable site for a repository. In the next phase, SKB intends to, on the basis
of 5-10 feasibility studies, select at least two sites which will be investigated by
drilling from the ground surface (site investigations). This will provide a basis for
selecting one site where a tunnel or shaft will be excavated for detailed site
characterisation. At this stage a formal licensing is required, as outlined above,
since the detailed characterisation is considered as the first phase in the
construction of a repository.

In SSI's and SKI's opinion the principle of volunteerism is a necessary condition
for the site selection. This means that the municipalities concerned should give
their consent to each stage of SKB's site investigation programme. Even if
volunteerism means that a municipality can say no to a new stage in the site
selection process, it is a fact that the municipalities concerned feel that the
commitments towards accepting a repository in the municipality become greater
with each new stage that they approve.
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SSI and SKI both consider it an important and prioritised task to support and
engage in dialogue with the municipalities. This need is also very clear from the
recently concluded review of SKB's latest RD&D programme (submitted by SKB
in September 1998). All municipalities, as well as many other organisations,
stressed the need for clear and unambiguous statements from authorities as well as
from the Government. The reason is of course that the management of spent fuel is
of national concern. It is thus not reasonable for a municipality to commit itself to a
repository, or even site characterisations, without active support from the
authorities.

4. Development of decision procedures
Acceptance is crucial for having success in finding a solution to the management
and disposal of nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. It is not enough to find
solutions to complicated technical and scientific issues. Equally important are
ethical and political aspects. It is thus necessary to develop decision procedures
that allow transparent insight from people outside the groups of experts and
political decision-makers.

The need for broader consultation processes has become increasingly apparent with
the ongoing siting programme, which involves municipalities as stakeholders in the
nuclear waste management programme.

To meet this new situation the regulators (SKI and SSI) has carried out some
research projects. The two largest (DIALOGUE and RISCOM) are summarised
below together with some experiences related to the ongoing siting process.

METHODS FOR STAKEHOLDER INTERACTION

The starting point for the DIALOGUE project (1991 - 1993) was the identified
need that different interest groups and decision-makers must have confidence in
the regulator's assessment of repository safety. The intention was to establish a
dialogue between different interest groups and to explore mechanisms to enhance
transparent and respected decision-making procedures.

As SKB's programme for siting a spent fuel repository progresses, SKI and SSI are
facing increasing requests by municipalities to take an active role in the EIA as
"people's experts". At the same time they have to maintain their integrity as
licensing authorities.

In mid-1996 SKI and SSI decided to launch a joint research project with the
purpose to support and give recommendations to the development of transparent
decision procedures.

The RISCOM project group consisted of experts in safety assessment,
organisational theory, EIA, law and system analysis. In addition also SKI and SSI
had an active role in the project.
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Only some selected issues dealt with in the RISCOM are briefly summarised in
paper, with focus on the recommendations given by the project to the regulators.

THE RISCOM APPROACH

A prerequisite for a transparent and democratic multi-stakeholder process is that it
should be possible to understand how facts, expert judgement and value judgement
interact to form the basis for decision. The RISCOM project claims that all issues
raised in the interaction between a nuclear waste management organisation (e.g.
SKB) and its environment (various stakeholders) can, without exception, be
brought back to claims of truth, legitimacy and authenticity. It is suggested that
these three aspects are equally important in the decision making process and that
they should be evaluated as separate entities.

As already mentioned the need for transparent decision procedures increased when
municipalities become stakeholders. The RISCOM project used the concept of
stretching to emphasise that transparency requires that SKB's environment is
sufficiently demanding and that SKB can be challenged from different angles. To
respond to this stretching the SKB will have to further develop their capacity, from
within or with the support of researchers and consultants, to respond to pressures
from outside.

In a multi-stakeholder process, an important task for the regulators is to assist the
municipalities this stretching. The regulators should thus act as the "people's
experts" in the process.

However, the factual statements and the values held by the regulators also need to
be evaluated by the public as well as their authenticity. For example, radiation
protection criteria are one important area where the principles of transparent
decision making should be applied. In fact the criteria are the starting point for the
safety analysis that SKB will have to present for a repository. The criteria identify
the questions that the safety analysis needs to answer. The development of
radiation protection criteria may thus be as important as the safety analysis itself
regarding the evaluation of value statements.

The following sections describe two channels for stretching, which were viewed as
particularly useful by the RISCOM project.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

EIA is identified as the lead process for public participation and stretching. Well-
structured procedures for EIA have been developed over the last years in the
municipality of Oskarshamn in Kalmar County, which is used as an example here.
As a background it should be mentioned that there are three nuclear power
reactors, as well as the Swedish central interim storage for spent fuel (CLAB) in
Oskarshamn. Thus, the municipality has long experience of interaction with both
nuclear industry and nuclear regulators.

In 1994 an EIA-Forum in Kalmar County was created at the initiative of
Oskarshamn. The Forum was originally created because SKB's proposed to
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localise the encapsulation plant for spent fuel to CLAB. However, the Forum has
since expanded to include also the enlargement of CLAB's storage capacity and
SKB's feasibility study for a spent fuel repository in Oskarshamn.

The EIA is structured into three phases (see table below) and all of them have
actually been carried out for the enlargement of CLAB. Of particular interest for
the regulators were the two "hearings" that were held after SKB had submitted the
application for the enlargement (further discussed below).

For the encapsulation plant phase 1 was completed 1996 when the EIA-Forum
published a Planning Report with advice on the EIS. The phase 2 is in progress but
at a rather low pace since a licence application will not be submitted for several
years. At present the main concern for the EIA-Forum is the feasibility study for a
spent fuel repository. The preparations have started for Planning Report, which
will be finalised in about one year.

The framework for the EIA in Kalmar County
Phases in EIA
Phase 1
Pre-study

Phase 2
Implemented work
Continued EIA

Phase 3
Final phase of EIA
w first phase of
licensing

Actors
All stakeholders1

Implementer

All stakeholders

Regulators
interacting with
municipality

Activities
Meeting with EIA-
Forum2. Local
meetings, hearings
etc.
Project work

Seminars, hearings
etc.
Review and
decide.
Hearings

Product
Advice on the
EIS

Licence
application
Understanding

Improved licence
application

1. Stakeholders include implementer, regulators, county municipality and the
public.

2. EIA-Forum: A group of representatives from each stakeholder.

The framework that has developed has proven very useful since it has been
designed to allow for discussions between the stakeholders but at the same time
allowing them to maintain independence. A key ingredient for the success has been
that the procedures are flexible enough to accommodate new needs as they appear
during the process. It has also been very valuable to be able to "test" the
framework on the enlargement of CLAB. Since all phases were carried out for
CLAB it has given the stakeholders confidence in the procedures.

From the beginning of 1999, a new Swedish Environmental Code [1998:808] is in
force, which further clarifies formal requirements on the EIS process. This is
deemed by SSI and SKI formally to begin in connection with SKB's site
investigations.
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HEARINGS

The second channel for stretching identified and recommended by RISCOM were
hearings. This recommendation was to large extent based on, or at least supported
by, a comparison of Swedish and UK decision process. The traditional Swedish
approach is "review/decide" while in the UK the process is characterised by
"inquiry/decide".

In short RISCOM proposed an increased use of hearings in the Swedish decision
process. The motivation was that hearings are useful for testing the arguments of
all parties and that they also test the authenticity of stakeholders and experts. It
should be noted that the purpose is not to stretch only the implementer. As
exemplified above it is equally important to stretch e.g. the regulators. However,
RISCOM stressed that great care must be taken to avoid the creation of adversarial
procedures, which may hamper genuine and sincere communication.

As already mentioned hearings were tried in the decision process for the
enlargement of CLAB. SKI and SSI held a first hearing when SKB had submitted
their application. At the hearing the application was presented by SKB and
SKI/SSI presented the framework and scope for the review. A second hearing was
held together with the National Licensing Board for Environmental Protection
(responsible for the review of "conventional" environmental protection) when SKI
and SSI had published preliminary review reports. Using the RISCOM
terminology these hearings served the twofold purpose of stretching SKB as well
as the regulators.

A second example was a hearing, arranged by Oskarshamn municipality, aimed at
stretching SSI and SKI. In 1997 SSI submitted draft regulations for disposal of
nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. At the same time SKI submitted premises for
complementary safety regulations. The purpose of the hearing was to test the basis
for the criteria as well as the authenticity of SKI and SSI. Furthermore, it was an
attempt to engage the public in a dialogue about regulatory criteria. Even if the
hearing did not lead to any significant changes in the actual criteria it lead to
greater understanding at both SKI and SSI for the need of close co-operation when
developing and presenting radiation protection and safety criteria.

A dialogue is necessary on the national, regional and local level. The goals are
clearly different for the various processes. On the local level the goals are material
and visible, the repository is SKB's ultimate goal.

On the regional level formal aspects are addressed relating to decisions about
requirements on SKB regarding the EIA. Also, the municipality is meeting nearby
municipalities on a dialogue which will determine if the process emerges as a well
treated issue regionally.

On the national level, a large number of factors are in force. There is a need for the
nation to show, within conventions such as the Joint Convention on the Safety of
Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management (the
so called Waste Convention) and the Convention on Environmental Impact
Assessment in a Transboundary Context (the so called Espoo convention). The
national scene also determines the roles for the regional and local participants, and
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is in the same process dependent on local decisions, given the voluntary nature of
the process.

5. Conclusions
It is important to have independent regulators, with the capacity to review the
safety assessment of the implementer. The regulators also have the challenging
task to be people's experts in stretching the implementer. At the same time they
should expose themselves to the being stretched by other stakeholders and the
public at large.

Experience also shows that regulators should engage early in the pre-licensing
phase, e.g. in EIA and siting, and that this can be done without compromising the
independence and integrity needed in the licensing phase. The regulator must be
present at all levels, and observant of the participants' different needs and roles
played on the national, regional and local level.

A well structured, but flexible, EIA appear to be an efficient "vehicle" for public
participation. However, it is believed that the EIA should be complemented with
hearings, in both the pre-licensing and licensing phases, since this is believed to
increase the transparency of the decision making process. Such hearings should be
designed to avoid adversarial situations because it would counteract
communication between stakeholders.
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Abstract

The increasing drive for transparency in risk assessment, performance
assessment, and decision-making in the controversial area of nuclear waste
management has its foundation in the desire to foster the assumption that, if the
outcome of the process is a clear result of the fully exposed contributory elements, then
that outcome must be accepted as correct. This is in stark contrast to the general need
for transparency in any analysis or decision process - to give the outcome credibility.
Transparency in the nuclear waste decision arena is being cast as an end in itself, rather
than as a tool to shape the product of the assessment or decision process.

It is not enough to permit knowledge of exactly what was done to arrive at a
particular result, since at best, this only leads to reproducibility. The challenge is to
expose why certain steps or assumptions were chosen for pursuit, and what suites of
relevant steps or assumptions were rejected and why. It is also important to
demonstrate that the trail to the product - the assessment or decision - is complete. In
the nuclear waste management field, the complete scope of the assessment or decision
process is not always fully exposed because it does not include the assumptions that
initiated the process or the possible consequences of the product. In both instances, this
failure can serve to limit the steps or assumptions pursued in the process.

This paper will describe and discuss examples from the nuclear waste
management field and the U.S. high-level nuclear waste program that illustrate the
need for transparency, but also demonstrate that transparency does not always lead to
an acceptable product.

1. Introduction

The objective of attaining transparency relative to decision- making and
analysis and assessment is openly stated with increasing frequency in the nuclear waste
management arena and many others where the product may be controversial, either for
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social or technical reasons. The implication is always that transparency is good in the
sense that it improves the general acceptability of the product.

Aside from describing a physical property, transparent can mean readily
understood, easily detected, or free from pretense or deceit. Understanding the
intended meaning when the word transparency is used is not always straight forward.
For example, some people who are attending this conference for, according to the
invitation brochure, "insight into the problem of transparency in risk assessment and
how procedures can be established to separate facts from values, and to build trust"
might think the organization Transparency International would be relevant to their
interests. That is, until they discover that it is a "non-governmental organization
dedicated to increasing government accountability and curbing both international and
national corruption" (www.transparency.de/).

Others might believe that it is relevant when they see that one of the program
topics is "Development of procedures for transparent decision making." Their belief
would be bolstered by this year's President's Message to the Society for Risk Analysis
annual meeting [1] at which the theme was "Assessing and Managing Risks in a
Democratic Society." The Message stated, in part: "Today, more and more regulations
and risk-management decisions are developed and implemented using transparent
processes that include opportunities for consultation and cooperation among regulators,
regulated parties, and the general public."

If the problem of transparency in risk or performance assessment was simply
one of assuring that the product of the assessment was a result of obvious inputs and
clear analyses, first, it would not require the attention of a conference such as this, and
second, it already would have been resolved by the establishment of control procedures
akin to those developed to meet quality assurance requirements and standards of
practice. The vulnerability of this limited approach is that the procedures can be
learned and followed perfectly, but the result can still be wrong for a variety of
reasons, including invalid (albeit obvious and clear) assumptions or an incorrect or
incomplete conceptualization of the question being assessed. This vulnerability can be
mitigated to some extent by independent peer review, but it still does not meet the
expectation for full transparency - to improve the general acceptability of the product.

There must be more to the problem, since limiting the scope of transparency
to only two of its meanings - obvious and clear - does not fully resolve it. The core of
the problem might be in the public's knowledge that the products of risk and
performance assessments usually are imported into a decision process that, in the
public arena, often results in policy and regulatory decisions. Here, the public expects
transparency, meaning the decision process and the decision itself is without pretense
or deceit. Meeting this expectation is a prerequisite for trust, which in turn, is a
prerequisite for acceptance.
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The problem is not confined to transparency in risk and performance
assessment, but rather includes the need for transparency, in all of its meanings, in the
entire process of risk-based or risk-informed policy and regulatory decision making,
starting with the basis for the assessment and ending with the decision. This
understanding should give insight to those members of the risk and performance
assessment community who still ask: Why doesn't the public openly accept decisions
that are made on the face value and results of our scientific assessments?

At issue is the need to incorporate social values as well as assessment results
into the public risk decision process. Below are two seemingly polar examples of the
insertion of values into the risk decision process that are notable, although, depending
on perspective, not everyone will agree on whether either or both are "good" or "bad."

The first is Margaret Maxey's view that application of the linear, no threshold
hypothesis (LNT), which is the basis of radiation exposure regulations, is
counterproductive and unethical [2]. She states, "An emerging consensus concludes
that current regulations for radiation exposure are not only "based in quicksand," but
have become pernicious obstacles to the ethical goal they purport to achieve: public
health protection... It is ethically dishonest to claim that the LNT hypothesis is an
unassailable scientific conclusion, when in fact it is only an inconclusive theory, an
extrapolated hypothesis, an ultraconservative exercise of prudence... Fear of radiation
has proved to be far more detrimental to public health than radiation itself." Dr. Maxey
goes on to cite deaths from pathogens because of regulations that prevent food
irradiation; people avoiding medical procedures because they involve radiation; and
regulatory roadblocks regarding low-level waste resulting in closure of radiomedical
treatment centers. She concludes (referring to the proposed Yucca Mountain high-level
nuclear waste repository project), "Moreover billions of dollars have already been
spent on trivial radiation risks based on grotesque scenarios about single atoms
destined to migrate through miles of desert soil to contaminate a potential water source
in some distant future."

The second example is the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Licensing
Board's 1998 decision to deny a license for Louisiana Energy Services to site and
construct a uranium enrichment plant. The license was denied, not for technical safety
reasons, but because the applicant failed to follow national policy that requires
consideration of Environmental Justice when siting a risky facility. The community
selected for the plant is economically disadvantaged and populated primarily by people
of a racial minority. The Commission partially overruled the Licensing Board's
decision, but the applicant chose to withdraw its application rather than pursue a
license.
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2. Transparency in the U.S. High-Level Nuclear Waste
Program

The United States Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, which is
represented on the Program Committee of this conference, has recommended to the
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) high-level waste program that: "[Performance
assessment be carried out in a way that is highly transparent to the technical
community, regulators, and interested members of the general public."[3] In keeping
with its statutory charge to "evaluate the technical and scientific validity" of the waste
program activities [4], the Board has said that "transparent" means "the ease of
understanding (a) the process used to carry out the TSPA (Total System Performance
Assessment), (b) the assumptions that drive the calculations, and (c) the rigor of the
analyses that lead to the conclusions."

The Board elaborated that the following conditions are likely to
make the performance assessment more transparent:

"Assumptions and methodologies used in the analyses are identified clearly
and explicitly, the bases for them are explained clearly, and their effects on
the assessment's conclusions are presented clearly. Key parameters and their
distributions can be traced back to specific experiments and investigations or
to formal or informal expert judgements.

The TSPA has undergone independent and comprehensive outside review."

DOE, in its most recent TSPA [5], claims that it has attempted to improve the
transparency of its work but acknowledges much still needs to be done to meet the
recommendations of the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board. As pointed out by
the TSPA Peer Review Panel Final Report [6] developed by a panel of outside
scientists and engineers contracted by the Yucca Mountain Project Management and
Operating Contractor:

"To be credible it would have been necessary for the TSPA-VA [TSPA-Viability
Assessment] to have included: (1) component subsystem models that capture
the important and relevant phenomena; (2) databases that are adequate and
substantially complete, where possible; (3) a proper and demonstrable
description of the coupling between the subsystem models; and (4) adequate
tests and evaluations of the modeled behavior... Concerning items (1) and (2)
the final positive estimates of performance described in the TSPA-VA rest in
large part on potentially optimistic, or at least undemonstrated assumptions
about the behavior of certain barriers in the system..."[7].
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A key finding of the Peer Review Panel was: "[I]t is unlikely that the TSPA-
VA, taken as a whole, describes the long-term probable behavior of the proposed
repository. In recognition of its limitations, decisions based on the TSPA-VA should be
made cautiously."[8].

An example of an optimistic and undemonstrated assumption that drives the
positive estimate of the first 10,000 years' repository performance in the TSPA-VA is
the assumption about juvenile failure of waste emplacement containers. It is assumed
in the performance assessment dose calculation that only one of the many thousands of
emplaced packages will be a juvenile failure, that the package will fail 1,000 years
after emplacement, and that the failed package will be in the sector (the largest of six)
of the repository that experiences the approximate average percolation rate under
average climate conditions. A juvenile, or early failure, would arise from
manufacturing defects, rockfall, or seismic activity [9]. There is no stated basis for
assuming only one juvenile failure, nor is there a stated basis for using average
percolation and climate conditions. If all conditions other than the number of juvenile
failures are held constant, the calculated dose will increase in a linear and proportional
manner with an increased number of assumed juvenile failures. This factor alone
renders the TSPA-VA dose calculation for the first 10,000 years after emplacement
meaningless, since there are few expected corrosion failures of packages in that time
period and the first of these (assumed to be in the same sector of the repository as the
juvenile failure) is not expected until 4,100 years after emplacement.

Another assumption in the TSPA-VA is that doses are to be calculated for the
average member of the critical group 20 km from the boundary of the waste
emplacement area. The DOE's rationale for this assumption is that this "is a reasonable
location for considering groundwater to be accessible for household and very limited
agricultural use." [10]. This is based on DOE's estimate that drilling water wells is not
practical for home and agricultural use if the depth to the water table is greater than
about 100 meters. In the Yucca Mountain area, the depth to the water table at the
nearest location of current population is about 100 meters, which conveniently
coincides with a distance of about 20 km from the proposed repository site.

The assumption about the practicality of drilling depth is not supported by
fact, since the two existing wells at this location were drilled to a depth of 777 feet and
495 feet respectively, and garlic is commercially grown on an irrigated field at this
location. Since dilution of radionuclides in the groundwater is relied upon to reduce
expected doses from repository releases, doses likely would be greater to individuals
using groundwater up gradient from the 20 km location, nearer to the Yucca Mountain
waste emplacement area. This is not considered in the TSPA-VA. The only U.S.
regulatory precedent for setting a distance from a repository to the point of release or
dose calculation is found in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's regulation 40
CFR Part 191, which applies to the repository at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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(WIPP), in New Mexico, but by statute does not apply to Yucca Mountain. The
distance for calculations in that regulation is 5 km.

It is also assumed that the calculated dose is to the average member of the
critical group, rather than to the maximally exposed individual as is the case in most
radiation protection regulations [11]. This does not accurately reflect the maximum
expected doses and is subject to manipulation. As Pigford [12] points out:

"If compliance with health protection standards were to be based on the very
low vicinity-average dose, the geologic repository would seem to be better
located in the midst of a metropolitan desert community, such as Las
Vegas!...If the vicinity-average dose limit were adopted and if the much
higher dose to the reasonable maximally exposed individual were ignored,
calculated population dilution by a metropolitan area like Las Vegas could
make Yucca Mountain compliance easy, even if high individual doses could
occur. Whether the repository would be safe would be obscured by the faulty
logic of a vicinity-average dose limit."

3. Discussion

It is clear from the above that the Yucca Mountain total system performance
assessment does not meet the U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board's somewhat
limited standard of transparency [13] from a number of points of view. The
unavoidable result is that it lacks credibility, as pointed out by the TSPA Peer Review
Panel report [14]. The fact that one of its basic assumptions, regarding the rationale for
where doses are calculated, is incorrect further undermines the credibility of the results
of the assessment.

DOE is striving to meet the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board's
standard, and believes if it does, it will have achieved transparency in its performance
assessment. DOE further believes that, having achieved transparency in its positive
performance assessment, the Yucca Mountain repository should be generally
acceptable to the public. But, from the standpoint of the public's demand for full
transparency, the performance assessment will still be lacking in a few important ways,
even if everything contained in the assessment is completely obvious and clear. And,
the public will distrust the assessment and any decision that is based on it.

One reason for the perceived lack of transparency is the use of the calculated
dose to the average member of the critical group as the measure of repository
performance. As described above, the averaging can be manipulated, and high doses to
many individuals can be obscured, thus making the repository appear to meet safety
standards even when all people are not protected. DOE claims that a statutory scheme
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set in motion by the 1992 Energy Policy Act requires that the dose recipient is to be the
average member of the critical group, and therefore, it is prohibited from considering
the alternative as suggested by Pigford [15], which is the reasonable maximally
exposed individual. This explanation does not meet the public's expectation for
transparency because the process by which the dose recipient was selected was not
transparent and without pretense, since the apparent legislative goal was to make
compliance with safety standards less difficult. Some people also question why an
adult male was selected to be the dose recipient, rather than a child, when children are
considered to be more sensitive to radiation. The origin of a dose-based standard,
rather than a radionuclide release standard as appears in the EPA safety standard
applied to WIPP, is in the same statute, and it is seen to lack transparency for the same
reason as the selection of the dose recipient.

The DOE's selection of the location of the critical group at 20 km from the
repository is also one that does not meet the expectation of full transparency. It seems
clear that expected doses could be considerably greater at locations less distant from
the repository. But, aside from the water well argument described above, DOE also is
assuming that human and biosphere conditions in the future will be the same as they
are today, within the range of known climate conditions over the past 10,000 years.
The rationale is that future human activities can not be predicted, therefore current
conditions with the nearest population to the repository being at 20 km are assumed to
prevail. While we do not know what the future condition will be, the one thing of
which we can be sure is that this assumption is not correct. Again, this appears to be a
pretense to make compliance with safety standards easier.

Conclusion

The term transparency has a number of meanings, and pursuant to the public's
expectation for full transparency, it is not adequate to claim transparency in the
repository decision process simply by achieving full disclosure and clarity in
performance assessment. First, the result of the performance assessment could still be
incorrect. But, more important, if the decision process is not seen as being free from
pretense and deceit, it will be viewed as a violation of values that evokes distrust.
Under these conditions, the final decision to go forward with repository development
because, according to proponents "we have to do something," will not be accepted by
the public.
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Abstract

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) deep geological defense-generated
transuranic radioactive waste11 (TRUW) repository in the United States of America
(USA) (Figure 1) was certified on the 13th of May 1998 and opened on the 26th of
March 1999. Two sets of safety/performance assessment (PA) calculations
supporting the certification of the WIPP TRUW repository [1] show that the
maximum annual individual committed effective dose (CED) will be 32 times lower
than the regulatory limit and that the cumulative amount of radionuclide releases
will be at least 10 times, more likely at least 20 times, lower than the regulatory
limits. Yet, perceptions remain among the public that the WIPP TRUW repository
imposes an unacceptable risk.

TRUW is a man-made, mainly alpha-emitting, radioactive waste category
containing transuranic isotopes (atomic weights/numbers greater than uranium
[No. 92]) having more than 3,700 becquerels per gram (Bq/g) of waste, with
half-lives greater than 20 years. The maximum surface dose rate for TRUW is
10 sieverts per hour (Sv/h). A total of 175,584 cubic meters (m3) of TRUW
may be disposed of in the WIPP TRUW repository. At least 168,504 m3 of this
waste will have a surface dose rate below 0.002 Sv/h , 7080 m3 will have a
surface dose rate between 0.002 Sv/h and 10 Sv/h, but only 354 m3 may have a
surface dose rate above 0.1 Sv/h.
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Figure 1. Locations of the WIPP and Yucca Mountain sites and 10 large- (circles)
And 13 small-quantity (squares) TRUW generator/storage sites, and a
schematic illustration of the main stratigraphic formations and units at the
WIPP site.

1. Introduction

On the 13th of May 1998, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) certified
that the WIPP TRUW repository complied with all applicable TRUW disposal
regulations [1]. The first shipment of TRUW from Los Alamos National Laboratory
arrived at four o'clock in the morning on the 26th of March 1999, crowning 25 years
of joint U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
efforts. These first-of-a-kind events corroborate a long-standing global scientific
consensus and demonstrate de facto to the world that: Disposal of long-lived
radioactive waste may be safely done in a carefully selected, designed, constructed,
and operated deep geological repository. To ensure the continued safe operation,
the WIPP TRUW repository must be recertified by the EPA at least every fifth year
after commencement of operations throughout the 35-year disposal phase, i.e., seven
recertifications; the first one by the 26th of March 2004.

The WIPP success story is summarized below in three main sections. Section 2
contains brief background descriptions of the legal and regulatory frameworks for
the safe disposal of long-lived radioactive waste in the USA. It also provides brief
summaries of the WIPP site, the baseline layout of the WIPP repository, and key
elements of the DOE's path forward for demonstrating to the regulators and other
affected or interested parties that the WIPP TRUW repository is safely and cost-
effectively operated throughout the disposal phase and the ensuing 10 year
decommissioning and closure period. Section 3 describes and discusses the two key
sets of PA calculations and results presented in and in support of the WIPP
compliance certification application (CCA) [2], respectively. Section 4 contains a
summary of the author's main observations and conclusions. Indeed, this entire text
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is attributable to the author alone unless otherwise indicated by bracketed numerical
references in the text. References are listed in a separate section following the main
text. Select key words, terms, concepts, and statements are highlighted in Italics.

2. Background

Pursuant to current U.S. laws [3] [4], the DOE is responsible for the safe disposal of
both TRUW and spent nuclear fuel and other high-level radioactive wastes (HLW)
in deep geological repositories in compliance with applicable federal and state
regulations and standards. However, the development and operation of the related
repositories are the responsibility of two separate and essentially autonomous DOE
offices/programs. The Carlsbad Area Office (CAO) is responsible for the safe
disposal of the nation's TRUW at the WIPP site. The Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) is responsible for the development and
operation of a safe repository for the nation's HLW at the Yucca Mountain site
(Figure 1), if it is found suitable. Similarly, the legal and regulatory frameworks and
independent regulatory oversight organizations for these programs are distinctly
different as are their evolutionary status. Whereas the EPA is the main independent
federal regulator for safe disposal of TRUW, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is the main independent regulator for safe disposal of HLW.
Also, whereas WIPP is in operation, the potential opening of a HLW repository at
the Yucca Mountain site is more than 10 years away. Thus, the subsequent text only
addresses TRUW disposal.

About 60 percent of the nation's existing TRUW is mixed with regulated hazardous
constituents (mixed TRUW). Thus, in order for the DOE to dispose of this mixed
TRUW at the WIPP site, it must obtain both a certification from the EPA that the
TRUW contained in the mixed and non-mixed TRUW may be safely disposed of at
the WIPP site, and a permit, also referred to as the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B Permit, from the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) that the regulated hazardous constituents contained in the
mixed TRUW may be safely received, handled, stored, and disposed of at the WIPP
site. The certification (and pending recertifications) of WIPP is governed by two
federal regulations, 40 CFR 191 [5] and 40 CFR 194 [6]. The permitting is
governed by three federal regulations, 40 CFR 261 [7], 264 [8], and 268 [9], which
in the case of WIPP are implemented by the NMED as are state regulations
pertaining to hazardous waste operations in New Mexico. A federal court decision
on the 22nd of March 1999 granted the WIPP repository "interim status" to dispose
of hazardous waste pending the NMED's long overdue issuance of the RCRA Part B
Permit. As indicated by this decision, the disposal of hazardous waste presents a
much lower risk to the public and the environment than disposal of non-mixed
TRUW. Thus, the focus in Section 3 is on the inherent safety/risks of the WIPP
TRUW repository relative to 40 CFR 191 and 194.

The WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA) [3] sets aside a 41.6 square kilometer (km2)
land parcel from public use for the WIPP site in a sparsely populated, arid area in the
southeastern portion of New Mexico (Figure 1). The closest major city, Carlsbad,
has about 25,000 residents and is located about 42 kilometers (km) northwest of the
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WIPP site. Less than 100,000 people reside with an 80-km radius and less than 30
people reside within a 10-km radius of the WIPP site. The prevailing geology
comprises an about 6,000-m thick evaporitic rock sequence overlying the crystalline
basement rock. As schematically illustrated in Figure 1, a 600-m thick (250-million-
year old, regionally extensive, virtually impermeable, and seismically and
technically undisturbed) bedded rock salt formation, the Salado Formation, hosts
the repository. Potable water is scarce and natural hydrological pathways occur
mainly above and below the repository host rock.

The WIPP repository baseline layout comprises eight main panels covering a
horizontal area of about 0.5 km2. Each panel is divided into seven waste
disposal/emplacement rooms measuring 4-m in height, 10-m in width, and 91-m in
length. Only one panel has been excavated to date and the shortest distance from the
perimeter of the repository/waste to the accessible environment is 2.4 km. The
emplaced TRUW will be surrounded by magnesium oxide (MgO) backfill to ensure
a stable chemical disposal room environment (pH) during the 10,000-year regulatory
period, and to minimize water movements, gas generation, and radionuclide
solubility in the disposal rooms. One of the favorable characteristics of the
repository host rock is that rock salt deforms with time (creeps) at very low
deviatoric stresses and thereby will gradually close all underground openings within
500 years and encapsulate the emplaced waste into an impermeable monolith.

A geologic condition at the WIPP site of particular significance to the certification
and pending recertifications of the WIPP TRUW repository is local occurrences of
economic natural resources, mainly potash and hydrocarbons. These resources, in
combination with local over-pressurized brine reservoirs below the repository, form
the bases for the most adverse features, events, and processes (FEPs) affecting the
long-term safety/performance of the WIPP TRUW repository. By regulatory
mandate [5], these FEPs are combined into scenarios that largely drive the PA
calculations and consume the majority of the project's scientific and financial
resources. They are also the feedstock for concerns and propaganda about to the
long-term risks imposed by the WIPP TRUW repository.

In preparation for the first recertification of the WIPP TRUW repository, the CAO,
supported by its two main contractors (SNL and Westinghouse), is continuously
assessing and implementing means and measures to simplify and reduce
uncertainties in the PA calculations presented in the CCA and operational measures
improving safety and cost. For example, SNL conducted one near-field system
analysis and one set of sensitivity and PA calculations during 1998 to address and
help formulate the CAO's recertification strategy. Furthermore, a fundamental
component of the CAO's recertification strategy is to monitor and participate in
foreign and international programs and projects, with the main objectives being to
cost-effectively:

1. Expand the current database and in-house knowledge relevant to the
recertification of the WIPP TRUW repository;

2. Make the existing knowledge (e.g., data, models, and scientists) and facilities
(e.g., laboratories and the WIPP site) available to others because many of the
scientific/engineering challenges faced and successfully resolved by the CAO
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and its contractors are common to any deep geological disposal program; and
3. Dispel the anti-nuclear movement's propaganda myth that long-lived

radioactive waste cannot be safely disposed.

The underlying fundamental principle for the CAO's participation in foreign and
international radioactive waste management and disposal projects, programs, and
events is that the safe disposal of long-lived radioactive waste is more than a
national challenge, it is a global challenge that is best met by international
collaborations.

3. Description and Discussion of the Inherent
Safety/Risks of the WIPP TRUW Repository

Figuratively speaking, the applicable law, i.e., the LWA [3], defines the playing
field, 40 CFR 191 [5] provides the (very narrow) goal posts and 40 CFR 194 [6]
provides (a very low) cross bar for the certification of the WIPP TRUW repository.
Thus, in order to understand the long-term risks and fully appreciate the inherent
safety of the WIPP TRUW repository, it is imperative that the special public health
and environmental radiation protection requirements defined in 40 CFR 191 and 194
be addressed.

The two fundamental safety cases defined in 40 CFR 191 pertain to (1) undisturbed
and (2) disturbed (repository system) conditions. Undisturbed conditions refer to
natural FEPs affecting the repository during the 10,000-year regulatory period.
Disturbed conditions add hypothetical inadvertent human intrusion FEPs. The key
40 CFR 191.15 [5] safety requirement for undisturbed conditions reads:

"Disposal systems for waste and any associated radioactive material shall be
designed to provide reasonable expectation that, for 10,000 years after disposal,
undisturbed performance of the disposal system shall not cause the annual
committed dose received through all pathways from the disposal system, to any
member of the public in the accessible environment to exceed 15 millirems (150
microsieverts)."

The key 40 CFR 191.13 [5] safety requirements for disturbed conditions read:

"Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel and high-level and transuranic wastes
shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based on performance
assessment (PA), that the cumulative releases of all radionuclides to the
accessible environment for 10,000 years after disposal from all significant
processes and events that may affect the disposal system shall: (1) Have a
likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding the quantities calculated
according to Table 1 (Appendix A); and (2) have a likelihood of less than one
chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten times the quantities calculated according to
Table 1 (Appendix A)."

The DOE is required to demonstrate compliance with the above requirements using
probabilistic-based calculations presented in the form of mean complementary
cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) [5]. These calculations must include all
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scenarios with a probability of occurrence greater than one chance in 10,000 during
10,000-years regulatory period, i.e., the probability has to be greater than 10~8. Two
related compliance criteria [6], i.e., 40 CFR 194.34(d) and (f), respectively, further
specifies:

"(d) The number of CCDFs shall be large enough such that, at cumulative
releases of 1 and 10, the maximum CCDF generated exceeds the 99th percentile
of the population of the CCDFs with at least a 0.95 probability"; and
"(f) Any compliance application shall provide information, which demonstrates
that there is at least a 95 percent level of statistical confidence that the mean of
the population of CCDFs meets the containment requirements of Sec. 191 of
this chapter."

Although the performance period in the USA is shorter, the regulatory definition and
required implementation of the undisturbed conditions are largely consistent with
international recommendations and praxis, the definitions and the required
implementation if the disturbed conditions are globally unique both in terms of
concepts and stringency. Other unique regulatory concepts and requirements of 40
CFR 191 [5] are:

• The safety basis for the disposal regulations is 1,000 cancer deaths during
10,000 years among a global population of 10 billion people, i.e. the repository-
induced cancer-death risk is Iff ';

• The controlled area comprising a surface area and the directly underlying rock
mass, may neither exceed a 100 km2 horizontal surface area projection nor may
the lateral distance between the emplaced waste and the accessible environment
exceed 5 km;

• CEDs are calculated no closer than at the boundary between the controlled area
(hosts the repository) shown on Figure 1 and the accessible environment; and

• The amount of radionuclides that may be released to the accessible environment
is directly proportional to the amount of radioactive material emplaced in the
repository.

Four specific conditions of importance to the subsequent discussion of the inherent
safety/risks of the WIPP TRUW repository are:
• The controlled area at the WIPP site (Figure 1), is only 41 km2, whereas the

allowable controlled area under 40 CFR 191 is 100 km2;
• The shortest lateral distance at the WIPP site between the TRUW and the

accessible environment is 2.4 km, whereas the allowable distance under 40 CFR
191 is 5 km;

• Excepting the shaft and panel seals and the chemically buffered disposal rooms,
the WIPP TRUW repository does not rely on any engineered barrier, i.e., long-
term radionuclide containment and isolation are provided solely by the
prevailing natural barriers (the geologic setting) only; and

• The WIPP TRUW repository's compliance with the 40 CFR 191.15 CED limit
is based on undisturbed conditions, whereas the compliance with the 40 CFR
191.13 radionuclide release limit is based on disturbed conditions.
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The current regulatory, political, scientific/engineering, and broad public acceptance
of and confidence in the safety of the WIPP TRUW repository are largely based on:

1. The long-term (post-closure) conceptual and numerical models, FEPs, and PA
calculations and results presented in the October 1996 WIPP CCA [2],and

2. The subsequent PA validation test (PAVT) calculations and results requested
and analyzed by the EPA before certifying the WIPP TRUW repository in May
1998 [1].

The aforementioned two sets of PA calculations demonstrate beyond any reasonable
doubt that all pertinent regulatory long-term public health and environmental
radiation protection criteria applicable to the WIPP TRUW repository are readily
satisfied. Specifically:

1. The annual CED to the maximally exposed individual under undisturbed
conditions will be at least 32 times lower than the regulatory limit and at least
768 times lower than the average annual natural background radiation in the
USA; and

2. The cumulative radionuclide releases under disturbed conditions (Figure 2) will
be lower than 1/1 Oth of the related regulatory limits for the bounding mean
PAVT CCDFs and lower than l/20th of the regulatory limits for the mean CCA
CCDFs.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the "highest consequence disturbed scenario" and
the mean CCA and PAVT CCDFs for radionuclide releases from the WIPP
TRUW repository during the 10,000-year regulatory period.

The National Academy of Sciences Committee on WIPP has monitored the WIPP
project since 1978. It has published ten related reports and the last report states [10]:

"For a repository disturbed by human intrusions, when evaluated on the basis of
reasonable expectation of intrusive activities and their consequences, and using
models that would implement available engineering features and do not make
overly conservative assumptions, the consensus of the committee is that the
WIPP repository could be shown to comply with the EPA standard."
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Implicit in this statement are: (a) that the DOE has to implement regulatory-driven
[5] [6] unreasonable expectations of intrusive activities, i.e., human-induced
disturbances; and (b) that the assumptions used by the DOE in the CCA [2] are
overly conservative.

However, notwithstanding these very compelling safety arguments, a broad range of
fears and concerns remain among the public that need to be addressed. Three
common public fears and concerns associated with any radioactive waste disposal
project are:

• Any concept including the word nuclear or radioactive conveys a stigma dating
back 50 years to the infamous mushroom clouds over Hiroshima and Nagasaki
and the related human, material, and environmental devastation;

• The project typically presents an involuntary risk and is thus not looked upon
favorably or objectively; and

• The disposal of radioactive wastes involves state-of-the-art knowledge and
analyses in a broad range of sciences and technologies not readily understood
outside the group of specialists directly involved in the analyses.

In addition to public health and environmental protection concerns, there seems to
be an abundant fear around the world about proliferation associated with plutonium.
In the case of the filled WIPP TRUW repository, it will contain a total of about
12,000 metric tons of plutonium, which equates to a volume of less than 1 m3. This
small volume of plutonium will be dispersed in 175,584 m3 of TRUW of which at
least 96 percent will have a surface dose rate equal to or below 0.002 Sv/h (see
footnote to Abstract). Consequently, the WIPP TRUW is neither a potential
proliferation threat because the plutonium in the TRUW is not readily accessible or
conducive to separation or partitioning for nuclear weapons production nor a major
disposal phase nor post-closure threat to public health or the environment. Hence,
the CAO's near-term disposal-phase strategy focuses on:

• Enhancing the realism, reducing the uncertainties, and simplifying the
conceptual and numerical models used in the WIPP PA;

• Responding to public concerns in terms that are more readily understood; and
• Actively encouraging, seeking, and participating in joint international

collaborative efforts in the USA and abroad.

4. Summary of Observations and Conclusions

The 1998 certification and the 1999 opening of the WIPP TRUW repository are
domestic milestones that were achieved by state-of-the-art means and measures.
Indeed, the March 1999 opening of the WIPP TRUW repository commenced a new
DOE era facilitating significant national risk reduction and environmental
improvement by:

• Safe disposal of long-lived radioactive waste currently stored in temporary
surface and near-surface structures, several of which are located adjacent to
population centers; and
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Accelerated clean up of radioactively contaminated sites.

The certification, opening, and safe operation of the WIPP TRUW repository also
signal a new era for enhanced acceptance and credibility of deep geological disposal
of long-lived radioactive waste both in the USA and abroad. Intrinsically, perhaps
ultimately, they also support the continued use of peaceful industrial, medical,
agricultural, and research nuclear applications, because they demonstrate de facto to
the world that deep geological disposal of long-lived radioactive waste can be safely
done at a carefully selected site in a specially designed repository. Indeed, one of
the most apparent and inescapable conclusions is that if primary reliance for the
containment and isolation of long-lived waste is placed on the natural barriers rather
than specially designed engineered barriers, rock salt is a very, if not the most,
suitable geologic medium.
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Abstract

The proposal to construct a nuclear fuel waste (NFW) disposal facility in Canada is
fraught with difficulties, particularly with respect to gaining public acceptance and
consent. Public perceptions of risk associated with a disposal facility a generally
negative. Indeed, it was found that over 60% of residents in northern Ontario
communities are opposed to the possibility of a disposal facility being constructed
within 120 km of their community. Even after being offered to possibility of
compensation and incentives, the majority of residents are strongly opposed.

Canadian decision makers have generally endorsed a siting framework known as the
open siting approach. The major characteristic of this approach is that it allows for
substantial public participation in any siting process. It is premised on the notion that
only communities where a majority of citizens favour the siting of a facility will be
considered as potential hosts. However, given that the majority of residents on the
Ontario portion of the Canadian Shield are strongly opposed to a NFW facility, the
open approach will not be a panacea for a successful siting process. The major
limitation of this approach is the fact that a single community cannot be isolated from
its surrounding region and communities.

The purpose of this paper is to work towards the development of a regional siting
strategy for Canadian nuclear fuel waste management. There are no clear precedents of
a regional siting approach to facility location in Canada. However, some analogous
planning regimes and initiatives have been attempted. Common to these initiatives is
the consideration of a large geographical region and attempts to integrate, at least
formally, social, cultural, political and environmental concerns in a coherent and
comprehensive manner. Under this type of "siting strategy" NFW management would
be considered within a broad array of resource management initiatives, social and
cultural priorities, and institutional structures over a large geographical area.
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1. Introduction

The U.S. Department of Energy and its contractors are currently evaluating a site in
Nevada (Yucca Mountain) for disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The project
is technically and politically complex, and has multiple stakeholders, as well as
schedule constraints. All of these factors contribute to a difficult environment in
which to provide a transparent (clear and understandable) and traceable
documentation of the analyses of the site. This paper provides a case study of the
approach used to develop analyses and documentation for the evaluation of the
performance of the site, including example results. In particular, reference is made
to the Viability Assessment of Yucca Mountain [1], a report to the U.S. Congress
that will be used in the decision-making for future investigation of the site.

Two of the major goals of the performance assessment portion of the Viability
Assessment (and in future assessments of the site) were to provide both
transparency of analysis and traceability of information to the stakeholders.

• Transparency includes imparting a high level of understanding to the
stakeholders, many of whom are not technically sophisticated in the nuances
involved in radioactive waste disposal. The use of graphics and multiple levels
of detail in the documentation were determined to be of crucial importance to
transparency.

• Traceability includes developing the documentation of all analysis decisions,
models and data so that the results are reproduceable by other analysts without
intervention from the project analysts. Configuration control of software and
data is imperative to traceability.

The technical complexity of radioactive waste disposal requires evaluation of
uncertainties in the processes and rates that will occur in the disposal system in the
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future. Forecasting the performance of the system with models attempts to establish
the limits of the possible performance outcomes of the disposal system. The
forecasting is limited by available data and our current ability to assess what might
happen to the disposal system through the course of time. Processes that are linked to
or provide feedback to other processes compound the uncertainty in the behavior of
the system through time. Describing the uncertainties in the system presents a
significant challenge to providing transparency.

In addition to the technical complexity of the project, there is considerable political
complexity of organization that must also be understood and properly managed in
order to accomplish the technical goals of transparency and traceability. The project
is managed by a Management and Operating Contractor to the U.S. Department of
Energy, that is comprised of over 20 organizations, including corporations, national
laboratories, and the U.S. Geological Survey. The alignment of the multiple
organizations requires a high level of coordination.

The remainder of this paper discusses the general approach to the performance
assessment analyses and documentation followed by example results and general
conclusions. The conclusions include discussion of some of the key improvements
necessary as the project proceeds toward licensing.

2. Approach

The overall approach to providing a transparent and traceable document for the
Viability Assessment involved developing a clear analysis method, followed by
development of the text and graphics necessary to meet the objectives. The analysis
method was developed by performance assessment analysts with experience in
previous performance assessments. The documentation required coordination of
technical integrators, technical specialists, graphic specialists, technical editors, and
production specialists.

2.1 Transparency

Developing understanding of the method and results of the total system performance
assessment required a multi-level demonstration of the analyses. Graphics and text
were aggressively developed to provide information appropriate to a specific
audience. Several different levels of detail were used in communicating results,
depending on the audience. A progression of documents from complex to simple
(3,000 pages in a technical basis document to 8 pages in an overview) were
developed to satisfy the mix of audiences comprising the various stakeholders.

It was determined after presentations to reviewing organizations that transparency
hinges on an easy to understand graphical portrayal of the physical processes
evaluated by the models. In particular, the figures showing model conceptualization
had to be at the appropriate level of detail for the technically literate, but not
radioactive-waste literate, person to quickly understand. Graphical specialists
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worked with the performance assessment analysts to develop these figures. The
progression and improvement in these conceptual figures from previous performance
assessments is significant.

The analyses were discretized into several parts, for ease of computation and clarity
of presentation. Each part had key processes associated with it. These processes
were captured graphically, an example of which is provided in Figure 1.

The individual discrete analyses were linked together to develop the total system
performance assessment. The information flow diagram showing how the many
parts were linked together is shown in Figure 2. The analyses utilized several
hundred parameters with uncertainty ranges.

The text was initially developed by the analysts, reviewed by a technical editor and
then sent to production. An assumption was made that the analyst would need help
in order to write the type of summary document required for Congress. The review
by a technical editor was oriented toward avoidance of acronymns and technical
radioactive waste jargon, and providing a fresh look at the text from someone who
was somewhat removed from the analysis. Consensus between the analysts and
editors was achieved, though this step provided some difficulty.

Finally, multiple levels of review were conducted to ensure that the documentation
met its goals for transparency and traceability. The documents underwent extensive
internal review during their development. Technical editors attempted to open the
technical details for understanding by non-radioactive waste technical personnel.
Project reviewers provided both technical and appropriateness reviews. In addition,
external reviews of the approach and procedures was solicited. A Performance
Assessment Peer Review Panel was organized consisting of six experts in the key
areas of the PA. They were periodically briefed on the approach and interim results.
They provided useful comments several times during the development of the PA that
helped improve the transparency and defensibility of the analyses. Additional
briefings and comments were received from the U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical
Review Board, and the regulator, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Another aspect of the development of the analyses involved the use of expert panels
to attempt to better characterize the uncertainty in several areas (waste package
degradation, saturated zone flow, infiltration, etc).

2.2 Traceability

The traceability of the analyses requires the ability to explicitly identify the sources
of data used, the version of software used, and the models used. The regulator and
other interested parties need to be able to reproduce the results of the analyses
without assistance from the performance assessment analysts. Explicit
documentation of all steps taken in the analyses, of the software, and of the input
used to generate the analyses need to be available to attain the goal of traceability.
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The software traceability was attained through the use of configuration management.
Software versions are controlled, and the version used for a particular analysis is
recorded. Some data was retrieved directly from the controlled database. Other data
passed from organization to organization was sent to the database and given a
tracking number prior to use by the downstream organization. Additional
traceability was afforded by documentation of the specific details of a calculation or
analysis in proceduralized documents. Figures in the performance assessment
documentation were labeled with data or file names for ease of retrieval.

Portions of the analyses are more easily traced than others. For example, the top
level of the performance assessment model hierarchy is fairly self-contained in the
total system performance assessment code and it's associated linked files, making
reproduceability of that part of the analyses straightforward. However, moving
down the model hierarchy and "pulling the data string" to the basis of the process
models feeding PA or to the data supporting the process models is more complex
and for the VA analyses was not easy to achieve. Steps are being taken to improve
traceability in these areas.

3. Results

The analyses of the repository system performance were recorded in a multi-tier
documentation package [1], [2]. This provides documentation for several discrete
segments of the stakeholder population; technical specialist, technical generalist, and
general educated public.

The results of the analyses were presented in three basic ways. First, best estimate or
expected value results provided the dose rate as a function of time for the simulation
that sampled the mean value from the uncertain parameter ranges (Figure 3).
Second, probabilistic results were presented as complementary cumulative
distribution functions of the peak dose from 100 realizations of the uncertain input
parameters. Third, differential sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the
sensitivity of dose rate to variations in key input parameters. These latter were
variations of one parameter at a time with respect to the expected value simulation.
The probabilistic results were analyzed by linear regression to determine the most
important factors causing uncertainty in the dose rates to the critical population
group. The linear regression analyses and differential analyses were then examined
together to rank the key factors affecting dose rates. The primary factors included
the number of waste packages contacted by seeping water, the waste package
degradation rates, and the dilution in the saturated zone. The identification of these
factors important to performance helped inform an ongoing effort to optimize the
design of the repository and further decrease potential doses.
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4. Conclusions

The recent assessment of the Yucca Mountain potential repository attempted to
develop transparent and traceable documentation. The assessment was largely
successful in this effort, providing meaningful graphics and easy to understand
descriptions of the analyses for multiple audiences. While there are obviously many
areas in the modeling and data collection that could be improved with sufficient
resources, the document has been well received as an accurate, understandable
assessment of the analyses.

A few difficulties were encountered in the efforts to produce transparent and
traceable documentation of the performance assessment analyses. Streamlining the
text from a typical technical document to more of a layman's document, was not
always easy. The data transfer steps that are proceduralized were not always
smooth, as we worked out some of the bugs in the data transfer system. For some of
the graphics, there was a mismatch between the analyst's hardware/software and the
production hardware/software, causing difficulties in printing the graphics.

One thing that was clear as the many organizations worked to pull the document
together, is that relationships between people are still necessary in spite of all the
technology brought to bear on the problem. A high level of cooperation and
integration is necessary for the process to work smoothly.

Significant effort is being made to continue to improve the processes that lead to
traceability. Multiple teams are taking the sequencing of models/data apart and
finding all of the transfers required as the project moves toward Site
Recommendation and potential Licensing. Likewise, the effort to achieve
transparency is evolving and will improve with the next iteration of the analyses.
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In 1993 the Dutch Government issued the official statement that geological storage
of high toxic waste (among which radioactive waste) will only be permitted under
the condition of retrievability (NMP art.62.) This boundary condition opened a
wide variety of new aspects. Not only of technical and safety nature but also meant
a stimulant to reopen the social-ethical debate, not in the least because
retrievability offered a variety of objectives to be purchased.

The rigid political ordination with respect to retrievability was induced by two
former technical reports, one of the Council for Environmental and Nature
Research (R.M.N.O.) named 'On top or deep down" and a second carried out by
the Delft Technical University Mining Faculty, ordered by the 'Research
Commission for Radioactive Waste Disposal (OPLA). Both reports concluded that
in rock salt -at that time the chosen host rock in the Netherlands- a retrievable
option was feasible. The report from the Delft University concluded that a period
of 100 years was almost certain to be guaranteed, most likely considerably longer
in conjunction with maintenance capacities.

Since 1995 the new research commission 'CORA' (Research Commission on
Radioactive Waste Disposal) has focussed its activities very clearly on two
subjects, retrievability and clay, the latter as an alternative host rock.

Besides a series of technical aspects with respect to the retrievable option, much
attention was paid to the strategic consequences of this option.
In the first place the question of which objectives can be purchased.

Seven major objectives were identified, which are:
1. Removal in case of unexpected calamities
2. Removal -eventually of waste with special characteristics- in order to subject

to transmutation processes
3. Removal in favour of economical reuse.
4. Monitoring to validate the results of modelling studies and other computations

in a 'one to one' situation in space and time in the original geological and
mining-technical setting.

5. To redesign details of the mining concept at the hand of monitoring results and
practical experiments.

6. To enable a procedure of chronological part-decisions with respect to "go - no
go"
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7. Feeding the 'rolling present' concept of NEA (NEA collective opinion 1995)
with the most relevant information to bring a final decision on definite closure
to the highest level of security.

Besides these objectives however, a retrievable option also offers a variety of
scenarios (Figure 1) coupled by means of a system of chronological part-decisions.
Each part decision to be taken at the hand of the outcome of a period of monitoring
and fact-finding. Decisions that may vary from 'back to surface' via 'prolongation
of the observations' -either in the existing framework and facility or elsewhere- till
ready for "definite closure".

Options for retrievable disposal of HLW

600 vear

Comttte* on Redwaste Disposal (CORA) the Netherlands

Fig.l

Figure 1 also demonstrates how a geological, retrievable option may function in
the general strive for 'confidence building'. However, with respect to the subject
"confidence building" there are rather sensitive aspects. In the first place
confidence building should not get the odour to be a goal in itself, a technique to
convince the public. Confidence building has to radiate being a vehicle to prove or
to disprove that geological storage is the most acceptable solution.

In the second place the choice between approval or disapproval has to be made on
the base of understandable facts, arguments and procedures. In this respect
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untraceable results of modelling and computations have proved to fail. Maybe the
simple saying 'the prove of the pudding is the eating' offers a clue.

Therefore a sufficient time of reversible practice with tangible facts and figures
may be the most convincing vehicle to get a satisfactory decision procedure. When
confidence building is understood in this way, some form of retrievability may
play a practical if not even an indispensable role in such concept of confidence
building.

Apart however from the direct practical role retrievability can play, in a well
understood process of 'confidence building' based on the production of
consumable facts and figures, retrievability also can play a special role in the
social-ethical discussions.

In The Netherlands since tenths of years the waste policy is dominated by two
principles. The first one is reversibility, the second comprises the so called IMC
criteria (Isolation, Manageability and Control). These principles have their roots in
a social-ethical approach. The traditional concept of definit closure of a geological
facility immediately after filling didn't meet the requirements of these two
principles.

A retrievable storage however meets these requirements to an almost full extent
and therefore formed an acceptable starting point for a meaningful debate on a
social-ethical level.

Also the so-called 'Buser paradox' offers a sizeable point in this respect. This
paradox points to the inconsequence that, on one hand serious doubts on human
capacities to manage nuclear plants now or in the future are used as an argument
against nuclear energy, but on the other hand there is a strong pleading to keep the
waste at or near the surface because of a dominant trust in human supervision.
With this paradox we enter the domain of the discussion 'storage at the surface or
at geological depth'. Using retrievability as a thinking model we can state that also
the maintenance and in fact its span of functional life is depending on the
capabilities of future generations in the same way as a storage at the surface. So a
decline of human capacities strikes both options in the same way.
In other words we have comparable circumstances for both options- the accessible
situation- until some future date determined by the level of human capabilities.

From that fatal date on we have to consider two clearly split scenario systems; the
scenarios regarding surface storage and the scenarios with respect to geological
storage.

The scenarios of geological storage are to be divided into:
1. Before the date of human incompetence and after an adequate period of

observations, validations and procedural steps during the retrievable period
definitive closure was decided and carried out. This means that the waste is
put under the care of an approved and socially accepted, natural, geological
isolation.

2. The decision on definitive closure is not yet taken; no adequate maintenance is
to foresee. The waste is necessarily trusted to a natural 'fail safe' mechanism.
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The scenarios of the surface storage also can be divided into two groups.
1. The cause of incapabilities to carry out the proper surveillance and

maintenance is a deterioration of human capabilities. A dilapidation of the
facility is to be foreseen and the area may expected to be inhabitable over a
time-span determined by the decay periods of the waste components.

2. The motive is not decided by the human level of capacities but by the human
inability to withstand natural processes at the surface. In this respect it is
inevitable to realise that the earth surface is the 'working floor of nature'.
Short term events, like floodings, earthquakes, volcanism, landslides etc often
have irresistible forces. Long-term events related to major climate changes
such as ice ages causing vigorous extensions of land-ice masses, major sea
level fluctuations and hydrological changes even may change morphology of
the earth surface drastically, especially in moderate latitudes. These 'natural
disasters' have a potential to spread the waste over subcontinental areas.

Overlooking the scenarios we may however not yet conclude that a retrievable
geological storage deserves outspoken priority. A more intrusive contemplation
reveals the following points of attention:
• With regards to a geological storage the effect of perfect isolation is not yet

proven.
One may argue that a retrievable execution of a geological storage may solve
such question to a convincible level. However interactions between the waste
and its containers with the host rock may effect the initial isolation capacity of
the host rock. At the moment it is still questionable if a limited time-span of
retrievability will offer sufficient information. The same is valid with respect
to man-made barriers in the facility. So we may conclude that a minimum
timespan of retrievability should be related to the period necessary to collect
the relevant information.

• Another critical remark to be made is the reliability of long term isolation
particularly with respect to a retrievable execution. Long term safety is the
ultimate goal of geological storage and from that point of view the provisions
related to retrievability may not hamper either the effect of a controlled
definitive closure, nor the effect of the automatic fail-safe process.
Besides a retrievable geological option has its particular safety problems
during the period of accessibility. The latter may show many similarities with
the storage at the surface, however the objectives of monitoring and technical
adjustments may put an extra burden on the safety aspects.
Regarding the roughly outlined risks of a storage at the surface one can take
precautions by choosing locations with a minimal risk regarding destroying
the morphology. This means locations outside the reach of glacial processes,
sea-level changes, floodings, etc. However, this will imply international
solutions for the simple reason that the requirements of a geomorphologic
most stable position are not yet within the territories of a great number of
countries. Moreover long transports unavoidably connected with international
solutions is also a price to pay besides the fact that international solutions are
political still out of the question.
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To conclude, there are sufficient reasons to undertake serious research with respect
to a retrievable geological storage, not only from the point of view of geo
techniques and safety but also because it offers a link to involve social-ethical
arguments into the discussion. The latter because participation in the decision
making is not merily based on the believe in disputable figures but on checkable
data in a comprehensive framework of scenario's, procedures and step-wise
decisions with a great deal of social-ethical entrances.
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1. Introduction

Although ambient air pollution is known to affect human, quantitative measure of
the impact is quite uncertain. One of the most successful approaches to evaluate
adverse health consequences caused by actual concentrations of pollutants in
ambient air, is risk assessment. The quantitative values of lifetime risk units (RU)
recommended by international and some national organizations are often used in
assessing the health risk from different sources (chemical pollutants, radioactive
exposure, electromagnetic waves etc.). Recommendations of the World Health
Organisation (WHO) [1,2] and United States Environmental Protection Agency
(U.S.EPA) [3] in integrated risk data base (IRIS) were taken for a basis in
calculating health risks caused by chemically polluted ambient air in Russian cities.
We also used well established approaches [4-7] for assessing health risks from the
substances not clearly defined in terms of risk units in the mentioned
recomendations. In all cases, expert values of risks have been averaged, and the
uncertainty range reflects the differences in the risk recommendations and the
inaccuracies in methods used for measuring air pollutants.

2. Assessments Of Health Risks Caused By Chemically
Contaminated Air In Moscow
Knowing the pollution levels in ambient air and population sizes under exposure we
could assess and compare the health risks from air pollutions for population of
Moscow. The aim is to make clear the contribution of existing atmospheric air
pollution to mortality rates. For this purpose we have:
• analysed the national (U.S.EPA), international (WHO) and other approaches to

health risk assessment [1-7],
• combined their recommendations, and
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• used averaged values for point assessments with uncertainty range reflecting
the variance in recommendations.

Some results for Moscow population are showed in Table 1. The choice of
pollutants, presented in Table 1, is determined by the Russian monitoring standards
and analytical methods of air pollution control. Only about 20 substances are being
constantly measured at stationary monitoring posts. For the purpose of this study,
the pollutants were chosen referred to as potentially hazardous in the range of
measured concentrations in urban air. Results of our calculations are presented in
the third column of Table 1 in absolute numbers of deaths caused by the atmosphere
pollution in Moscow. The last column of Table 1 shows the relative contribution of
pollutants to the corresponding mortality rates registering for Moscow citizens.
All pollutants included in the table can be divided in two groups (classes) according
to their health effects pattern:

1) Pollutants increasing the frequency of overall mortality. These are: suspended
particles sulphur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide.
It should be noted that this class of pollutants also contribute to respiratory tract
diseases, but this part of calculations was excluded from the paper, because of the
complications in evaluating air pollution impact on morbidity in Moscow
population.
2) Carcinogen pollutants increasing the incidence of specific cancer diseases:
leukemia and respiratory tract cancers. These group comprises all the pollutants
except referred to the first class.
In Moscow where the level of suspended particles in the air is increased (more than
150 mcg/m3), the total number of annual deaths caused by the exposure of
suspended particles is approximately 3500 deaths per year, 3% overall annual
mortality.

2.1 Nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide

Nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide are relatively important factors in death risk.
Although assessments of health risk caused by the nitrogen dioxide and sulphur
dioxide have a wide range of uncertainty, they obviously play an essential part in
mortality caused by the ambient air pollutions.
Relatively great contribution of nitrogen dioxide in death risk is explaned by the
wide range of uncertainties in recommendations or prognoses of health risk caused
by this pollutant. The real quantity of nitrogen dioxide death risk, from our point of
view, is in some times less (but sooner - the same order).
Among the classical pollutants sulphur dioxide has been thoroughly investigated in
terms of health consequences. No evidence of important contribution of sulphur
dioxide to the death risk was found in this study. This fact can probably be
explained by inaccuracy of measurements of this substance in Russia. It is obvious
that methods of analitical control for sulphur dioxide currently used in Russia have
to be improved. Such conclusion is proved by a comparative analysis of sulphur
dioxide concentrations in big cities of other countries. They may be at least ten
times high.
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So, relatively small contribution to death risk of sulphur dioxide (especially in
comparison with nitrogen dioxide) obviously could be explained by inaccuracy of
analitical control methods have been used in Russia for this substance. This
assessment is used in the following comparative analysis.

Substances

Suspended
Particles

Nitrogen dioxide

Sulfur dioxide

Benzene

Benzo(a)pyrene

2.3.7.8-TCDD
(Dioxin)

Formaldehyde
Cadmium

Nickel

Polychlorinated
biphenyls(PCBs)

Annual risk
of death, 10^
[y'/mcg/m3]

~4 (0.8-17)

<3
-8.4

-0.09 (0.06-
0.12)

-660 (25 -
1300)

4.73*10'

-0.09

26
-5.3 (4.9-

5.7)
31

Refe rence

[3-5]

[3]
[5,6]

[1,2]

[1,2]

[2]

[2]

[1]
[1,2]

[ 2 ]

Averaged annual
concentration

[mcg/m3]

100

80-100

l-3">
10*"»

190-340"'
25"'»
0.009

5*10"*- l l ' lO-6

")
3

0.01
0.01

(2-3)* 10"1

Absolute
annual

health risk
[deaths per

year]

3500

<2000''

<200
750

180
20
55

2] -45

3

2.3
0.5

0.1

Relative
annual health

risk
[%]

3% "

<1.5%"

0.15%"
<0.5% "
22-39%2)

2.7% 2)

1.5% 3)

0.5%-1.1% 4 )

0.1%4 )

0.1% 4)

0.02% •>

0.002%4I

Table 1. Assessments of health risks caused by air pollutions in Moscow city (1992-
1996)

Notes: *) Upper bound. **) It is necessary to elaborate the methods of measuring.
***) Expert assessment

Risk values are given relatively annual mortality intensitives (Moscow, 1994):
1) all causes; 2) leukemia; 3) lung, trachea, bronhial cancers; 4) respiratory tract

cancers.

2.2 Carcinogenic pollutants

Carcinogenic pollutants (second class): Arsenic, Cadmium, Vinylchloride, Nickel,
Benzene, Benzo(a)pyrene, Dioxin (Moscow), Formaldehyde. The contribution of
these substances to the mortality from cancer diseases varies from 1 to 3 %.
For Moscow, carcinogenic air pollutants can be divided in two subgroups according
their potencial hazards:
a) relatively hazard: Benzene, Benzo(a)pyrene, 2.3.7.8 - TCDD (Dioxin). The
contribution of these substances to the cancer mortality equals to l%-3% of
registrated existing levels of frequency.
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2.2.1 Benzene problem for Moscow?!
It is necessary to say a few words about the hazard from Benzene pollution. We
found extremly high relative hazard (about 25% of leukemia frequency) level of
this pollutant for Moscow population. The Benzene problem can be really actual,
if the official data (that must be used) of Benzene concentration in atmospheric air
of Moscow are correct. Comparisons with other data of Benzene concentration in
air of Russian cities lead us to the conclusion, that the concentration of Benzene in
Moscow atmospheric air is overestimated. That's why we put in the Table 1 our
expert judge (marked by three stars) about the supposed real level of Benzene
concentration, which is one order less. Anyway, it gives relatively high
contribution of Benzene to health risk.
It is necessary to continue anlysis of health risks caused by air pollutions of
Benzene, Benzo(a)pyrene, 2.3.7.8 - TCDD (Dioxin) in Moscow city.

b) potencial hazard of the other investigated carcinogenic pollutants:
Formaldehyde, Cadmium, Nickel, Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) is negligible
(less than 0.1%).

2.3.Preliminary conclusion

Analysis of all presented rezults show the main role of noncarcinogenic pollutants.
From our view, the contribution of noncarcinogenic pollutants to all deaths caused
by air contamination is far beyond 50%, reaching the 90%. The total contribution of
carcinogenic pollutants to all deaths caused by air pollution is less than 10%. The
contribution of pollutants studied elsewhere to deaths caused by air contamination
can be varied from 10% to about 40%. Further researches are necessary.

3. Assessments of Health Risks Caused by Chemically
Contaminated Drinking Water in Moscow

The familiar estimations have been made for death risks, caused by chemically
contaminated drinking water. We made this analysis for Moscow population, using
the data of the official report on Moscow environmental contamination in 1992. We
have faced with great problems searching the published data. They are very few and
usially unbelivable. That is why the correctness of our estimations can be
questionable. Anyway, we tried to understand the orders of death risks on the basis
of data published.
We assessed the orders of death risks caused by the pollution levels of carcinogenic
substances, controlled in Moscow drinking water. The basical method for estimation
- the U.S.EPA approach [2]. The results of our assessment are presented in Table 2.
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Substances

Chloroform and
Trichlorethylene

Arsenic
Carbon tetrachloride

Benzo(a)pyrene

Beryllium

Annual risk
of death, 106

[y'/mcg/l]

0.018-0.19

-0.8
-0.2
-3

1.8

Averaged annual
concentration

[mcg/1]

-30-100 (3.0-280)

2-5 (0.1 -10)
0.4-2 (0.3-4.8)

0.01-0.03
(0.001 -1.0)

0.02-0.05

Absolute annual
health risk

[deaths per year]

-30-90 (0.5-500)

15-35 (7-70)
1-3 (<8)
0.3-1.0
(<30)
<0.8

Relative annual
health risk

[%]
~<1% •>

0.2-0.4% "
0.01-0.04% '>

negligible
0.2-0.4% "
negligible

Table 2. Assessments of health risks caused by drinking water pollutions in
Moscow city

Notes: Risk values are given relatively annual mortality intensitives (Moscow,
1994): 1) perroral tract cancers.

For Moscow, carcinogenic drinking water pollutants can be divided in two
subgroups according their potencial hazards:
a) relatively hazard: Chloroform and Trichlorethylene, Arsenic, Carbon
tetrachloride. The contribution of these substances to the perroral tract cancer
mortality is less than 1%.
b) potencial hazard of Beryllium and Benzo(a)pyrene is negligible.

4. Comparative Analysis of Death Risk Orders

The aim of this stage of our study was to compare death risks caused by air and
drinking water pollutions in Moscow city and to make a comparative analysis with
other kinds of risks for better understanding of the hazards posed by environmental
pollutions (Fig.l).

HEALTH RISKS
CAUSED BY
AIR POLLUTANTS

OTHER KINDS
OF

DEATH RISKS

HEALTH RISKS CAUSED BY
DRINKING WATER

POLLUTIONS

VARIOUS DISEASES
ACCIDENTS

NATURE DISASTERS

Figure 1. The scheme of comparative death risk analysis

The comparisons of mean death risks caused by air and drinking water pollutions in
Moscow city are presented in Table 3. Relative contributions to death risk shows the
main hazardous carcinogenic substances. They are ranking the following:
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Chloroform and Trichlorethylene (water), Benzo(a)pyrene (air), Arsenic (water),
Dioxin (air), Benzene (air). Their relative contributions to the total death risk of
contaminated environment varies from 10% to 30%.

Carcinogenic
substances

Chloroform and
Trichlorethylene
Benzo(a)pyrene

2.3.7.8-
TCDD(Dioxin)

Arsenic
Benzene

Formaldehyde
Cadmium

Carbon tetrachloride
Beryllium

Nickel
Polychlorinated

biphenyls(PCBs)

Air pollution

-t-

+

+

+

+

+
+

Drinking water
pollution

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Total

Absolute annual health
risk

[deaths per year]

-60

56 (55/0.6)
-28

-25
-20

3
2.3 (2.3/0)

-2

0.8
0.5 (0.5/0)

0.1

-200

Relative
contribution to

introduced annual
health risk, [ % ]

30

28
14

13
10
2
1
1

<0.5
<0.5
0.00

100

Table 3. Carcinogenic health risks caused by air and drinking water pollutions in
Moscow city (1992-1996)

Carcinogenic
substances

Chloroform and
Trichlorethylene

Benzene
Benzo(a)pyrene

Arsenic
2.3.7.8-

TCDD(Dioxin)
Carbon tetrachloride

Formaldehyde
Cadmium

Nickel
Beryllium

Polychlorinated
biphenyls(PCBs)

Air pollution

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

Drinking water
pollution

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

Total

Upper bounds of
estima-tions of annual
health risk [deaths per

year]

<500

<270
<85
<70
<45

<8
3

2.3
<1
0.8
0.1

-985

Relative
contribution to

introduced annual
health risk, [ % ]

50.8

27.4
8.6
7.5
4.1

0.8
0.3
0.2
0.1

<0.1
0.00

100

Table 4. Upper bound estimations of carcinogenic health risks caused by air and
drinking water pollutions in Moscow city (1992-1996)
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The same kind of comparisons, but of upper bound death risks caused by air and
drinking water pollutions in Moscow city are presented in Table 4. Of course, the
relative contributions to death risk shows the same list of main hazardous
carcinogenic substances. Their relative contributions to the total death risk of
contaminated environment varies from 4% to 50%. And there are some changes in
their ranking: Chloroform and Trichlorethylene (water), Benzene (air),
Benzo(a)pyrene (air), Arsenic (water), Dioxin (air). Benzene takes the second place
in this case, moving from the end of the list.
If we compare ( Fig. 2) the total value of upper bound carcinogenic death risk
estimation with the noncarcinogenic death risk caused by suspended particles, we
can see, that the upper bound carcinogenic risk is only about 20% of total mortality
caused by the air pollution of suspended particles.

78%

2^ttCarcirogens
Suspended particles

Figure 2. The total value of upper bound carcinogenic death risk estimation in
comparison with the noncarcinogenic death risk caused by suspended particles (the
Moscow city).
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To make a comparative analysis with other kinds of risks for better understanding of
the hazards posed by environmental pollutions, we used a rough scale of risk orders
(Fig.3).
Introduction of order hazard scale faciliates:
• the comparisons of quite uncertain health risk assessments;
• the process of decision making on the stage of risk management.
Basing upon this scale of fatal risk orders for population we have made a
comparative analysis of fatal risk orders from air and drinking water pollutants
versus main causes of death and natural hazards. The results are presented in Table
5. And Table 6 presents the comparisons of health risks from air pollutions in
Russian cities with other kinds of risks, i.e. health risks from drinking water
pollutions in Moscow, a major group of fatal diseases and natural disasters.

We may conclude that:
1) Environmental pollutions do not produce the death risks in the HIGH hazard

range.
2) The most hazardous air and drinking water pollutants produce death risks in the

MIDDLE hazard range. The death risks of:
• air pollution (defined through suspended particles) equivalent to the death risks

from such disease as Chronic bronchities, Suicides, Murders, All accidents or
Transport accidents;

• Nitrogen dioxide is close to death risks due to Diabetes, Chronic alcogolism and
alcoholic psychosis, All accidents except transport, Falls, Drawned;

• Sulphur dioxide (Moscow) and Arsenic are copmared with death risk due to
Fires;

• Vinylchloride and Cadmium can be compared with nature disaster risks;
• air pollutions of Benzene, Nickel, Benzo(a)pyrene, Dioxins are equivalent to

drinking water pollutions of Arsenic, Chloroform and Trichlorethylene, and all
they comparable with such natural risks as flood, tsunami, earthquakes,
typhoons, cyclones or storms.

3) The less hazardous air and drinking water pollutants produce death risks in the
LOW hazard range. The death risks of:

• air pollutions of Formaldehyde and Cadmium (Moscow) are equivalent to
drinking water pollution of Carbon tetrachloride, and they comparable with
Thunder storm natural risk;

• air pollution of Nickel (Moscow) are equivalent to drinking water pollution of
Beryllium and Benzo(a)pyrene, and to Hurricane and Tornado natural risks.
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Health hazards

Ambient air pollutions:
Suspended particles

Nitrogen dioxide
Sulphur dioxide (Moscow)
Arsenic
Cadmium
Vinylchloride
Nickel

Benzene

Benzo(a)pyrene

Dioxin (Moscow)
Formaldehyde
Cadmium (Moscow)
Nickel (Moscow)

Drinking water pollutions:
Chloroform and Trichlorethylene

Arsenic

Carbon tetrachloride

Beryllium
Benzo(a)pyrene

Fatal diseases:
Heart diseases
Cancer diseases
Marrow vessels diseases
Chronic bronchities
Diabetes
Chronic alcogolism and alcoholic psychosis

Suicides
Murders
Accidents:

Automototransport
Falls
Drawn ed
Fires
Others

Nature disasters:
Flood, tsunami
Earthquake
Typhoon,cyclone,storm
Thunder storms
Hurricane, tornado

Range of annual death risk
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Table 5. Comparative analysis of population death risk orders
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Hazard

H

I

G

H

M

I

D

D

L

E

L

O

W

Fatal diseases, accidents
etc.

All diseases

Heart diseases

Cancer diseases

Marrow vessels diseases

Chronic bronchities

Suicides

Murders

All accidents

Transport accidents

Diabetes
Chronic alcogolism and

alcoholic psychosis
All accidents, except

Transport
Falls, Drawned

Fires

Air pollutants

Suspended
particles

Nitrogen dioxide

Sulphur dioxide
(Moscow)
Arsenic

Cadmium

Vinylchloride

Benzene

Nickel

Benzo(a)pyrene
Dioxins (Moscow)

Formaldehyde

Cadmium
(Moscow)

Nickel (Moscow)

Drinking water
pollutants

Chloroform and

Trichlorethylene

Arsenic

Carbon
tetrachloride

Beryllium
Benzo(a)pyrene

Nature hazards

Nature
disasters

Flood,
sunami,
Earthquake,
storm,
typhoon,
cyclone

Thunder
storms

Hurricane,
tornado

Table 6. Comparative analysis of various death risks using the hazard scale

5. General Conclusion

The risk assessments and comparative risk analysis provide evidence of the health
hazards for the urban population in Russia associated with increased levels in air of
such noncarcenogenic pollutans (reviewed in this study) as Suspended particles,
Nitrogen dioxide, Sulphur dioxide; carcinogenic air pollutants, as Benzene,
Vinylchloride, Arsenic, Cadmium, Nickel, Benzo(a)pyrene and Dioxins;
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carcinogenic water pollutants, as Chloroform and Trichlorethylene, Arsenic. Futher
investigation is required including both the analysis of health risks from other
pollutants and elaboration of the presented results.
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Abstract

Expert judgement is a valuable source of information in risk management. Especially, risk-
based decision making relies significantly on quantitative risk assessment, which requires
numerical data describing the initiator event frequencies and conditional probabilities in the
risk model. This data is seldom found in databases and has to be elicited from qualified
experts.
In this report, we discuss some modelling approaches to expert judgement in risk modelling.
A classical and a Bayesian expert model is presented and applied to real case expert
judgement data. The cornerstone in the models is the log-normal distribution, which is
argued to be a satisfactory choice for modelling degree-of-belief type probability
distributions with respect to the unknown parameters in a risk model. Expert judgements are
qualified according to bias, dispersion, and dependency, which are treated differently in the
classical and Bayesian approaches. The differences are pointed out and related to the
application task.
Differences in the results obtained from the different approaches, as applied to real case
expert judgement data, are discussed. Also, the role of a degree-of-be!ief type probability in
risk decision making is discussed.

1. Introduction

In risk assessment [1], the most used risk modelling approach is probably the fault-
and event tree model. A fault- and event tree model entails qualitative, as well as
quantitative, information that reflects the risk analyst's/risk manager's knowledge
and beliefs related to possible consequences and frequencies of events in various
risk scenarios.

Statistical data might be found to yield frequency estimates for the initiators in the
fault- and event tree model, but this is rarely the case when estimating the
conditional probabilities related to the various barriers in that model. Thus, expert
judgement is practically always needed to complete the quantification of the risk
model. This naturally raises questions about the "objectivity" of the risk assessment
[2]-

Every risk model is based on assumptions made by the analysts. These
assumptions relate to the usability and relevance of data records of past
incidents/accidents, the expertise available, the aggregation of expert judgements,
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the quantitative risk criteria (such as the ALARP-principle), etc. As modelling
assumptions change, the outcome of the risk assessment might change. One of the
main sources of uncertainty is usually related to the use of expert judgement.

In section 2, we will present a classical and a Bayesian expert model, tuned to the
need of a risk analyst, with no test data for the calibration of the experts. The
formulas for aggregating the judgements are derived and the means to model
expert bias, dispersion, and dependency are described. In section 3, the use of the
derived formulas will be demonstrated on real case expert judgements related to a
part of a fault-tree model. We also want to demonstrate the effect of different
assumptions made with respect to bias, dispersion and dependency as treated in the
two expert modelling approaches. Sections 4 and 5 end the paper with some
conclusions and a general discussion on the use of expert judgement in the context
of a risk assessment.

2. Expert judgement in risk modelling

2.1 Notation

/ true frequency of an accident scenario

f estimate of/
N number of losses related to an accident scenario
y true value of an unknown and unobservable frequency or probability
y estimate of y
y, random variable associated with an expert judgement of y, i = 1,.. .,n
y data vector of n expert judgements
e, error term related to expert i's judgement
e vector of error terms
I co-variance matrix of expert judgements
y random variable associated with y
p(y) analyst's prior distribution
p{y[y) likelihood of the expert judgements
P(y\y) analyst's posterior distribution
k, weight of expert i

2.2 Basic assumptions

In quantitative risk assessment we want to estimate the risk

r(N,f) = E[N]*f (1)

where N is the number of losses and / is the accident frequency. The accident
frequency is usually the frequency of a top event of a fault tree (or an aggregated
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frequency obtained from top events structured by an event tree). Consequence N is
conditionally independent of the occurrence rate of the top event. In fault- and
event tree modelling, we discretise the outcome range of N into 4 or 5 categories
(at most) and connect these to the top event of a fault tree or to the last branching
stage of an event tree, where each "failure"-branch can further be modelled by a
fault tree.

The single most used generic structure of a fault tree is the one illustrated in Fig. 1.
It shows the logic of combining an initiator frequency with a conditional
probability.

fA=g(wA,qA)

AND

LT-T-J

/ ^ ^ \ S ' N
INITIATOR CONDPROB

Figure 1. A generic structure of a fault tree with one initiator event and one
conditional probability.

Expert judgement in quantifying the fault- and event tree model relates to the two
parameters in the structure in Fig. 1: w (initiator frequency) and q (failure
probability or unavailability). In contrast to the procedure of obtaining statistical
point estimates for each w and q directly from data found in databases, expert
judgements are modelled by probability distributions depicting a degree-of-belief
probability. These distributions are combined in various ways to yield an
aggregated distribution from which point estimates i3 and q are inferred (see
Fig. 1).

The numerical ranges of the parameters w and q are [0,<») and [0,1], respectively.
The frequency w usually relates to some basic initiators (or precursors) such as
leakage, fire, collision, etc. The conditional probability q usually relates to
functional failures (equipment failure or human error) of safety systems and are
usually numerically small. Typical ranges are 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-3 (per demand) in
safety critical systems. It is, therefore, justifiable to use the log-normal distribution
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as a probability model of the above variables, as the domain of the random variable
is [0, oo) in the case of frequency, and practically all probability mass will lie
between [0,1] in the case of conditional probability.

With the top event frequency/ a point estimate/ is associated. The estimate f is
basically a function of point estimates u3 and q\, inferred from the aggregated
expert judgement distributions for the initiator event frequency wi and conditional
probability qt, respectively. Denote this function by g(i2, , . . . , l i !v ,^ , . . . ,<3 ) .
The function is determined by the structure of the fault- and event tree model. The
most usual point estimate for i3 or q is the expectation of the aggregated expert
judgement w ox q , that is, E[w] or E[q]. Alternatively, when using the log-
normal distribution, an obvious point estimate is the median of the aggregated
expert judgement, that is, w50 or q 50.

In the following, we will focus on expert judgements related to the "true" value of
the parameter w or q, and will denote this value by y. Specifically, we will
associate with y a point estimate y, which is either the median yso or the
expectation E[y] obtained from the aggregated expert judgement distribution
over the aggregated random variable y.

Expert judgements, related to the value y, are usually biased, dispersed and
dependent. Bias is due to possible optimism or pessimism of the experts, whereas
dispersion is related to the spread of the judgements oxer y. Expert judgements are
always dependent, as they draw, more or less, on a common pool of knowledge
and experience. In fact, perfect experts (clairvoyants) are completely dependent.

Bias can be accounted for by calibrating an expert according to her/his
performance on test data known to the analyst. From such a test, estimates of the
expert's dispersion and dependency can also be derived. Such tests, however, are
not easily constructed. If such tests are not available, the above-mentioned factors
can be dealt with by making subjective assumptions according to the modelling
framework chosen. In the following sections we study a classical expert model and
a Bayesian expert model. The models are chosen and adjusted to satisfy the needs
of the risk analyst, that is, the models are based on the log-normal distribution.

2.2 A classical expert model

The basic model in the classical expert aggregation is

iy(y,) (2)

where the weights k, are to be determined. Following rules have been presented for
the weights [2]:
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1. Assign all experts equal weight
2. Rank the experts in preference and assign weights proportional to ranks
3. Let the experts weight themselves
4. Use proper scoring rules
5. Calibrate according to test data

To grasp the relevance of the first three rules we should qualify the expert
judgements according to bias and correlation. The fourth rule is associated with
dishonesty and the avoidance of purposeful bias in judgements. Because
dishonesty is not an issue here, as we assume that each expert is motivated to give
her/his best judgement, we will not elaborate on the fourth rule further. The fifth
rule relies heavily on test data, which can be difficult to obtain in practice. Thus we
leave out this rule also.

Expert i is asked to give her/his best judgement about the value y. Denote this
judgement by yt . Expert i is also requested to give her/his conservative
judgement about y. The expert should feel somewhat surprised if this judgement
proves to be correct. Denote this judgement by yi . Repeat these questions for all
the experts i = l,...,n.

Specifically, the expert judgements are interpreted as the median and 95%-
percentile values of an underlying log-normal distribution depicting a degree-of-
belief probability. With this information each expert's distribution is directly
defined.

From (2) we can see that the aggregated distribution is a sum of log-normal
distributions P {yt). Thus, the parameters for the aggregated distribution Py (y)

can be obtained analytically as functions of the expert's judgements yt and y{ .
If we know how one expert is biased, we only need her/his judgement to estimate
the value y, which we would know to coincide with the estimate y50 in average.
Weighting is, however, needed if we want to estimate y by the expectation E[y]
or would like to control the variance of the estimand.

The classical expert model can be applied with two different estimands of the
unknown value y. In the case where y is estimated by the median, the application
entails the elicitation of the experts' median estimates y, , which are then used in

r -''.so

computing the aggregated median yso. In the case where y is estimated by the
expectation, the application entails the elicitation of the experts' median estimates
y, , the 95%-percentiles yi , and possible (linear) correlation ptj, which are then
used in the computation of the aggregated expectation £[3?]. This is also used in
the case where we have some beliefs about the experts with respect to bias and
dispersion as described above. The implementation of these beliefs is further
described in section 3 within the context of a case study.
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2.3 A Bayesian expert model

In the Bayesian framework, we define an explicit expert judgement model, where
bias, variance and correlation are defined.

Assume that the experts'judgements follow the multiplicative error model [3].

y,=y*e, / = l,...,/i (?)

If we assume again that the log-transformed error terms In £ ( , / = 1,...,/?, are
normally distributed and correlated according to a joint distribution, the
interpretation of the error model becomes straightforward. The factor ln^v reflects
the expert's (systematic) bias, as well as precision. For instance, if the parameter
value / i ( is greater than zero, the analyst would say that expert i is pessimistic, as
the expected value of her/his judgement is greater than the "true" value. The
likelihood is related to the analyst's belief y about the true value y.

3. Comparison of expert models

Here, we want to compare the application of the classical and the Bayesian expert
model to some real case data [4]. A part of a fault tree is shown in Fig. 2. Three
domain experts were used to quantify the initiator event frequency and the

conditional probability. The point estimate f is calculated from the aggregated
point estimates v3 and q obtained from the judgements. Both the median and the
expectation are used as point estimates.
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decki
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Figure 2. A part of a fault tree model of a real case. Expert judgements elicited for
w and q are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Expert judgements given for a part of a fault tree.

Expert i
W 50 / W 95

9.50 / 9.95

1
10/30

0.02/0.03

2
10/50

0.02/0.05

3
10/30

0.001/0.007

The expert models have been applied to experts who are unbiased/biased and un-

correlated/ correlated. The differences in the point estimates f, as calculated in the
different situations, are assessed relative to the classical equal-weight point
estimate. The following calculation cases are treated:

A. classical equal-weight (reference)
B. classical unbiased but correlated experts

classical biased and correlated experts
Bayesian unbiased but correlated experts
Bayesian biased and correlated experts

C.
D.
E.

The median and expected value estimates i3 ,<^and^= i3*g are shown in Table
2 for each case. Also the relative change from the equal-weight case (i.e. the
reference case) is calculated. The median and expected values in all the five cases
are also shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 2. Summary of median and expected values estimates for the w, q and f
parameters.
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Figure 3. Median and expected value estimates of/calculated in the cases defined
above.

4. Conclusions

From the calculations performed in section 3 the following can be concluded:

• In the classical expert model, correlation between the experts does not seem to
affect the excpected value estimate of/significantly according to cases A and
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B. Changing the between-expert correlation from the originally applied value
of 0.5 to 0.9 affirms this conclusion.

• Using a log-normal distribution might give a significant difference between

the median and expected value point estimates for f, as demonstrated in case
C. The skewness is a function of correlation and variance, both of which are
relatively large in this calculation case.

• The prior distribution affects the posterior distribution significantly, as data,
i.e. expert judgements, are scarce. The difference between the the point

estimates f obtained from the classical and Bayesian expert models is about
one order of magnitude. Changing the prior variance to correspond to "95%-
deviations" by a factor of 10 would increase the difference to two orders of
magnitude. Such a prior would represent a reasonably un-informative prior.

• The significance of the prior is also shown by comparing cases D and E.
Correcting the experts for assumed biases will affect the posterior point

estimates for f only in the third decimal.
• Quantification of a fault tree by either a classical or a Bayesian expert model

would probably result in significantly different top event point estimates
(median or expected value), especially, when the number of qualified experts
is small.

In summary, the aim of the study has been to show how to make the use of expert
judgements more transparent and to provide better insight on the influences of the
methods selected.

5. Discussion

We have described some basic expert judgement models which incorporate bias
and dispersion of, and correlation between, a number of experts. These features are
quantified by the analyst or decision maker as relative errors on a degree-of-belief
basis. Thus, no calibration data is assumed to be available. The quantification
requires some experience by the analyst with respect to the performance of the
experts. Alternatively, experts could judge the bias and confidence of each other. If
calibration data is available, the approach described in [5] should be considered.
The crucial question is the assumed relevance of the calibration data collected:
"Can the performance of experts, as assessed with respect to some data, be
generalised to the problem at hand?".

(f,n)-curves derived from expert judgements along the classical or Bayesian lines
are interpreted the same way. The classical approach relies on the assumption that
the true parameter value is obtained as the limiting number of occurrences
observed under an evolving time period (frequency value) or the relative number of
occurrences observed with respect to a number of demands (conditional
probability). In the Bayesian approach the posterior distribution centers over these
true values as the number of observations increase. Naturally, we have to assume
that the events are exchangeable, that is, we can say something about the future
based on observations of the past.
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In the absence of empirical data, however, we can not tune our estimates according
to them. In many risk assessments the situation is precisely this, and the analyst or
the decision maker is left with the expert judgements obtained. In addition, the
number of experts is usually limited in practice. Which approach, the classical or
the Bayesian, is then preferable? If the analyst or decision maker can be considered
to be a qualified expert himself, it can be argued that the Bayesian approach is
defendable, as the prior information will significantly influence the eventual
estimate. If the analyst or decision maker is not an expert, and if no realistic means
to define an informative prior can be found, the classical approach should be used.
It is important to use informative priors in cases where empirical data is scarce.

As a consequence, every risk assessement should be clearly accompanied by a
description of how the expert judgements have been used. Naturally, any risk
assessment based on expert judgements can be more disputable than one based on
abundant empirical data (observations). It is therefore of outmost importance that
experts consulted in risk assessments are capable of expressing their beliefs in
probabilities (in practice, medians and quantiles). Practical means to minimise the
effect of bias related to known heuristics [6] in probability judgements should be
developed. Furthermore, how can possible motivational biases, which are related
to the experts' personal values be addressed?
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Abstract

"Safety awareness" is proposed as a possibly constructive concept for the
purpose of promoting initiatives in nuclear safety work and gaining im-
proved understanding when communicating on nuclear safety. Safety is thus
conceived as resulting essentially from and actually constituting awareness
of critical factors in regard of safety. The concept aims specifically at pro-
moting the view of "safety" as "awareness of required conditions for being
in control of risk". It aims as well at making clearer sense in calling for con-
stant improvement of safety, according to practice in a safety culture.

This proposed view would be expected to lead to applying the usual types
of safety criteria but offers the merit of attracting due attention to
"awareness goals" in process oriented safety management which are fun-
damental to maintaining and improving safety.

Applications are discussed in regard of communicating on nuclear safety
between decision-makers and the general public, developing and maintain-
ing safety culture, integrating specialist expert contributions in over-all
safety assessment, setting safety goals and using safety indicators.

1. Introduction
In our paper we discuss a way of viewing "safety", particularly nuclear safety, that
could prove useful in communicating on the matter between experts, political deci-
sion makers, media and the public. The subject is relevant in regard of "values in
decisions on risk", the key issue of this Symposium, as safety is typically subject to
improvement, and safety management is thus indeed concerned with (residual)
risks and making decisions on them.
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Communicating on nuclear safety is part of the research agenda of the Nordic Nu-
clear Safety Programme (NK.S) for the four-year period 1998-2000 [1,2]. The con-
siderations presented below reflect an approach taken in the project.

2. Safety comprehended in terms of awareness
The meaning of the word "safety", particularly in the context of nuclear safety, is
neither precise nor self-evident. This makes it rather difficult to communicate suc-
cessfully on the matter, thinking for instance of conveying an understandable view
of the safety of a nuclear power plant as typically highly safe while potentially
highly dangerous. The ambiguity of the safety concept is reflected, among other
things, in the existing variety of "safety goals" (zero accidents, minimum of inci-
dents, probabilistic goals etc.).

We have been considering the possibility of infusing a sense in the word "safety"
that would help to avoid regarding safety as something already established that can
be relied on (a view contrary to safety culture), and promote instead a perception of
"safety" as "awareness of required conditions for being in control of risk".

There are two types of awareness required in regard of safety:

/. Awareness of the risks and what is required to ensure safety (functional
assurance);

2. Awareness of what is required to assure that the imposed safety requirements
will be permanently met in actual practice (quality assurance).

The two types of awareness called for may be considered prime safety objectives
and have certainly anyway governed the development of safety thus far. They rep-
resent a view, however, that is important to emphasise in promoting initiatives in
the safety work and efficiency in communicating on the safety matters.

3. Communicating on safety in terms of aware-
ness
While transparency of the safety case is vital to communicating on it in a meaning-
ful way, nuclear safety matters are often anyway complex and cannot be easily
communicated in technical terms to, e.g., political decision-makers and the public.
It is in fact unlikely that sufficient technical understanding can ever be conveyed
to enable even an informed layman to judge for himself on nuclear safety to appre-
ciable extent.

Communicating with political decision-makers and the public should therefore
probably aim at conveying in the first place principal ideas and ways of thinking to
ensure safety. Technical safety features of particular interest should be highlighted
but with the purpose in mind of illustrating the ideas and the thinking rather than
bringing forward specific safety arguments. The concerned layman, desirous of
knowing if he can trust the experts, is indeed more likely to ask questions like "is
there enough dedication and awareness of the risks and the safety matters among
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those who are responsible for the safety?" than to enquire on specific technical ap-
proaches.

We thus believe that taking the proposed approach could improve on the trust
achieved in communicating on safety matters'. As an example, in explaining the
advances in nuclear safety, considerable emphasis used to be placed on the con-
tainment venting filters in the systems for mitigation of severe reactor accident that
were provided in, among others, the Swedish reactors after the accident in Harris-
burg in 1979. Although the filters serve an important safety purpose, the particular
emphasis given to them in explaining about nuclear reactor safety may well convey
a false view of relying unduly on the outmost line of defence in the "safety de-
fence-in-depth system". The safety concept should accordingly be depicted more in
line with the safety defence-in-depth principle and emphasising the innermost lines
of defence, notably the quality system to avert possible disturbances and the safety
systems to prevent anyway occurring disturbances to lead to accidents.

In order to put the layman in a best possible position to form his own judgement on
the safety matters, he should thus be communicated for main part in general terms
of safety awareness requirements, in the sense just described, being observed in the
industry and on part of the safety authorities. The requirements will of course have
to be expressed in appropriately commonplace terms but would still enable struc-
tured discussion on the safety matters between the experts and the laymen.

4. Awareness and Safety Culture
Understanding safety in terms of awareness of what safety actually requires is
clearly in line with the concept of safety culture. Striving for safety awareness, by
reviewing from time to time the safety concept in regard of its designed features as
well as of the working practices in operation, surveillance and maintenance, is thus
typical of safety culture. Lacking safety awareness as a result of limiting the safety
concerns to, e.g., complying with established safety requirements signifies, on the
other hand, a degraded safety culture.

Safety culture is thus distinguished by fostering constant commitment to safety im-
provement. However, striving all the time for improving safety of a nuclear plant
may not make clear sense viewing merely numbers or technical capabilities of
safety features that are currently available. Viewing instead safety to be a question
of awareness - thorough understanding of what safety requires and assurance that
all conditions for the safety that have been established are indeed under control -
makes clearer sense as safety awareness can obviously always be improved.

It should be realised that the currently prevailing safety concept and practices may
for great part reflect awareness that was gained in the past but is now forgotten,
e.g. due to the turnover of operating staff over the years.

1 Communication channels that allow the layman to evaluate the authenticity of
experts is one of the essential elements of transparency, see below.
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5. Awareness Criteria and Safety assessment
For overall safety assessment of a nuclear power plant, as made by the utilities and
independently by the safety authority, it must be ensured that the highly specialised
experts contribute their expertise on well-understood premises in regard of aspects
of the safety case of which they are less familiar. All involved experts need there-
fore communicate among themselves at an appropriate, general level in order to
establish requirements for the necessary awareness of the prerequisites for meeting
the ultimate, detailed safety requirements. Such awareness is typically concerned
with, e.g., risk types or particular safety objectives to be accounted for, needs of
specific competence, procedures, quality assurance etc.

The required general safety awareness on part of the experts can be ensured by
identifying awareness criteria, which have to be met through the working processes
in the organisation.

The approach taken in the recent years by, e.g., the Swedish nuclear safety author-
ity in its inspection activities is thus increasingly concerned with assessing the
working processes at the plants in regard of their suitability for ensuring that ulti-
mate safety requirements at the detailed levels will be met. The attention is ac-
cordingly shifting from, e.g., verifying compliance with detailed regulations and
operational performance criteria to observing the working processes at the nuclear
plants in regard of their suitability and adequacy for ensuring safety.

Transparency of the safety case is obviously still an important factor in ensuring
necessary awareness.

6. Awareness criteria and Safety Goals
As explained above, the two main types of awareness called for - in regard of
functional and quality assurance - may well be considered prime safety objectives.
They may be defined at any hierarchical level but would be particularly useful
when defined at a general level. The awareness at general level would mainly con-
cern prerequisites (e.g. types of competence required) for meeting the ultimate re-
quirements at detailed level (e.g. required capacity of a particular safety system or
type of structural material required for corrosion resistance).

Traditional safety goals may be assessed in regard of how well they represent
needs for gaining, in combination, required safety awareness. The goal to
"completely avoid" severe accidents which is sometimes used may be taken as an
example of goals providing little guidance and little opportunity to leam from ex-
perience in regard of the outcome. While this type of goal in fact requires, for
being practical, that some statistically significant accident rate can be observed, se-
vere reactor accidents are literally intolerable.

Another operating goal, set, e.g., by the Swedish nuclear safety authority, is that
there should be "no incidents revealing severe shortcomings in regard of the safety
defence-in-depth system". This goal is useful as it attracts attention to an important
aspect of the feedback of operating experience. The probabilistic safety targets
serve a similar but largely extended purpose, as the feedback of operating experi-
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ence can then also be used for validation of the probabilistic modelling of the plant,
thus allowing deeper understanding of what is required for safety.

7. Awareness criteria and Safety indicators
On perceiving "safety" as awareness of required conditions for being in control of
risk, safety indicators should reflect the extent of such control, or the lack of con-
trol (uncertainty). In the following, the term "indicator" is used to designate any
type of observation that may be made on a regular basis and can be assumed to
have a bearing on performance in general (performance indicators) or specifically
in regard of safety (safety indicators).

Like in the case of safety goals, safety indicators are useful to the extent the use
and follow-up of them contribute to the awareness of important factors and condi-
tions pertaining to safety.

Performance indicators, commonly employed in monitoring operation of nuclear
reactors (as the WANO indicators [3] and various utility specific indicators), are
typically indicators of general quality assurance and offer important insight in this
respect. Examples include energy availability, occurrence of repeated errors, occur-
rence of human errors, promptness in acting on remarks made in quality audits etc.
This type of indicators obviously lacks specific safety significance.

Other indicators, like containment tightness measures and normal radioactive re-
leases, occupational radiation dose and industrial safety accident rate, reflect qual-
ity assurance together with certain aspects of operational safety while lacking spe-
cific safety significance in regard of potential reactor accidents.

Observed rates of initiating events, constituting potential challenges to safety, to-
gether with measures of the reliability of the safety systems and their components
obtained through feedback of operating experience, constitute sets of specific
safety indicators in regard of potential reactor accidents. By using probabilistic
modelling of the plant systems these indicators can be combined into probabilistic
risk measures, like core damage frequencies and corresponding frequencies of
major radioactive releases, allowing a comprehensive basis of safety awareness to
be established.

There are certain types of events and circumstances to be observed as constituting
important safety indicators in regard of the functional part of the safety awareness:

• discoveries of deficiencies affecting the safety otherwise than in regular in-
spection and surveillance

• discoveries of shortcomings in the safety defence-in-depth system

• discoveries of phenomena unaccounted for in the safety concept. The attention
paid to safety significant matters in current research and development

This type of observations should thus cause the awareness in regard of the safety
matters to be generally questioned and efforts to be made to extend and verify the
knowledge bases.
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8. Awareness criteria and transparency
The RISCOM pilot study [4] states that transparency rests on three cornerstones:
facts, values and authenticity. It should be possible for the decision-makers and the
public to evaluate the factual basis, the value basis as well as the authenticity of
experts and stakeholders. The report recognises that that laymen will never be able
to evaluate all the technical aspects of a safety case, and concludes that this must
be compensated for with procedures that allow the evaluation of expert's authen-
ticity - a requirement for trust.

The use of awareness criteria instead of technical requirements facilitates transpar-
ency. The factual part of what needs to be evaluated is awareness rather than tech-
nical criteria - which facilitates the necessary communication. First, the awareness
criteria are more easily understood than technical criteria, secondly the evaluation
of experts authenticity also becomes easier communicating in these terms.

9. The NKS/SOS-1 project
The aim of the NKS/SOS-1 project [1,2] is to enhance the understanding about re-
quirements for nuclear safety by increased transparency and better risk communi-
cation. The target group is broad and includes decision-makers, experts, media and
the general public. The project covers three main areas:

1. Risk assessment
2. Safety assessment - safety analysis
3. Strategies for safety assessment

The concept of awareness criteria is clearly a key component for consideration in
all the three areas of the project.

The project started late in 1998 and will continue until the year 2001.

10. Conclusions
We conclude that the approach taken to communicating on safety among experts
and between experts and the society in terms of "safety awareness criteria" may
prove useful for achieving purposes like better understanding of nuclear safety
matters among the public and maintaining a high safety culture in the industry. The
related aspects will accordingly continue to be explored in the current Nordic Nu-
clear Safety Research Project NKS/SOS-1 during 1998-2001.
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1. Introduction

The public, opinion leaders and decision-makers ask for clear answers on issues
concerning the energy sector and electricity generation in particular. Is it feasible to
phase out nuclear power in countries extensively relying on nuclear electricity
supply and simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions? What are the
environmental and economic implications of enhanced uses of cogeneration
systems, renewable sources and heat pumps? How do the various energy carriers
compare with respect to accident risks? How would internalisation of external costs
affect the relative competitiveness of the various means of electricity production?
What can we expect from the prospective technological advancements during the
next two or three decades? Which systems or energy mixes come closest to the ideal
of being cheap, environmentally clean, reliable and at the same time exhibit low
accident risks?

The Swiss GaBE Project on "Comprehensive Assessment of Energy Systems"
provides answers to many issues in the Swiss and international energy arena. A
systematic, multi-disciplinary, bottom-up methodology for the assessment of energy
systems, has been established and implemented. It covers environmental analysis,;
risk assessment and economic studies, which are supported by the extensive-:
databases developed in this work. Apart from technical and economic aspects an
integrated approach needs to consider also social preferences.

The applications of multi-criteria analysis within GaBE demonstrate the use of a
framework that allows decision-makers to simultaneously address the often
conflicting socio-economic and ecological criteria. Case studies are being conducted
in order to evaluate the performance of energy systems with respect to
sustainability. Based on these experiences EnergyGame, a tool primarily intended
for communication but having a substantial analytical power, has been developed. It
offers any interested user to evaluate the various electricity supply options by
combining the established knowledge base (represented by the major aggregated
GaBE results), with own preferences. In this way the acquired, scientifically based
insights on controversial matters such as severe accidents risks may be fully utilised
but space is left for accounting for personal values.
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2. Analysis Framework, Methods and Databases

Figure 1 shows the analysis framework developed for the comprehensive analysis of
energy systems. It employs a number of methods for technology assessment,
supported by the associated databases. The overall approach is process-oriented,
i.e. the technologies of interest and their features are explicitly represented, thus
enabling a straight-forward accounting for technical improvements.
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Figure 1: Analysis framework for comprehensive assessment of energy systems.

Detailed environmental inventories for current and future energy systems during
normal operation have been established using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) [1],
[2]. Considered are: (a) the direct emissions from the entire lifetime of power plants
as -well as all relevant processes upstream and downstream within each energy
chain; and (b) the indirect emissions associated with material and energy inputs.

The environmental impact analysis is currently based on a mesoscale dispersion
model for the simulation of transport and chemistry of airborne pollutants, including
among others SOX, NOX, VOCs and particulates [3]. Concentrations and depositions
are assessed for various scenarios. The links of the dispersion model with
environmental and health impact models lead to the calculation of total impacts.

Severe accident risks are addressed based on the examination of historical
experience world-wide and by employing Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
techniques [4]. Particular attention is being paid to the applicability of historical data
to the cases being analysed.
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For energy economics the MARKAL models with the associated databases for the
Swiss energy sector are used to study medium- to long-term structural changes on
Swiss energy markets, to assess the importance of new energy technologies in
meeting different policy goals, and to analyse the Swiss options to curb emissions of
greenhouse gases as well as other air pollutants [5]. MARKAL models minimise the
cumulative costs of various energy policies while all candidate technologies of each
energy market compete against each other for winning market shares.

3. Electricity Generation Systems Performance

A wide spectrum of ecological, economic and social criteria are addressed in the full
scope analysis. Here, specific results are presented only for severe accident risks and
wastes.

3.1 Severe accident risks

Risks associated with major accidents in the electricity sector is a much debated
issue. Table 1 shows the number of severe accidents involving fatalities and the
estimated number of immediate fatalities per unit of energy produced. Significant
differences exist between the aggregated, normalised damage rates assessed for the
various energy carriers. One should, however, keep in mind that from the absolute
point of view the fatality rates are in the case of fossil sources small when compared
to the corresponding rates associated with the health impacts of normal operation.
On the world-wide basis the highest immediate fatality rates associated with severe
accidents apply to hydro followed by oil, coal, natural gas and nuclear. The rates are
for all considered energy carriers significantly higher for the non-OECD countries
than for OECD countries. For hydro and nuclear the difference is in fact dramatic.

Table 1: Experience-based aggregated severe accident risk indicators for full
energy chains [4].

Energy
Chain

Coal

Oil

Natural Gas

Nuclear

Hydro

Number of
severe

accidents
world-wide
1969- 1996

187

334

86

1

9

Number of immediate fatalities
[per GWt year]

World-wide

3.4-10"1

4.2-10'

8 . 5 1 0 2

8.4-10"3

8.810 '

OECD

1.4-10"1

3.9 10 '

6.6-10-2

0

4.0-10"3

Non-OECD

5.1 10 '

4 .610 '

1.110'

5.3 102

2.2
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With respect to delayed fatalities, particularly relevant for the nuclear chain, the
Chernobyl-specific results are in view of the drastic differences in design, operation
and emergency procedures not applicable to OECD countries. Given lack of
statistical data, results of state-of-the-art PSAs for representative western plants may
be used as the reference values (they are typically in the range 0.01 - 0.1 delayed
fatalities per GWt year).

The frequency-consequence curves (Figure 2) for the various energy chains
implicitly reflect the above ranking but provide also such information as the
observed or predicted chain-specific maximum extents of damages. This perspective
on severe accidents may lead to different system rankings, depending on the
individual risk aversion. The curves for coal, oil, natural gas and hydro chains are
based on historical accidents world-wide in the period 1969-1996 and show
immediate fatalities. For the nuclear chain the immediate fatalities are represented
by one point (Chernobyl) and delayed fatalities by a range of values for the same
accident. The results for the Swiss nuclear power plant Muhleberg originate from
the plant-specific PSA and reflect latent fatalities. It cannot be excluded that
application of PSA to energy chains other than nuclear could lead to identification
of scenarios with higher consequences than the ones experienced historically. Also
for photovoltaic (PV) relatively large accidents might happen in connection with the
production of solar cells as well as in transportation or storage of substantial
quantities of the involved toxic chemical substances. For wind plants the potential
for severe accidents is small and limited to missiles from plant operation.
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Figure 2: Frequency-consequence curves for full energy chains world-wide [4].
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3.2 Wastes

Table 2 shows selected categories of radioactive and non-radioactive wastes, i.e.
waste in sanitary landfill (inert materials, especially from the construction sector and
mining), waste in chemical landfill (inorganic waste with potentially high
concentration of pollutants), low and short-lived medium radioactive waste as well
as high and long-lived medium radioactive waste to be disposed of in geological
repositories. The results represent the range of LCA values for UCPTE (Union for
the Coordination of Production and Transmission of Electricity) countries except
where otherwise noted. Wind energy produces the smallest waste volumes. The
highest volumes of non-radioactive waste originate from the coal chain. For non-
radioactive wastes in most waste categories hydro, nuclear and gas chains show low
waste volumes and photovoltaic significantly higher. Not surprisingly the nuclear
systems generate by far the largest amounts of radioactive wastes. Within the LCA
approach an appropriate share of radioactive wastes is also allocated to non-nuclear
systems, mostly resulting from the electricity mixes used to support various stages
of the energy chains.

Table 2: Selected waste categories for current full energy chains associated with
power plants located in UCPTE countries (after [2]).

Energy Chain

Hard Coal

Oil

Natural Gas (D)

Nuclear

Hydro (CH)

Photovoltaic b (CH)

Wind (CH)

Waste in
sanitary landfill

(kg/GWhe)

178000-247000

2300-4000

34500

3100-8500

20550

15400-24000

4750

Waste
(inorganic) in

chemical landfil

(kg/GWhe)

5800-54000

3100-4000

1500

650-1200

30

4900-10000

650

Low and short
lived medium

radwaste a

(m3/GWhe)

8.2-10-4- 1.3 io-
3

5.5-10-4-7.1 io-
4

2.4-10-4

4.810-2-9.610-
2

3.7 10-5

3.910-3-7.010-
3

1.910-4

High and long
lived medium

radwaste a

(m3/GWhe)

6.710-5-1.010-
4

4.510-5 -5.8-10-
5

2.010-5

4.5 10-3 -5.5 10-
3

3.010-6

3.110-4- 5.810-
4

1.6 10-5
a Radioactive wastes to be deposited in geological repositories in Switzerland,
b Roof-top panels.

The weight or volume of wastes is only one indicator that can be used to characterise
their relative significance. Presently, there does not exist a widely accepted method
for comparing the toxicity of wastes within and between the various waste
categories. The issue of nuclear radioactive wastes remains to be controversial due
to the necessity of extremely long confinement times. This leads to complex and
unresolved questions on equitable intergenerational distribution of risks and
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burdens, or alternatively, consideration of equal opportunities principle,
emphasising an equal distribution of resources with scope for freedom of action for
future generations. For the high-radioactive nuclear waste repository one of the
goals set by the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate is that the release of
radionuclides from deep repositories should under realistic assumptions not lead to
individual doses higher than 0.1 mSv/year at any time. For reference, the total
average yearly individual exposure in Switzerland due to natural and man-made
sources is ~ 4 mSv.

It should be noted that disposal of wastes from coal and PV energy chains involves
toxic metals such as arsenic, cadmium and lead; these metals do not decay and,
consequently, there are no temporal boundaries for the estimation of the
corresponding health impacts.

4. Multi-criteria Sensitivity Mapping

An evaluation employing a variety of sustainability criteria results in a
differentiated picture of the merits and drawbacks of the currently available
electricity supply options. No single system exhibits a superior performance on all
criteria. The fossil systems are subject to limited energetic resources and show
relatively unfavourable ecological and risk features. Natural gas is the best
performer among fossil energy carriers. Thanks to its hydro and nuclear base the
present Swiss electricity supply system exhibits an excellent ecological
performance. This leads to very low external costs for these systems. Nuclear energy
has within the western world an excellent safety record, reflected in very low
estimates of technical risks. The sensitive issues for nuclear energy include risk
aversion and the necessity to assure safe storage of small volumes of radioactive
wastes over extremely long period of time. The "new" renewables (solar and wind)
are environmentally superior to fossil sources but use large amounts of non-
energetic material resources, may require large land areas when implemented on a
large scale and have in the short to medium term strongly constrained potential as
major suppliers of electricity. Solar PV systems produce relatively large amounts of
wastes and their economic competitiveness is under the Swiss conditions extremely
low. Individual social preferences that could be expressed by relative weighting of
the various criteria may lead to different internal rankings of the options, for
example of nuclear relative to natural gas.

The GaBE Project has carried out a number of case studies employing the acquired
knowledge base in the framework of multi-criteria analysis. A recent paper [6]
addresses the ecological performance of some candidate systems for the future
Swiss electricity supply. Full scope applications are now underway. They cover a
wide range of ecological, economic and social criteria.

The multi-criteria approach thus acknowledges that the questions to be answered are
beyond the "analytical fix". Simultaneously it allows extensive use of the acquired
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knowledge in a process that is open to accounting for values. The purpose of using
such a procedure is not to select a single optimal option since one could arrive at
different highest performing options under various political/social perspectives.
Rather the goal is to map the possible conditionally optimal options against the
different socio-political perspectives [7].

The GaBE Project has recently developed the so-called "EnergyGame", a
communication-oriented software utilising multi-criteria mapping approach [8]. The
software is installed in the visitors centre of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI Forum)
and allows to combine on an aggregated level the central results of the analysis
within the economic and environmental sectors with the social preferences of the
users. Thus, it is possible to construct in an interactive manner a sensitivity map of
the technology choices preferred at any particular moment by different individuals,
constituencies or agencies.

Figure 3 shows a simplified scheme of EnergyGame. The Game is divided into two
main parts, the first enabling the sensitivity mapping for electricity systems' choices,
the second providing estimated inventories of selected air pollutants for user-defined
electricity mix scenarios up to year 2030.

Bectricity Systems Choice:
SensitivitynvieTpping

Step by step

Simultaneous

Bectricity Mix Scenarios:
Fbllutants1 Inventories

Demand Rejection

Change in Bid-use

Figure 3: Simplified scheme of EnergyGame.

The approach used for evaluation is based on a simple weighted multiple attribute
function. The weights, assigned by the users ("decision-makers"), reflect the relative
importance of the various evaluation criteria. The criteria, electricity supply
alternatives and their performance with respect to the criteria (scoring) are provided.
The scores are based on the results obtained within the various sectors of the GaBE
Project. The user has the option to explore the basis for the scores and the relevant
features of the candidate systems. To the extent possible at this stage, expected
evolutionary technological improvements within the next 10-15 years are reflected
in the scores.

Figure 4 shows the main screen for the sensitivity mapping where any change of the
weights of eight criteria (Internal Costs, Resources, Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Other Emissions to Air, Solid Wastes, Severe Accident Risk, Employment Effects,
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and Social Acceptance) is simultaneously reflected in the ranking of the seven
electricity generation systems considered (Hard Coal, Oil, Gas, Nuclear, Hydro,
Solar PV, and Wind). The user is also allowed to modify some of the electricity
systems' score sets for the criteria where certain subjective elements cannot be
avoided, which in the current version are Resources, Solid Wastes, Employment
Effects, and Social Acceptance. The figure shows the default case with all criteria
being equally weighted.

SWINGING THE RANKS... BHBI

Click-and-drag left blue bars to set
the relative importance of the criteria

Highest number =
Best performance

Figure 4: Electricity systems choice: sensitivity mapping using "EnergyGame".

Various weighting schemes can be assigned to accommodate a range of perspectives
expressed in the energy debate. Paul Scherrer Institute together with its research
partners (Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology in Zurich and Lausanne) are
planning a full scope application of the approach outlined here, including the direct
involvement of stakeholders. This will give the latter an opportunity to explore in a
structured manner how their preferences and trade-offs influence the decision.
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1. Introduction and Summary

Regulations that use or refer to the concept of 'risk' are becoming more
popular with both the U.S. Congress and Government agencies ~ and are often
being challenged in the courts. Proponents of stronger regulation suggest that
there are significant threats to life and health that receive little or no attention from
both elected officials and regulators, whereas advocates of less intensive
government intervention point to regulations that impose high costs with little or
no benefit. Usually, both the costs and the benefits are highly uncertain.12 3

This paper assumes for the purpose of argument that both proponents and
opponents can find many cases where their respective arguments have merit. We
also assume that both criticisms of the status quo have a large constituency within
the public. If these assumption are valid, then a policy problem is created whereby
decision makers are being asked, in the face of significant uncertainty, when to
regulate (a problem of prioritization), and at what level of specificity to regulate (a
problem of precision).

The purposes of this paper are to offer some fresh ideas about why these
problems arise, shed some light on decision making within the Congress, the
regulatory agencies and the courts, and offer some practical steps that could be
taken to reform the present system of regulation.

Our central observation is that disputes arise as to the efficacy of risk
regulations (in the face of uncertainty) because of the difficulties citizens face in
determining whether either those who cause risks or those who are responsible for
mitigating them are acting in the citizen's best interest. These regulations contain
issues which typically deal with subjects containing substantial, unresolvable
technical and scientific uncertainties. Because of this inherent uncertainty, the
relationships between citizens and regulators, with elected officials in the middle,
becomes an especially difficult form of agent relationship.

We conclude that the problems associated with this agent relationship are
unlikely to be resolved solely by administrative reform, reliance on experts, or risk
education because, generally, these reforms are focused strictly on narrowing the
risk uncertainty. From economic principles, however, we recognize that the value
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of efforts to minimize this risk uncertainty (or to maximize the technical and
scientific information about risks) is subject to 'diminishing marginal utility1.
Thus, these efforts ultimately can be expected to become unpopular with both
citizens and elected officials. We expect, therefore, that the outcome of the risk
regulation debate, and ultimately environment, health and safety policy decisions,
will primarily be determined by the values of the proponents and opponents as to
the relative ranking of efficiency and equity. Most likely, the best means available
for reforming risk regulation and making it more coherent and to avoid some of
the costly mistakes of the past is to: (l)increase the resources available for
identifying risks and effective responses to them, (2) build in mechanisms for
informing the public that policy decisions using these regulations are value laden ,
and (3) publicize both the process and the outcomes of risk regulations and policy
decisions.

2. Diagnosing the Problem

As used in this paper, the term 'risk regulation' refers to a category of
environmental, health and safety issues that have four important characteristics.
The point of identifying these characteristics is to make precise the nature of the
problem of designing a means of implementing regulatory policies that the
citizenry may regard as effective, efficient and equitable.A

First, the risky event is widely perceived as potentially severe in that it
could cause substantial physical damage to humans or the natural environment.
This feature of risky events leads to an emphasis on prevention rather than
compensation in designing policies. When the threat consists of death, injury or
disability to humans, or an environmental catastrophe, full compensation of
victims is problematic. Hence, reliance on, say the system of tort liability is
regarded as unsatisfactory because it is likely to be both inequitable and
inefficient.5

Second, as far as those who seek to avoid these events are concerned, the
risks are widely perceived to be involuntarily imposed either by nature or by other
people. As an aside, it is worth noting that many regulations and policies deal
with voluntary risks, such as the risks associated with reckless driving or smoking:
however, these are not the subject of this paper. There are situations, of course,
where the distinction between voluntary and involuntary is not so clear. An
interesting case is exposure to risk, such as choosing to live in a flood plain or
along an active fault. It would appear that if the individual is aware of the
potential risky situation, then the exposure to risk is voluntary, whereas if the
individual is not informed, then exposure can be said to be involuntary. In both
cases, an important aspect of risk policy is prevention and the relationship between
the damage a victim suffers and the actions of others responsible for ameliorating
the risk. Issues that are likely to be important in these cases are the effectiveness
of the flood control system and the adherence to seismic building codes by those
who own and maintain buildings.
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Third, the nature of the risk cannot be observed by those who would
likely suffer from it unless they exercise a degree of expertise, diligence and incur
a cost that is unreasonable. Thus, the involuntary nature of the risk extends
beyond the fact that one person took an action that created a hazardous situation
without another's knowledge, but that a reasonable person can not be expected to
know that a hazard is present.6

Fourth, actions to ameliorate the risk are likely to be costly, and
identifying appropriate actions requires expertise that most citizens do not possess.
The idea is that arcane knowledge is required to identify the appropriate actions to
reduce exposure to the risk. Consequently, an informational strategy, such as a
product warning, is not helpful because the person exposed to the hazard does not
know how to respond to the warning without consulting an expert.7

These four conditions may give rise to regulatory intervention for both
efficiency and equity reasons. An important feature of the problems that give rise
to risk regulation is the necessity to acquire information to identify and to respond
to the risk. Because the risky event is uncertain, the information requirements are
likely to be costly, incomplete, or even in dispute by the experts.8

Information about risks, like all information, has public attributes 9 — its
use to reduce risks is of value to all who are exposed to them. A sound regulatory
policy should allow citizens who may be exposed to a risk to share the costs of
identifying and ameliorating the risk with those who are most informed about it
and with those who can design a common response. As a result, regulation has the
potential efficiency benefit according to the 'least-cost-avoider' principle,10 and
has the equity property that it works to prevent the welfare transfer that arises
from involuntary exposure, costly identification, and costly amelioration. Even if
all these costs are passed through to consumers, total costs to consumers will be
minimized, and arguably the distribution of the costs will be more equitable to the
extent that some people avoid extreme costs from avoidable risky events.

Unfortunately, the characteristics that define a risk policy issue lead to
problems in designing an appropriate regulatory response. Elected political
officials, who bear the responsibility for defining the goals and sometimes the
methods of regulation in a statute, face the same informational imperfections as do
the citizens who are exposed to the risk. Elected officials often do not have either
the sufficient information to identify the precise nature of the risk (the likelihood
that it will occur and the damage that it will cause), or the information with which
to develop a strategy to ameliorate it. Consequently, they often feel that they must
delegate the responsibility to regulate risks (or at least to collect the information
with which to base a regulation) to experts.

Politicians delegate authority to an agency for a variety of reasons. One
reason, as stated above, may be that some of the issues underlying a political
debate may be difficult to understand (or resolve) without expert help. Commonly,
reliance on experts to frame an issue involving risk will uncover technical and
scientific assumptions which are highly uncertain. In the face of this uncertainty,
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and because of an inability to obtain sufficient information to resolve the
uncertainties, a politician can be expected to defer to agency experts." Another
reason for delegation may be that, faced with a policy choice that is inherently
controversial, politicians may seek to distance themselves from the ultimate policy
choice by 'shifting responsibility' to an agency designed to take the blame.12 In
either case, politicians often find themselves in a position whereby they can not
directly evaluate the effectiveness of a regulatory response. Likewise, judges, who
are responsible for deciding whether regulators have carried out their
responsibilities appropriately, are similarly handicapped. n

The barrier to efficient risk regulation seems to be a form of a
multilayered agency problem. Citizens not only have the difficulty identifying
with reasonable precision the risks that they face, they also face difficulties in
knowing whether elected political officials are dealing effectively with those risks.
Likewise, elected political officials have difficulty identifying exactly what is
troubling their constituents, and in determining whether their agents - the expert
regulators—are putting forth best efforts in responding to these problems.
Moreover, elected officials also have difficulty knowing whether the court is
attempting to make certain that the regulators are carrying out the law as written,
or is pursuing its own agenda by being too solicitous to either those who create
involuntary risks or those who suffer from damaging events that could reasonably
have been avoided by better regulation or a better product.

As we have described it, the problems of risk regulation are an extreme
example of the bureaucratic delegation dilemma of classical administration theory.
The rise of modern bureaucracy gave rise to the question of how one could
delegate day-to-day implementation of a statute to a bureaucracy without losing
effective public control of policy.14 According to the traditional idealistic
approach to political science and public administration, the three institutional
means for resolving this dilemma were: (1) Intensive oversight of the
implementation process by elected political officials;15 (2) Better appointments to
agencies, including civil servants (who are sometimes experts) that are imbued
with the notion that they must be faithful to the interests of the public as expressed
through elected officials;16 and (3) Redesign of the administrative system
(including judicial review) to assure that bureaucratic decisions are based on facts,
the legal mandate, and constitutional values concerning individual rights.17

Some have argued that none of these safeguards ever work very well,
making several arguments, (a) Oversight is weak because it is carried out by
politically invisible subcommittees in Congress which are subject to capture by
organized interests, (b) The norms of the bureaucracy are often governed by the
professional backgrounds and the particular values of civil servants rather than by
acknowledgment of the superior political legitimacy of the values of elected
officials, and in any event are also subject to interest-group capture, (c)
Administrative procedures are a weak line of defense against agencies that fail to
adhere to the purposes and the values of their statutory mandate and the
Constitution because effective participation in administrative procedures is
constrained by its expense, and because courts are subject to the same problems in
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this regard as are the congressional committees and agencies. According to this
description, delegation to the bureaucracy constitutes abdication by elected
officials.

In addition to these objections, risk regulation raises a separate set of
concerns about the traditional means of solving the agency problem between
elected officials and bureaucrats. Specifically, the information uncertainty
associated with making policies about involuntary risks undermine the three
mechanisms mentioned above of injecting political legitimate values into
regulatory policy making. Oversight is not helpful if the overseer does not
comprehend the policy. Reliance on a bureaucratic norm of deference to elected
leaders is not helpful when neither the citizen nor elected officials can articulate
informed views about the policy that the bureaucrat is supposed to implement.
Furthermore, the administrative process will afford little protection if it is not
designed to ensure that the right questions are asked and if judicial review is
undertaken before an uncomprehending judge.

3. Institutional Responses

Recent work in the economic theory of organizations applied to
government institutions has produced insights about the design of regulatory
institutions for dealing with risks to humans and the environment.18 This work
suggests the design of regulatory policies to solve the agency problem of elected
officials in a somewhat different way than in the traditional model. Elected
political officials, recognizing that they do not and, most likely, can not evaluate
the details of regulatory policy, use the structure and process of regulation to
allocate influence among constituents in regulatory proceedings. "

In order to clarify this concept, we begin with the political environment in
which elected officials find themselves with respect to policies regarding risk. In
the face of uncertainty and disputed claims by the 'experts', 20 risk policy will
likely become inherently reactive. Like their constituents, elected officials are
unable to evaluate conflicting claims about a potential risk, and so must choose
between two problematic alternatives: establishing a regulatory policy before they
know either the seriousness of the problem or the appropriate response, and
waiting to establish policy until the consequences of the risky activity are
reasonably well known. The danger of each strategy is apparent. The first invites
costly inconsistencies and waste, and the second may lead to avoidable
catastrophic losses.21

Most likely, they will respond to dilemmas of this form by simply
behaving like their supporters. If, among supporters who are informed and care
about a particular risk, most feel threatened by it, elected officials will choose to
regulate, whereas if most supporters expect to bear more costs than benefits from
risk regulation, elected officials will prefer not to intervene. Whereas opposition
by those who would bear the costs of regulation is likely to be present in virtually
every case, political pressure for regulation is likely to be episodic and
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unpredictable because of its loose connection to the actual hazards that are faced,
and the continuing conflicting statements made by experts. Furthermore, both
proponents and opponents of risk regulation may be quite well informed by expert
testimony, however, the lay public may have quite a different perception of the
risk in question.22

Faced with this political environment, elected officials can minimize
political opposition to their policies by creating a regulatory system that is largely
reactive to problems as they arise, but relatively harsh in the regulations that
emerge from it in response to a widely perceived threat to the public. In essence,
the opposition-minimizing strategy is to focus on identifying the conditions under
which proponents or opponents of regulation should dominate the outcome, rather
than on the principles, based upon the magnitude of a threat and the costs of
alternative regulatory actions, that a pro-active regulator should use to set priorities
and to adopt regulations.

One of the difficulties facing all institutions dealing with risk regulation is
the tension between the need for certainty in the regulation and the inherent
uncertainty of the underlying events-- the uncertainty of the potential causes and
the potential remedies, i.e., (a) the uncertainty of the probability of a damaging
event, (b) the uncertainty in the magnitude of the damage that might occur, and (c)
the uncertainty of the cost and effectiveness of regulatory interventions. By
designing a regulatory system in which regulators are constrained to be strongly
dependent on the nature of the information that is provided to them, elected
officials often deal with the dilemma of 'need for certainty in the face of
uncertainty' by using a process called "deck-stacking", whereby political actors
control the extent of representation of various interests in the administrative
process.23 In the case of risk regulation, politicians weigh regulatory priorities
and the stringency (precision) of regulation by the intensities of political support
and opposition for regulation on a case-by-case basis.

By experience, elected officials know that they can rely on interest groups
to mobilize only when they perceive a relatively intense stake in an issue. By
writing statutes so that regulatory decisions are highly sensitive to the presence of
mobilized groups in the regulatory process, elected officials can make advocates of
stringent regulations influential only when they care a great deal about the
outcome. By constructing a case-by-case decision process, elected officials can
ensure that most of the time these groups will not be mobilized, so that the
regulated industry will generally be relatively influential in setting standards.24 A
few examples of how legislation about the structure and process of agencies can
perform this function will serve to illustrate the point.25

Burden of Proof. Under conditions of uncertainty about the nature of a
risk, a regulatory statute can affect the stringency of regulation by stating whether
proponents or opponents of risk-mitigating actions bear the burden of proof that
regulation is desirable. The assignment of the burden of proof is important in two
respects. If the effect of a regulation is genuinely uncertain, the side that bears the
burden of proof is likely to lose. Moreover, even if the effects are knowable,
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acquiring knowledge about these effects can be very costly, so that those who bear
the burden of proof may decide not to make the necessary expenditures to win
their case.

For example, the Food and Drug Administration bears the burden of proof
that an ingredient is hazardous and that a regulatory standard is feasible when
establishing regulation limiting the concentration of a naturally occurring toxin in
foods, but the producer bears the burden of proof for safety and efficiency in
introducing a new pharmaceutical. The consensus view is that since the adoption
of the rule on new pharmaceuticals, the rate of introduction of new drugs has been
substantially reduced.26

Similarly, the introduction of new (potentially toxic) chemicals is
controlled by regulation and the burden of proof has shifted from the proponents to
the regulator. Initially, proponents of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TOSCA)
favored assigning the same burden of proof to producers who wished to market a
new chemical; however, as actually enacted, TOSCA assigned the burden of proof
to the regulator, in this case the Environmental Protection Agency.

Standing. Regulatory statutes determine within limits who has the right to
be heard in a regulatory proceeding and who has the right to challenge the
regulator's decision in court. If some interests are barred from presenting evidence
in support of their position or from challenging a decision that ignores the facts
supporting their argument, regulatory decisions are less likely to be responsive to
that interest.

An example from the nuclear industry and the Atomic Energy Act 27

makes the point. In the early days of commercial nuclear power, ratepayers and
environmentalists were denied standing in procedures for granting licenses for
nuclear power plants, and as a result no license was ever significantly delayed, let
alone denied. When the environmental movement became politically significant,
the Congress passed the National Environmental Policy Act, requiring that
environmentalists be heard. 28 The effect was to cause increases in both the
duration of the licensing process and the stringency of nuclear safety regulations,
both of which have become sufficiently financially burdensome that the growth of
nuclear power in the Unites States has come to a standstill.

Case Initiation. In many instances regulatory statutes place control over
an agency's agenda in the hands of external interests. For example, in product
safety (e.g., Consumer Product Safety Commission), and in environmental and
workplace regulations (e.g., Occupational, Safety and Health Administration),
priority is assigned to petitions external to the agency that demand action against a
perceived threat. This practice forces the agency to respond to the risks that are
most salient to advocates of regulation, and so serves the purpose of making
agencies more responsive to advocates of regulation who have been mobilized to
act. 29 We note, however, that if the uncertainty associated with the risk is high,
especially as perceived by the general public, this fact may cause the correlation
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between the magnitude of a risk and the presence of a mobilized advocate of
intervention to be weak.

4. Institutional Alternatives and Proposals for Reform

The system described above is designed to serve an important political
function. Risk regulation is established to be responsive to well organized
advocates of intervention in certain cases, but to avoid a pro-active search for new
risks to be regulated. Unfortunately, this system is prone to substantive
incoherency as described in the introduction. The condition that organized groups
advocate a regulatory action is neither necessary nor sufficient for regulation to be
worthwhile.

One obvious manifestation of this system is that an excited citizenry can
force a relatively unimportant risk to the top of the priority list. Indeed, under
conditions of considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of the risk, citizens
sometimes are manipulated by groups who seek to use regulation as a means to
another end. A classic example from the 19lh century is when investors in the
established direct-current (DC) electricity industry convinced several states ~ quite
falsely ~ that the new alternating-current technology was more hazardous than DC,
and thereby postponed entry by the superior technology for several years.30

Three types of solutions to this problem have been proposed. One is a
specialized court for hearing appeals from decisions by environmental, health and
safety regulators.31 Another is the regulatory budget, whereby an annual limit
would be placed on the total costs of all newly enacted regulations. 32 The last is
some sort of super-regulatory authority with the power to influence both regulatory
priorities and the stringency of regulations. " The super-authority would be similar
to the regulatory review process in the Office of Management and Budget, but it
would be larger and would be given more authority, perhaps by having the power
to delay or even to veto proposed regulations, or perhaps, by having the authority
to require and to set the key parameters of cost-benefit analysis (such as the value
of a life or the value of reduced risk to life and health).34

Whereas each of these alternatives has a reasonable rationale, none
addresses the core problem: how does one deal with incoherency in demands for
regulation by citizens? Each of these alternatives would deal with incoherency
after a regulatory process has been initiated, frequently in response to a mobilized
group of fearful citizens. The idea behind these alternatives is that another
institution is needed to introduce greater discipline into the system. The
regulatory budget disciplines over regulation by limiting the financial effect of new
regulation, and the other two alternatives attack both under regulation and over
regulation by placing greater authority in the hands of the experts. However, if the
argument in Section 3 is correct, the perceived lack in coherency in regulation has
a deeper root: the system is designed to reflect the incoherency in attitudes about
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risk among citizens. 3S An alternative that dooms elected political officials to be
regarded as heartlessly unresponsive by their constituents is unlikely to be chosen.

Risk regulation does not stand alone in this category of policies. Two
other important examples of policies in which citizen preferences exhibit similar
inconsistency are crime and health care. These three policy areas have at least one
commonality, the potential for personal disaster combined with a strong
dependency on professionals to exercise good faith in protecting against the
threatening event. Any policy that causes some citizens to be denied a protection
that they demand, even if their demand is based on ignorance or a cognitive
pathology, will likely cause a political backlash from both those who are denied
protection and from those who fear other risks and regard this denial as further
evidence of the untrustworthiness of government officials.

A commonly suggested solution to this class of problem is to improve the
information of the citizenry by engaging in a systematic effort to provide more
objective facts about these policies and to educate people about statistical decision
theory and the underlying science so as to reduce mistakes in reasoning about
risks.36 The premise of this suggestion is that if citizens are better informed about
science and the mathematics of uncertainty, they will be less prone to overreact (or
under react) to specific risk issues and will be less likely to be manipulated by self-
interested advocates of a particular risk policy.

Whereas this suggestion has obvious merit, its practicality, especially in
the face of data which indicates that the electorate is becoming less and less literate
in science and mathematics,37 is debatable. Moreover, even if successful, citizen
education is not likely to solve the policy incoherency problem for two simple
reasons. The first is that expecting citizens to be well informed about the scientific
details of most catastrophic risks is unrealistic because the knowledge required is
vast and the details are inherently uncertain. The second reason is that as long as
the details are uncertain — which is likely, even among technical and scientific
experts, — a strategy designed to collect progressively more information in order to
narrow the risk uncertainty is likely to require continued expenditure of funds. To
the extent that these are public funds, elected officials are not likely to support
continued appropriations for agencies to obtain the next risk information
increment, after some38 risk information has been collected. This principle is
known as the economic principle of ' diminishing marginal utility'.59

Returning to the problems with agency relationships, agents with more
complete knowledge are in a position to take advantage of the person for whom
they are acting. Indeed, the only condition under which citizens could fully rely on
their regulatory agents to act in their best interests would be if regulators were pure
altruists and citizens were in agreement about the appropriate degree of protection
that regulators seek with respect to every source of risk. In general, then, it is
perfectly rational for citizens to interpret either a failure or a denial of protection as
evidence that regulation is inadequate, rather than the results of interjecting better
knowledge into the policy decision.
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The preceding argument implies that the problem of overreaction to
perceived failures of risk policy can not be solved by refusing to regulate, them
intensively after a disastrous event has created a public demand for regulation. Far
more promising is to increase the capacity of the government to identify risks
before they become salient and to gain greater influence over the public agenda by
pro-actively publicizing both positive and negative findings about the magnitude
of a hazard and the effectiveness of existing safeguards. If the problem of risk
regulation is that it is too prone to react to the risk du jour that has captured the
attention of the media, the best response is for the government to put more effort
into the selection of the risk du jour. Greater influence on the public agenda
plausibly would arise if the government devoted more resources to identifying
risks, evaluating the effectiveness of regulatory policies, and designing more
effective regulatory instruments. In this case, more resources devoted to risk
regulation might actually lead to lower social cost of regulation if these resources
were devoted to 'real' reform.

If our analysis concerning the nature of the risk regulation problem is
correct, one can not fix the problem permanently by simply regulating less,
requiring more stringent technical standards for regulations, and by making
citizens better risk analysts. One must deal directly with the reality that risk
regulation policy creates an especially difficult agency relationship between
citizens and government officials. Public officials are not likely to take actions
that many citizens will interpret as evidence that the government officials are
unresponsive agents who persistently fail to comply with their legitimate demands.

Public education means more than making citizens more informed about
the technical aspects of risks and decision theory; it also means bringing fearful
threats to the attention of the public in terms that the public can comprehend and to
which the public is likely to respond politically. The public's declining faith in
experts is not completely irrational, given the presence of a serious agency
problem between citizens and government. A comprehensive policy to reform risk
regulation must deal with citizens in a manner that is consistent with the context in
which political demands for risk policies now arise: the fear of dreaded
consequences that are beyond an individual's control.
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1. Introduction
Radioactive waste disposal systems must be designed to meet well-defined goals and
criteria to protect public health. The criteria must be stringent enough to build
confidence in the adequacy of public health protection in the face of legal and
political challenges. Yet, there are pressures to relax traditional approaches to protect
public health from radioactivity in the environment. To build acceptance by the
scientific community and the public, both the benefits and consequences of proposed
relaxed standards must be dealt with openly and understandably.

Recent studies emphasize the importance of designing the spent-fuel management
system with safeguards to prevent the recovery and use of the contained plutonium
to make nuclear weapons. A committee of the National Academy of Sciences [ 1 ]
pointed out that excess weapons plutonium should be processed so that it is self-
protected by radioactivity to the same extent as reactor spent fuel. But there is far
more plutonium in accumulated spent fuel. Both processed weapons plutonium and
spent fuel should be further protected from weapons diversion.

The.U.S. projects for interim surface storage of spent fuel and geologic disposal
should be pursued together toward common goals of preventing radioactivity at
harmful concentrations from reaching the human environment and of isolating
plutonium securely from potential proliferators.

2. Ethical Goals for Geologic Disposal

Projects for disposing of high-level radioactive waste have assured us that the
following ethical goals will be met:

Goal I Future people, of distant times, should be given the same health
protection afforded today to people living near nuclear power
plants.

Goal II Present generations should be responsible for safely disposing of
the radioactive waste that we have created.

Goal III Future generations should not have to take conscious action to
protect themselves from the radioactivity that we have created.
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Concerns about potential proliferation add an additional goal:

Goal IV Geologic disposal systems should provide long-term security
against weapons proliferation.

3. Policies for Reasonable Assurance of Compliance

To ensure confidence on the part of the scientific community and the public that these
ethical goals are being responsibly addressed, the following policies should be
adopted:

Policy 1 The average lifetime individual dose to a critical group
consisting of the most exposed individuals should be the primary
performance measure to determine reasonable assurance of
compliance with a technical criterion for public health and
safety.

Policy 2 The critical group should consist of an assumed farming family,
or an individual farmer, that unknowingly uses well water drawn
from near the repository for drinking and for growing their food.

Policy 3 Because the habits of future people and their sensitivity to
radiation are not knowable, future people are assumed to have
diets and sensitivity to radiation typical of farming people in
present-day society.

Policy 4 The time period of calculating future doses should extend long
enough to include the times at which maximum doses are
calculated.

Policy 5 The limiting annual exposure to an individual in the critical
group should be no greater than individual dose limits now in
force for members of the public who may be exposed to
radioactivity from present-day licensed nuclear facilities.

Policy 6 The calculated critical-group exposure should be expressed as
the 95 percent confidence level1 of the calculated maximum
dose, resulting from a scientifically based probabilistic analysis

At 95 percent confidence there could be a five percent chance of
even higher calculated doses. The 95 percent confidence level is
customarily adopted in assessing the safety of engineering systems
wherein there is considerable uncertainty in the calculations [11].
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of the future exposures, taking into uncertainties in dose
calculations..

4. Proposals for Leniency

These ethical goals and policies have been articulated for years and decades by
geologic disposal projects in the U.S. and abroad. However, the many recent
proposals for more lenient policies must be examined in terms of the ethical goals. It
may also be timely to reexamine the ethical goals themselves. Open examination and
discussion are essential, with widespread dissemination of the proposals for leniency
and arguments therefor. The debate should involve both ethicists and scientists.

Unacceptably high radiation doses calculated by the U.S. Yucca Mountain Project
[2,3,4] have led to many proposals for new radiation safety standards for Yucca
Mountain that would be far less stringent than customary health-protection policies.
But, as will be seen in the following, the proposed new standards would violate the
ethical goals.

Instead of easing the way with more lenient standards, the Yucca Mountain Project
and the country will be best served by improved technical design that yields
defensibly calculated doses that meet the ethical goals. The project needs a public-
health standard that is stringent enough to build public confidence in the face of legal
and political challenges. At present no scientific bases exist to support a policy less
stringent than that now used in the U.S. and in other countries. Policy makers must
reject pressures for short-term expediency and economy lest, by enacting policy that
compromises scientific validity and credibility, they undermine public confidence,
cause irreparable harm to the Yucca Mountain Project, and end needed nuclear
research and application.

In the following I discuss the bases for the above policies, as well as the proposals for
leniency that have arisen from many quarters.

5. The Need for Technical Criteria for Geologic Disposal

In the early days of work on geologic disposal, the ethical goals were readily
accepted. Ethical Goal I was simply translated by allowing future individuals to obtain
an annual dose no greater than that now allowed for off-site individuals near licensed
nuclear facilities, of about 0.04 to 0.25 mSv (4 to 25 millirem)2 . However, these
ethical goals seem easily forgotten as the formidable political and technical challenges
of geologic disposal emerge. Past claims that designing a geologic disposal system
presents only trivial technical problems are now displaced by recognition of technical
challenges and difficulties. It is now more apparent that traditionally acceptable
radiation exposures are not easily achieved by geologic disposal systems.

1 Sievert (Sv) = 100 rem; 1 milli-Sievert (1 mSv) = 100 millirem
(100 mrem). 0.04 mSv = 4 millirem; 0.25 mSv = 25 mrem.
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For example, the Yucca Mountain's Project's assessment of doses to future
individuals, first published in 1994 after many years of work on design, site
characterization, and analysis, predicted a maximum annual dose of about 0.3 Sv (30
rem), occurring many tens of thousands of years after repository closure [2]. Data in
the project's 1995 performance assessment [3] lead to a calculated annual dose of
about 0.5 Sv (50 rem) at 100,000 years3. An individual unknowingly exposed to such
doses would, in less than a decade, receive an exceedingly high, life-shortening
cumulative dose [5].

In the wake of these high calculated doses DOE, Congress, industry and regulators
have proposed new and more lenient technical criteria for Yucca Mountain, none of
which would meet the ethical goals described above. But it is premature to conclude
that new and more lenient goals are necessary. Others [5,6] have identified some
alternative design changes that promise to reduce the calculated long-term doses and
that show the possibility of meeting the ethical goals as they now stand. These, and
other promising design approaches, should be carefully explored.

Determining whether a repository can reasonably meet the present ethical goals
requires science, logic, and ethics. But whether to adopt new technical criteria more
lenient than required by the current ethical goals is an issue of ethics and public
policy, guided by science. Before any serious discussion within the political
community that the ethical goals need to modified and should be modified for Yucca
Mountain, more effort must be given to develop scientific and engineering solutions
that meet the present goals.

Recent proposals for leniency that would compromise one or more of the ethical goals
are discussed here.

6. Technical Criteria for Safe Disposal of Radioactive
Waste

6.1. For How Long Must Protection Be Assured?

When will the maximum doses occur? Even the carefully designed containers and
stable waste solids to be buried in a geologic disposal system will deteriorate slowly
with time. There can be substantial delays before radionuclides in ground water can
reach the biosphere. Calculations by geologic disposal projects in the U.S. and abroad
predict that radiation doses to future people will increase with time. The U.S. Yucca
Mountain project calculates doses at 100,000 years to be about 500 times greater than

These doses were calculated for an individual who uses
contaminated well water extracted 6 kilometers from the
repository and who drinks the water and consumes food
nurtured by that water. There is a calculated five percent
chance that larger individual doses could occur.
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doses during the first 10,000 years [3]. But many disposal projects, industrial groups,
and legislators propose to base compliance on dose calculations extending no longer
than 10,000 years [7,8,9]. Such arbitrary time cutoffs would result in an enormous and
unjustified leniency in the criteria for radiation protection and would violate ethical
Goal I stated above. According to the Yucca Mountain calculations, a waste disposal
system could meet a reasonable dose limit for 10,000 years but would allow later
people to be exposed to unacceptably large doses.

Scientific bases for long-term predictions. There is adequate scientific basis for
assessing health protection on the basis of doses calculated well beyond 10,000 years.
At the request of the U.S. Congress, National Academies of Science and Engineering
appointed a panel to study the technical bases for standards and criteria for protecting
public health from geologic disposal [10]. This TYMS panel recommended that
adequacy of health protection be assessed for the time of greatest calculated dose,
rather than by applying arbitrary cutoffs to dose calculations at earlier times, such as
1,000 to 10,000 years. UK's National Radiation Protection Board also recommended
that the time-period of dose calculation extend well beyond 10,000 years [11].

EPA 5 10,000-year cutoff. A seemingly scientific argument for a cutoff of dose
calculations at times greater than 10,000 years first appeared in Draft 1 of EPA's
proposed standard (10 CFR 41) for disposal of high-level radioactive waste. EPA
argued that the time period of health concerns from geologic disposal would be given
by the time at which the ingestion toxicity4 of unreprocessed spent fuel, calculated as
a function of time of discharge from light-water reactors, would decay to the toxicity
of uranium ore mined to produce the reactor fuel. EPA based its argument on a 1976
calculation of toxicity. In 1981 a board of the National Academies reviewed EPA's
proposal and pointed out that more recent data on biological hazards of several
radionuclides would have changed EPA's calculated time to about 10 million years
[12]. More importantly, the board pointed out that toxicity is not a valid measure of
risk from a geologic disposal system and toxicity of uranium ore is not a valid
criterion for public health and safety. Calculated dose resulting from slow leakage of
radioactivity from the repository and its transport to the environment is a valid
measure of risk, whereas toxicity assumes that all radioactivity existing at a given time
is somehow dissolved in water to its concentration limit. Many radionuclides shown
to be important in dose calculations, such as technetium-99 and neptunium-237,
contribute little to overall toxicity [13].

"Ingestion toxicity" is the calculated amount of water that would
be at the limit for safe drinking water if a given amount of a
radionuclide species were dissolved in that water.
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Do uncertainties in dose calculations rule out doses at longer times? In its final rule5

EPA included a 10,000-year cutoff, claimed by EPA to be justified because
uncertainties become too great after 10,000 years for dose calculations to be
meaningful. No technical basis for this assertion was demonstrated. In fact, recent
calculations using the Yucca Mountain project's parameters show that the calculated
uncertainties can actually decrease with time after 10,000 years. The results [14] are
shown in Figure 1. At 10,000 years the ratio of 90-percentile dose to the 10-percentile
dose is over four orders of magnitude, reflecting the large sensitivity of those doses
to time and mode of canister failures. At 24,000 years, about the time of peak doses
from Tc-99 and 1-129, the ratio decreases to about two orders of magnitude. At
100,000 years, when the higher doses from Np-237 and Cs-135 appear, the ratio is
about 30; at two hundred thousand years it is about 16. At these longer times the
calculation of peak dose is less affected by uncertainties in container life, as would be
expected. Of course, there are additional uncertainties, not quantified in the
calculations, such as fundamental uncertainties in the validity of calculational models
used to represent the geological confinement system.

Given the relatively high doses calculated to occur after 10,000 years, a 10,000 year
cutoff appears frequently in the proposals for more lenient standards, but without
justification. Adopting a 10,000-year cutoff would result in an enormous departure
from ethical Goal I.

Time Cutoffs Proposed by Congress, DOE, and Industry The Yucca Mountain
Project's first published performance assessment [2] predicted unacceptably high
annual doses at times much greater than 10,000 years. Standards subsequently
proposed by the U.S. Congress, the Department of Energy, and the U.S. nuclear
industry would adopt a cutoff in dose calculations for Yucca Mountain at 1,000 to
10,000 years in determining compliance with a limiting dose criterion. No scientific
basis for a time cutoff was identified in these proposals. Adopting a time cutoff in
dose calculations would obscure the far more hazardous doses at later times and
would result in enormous unjustified leniency in public health protection.
Determining compliance with a dose-limit criterion should be based on the maximum
dose, calculated without a time cutoff, as recommended by the TYMS panel of the
National Academies. Imposing a time cutoff of dose calculations would be without
scientific basis and would violate ethical Goal I. .

EPA's standard 40 CFR 191 was later set aside by Congress so
that it no longer applies to the Yucca Mountain Project. A draft
of a new EPA standard for Yucca Mountain has been expected
for several years. Many expect that a 10,000-year cutoff will still
appear in EPA's proposed new standard, but it is not now known
what arguments EPA will use to defend that proposal.
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6.2. Whom to Protect?

The Reasonably Maximally Exposed Individual (RMEI). Current international
practice protects the public from environmental releases of radioactivity by ensuring
that those people who could receive the maximum radiation doses are reasonably
protected. Thus, all other members of the public are also protected. To correct the
considerable misunderstanding within the scientific community concerning the
calculated "maximum dose", the U.S. EPA points out that the maximum dose to be
used in a standard is the dose calculated for the reasonably maximally exposed
individual (RMEI), not the theoretical upper bound estimate (TUBE). The TUBE dose
would result from adopting the most conservative values of each parameter that
affects the calculated dose. The RMEI dose can be estimated from a probabilistic
distribution of doses calculated at a given location and time, adopting the mean of that
distribution or (preferably) the dose calculated at the 95 percent confidence level.

The Critical Group. International practice now protects the public from nuclear
radiation by requiring that the reasonable maximum radiation dose received by a
member of the public is less than a specified limiting dose. The broad international
consensus adopts the logic given by Policy 2. The people most likely to receive a
reasonable maximum dose from geologic disposal are farmers who draw their water
from wells near the repository site, drink that water, irrigate their crops with
contaminated water, and live at a time when water is most contaminated by leakage
from the waste. Such a farming family would constitute the "critical group", to be
protected according to the guidelines of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP). The lifetime-average annual dose to this critical group is
calculated, to be compared with the dose-limit criterion.

ICRP recognizes that when calculating doses for the far future, when the greatest
doses can occur from geologic disposal, defining a critical group based on current
information is problematical. ICRP recommends [15]:

"When an actual group cannot be defined, a hypothetical group or
representative individual should be considered who, due to location and
time, would receive the greatest dose. The habits and characteristics of the
group should be based upon present knowledge using cautious, but
reasonable assumptions."

Thus, it is reasonable that the RMEI alone, who uses water extracted from near the
repository, can adequately represent the critical group. The necessary assumption (see
Policy 3 above) that future people will be similar to present-day people in diet,
longevity, and sensitivity to radiation is cautious and reasonable.

For repository performance standards to be convincing to a broad public, the critical
group must be defined as the bounding case—that is, as the people who would receive
the greatest exposures [5]. The allowable annual radiation dose for individuals in that
group should be no greater than the 0.1 to 2.5 mSv (10 to 25 millirem) permitted
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today for individuals living near nuclear power plants or freely using the site of a
nuclear facility whose license has terminated.

If the critical group is protected, then all persons at lesser risk will be protected.
Further, just as the critical-group concept works for people of a given time and
generation, it also applies across great spans of time-protection of the critical group
of a very distant epoch also protects people of times less distant.

However, the Yucca Mountain Project is moving towards calculating doses at
locations where present populations now live and draw well water, about 20
kilometers or more away from Yucca Mountain, far enough away for considerable
dilution of the radioactivity in ground water. Doses are being calculated only for
drinking contaminated water drawn from wells at those locations, ignoring the larger
doses caused by ingesting food grown by that contaminated water [3]. Reducing
calculated doses by such unjustified assumptions is neither cautious nor reasonable.
Those future people who use water from wells nearer the repository and who eat food
crops irrigated by that water would not be protected. Ethical Goal I would be violated.

The Vicinity-average Dose. Recent proposals [7,16,17] would adopt a new standard
for protecting public health, by calculating an average dose to future (and
unknowable) population in the general vicinity of the repository and allowing that
average dose to be as large or larger than what we now limit for the reasonably
maximally exposed individual (RMEI). In so doing, the many people exposed to
above-average doses would be unprotected. For an assumed future population
uniformly distributed in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, and assuming that 10 percent
are subsistence farmers, the RMEI dose could be about 500 times greater than the
vicinity-average dose, completely unacceptable even if the proposed allowable
vicinity-average dose is no greater than the currently allowable RMEI doses [18]. Not
only would the proposed criterion be unjustifiably lenient, there is no scientific basis
for its application. The locations, boundaries, and habits of future individuals within
the vicinity are unknowable. Uncertainties in these parameters would invite
unjustified guesses and manipulation for the purpose of calculation. More importantly,
if the dose limit now allowed for RMEI doses were to be adopted as the limiting
vicinity-average dose for geologic disposal6, a large fraction of the population in the
vicinity would receive unacceptably large individual doses. Ethical Goal I would be
violated.

No meaningful critical group would be identified, unless the entire population within
the vicinity would be considered as the critical group, contradicting the spirit of
ICRP's recommendation for identifying and protecting the critical group of most
highly exposed individuals.

Actually, some Congressional legislation proposes an allowable
vicinity-average annual dose as high as 1 mSv (100 millirem),
about an order of magnitude greater than currently allowable
RMEI doses.
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The TYMS Panel's Probabilistic Critical Group. In the National Academies' TYMS
report the panel majority proposed7 that dose calculations be made on the basis of
hypothesized probabilistic distribution of future populations [10]. The majority
proposal would involve guesses of probabilities of future human activities and would
introduce considerable leniency in determining compliance. In its report the TYMS
panel admitted that its proposed method would have no scientific validity.

The leniency inherent in the proposed probabilistic critical group is apparent from
testimony by Phillips8 [ 19], who argued that probabilities for exposure of future
people could be obtained from data on people now living in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain9. He proposed that the probabilities for exposure of individuals in the future
critical group be based on the ratio of present farming families to total population now
living down gradient from Yucca Mountain. Calculated doses weighted in this way
for the future critical group would amount to the vicinity-average doses proposed by
some legislation and by industry. Phillips' proposed probabilistic critical group would
not meet the criteria recommended by ICRP. The enormous leniency in using a
vicinity-average dose for determining compliance would violate Ethical Goal I.

In the face of the many shortcomings [10,18,19] of the proposed probabilistic critical
group, such as its leniency, mathematical errors, and lack of scientific basis, the
probabilistic critical group proposed by the majority of the TYMS panel would stand
only on the grounds of arbitrary policy, a policy that would obscure the high RMEI
doses now calculated for the proposed Yucca Mountain repository.

The Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) Probabilistic Critical Group. In a
1994 communication to the TYMS panel, EPRI proposed that probabilities of future
human activities be incorporated in calculating exposures to be used in assessing
public health and safety [17]. These include the probabilities that future people will
not be present full time at their residences, that only a small fraction of their food will

T. H. Pigford, a member of the panel, dissented. See Appendix E
ofFrie/a/[10].

Phillips was a member of the TYMS panel and co-authored
Appendix C of the TYMS report that outlined a proposed
method of predicting exposures in a probabilistic critical group.
The TYMS report did not explain how the probabilities were to
be derived. Phillips did so in later testimony [19].

The nearest farm well down gradient from Yucca Mountain is
about 20 kilometers away. Wells cannot now be located close to
Yucca Mountain because the land is publicly owned. That
exclusion could not reasonably be assumed for the long-term
future. Basing dose calculations on wells 20 kilometers away, as
is done in current DOE calculations, is not conservative.
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be contaminated with radioactivity, and that many of the future people will not be
subsistence farmers. The probabilities used in EPRI's analyses were proposed only
as guesses to illustrate their effect on calculated doses, including arbitrary choices of
the boundary of the future "vicinity" and the distribution of population within that
vicinity. Those guesses persist in subsequent EPRI reports [20]. It has become
apparent that the calculated exposure of EPRI's critical group is a vicinity-average
exposure, a concept not consistent with ICRP's recommended critical group but
similar to that adopted in proposed Congressional legislation [16]. Ethical Goal I
would be violated.

Proposed High Limits for the Vicinity-average Dose. Both EPRI and Congress
propose that public health and safety be assessed by comparing the calculated annual
vicinity-average dose to a limiting annual dose of 1 mSv (100 millirem). A limiting
annual dose of 100 millirem is about tenfold greater than the limiting RMEI dose now
allowed for licensed nuclear facilities. No rationale for adopting such a high limiting
dose, even if were applied as the RMEI dose, has been given. Ethical Goal I would
be violated.

Proposed Leniency Based on Future Technology. EPRI and others would adopt a
more lenient standard on the grounds that future humans will have technology to
detect contamination of radioactivity in ground water and will take action to prevent
human exposure [17,22]. Suitable detection instruments are already available to detect
concentrations well below current safe limits. Well water can be purified, but
cleansing the contaminants from the repository and the geologic media is far beyond
present technology. However, adopting EPRI's small-population parameters and
assuming that EPRI's remedial action approach would be sufficient to reduce the
vicinity-average annual dose to 1 mSv (100 millirem), a reference subsistence-farmer
who is unaware of the contaminants in well water could receive an unacceptably large
annual RMEI dose of 10 Sv (1,000 rem) [18].

EPRI's proposal would allow even greater contamination of ground water for larger
population in the vicinity, because the large population would exert greater force to
detect and mitigate contamination in ground water. Using EPRI's parameters, the
calculated dose to the uninformed farmer who is not aware of the contamination could
theoretically be as high as 50,000 Sv (5 million rem).

But relying on future people to recognize contamination and take such protective
action for the many hundreds of millennia to come would violate Ethical Goal III.
Even if the vicinity-average people are so protected, some farming families with no
knowledge of the contamination and using well water extracted from outside the zone
of remediation would receive excessive exposures that would violate Ethical Goal I.

Public health is better protected by limiting the reasonable maximum individual dose,
as calculated for the reference farming family, consistent with ICRP guidance and
with the established ethical goals.
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6.3. A Risk-Based Critical Group

The TYMS report recommends that the exposure limit for a future critical group be
based on calculated risk from that exposure rather than on calculated dose. Some
members of the panel incorrectly claim that a risk-based critical group can differ
markedly from the dose-based critical group. In fact, there will be no difference, if a
dose-independent conversion factor is used to translate from dose to consequences,
as seems likely for many years to come for doses in the range considered to be
acceptable for protecting public health [23].

A calculated probabilistic distribution of dose is well-defined mathematically. That
dose distribution would be converted to a distribution of consequences by multiplying
by a constant dose-to-risk conversion factor. The TYMS risk would be obtained as
the mean of the distribution of consequences. From the dose distribution the dose can
be calculated at whatever certainty is required, such as the 95 percent confidence
level. Because of the constant dose-to-consequence conversion factor, the calculated
dose and risk for any individual would stand in constant ratio, that ratio being the
same for all individuals. Therefore, the selection of the critical group would be the
same, whether dose-based or risk-based.

More importantly, the calculated uncertainty in dose is meaningful. It reflects the
uncertainty in the parameters. But that same uncertainty cannot be assigned as the
uncertainty in the calculated risk when the specified risk calculation takes no account
of the considerable uncertainty in the dose-to-risk conversion factor. Quoting a risk
without being able to analyze its uncertainties is badly misleading. It is for that reason
that the U.S. Health Physics Society [24] recommends that exposures to radiation be
based on calculated doses (and their uncertainties) but that risk from those doses be
discussed in terms of what observations have been made on effects from radiation
exposure. There is at present no scientific bases for calculating risk uncertainties. The
proper performance measure for geologic repositories is the RMEI dose, not risk. The
TYMS claim that a risk-based critical group would differ from dose-based critical
group is scientifically flawed.

6.4. EPA's New Standard

For over four years since the National Research Council's TYMS report was issued,
EPA has been developing a new standard for Yucca Mountain. In its current draft, the
standard would limit the individual dose. It would still adopt a 10,000-year cutoff for
dose calculations and thus would not meet Ethical Goal I. Section 6 above points out
the lack of valid reasons for EPA's 10,000-year cutoff proposed earlier. Whether
EPA's has developed new and valid reasons for the 10,000-year cutoff in its proposed
new standard has not been divulged.

It is expected that EPA will maintain the ground-water protection requirement in its
new standard, where concentrations of contaminants in ground water must be kept
low enough so that a person drinking contaminated well water will receive an annual
dose no greater than 0.04 mSv (4 millirem). When the dose calculation includes
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eating food contaminated by irrigation water from those same wells, the limiting
annual dose could be about 0.2 mSv (20 millirem) or greater. Evidently, DOE claims
that a geologic repository project at Yucca Mountain could not meet EPA's ground-
water requirement, even with a 10,000-year cutoff. This is said to be the main reason
why EPA has not yet issued its new standard. If so, DOE seems to be saying that the
concentrations of contaminants in ground water could not be kept below concentration
limits now imposed for licensed operating facilities, and that ethical Goal I could not
be met. However, such concerns on the part of DOE have not appeared in DOE's
published reports or in reports by oversight groups. DOE appears to be asking for
relief from a protection level that is already well established for contemporary
operating facilities. DOE has many options for design improvements for the proposed
repository at Yucca Mountain. It is not apparent why one of those design
improvements could not achieve low enough individual doses in the time regime up
to 10,000 years.

More importantly are the design improvements to achieve acceptable calculated doses
at longer times, a goal that is likely to eventually emerge if EPA's new standard is to
reach the ethical goals stated herein.

7. Summary and Conclusions

Ethical goals that future people should be protected and should not have to protect
themselves from our radioactive waste are claimed by geologic repository projects.
The best test of sufficient protection is to show that the calculated individual doses

to future farming families are well below a regulatory limit. That limit should be no
greater than what is now adopted to protect the public from operating licensed
facilities. Present U.S. calculations show doses, at times well beyond 10,000 years,
that exceed current accepted limits by at least three orders of magnitude.
Notwithstanding, there is a good chance that the goals can still be achieved by careful
technical design of the geologic confinement system.

But many in the U.S. now propose ways that would allow greater individual
exposures from radionuclides that eventually leak from a geologic repository.
Examples include: (1) the 10,000-year cutoff proposed by industry, the U.S.
Congress, EPA, and DOE, thus obscuring the later times when higher doses are
certain to result; (b) the vicinity-average dose proposed by industry and the U.S.
Congress; (c) the probabilistic critical groups proposed by EPRI and by the National
Research Council's TYMS committee; (d) proposals to rely on future humans to
detect and cleanup excessive amounts of radioactivity that may escape from a
repository, and (e) the move to base compliance on calculated doses from well water
drawn at considerable distance from Yucca Mountain. Each of these proposals would
lead to a far more lenient radiation protection standard than current standards. Each
of these proposals is without sufficient scientific basis for its use as a protector of
public health. Each of these proposals would violate one or more of the ethical goals.
Each is made without adequate discussion and explanation and without explaining
how and why it would violate one or more of the ethical goals.
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We should welcome open scientific and public debate on proposed standards and on
possible need to modify the ethical goals. Debate should include ethicists, scientists,
and policy makers. It should include not only people who want to defend proposals
for more lenient standards but also those who question the openness and validity of
the process that is emerging. Similarities to debate on other pressing socio-
technological issues, such as allocation of health-care resources, should be explored.

Constructive debate will occur only when, and if, proposers for leniency explain why
relief from current regulatory stringency is needed and why present ethical goals
should be modified.

The scientific community, the public, and policy makers need much greater awareness
of the significance of the unacceptably large radiation doses shown in DOE's
performance assessments. Calculated doses and their implication are among the key
assessments that are intended to help guide the project's research and design, to focus
on reliable and defensible methods of calculation, and to achieve acceptably low
doses. But reports by the several oversight groups [25,26], including those appointed
by Congress and those appointed by the Yucca Mountain Project, are essentially
devoid of comment concerning the calculated high doses and their significance! How
are the scientific community, the public, and policy makers to become informed?

Developing a health standard stringent enough to build public confidence and survive
legal and political challenges is essential but not sufficient. That standard must be
developed in a way that instills public confidence in the process. At present no
scientific bases exist to support a policy less stringent than that now used in the U.S.
and in other countries to protect the public from operating facilities. Yet legislators,
industry, and some professionals continue to propose more lenient approaches that
would allow doses higher than those now considered acceptable and would obscure
eras and locations of unacceptably high calculated doses. These proposals are made
without explanation of why they should be adopted and why ethical goals should be
abandoned. It is no wonder that public confidence in the process of developing and
assessing the proposed Yucca Mountain repository has seriously eroded.

This rush for leniency should be curbed. The Yucca Mountain Project is trying to
meet an impossible schedule. The project needs more time to undertake new technical
design that might yield acceptably low doses and meet the ethical goals. If geologic
disposal is to succeed at Yucca Mountain, the design of the overall repository
containment system must be rigorously and repeatedly tested against performance
standards stringent enough to push the project to a higher level of resourcefulness,
ingenuity, and protection of public health. More time is needed for a staged, iterative
process, whereby improved design concepts are analyzed, tested against a standard
as stringent as that used for present-day facilities, reviewed, and modified. Because
the present design is so far from meeting an acceptable standard, considerable
redesign is necessary. It would be folly to pretend that the present plans of becoming
licensed and receiving waste by the end of the next decade can be met. Trying to meet
that schedule by enacting more lenient standards could result in such public
disenchantment that the full potential of Yucca Mountain for a geologic repository
might never be realized.
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What if serious work on alternatives fails to produce conservatively calculated and
defensible doses that show that future people will be protected as well as present-day
people are protected from licensed nuclear facilities? If so, the need for a geologic
repository could be balanced against the desire for assuring such conservative and
careful protection of public health. Relaxation of the safety standard itself, as
attempted so prematurely by the House and Senate bills of the present and last
Congress, should be made only after special review of that need by the scientific
community and the public and approval by Congress.

The desire for safeguards protection of buried spent nuclear fuel will be an additional
burden on repository design and prediction of performance.

Thus, the Yucca Mountain Project faces a demanding technical challenge. Similar
challenges face policy makers. They must reject pressures for short-term expediency
and economy lest, by enacting policies that compromise scientific validity and
credibility, they further undermine public confidence and irreparably harm the
programs for disposing of high-level radioactive waste.
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Introduction

The Environment Agency of England and Wales (the 'Agency') became operational
on 1st April 1996 as one of Europe's largest and most powerful environmental
protection agencies. It has an extremely broad regulatory remit covering aspects of
flood defence, integrated pollution control, water quality, waste management,
abstraction control, navigation, fisheries, conservation and recreation.

Risk assessment, as a regulatory and management tool plays an essential role in the
targeting and prioritisation of this activity, as well as in aiding site-specific decisions
on authorisations for abstraction, discharge and/or disposal. From a regulatory
perspective, the majority of the Agency's risk assessment activity is focused on
critically reviewing risk assessments submitted to the Agency in support of requests
for authorisation. With increasing calls for openness in all areas of regulatory
decision-making, new demands are being placed on risk assessments with a view to
allowing far more transparency and traceability of 'process' and 'content' than has
historically been the case.

The Agency is responsible for the licensing of radioactive waste disposal facilities in
England and Wales. It has issued guidance on what is expected of an application for
an authorisation to dispose of low and intermediate level radioactive waste to land -
the 'Guidance on Requirements for Authorisation' (the 'GRA') [1]. The 'GRA'
includes a risk target and places a strong emphasis on confidence-building during
the preparation and assessment of post-closure safety cases for such facilities. In
this paper we discuss a recent study commissioned by the Agency which has
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examined the use of the expectation value of risk in assessments and considered
ways of improving transparency. We present some specific issues relating to the use
of a numerical 'expectation value of risk' and suggest how the transparency of risk
assessments aimed at meeting a risk target may be improved, recognising the range
of stakeholders involved.

The Role of Risk Assessment and of a Risk Target in
Determining Applications for Disposal

The GRA covers all aspects of an application for authorisation and includes
'Principles' and 'Requirements' for different stages of the site characterisation,
design and assessment cycle. The Agency recognises that, where appropriate and,
in the context of a specific application, there is scope for additional information to
be provided to developers on individual topics within the GRA, to aid better
definition of the type of material that the Agency would find appropriate and
acceptable in a safety case. It will remain the developer's responsibility to
determine the final form of any application and to decide on what work to undertake
and to report. Any additional information or guidance provided by the Agency must
take account of the developer's responsibility and, therefore, must not be overly
prescriptive.

A risk assessment is likely to form a central part of any post-closure safety case for a
disposal facility. Although basically quantitative, the risk assessment will be
dependent on qualitative assumptions which need to be explicitly stated. In some
cases it will be necessary to explore the effects of varying these assumptions. It will
provide risk estimates that can be used to inform a regulatory judgement about the
safety of the facility alongside other considerations (qualitative judgements
regarding sound science and engineering design, for example). Used in an iterative
mode, the risk assessment can also be a valuable tool for prioritising effort on
research and development for the disposal facility and structuring the content of the
safety case as a whole.

A specific issue arises with adoption of a numerical risk target as a criterion,
alongside others, for a disposal facility once the period of control is withdrawn. The
GRA adopts an individual risk target of 10"6; that is,

'after control is withdrawn from the facility, the assessed radiological risk (of a
serious radiation-induced health effect) to a representative member of the
potentially exposed group at greatest risk should be consistent with a risk target of]
in a million per year'.

Where the Agency is satisfied that good engineering and science have been adopted
by the operator and the estimated risk is below this target, no further reduction in
risk may be sought. If above the target, however, the Agency will need to be
satisfied not only that an appropriate level of safety is assured, but also that any
further improvements in safety could be achieved only at disproportionate cost.
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Although the GRA focuses primarily on the radiological risk to human beings, the
Environment Agency is currently contributing to international research on
potentially harmful effects on organisms other than humans [2].

The Presentation of Numerical Risk Estimates

Risk is a concept that is used in a variety of ways in different contexts and by
different stakeholders in the debate concerning radioactive waste and in the decision
process concerning specific proposals for a disposal facility. As the regulator, the
Agency needs to communicate with all stakeholders, and this entails understanding
the different perceptions of stakeholders as a basis for effective communication.
Moves to improve the transparency of risk assessments that adopt numerical criteria
require a number of approaches to building confidence in the regulatory decision,
including an examination of how assessed risks are presented in relation to the risk
target.

A vast public perception literature exists to guide risk assessors on how such
information may be received by stakeholders and recent experience in the UK
would suggest that we need to look afresh as to how environmental risks are best
framed and articulated. The House of Lords Select Committee on Science and
Technology in its recent review of radioactive waste management in the UK [3] has
provided some useful insights on the use of a risk target, risk perception and risk
aversion:

• Several participants suggested that the use of numerical estimates of risk should
only form part of the risk evaluation and should be treated with caution because
few people have sufficient understanding of what the numbers represent.
Drawing performance parameters together in a single risk estimate might
obscure the significance of a particular element of the overall system which
could be critical to the long-term safety.

• There was debate over the long-term acceptability of the current risk target of
10"*. Some participants believed that 10"6 would continue to be acceptable.
Others expressed the view that as the hazards of life in an industrialised society
have diminished, tolerance of risk, particularly risk associated with technology,
has also diminished. There was also a concern that we do not know what future
generations might regard as an acceptable level of risk.

• Significantly, the Select Committee considered it inadequate to have only a
single numerical risk target for assessing the long-term safety of a repository.
There were concerns that the meaning of the risk target was unclear and that it
did not address aspects such as cumulative releases of radionuclides to the
surface environment; the extent of environmental contamination; or potentially
deleterious effects on organisms other than humans. The Select Committee
recommended that, in any future repository programme in the UK, the current
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UK standards for long-term safety of a deep repository should be revised and
expanded in parallel with progress on repository research and development.

• Evidence relating to risk perception was also presented. Disposal of radioactive
waste was considered to have almost all the negative characteristics as far as
perceived risks are concerned. The risks are not voluntarily accepted at the
level of the individual, the benefits and costs are not seen clearly alongside each
other, the nature of some risks, such as cancer, have a particular dread factor
and the degree of risk is subject to uncertainty to which the public seem to have
a particular aversion. It was however noted in the report that there is
considerable debate over public tolerance or acceptance of different types of
risk.

Overall the Select Committee's report has raised some significant and interesting
issues with regard to use of a risk target and the need for judging the long-term
safety of a repository. The work reported in this paper will aid the Agency's input
to any debate on risk and risk criteria in relation to deep disposal of radioactive
waste.

Estimating and Presenting an Expectation Value of Risk

An important risk paradigm used as a tool for developing understanding of a
disposal system is the mathematical definition of risk as the consequence multiplied
by the probability of occurrence. More formally, the risk R arising from an
exposure to radiation is given by:

R = P(/ /£)( / /£ [1]

HE is the effective dose equivalent (representing a weighted sum of organ and
tissue doses),

y is the probability of a serious detrimental health effect per unit effective
dose equivalent (the dose-risk conversion factor), and

P(HE) is the probability of receiving a dose //£.

In a probabilistic assessment, risk estimation is undertaken many times, with each
'simulation' using a particular set of parameter values sampled from probability
density functions (PDFs) that describe the uncertainties and variabilities in different
parts of the disposal system.

The result of a probabilistic assessment is thus a set, or distribution, of individual
estimates of (H£. For a comparison with a single-value criterion, such as the
individual risk target of 10'6 presented in the GRA, this distribution must itself be
presented as a single value. One way of doing this is to present the arithmetic mean,
or 'expectation value' of the risk. The arithmetic mean of the distribution is a
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measure of risk often specified in regulations. Collapsing the distribution in this
manner, or in any other manner so as to produce a single value, is however
potentially problematical because of the loss of information about the shape of the
distribution. This is especially the case for highly-skewed distributions.

Other measures of the distribution are possible and, in particular, the form of the tail
of the distribution containing the low probability-high consequence events and
processes is of interest to regulators and stakeholders. It is, however, difficult to
specify criteria in generic regulations that would be applicable to the tail of the
distribution in all assessments.

Any risk assessment can only be made transparent by the presentation of the
information used to derive the distribution of (HE, together with a discussion of the
level of confidence that can be attached to the estimated risks. Below, we discuss
aspects of the scope of risk assessments and consideration of group risk and risk
aversion with improved transparency in mind.

Scope of Risk Assessments

A key element in any risk assessment is the definition of the scope of the assessment
in terms of the features, events and processes (FEPs) to be incorporated within the
conceptual models and scenarios used in assessment calculations. The term FEPs is
broad-brush, but 'features' are essentially characteristics of the disposal system
which exist from the outset, 'events' are occurrences which change the behaviour of
the system at a particular time and 'processes' modify the system and/or its
behaviour over a period of time. A variety of approaches have been developed to
provide traceable and transparent documentation of the FEPs accounted for and the
basis for excluding other FEPs. Because of the long time-scales involved and the
spatial scale of the overall disposal system, there will always be uncertainties as to
which FEPs should be included in an assessment. FEPs are potentially subject to
both variability and uncertainty. Two broad types of uncertainty are recognised:

• those uncertainties which clearly apply to the magnitude, scale or extent of the
feature, event or process; and

• those which may or may not apply to the feature, event or process and where,
for events and processes, there may be uncertainty regarding timing as well as
about magnitude.

The first of these has been termed epistemic (related to knowledge) and the second
aleatory (related to chance).

The likelihood of future human actions such as intrusion into a radioactive waste
repository are open to speculation, where PDFs of magnitude and timing are matters
of arbitrary judgement, based on assumptions about future societal behaviour and
loss of information about the site. Extreme natural events and processes (e.g.
seismic events, vulcanism, or meteorite strikes) are likely to be more predictable in
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terms of the relationship between frequency and severity than human actions. The
consequences of human intrusion into a repository could be as great as, or greater
than, those arising from natural events or processes. A single performance
assessment that includes all types of FEP, together with their associated variability
and uncertainty, is liable to produce a distribution where the high-consequence tail
is dominated by FEPs all of which are low probability and stochastic and some of
which may also be speculative. The shape of the high-consequence tail may have a
major effect on the expectation value of risk.

Undue speculation is not an appropriate basis for regulation. This has been
recognised in assessments undertaken for nuclear power stations and for transport
and infrastructure developments. In the former, probabilistic risk assessments are
undertaken for failure of one or more components of the system, including operator
failures in responding to anomalous events. These types of failure are termed
design basis accidents. Separate assessments are undertaken for beyond design
basis accidents which consider a range of extreme events and the extent to which
the design would accommodate them. Such assessments examine, as appropriate,
the frequency and the consequences of the event. If the consequences appear
incompatible with the frequency, steps may be taken to modify the design even
though the event may still be regarded as beyond the design basis. A risk
assessment for a nuclear plant will normally take into account the consequences of
beyond design basis events.

Assessments for infrastructure developments, such as the construction of a new
airport or development of a refinery, are also limited in scope by a maximum
credible accident. Consequence calculations may be performed for other initiating
events or sequences of events, but they are not normally included within an
assessment of risk either to individuals or to society.

It may be beneficial to adopt an analogous approach in risk assessments for a
radioactive waste disposal facility. In order to make progress with the design and
safety case for the facility, including the risk assessment, it may be appropriate to
limit the range of FEPs which are initially taken into account. Low probability or
speculative events and processes for which no data can be derived from site
characterisation or laboratory experiments might be more suitably assessed through
'what-if calculations outside the risk assessment. Transparency might be enhanced
by a wide-ranging debate, involving developer, regulator and other stakeholders,
about the types of low probability or speculative events and processes to be
examined in this way. If there was a consensus view that a particular event or
process of this nature should be given greater emphasis, steps might be taken to
modify the safety case, and possibly the design of the facility. The given event or
process might still not be incorporated in the risk assessment. The developer would
maintain a basis for proceeding, while stakeholders would have the assurance that a
mechanism existed for addressing their concerns in the overall safety case presented
to the regulator.
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Group Risk

Risks to groups rather than individuals are relatively easy to assess for current
populations around proposed development sites. However, over the long time-
scales considered in the assessments of post-closure performance for radioactive
waste disposal sites, the location and composition of population groups grow more
and more uncertain. During the development of a repository, illustrative
assessments of group risks may be useful for comparing alternative designs and
explaining design decisions. By proposing that assessments of collective dose
should be divided into blocks of limited ranges of dose and time, ICRP 77 [4]
suggests an approach that might help make these assessments more transparent.
However, such calculations may not be sufficiently robust for regulatory decision-
making.

Risk Aversion

There is general acceptance that events with greater consequences are only
acceptable at proportionately lower frequency. If strict proportion is maintained,
this implies that the product of the consequences and the frequency should be
constant. Risk aversion would imply that events with greater consequences are only
acceptable at a frequency which is more than proportionately lower. This in turn
would imply a greater than proportionate allocation of resources to reducing the
frequency and/or the consequences of higher consequence events.

One way in which greater consequences can arise from an event is if more people
are injured or killed. Other ways would be more property damage or more
environmental damage. An assessment of a major hazard site may, for example,
show that the risk to any one individual living or working near the site is acceptable,
but that the development is unacceptable because large numbers of people would be
exposed to the risk. This conclusion does not in itself imply risk aversion.

Regulatory regimes in certain other countries, e.g. the Netherlands, do invoke risk
aversion, that is, a greater than proportionate allocation of resources towards higher
consequence events. The extent to which risk aversion is applied, if at all, is a value
judgement. The Agency has considered the merits of an approach involving risk
aversion in the context of radioactive waste disposal, but has provisionally
concluded that there is no basis for adopting such an approach, although it is
continuing to consider the matter.

Conclusions

Recent work commissioned by the Environment Agency has examined the use of
the expectation value of risk in safety assessments for a radioactive waste disposal
facility and has considered ways of improving transparency. Any risk assessment
can only be made transparent by the presentation of the information used to derive
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the distribution of risk ((HE), together with a discussion of the level of confidence
that can be attached to the estimated risks.

The study has concluded that the expectation value is an appropriate measure of risk
for comparison with a single-value criterion, provided that the scope of the
assessment does not involve undue speculation regarding the FEPs to be included.
Low probability or speculative events and processes for which no data can be
derived from site characterisation or laboratory experiments might be more suitably
assessed through 'what-if calculations outside the risk assessment.

Transparency might be enhanced by a wide-ranging debate, involving developer,
regulator and other stakeholders, about the types of low probability or speculative
events and processes to be examined in this way. If there was a consensus view that
a particular event or process of this nature should be given greater emphasis, steps
might be taken to modify the safety case, and possibly the design of the facility.
The developer would maintain a basis for proceeding, while stakeholders would
have the assurance that a mechanism existed for addressing their concerns in the
overall safety case presented to the regulator.

The study also concluded that the uncertainties concerning future populations were
likely to be too great for assessments of group risk to be useful in regulatory
decision-making. Comparative analyses of group risk may however be beneficial in
making and explaining design decisions.
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Abstract

In the present study a process of model audit is addressed on a computa-
tional model used for predicting maximum radiological doses to humans in
the field of nuclear waste disposal. Global uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
are employed to assess output uncertainty and to quantify the contribution of
parametric and scenario uncertainties to the model output. These tools are of
fundamental importance for risk analysis and decision-making purposes.

1 Introduction

Analyses of risk and decision-making methodologies are essential elements of
investigation in many human activities, ranging from engineering to socio-
economics, where the planning requires suitable tools for the quantification
of risk as well as for the assessment of alternative options. These analysis
tools make use of computational models, simulating the system under invest-
igation, to provide data for the analysis itself. Models are constructs meant to
mimic real systems, and their intrinsic value escapes the rigor of mathematical
proof. Often models approximate a natural system crudely, or there are com-
peting models (or scenarios) of comparable plausibility for a given problem.
Finally models contain input factors (parameters) affected by uncertainties.
In this work we examine a process of model audit, by investigating the effect
of (i) scenarios uncertainties (possible exclusive evolutions of the system un-
der study); and (ii) parametric uncertainty (both intrinsic, such as, e.g., the
time of occurrence of a geological event, or due to our poor knowledge of the
system). The study focus is a risk assessment of nuclear waste disposal. A
computational model predicts the maximum radiological dose for humans on
the surface of the earth due to the underground migration of radionuclides
from a nuclear waste disposal site. The overall predictive uncertainty about
the maximum dose is partitioned into two components, between scenarios and
within scenarios. Six different scenarios are considered. The model involves 54
uncertain factors (relevant physical constants of the process that are unknown,
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such as retention coefficients for radioactive species, length of pathways, and
so on). The probability distributions of the factors and the scenarios are selec-
ted on the basis of expert judgement. The model uncertainty audit has shown
that 30% of the total output variance arises from scenario uncertainty. We
argue that the study, while not pretending to predict the future, helps the ana-
lyst as it shows the implausibility of catastrophic negative events that would
have both high probability and high impact to change the overall picture. The
FAST technique for global sensitivity analysis, which is capable of computing
additive and interaction effects for all the uncertain factors of a model, has also
been employed to study the impact of scenario and parametric uncertainties on
the model output variability. Quantitative sensitivity indices show that, while
the influence of each source of uncertainty taken singularly is small, the two
sources have a strong interaction component. It can therefore be concluded
that, at any time, none of the two sources of uncertainty can be fixed (as it
were perfectly known) in the analysis.

2 Background
The problem of safe disposal of radioactive waste arising as a by-product of
nuclear power generation is object of intensive studies since 1970s. Deep geo-
logical disposal is still the most actively investigated option, although some
objections to underground storage persist today (e.g., Keeney and von Win-
terfeldt 1994, Shrader-Frechette 1994). It is fair to say that even after decades
of research, the physico-chemical behavior of deep geological disposal systems
over geological time scales (hundreds or thousands of years) is far from known
with certainty.

Since 1996, with partners at CIEMAT in Madrid and the Physics Depart-
ment at Stockholm University, we have been involved in a project for the
European Commission, GESAMAC1, whose principal aim is to make progress
in capturing all relevant sources of uncertainty when predicting what would
happen if deep geosphere disposal barriers were compromised in the future by
processes such as geological faulting, human intrusion, and/or climatic change.
We have been using sensitivity analysis (SA) and uncertainty analysis (UA) in
predicting the radiologic dose for humans on the earth's surface as a function
of time, how far the disposal facility is underground, and other factors likely to
be strongly related to dose. This is clearly not a real, site-specific safety study,
but a simplified framework in order to illustrate SA and UA methodologies.

3 The system model
The system model on which our predictions are based consists of a hypothetical
underground radioactive waste disposal system represented by three coupled
submodels. The first submodel assumes an initial containment time for the
waste materials (only radioactive decay is considered), followed by a constant
leaching rate of the radioactive inventory present at the time containment fails.

1GEosphere modeling, geosphere Sensitivity Analysis, Model uncertainty in geo-
sphere modeling, Advanced Computing in stochastic geosphere simulation: see
http://www.ciemat.es/sweb/gesamac/.
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The third submodel — the biosphere, assumes that the radionuclides leaving
the geosphere enter a stream of water from which a humans obtain drinking
water, so that the dose received depends on the ratio of the drinking water
consumption to the stream flow rate.

The second submodel, on which computations are mainly focused, is the
geosphere. GESAMAC has released for public use a program called GTMCHEM,
which uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate the transport of radionuclides
by groundwater through geologic formations, represented by a one-dimensional
column of porous material (consisting of one or more layers) whose properties
can change along the pathway and in which different chemical reactions (ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous) can take place. GTMCHEM incorporates a number
of chemical phenomena, including equilibrium complexation in solution, ho-
mogeneous first-order chemical kinetics in solution, slow reversible adsorption,
and a sink associated with filtration or biodegradation. GTMCHEM produces the
peak radiologic fluxes at the end of each geosphere layer and the peak dose for
each nuclide, as well as the associated time of the peak. The program may also
be run with a fixed set of time points at which the fluxes and/or doses through
space may be computed and stored.

GESAMAC developed a new test case called Level E/G (Prado et al. 1998)
by creating a total of six scenarios:

• Reference (REF). It is the Level E test case, which tracks the one-dimensional
migration of four radionuclides: iodine (1-129), and a chain consisting of
neptunium (Np-237), uranium (U-233), and thorium (Th-229), through
two geosphere layers characterized by different hydro-geological prop-
erties (PSACOIN Level E Intercomparison, NEA PSAG User's Group
1989).

• A fast pathway (FP) to the geosphere, corresponding to a geological fault
passing directly through the containment chamber, or to the reduction of
the geosphere pathway by erosion of the upper layer, or to the bypassing of
the second layer through human activities such as digging. This scenario
thus represents a substantial decrease in radionuclide travel time through
a large reduction in the geosphere pathlength;

• An additional geosphere layer (AG), the opposite situation from the pre-
vious scenario. This case arises, for instance, from a retreating glacier
leaving behind another barrier layer between the repository and the bio-
sphere, or when a geological event creates an alternative pathway that is
longer than that in the reference case;

• Glacial advance (GA), related to the AG scenario but arising from an ad-
vancing rather than retreating glacier;

• Human disposal errors (HDE), corresponding to deficiencies in the con-
struction of the repository and/or in waste disposal operations leading to
premature failing of the near-field barriers; and

• Environmentally induced changes (EIC), arising from human activities or
geological events that indirectly are responsible for the modification of
the disposal system conditions, such as the drilling of a pumping well
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or mining tunnel at a dangerously small distance from the containment
chamber.

This test case was arrived at by creating a total of nine micro-scenarios—
three in each of the categories geological changes, climatic evolution, and hu-
man activities, and merging similar micro-scenarios into the five non-reference
scenarios listed above.

The results reported hereafter have been obtained by focusing only on the
scenario and parametric components of the overall uncertainty.

4 A model uncertainty audit
In this section we present results for maximum dose of the nuclide chain, ob-
tained by summing max dose across neptunium, uranium, and thorium (thus
we are working with the sum of the maxes over time, maxt[N(t)] + maxt[U(t)] +
maxt[TH{t)]).

In the simulations the inputs parameters to GTMCHEM were random draws
from uniform or log-uniform distributions, with ranges assigned according to
plausible physical values (see Prado et al. (1998) for details).

How much of the overall uncertainty about maximum dose is attributable
to scenario uncertainty, and how much to parametric uncertainty? To an-
swer this question, following Draper (1995), we performed a model uncertainty
audit, in which we partitioned the total variance in max dose into two com-
ponents, between scenarios and within scenarios, the second of which repres-
ents the component of uncertainty arising from lack of perfect knowledge of
the scenario-specific parameters. The relevant calculations are based on the
double-expectation theorem (e.g., Feller 1971): with y as max dose, and scen-
ario i occurring with probability pi and leading to estimated mean and stand-
ard deviation (SD) of y of fn and <T,, respectively (across the 1000 simulation
replications),

V(y) = Vs{E{y\S)} + ES[V(V\S)] = <r2

•=!?»(£.-A)2 + XtiP<*,?

( between- \ / within- \ W

scenario I + scenario I ,
variance / \ variance J

where
k

E(y) = Es[E(y\S)] = £ > £ i = A, (2)
and 5 identifies a given scenario.

Table 1 presents the scenario-specific mean and SD estimates, together
with three possible vectors of scenario probabilities. We obtained the first
of these vectors by expert elicitation of the relative plausibility of the nine
micro-scenarios described above, and created the other two, for the purpose of
sensitivity analysis, by doubling and halving the non-reference-scenario prob-
abilities in the first vector. Table 2 then applies equations (1,2) using each of
the three scenario probability vectors. It may be seen that the percentage of
variance arising from scenario uncertainty is quite stable across the three spe-
cifications of scenario probabilities, at about 27% of the total variance. Table 2
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Table 1: Scenario-specific estimated means and standard deviations of max
dose, together with three possible sets of scenario probabilities.

Scenario
Estimated Probabilities (p )̂

Scenario Mean (&) SD (fr) 1 2 3
REF
FP
AG
GA

HDE
EIC

1.21e-7
6.54e-3
8.94e-6
1.20e-9
3.10e-7
1.07e-6

6.25e-7
1.06e-2
1.91e-5
4.72e-9
1.53e-6
4.46e-6

.90
.0225
.0125
.0125
.02

.0325

.80
.045
.025
.025
.04
.065

.95
.01125
.00625
.00625

.01
.01625

Table 2: Sensitivity analysis of results as a function of scenario probabilities.

Scenario
Probabilities

Summary
Overall mean
max dose jx

Overall SD a
Overall variance a1

Between-scenario
variance

Within-scenario
variance

% of variance
between scenarios

A/AREF

1

1.47e-4

1.86e-3
3.47e-6

9.41e-7

2.53e-6

27.1

1218
2980

2

2.95e-4

2.63e-3
6.89e-6

1.84e-6

5.06e-6

26.7

2436
4201

3

7.38e-5

1.32e-3
1.74e-6

4.76e-7

1.26e-6

27.3

610
2110

says that the mean maximum dose of the nuclide chain is 600-2400 times larger
when scenario uncertainty is acknowledged than its value under the Reference
scenario, and the uncertainty about max dose on the SD scale is 2,000-4,000
times larger.

Figure 1 presents scenario-specific estimated predictive distributions for log
maximum dose, and also plots the composite predictive distribution with scen-
ario probability vector 1. The Fast Pathway and Glacial Advance scenarios
lead to max dose values which are noticeably higher and lower than the other
four scenarios, respectively. Principally because of this, the composite distri-
bution is considerably heavier-tailed than lognormal, in particular including a
small but significant contribution of very high doses from scenario FP.
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Figure 1: Scenario-specific predictive distributions for maximum dose (top
panel), and composite predictive distribution with scenario probabilities 1-3
(bottom panel). The scenario probability vector again has little effect.

5 The Extended FAST: An alternative for non-
linear sensitivity analysis

Here we describe the results of a sensitivity analysis for radiological dose due
to the chain across the six scenarios.

We argue that each uncertain factor has to be described by a pair of
indices—first-order and total—and that this kind of representation allows an
exhaustive and computationally inexpensive characterization of the system un-
der analysis.

This approach descend from the decomposition of the output variance. Ac-
cording to the analysis of variance, the total output variance V may be uniquely
decomposed into orthogonal terms of increasing dimensionality,

E (3)

where k indicates the number of factors and the terms {Vri1iJ...il)i» < k} are
called partial variances. By dividing these terms by V, sensitivity indices
(which thus add up to one by definition) can be obtained: St,...i, = Vj1...iJ/V.
Formally, the total effect index for factor i is given by

nr I C / A \
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Suitable summary measures can then be obtained by further normalization:
S^t = Sri/ J2j=i $Tj- The S^,i are called total normalized sensitivity indices.

The pair of first-order/total effect indices for a given factor can be estim-
ated via the same sample with the Extended FAST (Saltelli et al, 1999). The
number of samples required for computing the whole set of sensitivity indices
by using extended FAST is A;. The total number of model evaluations is ob-
tained by multiplying the number of samples needed by the sample size, which
is chosen as a function of the desired accuracy for the indices. The number
of model evaluations essentially determines the total cost of the analysis: the
computational cost of evaluating the sensitivity indices, given the set of model
outputs, is negligible.

With an eye to uncertainty analysis, we made FAST computations for the
annual radiologic dose due to the chain across all six scenarios in the Level
E/G test case, by estimating the first-order and total sensitivity indices for the
scenario indicator variable via a set of 5763 model evaluations. The results
are expressed as a function of time from 103 to 4 • 107 years into the future.
The scenario variable interacts with all the factors entering in each and every
scenario. In this example the first-order index for the scenario variable is small
but its total effect is close to 1! At one level this result is obvious, but it has
implications for the theory of sensitivity analysis. It has been argued that when
one (group of) factor(s) is important, its first-order effect should be high. This
could in some instances allow all the other factors to be fixed without loss of
model accuracy (Sobol' 1990). On the other hand, Jansen (1996) argues that
the real reduction in model variability that one can achieve by eliminating a
factor i (i.e., by considering the ith factor as a perfectly known quantity) is
given by its Sn- In our example, if we were able to eliminate the scenario
variable (i.e., by selecting the proper scenario), we would reduce the model
variability by around 95% at most of the time points. This is a clear measure
of how much the scenario variable influences the output uncertainty. In problem
settings where one seeks a group of factors accounting for most of the variance
so that the others can be fixed, one should focus on the total effect of the target
group, and not on its first-order effect.

6 Discussion
We draw the following conclusions relevant to uncertainty and sensitivity ana-
lysis from the GESAMAC study.

• When scenario uncertainty is assessed and propagated along with para-
metric uncertainty, the component of predictive variance associated with
scenario uncertainty may well be 50% or more of the total across the other
components. It has been common in the past to ignore this component
of uncertainty or to treat it qualitatively; we believe that only through a
quantitative approach like the one presented here can the full extent of
the relevant uncertainties be appreciated.

• Variance-based sensitivity analyses (Extended FAST in this example) are
useful tools for achieving an understanding of the mapping from inputs
to outputs in complex simulation environments, where nonlinearities may
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well be present. These methods are indeed capable of capturing interac-
tion effects, that may be a crucial issue in a risk analysis study.

• Risk assessment is an interesting setting for uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis where one might desire to identify input factors governing the
risk, as this may provide guidance for mitigation actions; the same can
also help to streamline and prioritise R&D work.
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LAYMEN'S DEMAND ON AN UNDERSTAND-
ABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR A NUCLEAR
WASTE REPOSITORY -
A communication challenge

Tor Leif Andersson and Anne-Marie Thunberg
KASAM - Swedish National Council for Nuclear Waste

Introduction
This paper is a summary in English of some impressions from a seminar "Safety
Analysis of the Final Disposal of Nuclear Waste - An issue for specialists only or for all
of us?" The seminar was held in Swedish and was arranged by KASAM - Swedish
National Council for Nuclear Waste - in NykOping, Sweden in November 1997. A report
in Swedish from the seminar has been published - SOU1998:130 Karnavfall och
Sa'kerhet (Nuclear Waste and Safety).

The seminar was arranged in response to a request from representatives from some of
the municipalities concerned by the feasibility studies, which are part of the siting
process. They had noticed that it is very hard for people without specialist competence
to get an understanding of the safety issues based on the available information. There is
a need for a presentation of the safety analysis, which is adopted not only for the need of
the safety authorities, which have their own expertise, but also for the need of laymen
who are involved in issues about the design, siting and safety of a final repository.
Therefore, the seminar was mainly intended for representatives for the citizens (i.e.
politicians) from the municipalities involved in the ongoing feasibility studies in
Sweden. Some representatives from different environmental organisations opposing
final disposal were also invited as well as representatives from the nuclear industry
(SKB) and from the concerned Swedish authorities (SKI, SSI, etc.).

The seminar was structured in four sessions
• The handling of risk in the modern society - risk assessment and risk comparisons;
• The safety analysis and its role for the citizens;
• What can actually happen - in our own time and in the future?;
• Group discussions.

In order to give a realistic picture of the intense debate, which at least in some of the
municipalities had been very apparent, the organisers had chosen to make SKB and
Greenpeace main actors at the seminar, such as they appeared in connection with the
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campaign before the referendum at Mala. Parts of the seminar were arranged like a
hearing, led by Peter Sylwan, science journalist.

The intention with this paper is not to summarise the whole seminar, but rather to
highlight the discussion on some issues connected with transparency in risk assessment.

The relation between decision and knowledge
It was noted that more and more of the decisions which Society must make in order to
solve large and important problems are dependent on a front of knowledge which is way
ahead of the people who are concerned by the decisions.

It was concluded that one can always make decisions by agreeing. Most decisions are
made without a complete knowledge. It is sometimes necessary to make political
decisions without very much knowledge. One agrees to make what one believes to be
reasonable and best.

An example was given from the chemical area. There are about 20 000 chemicals on the
market and about 10 000 of these are classified as being dangerous. For the vast
majority of these, one does not really know very much about the properties. Within the
European Union there is a process stating that decisions shall be based on knowledge.
As a result of this, one has been unable to make decision about any of these dangerous
chemicals. It can always be claimed that we do not have enough knowledge to make
such decisions. The example makes you suspect that " complete knowledge" may not
always be a paramount condition. Furthermore it is not an ethically preferred solution to
wait for such a complete knowledge before acting.

It was also noted that the transparency is very important. It must be very clear that there
are no hidden agendas.

The expert and the decision maker
Much is dependent on the decision maker's view of the scientist. But for the nuclear
waste case, when one is considering what can happen in 10 000 years or more, the
advises of the experts tends to get somewhat divergent as well as less important. Of
course one should listen to the expert, but having done that, one should be somewhat
" disrespectful" and make ones own judgements about what one wants to achieve and
how one could reach an agreement on that. Based on the limited knowledge available,
one must still make decisions. It could be an advantage if such decisions could be made
in small steps. A lot can be done with some common sense, some discussion with
politicians, some guidance from scientists but not too much waiting for a complete
knowledge on the technical relations.
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From Mala, one of the municipalities in which a feasibility study has been made, it was
reported that the agendas from different groups during the discussion before the
referendum, were very different. Not all seemed to have the goal to take care of the
nuclear waste in a safe way. Some might have had political goals to reach, others might
have wanted to stop the production of nuclear power. The issue of different - sometimes
hidden - agendas is a large problem for the debate.

The precaution principle, as established at the Rio conference some years ago, was also
mentioned as an important factor, when making decisions without a complete
knowledge. That principle states that lack of scientific knowledge should not prevent us
from making cost effective measures. However, it is not so easy to know what is cost
effective, if the lack of knowledge is too large.

The safety analysis as part of a process
The question was raised whether it is meaningful to make a safety analysis before all
decisions have been made about techniques, materials, tools, site etc. The final safety
analysis can, of course, not be made until all these details have been set. Before that
stage - the license application stage - the role of the safety analysis is mainly to
demonstrate that the knowledge and understanding is good enough to allow us to take
another step forward in the process, without too much risking of money and other
societal resources. By this, the safety analyses are part of the process. For people in a
municipality which hosts a candidate site, the dilemma is that they may be asked to
allow further studies at that site, but the safety analysis available does not include any
site specific information. That information will not be available until the proposed study
has been made. So the politicians and other citizens need to have a general feeling of the
main components in the system, in order to judge the quality of the safety analysis. Two
types of confidence will be needed, a scientific confidence and a confidence among the
public that the scientists have made a good assessment.

Another problem is that it is a large step for the responsible politicians to commit
themselves and to persuade the citizens. Then there may be negative answers from he
final safety analysis. Great expectations dissolved into nothing is not a desirable
situation to handle.

Confidence and trust - key issues
The difficult issue is how to make a complicated analysis understandable to the public.
How to simplify without taking away too much of the important content. A problem for
the political decision makers is that there will always be critics who claim that this and
that has not been proved, whereas others claim that there is enough evidence. It is the
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competence of the authorities to assess the evidence and it is then up to the decision
makers to make the decisions. Important fundaments for the political decision makers
are the trust they have in their own knowledge and the trust they have in the persons
who have presented the scientific facts.

It was questioned if the cracks in the system of knowledge might be more important to
discuss than the cracks in the bedrock. Which organisations have the best possibilities to
gain confidence from the public? Are the authorities able to transmit the knowledge to
the public? Can they gain the necessary public confidence?

As an example, the proposed safety level presented by the Swedish Radiation Protection
Institute (SSI) was mentioned. SSI has proposed that the individual dose to a person in
the critical group should not exceed 0.01 mSv/year due to a repository for spent fuel,
independent of the type of repository. This is only one tenth of the corresponding value
allowed from the operation of the nuclear reactors. Even if the arguments presented by
the SSI can be justified, the relation between these two values may cause confusion
among the public. It can even lead to a general feeling that the dose criterion for the
nuclear power stations is too high. It may also be hard for the public to understand that
the dose constraint suggested is of the same magnitude as the additional background
radiation every flight passenger will obtain during a typical domestic flight within
Sweden. It is a pedagogic challenge to explain this. This problem shall of course also be
regarded in combination with the result from safety analyses of different accident
scenarios. If a very low level is chosen, then many of the scenarios on which the safety
analysis is applied, will end up with releases leading to doses for the critical group
which are above the criterion. Even if such scenarios may be extremely unlikely, it may
be difficult for the industry and for the authorities to claim that the design may be safe
enough.

In this connection it was stated by the moderator - a science journalist - that the
scientific truth is "a matter of negotiation"! Science is a project of preliminary truth -
liable to change! Even limit values of different kinds are not necessarily related to the
degree of danger; they are often subject to negotiations.

An interesting remark was made on the time frame to be regarded. It had turned out
during the discussions at Mala, prior to the referendum, that while those working in
different reference groups mainly were concentrating on the short term perspective, the
public generally was more concerned about what might happen after the next glacial
period.

Two Swedish municipalities (Storuman and Mala) have had referenda after finished
feasibility studies and in both cases the answer has been no, to the question whether or
not SKB would be allowed to continue the work to collect information on possible
candidate sites within the communities. What would the situation be, if the same would
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happen in more (maybe all) of the remaining feasibility study municipalities? The
answer was that the process will take longer time in such case, but that eventually there
will be a broad discussion leading to a solution, since this is a major national issue. With
this perspective, the political system, the trust and the confidence would be important
parts of a safety analysis. It would lead to a political-ethical safety analysis rather than to
a technical one. At the end, this is a political decision, which it is up to the Government
to make. The ultimate guarantee for the Swedish capability to take care of its nuclear
waste is the possibility for the Government - under certain circumstances - to overrule a
municipal veto.

SKB emphasised that it is not possible to make a separate, simple and popular safety
analysis for the public. One must have the same safety analysis for the public and for the
experts. But for the public, it must be presented in a much simpler way. SKB tries to
solve this problem by having a series of documents including brochures, intermediate
reports and technical reports. The more popular documents give references to the more
complete reports, in order to help everybody to go as far in detail as he or she would like
and can manage.

For and against a referendum
In many of the municipalities under consideration, there are groups opposing the idea of
feasibility studies, site investigations etc. Generally such groups have been invited to
participate in the work within the local political system, but in some cases they have
refused to participate. It was noted that everybody should have a right to say no to such
a participation, if one has already made up one's mind. In such cases people may find it
useless to participate in the work to study the issues and to increase the knowledge. Such
an attitude should also be accepted within a democratic system.

The timing of a referendum was discussed and most participants concluded that
referenda should not take place too early in the process. After a site investigation
(including drillings) but before the detailed site characterisation (including a shaft etc.)
was mentioned as a suitable time. There are great disadvantages in having a referendum
already after the feasibility study. The main point is that even if it is clearly stated that
such a referendum should only answer the question whether or not continued
investigations should be allowed in the municipality, the discussion will be polarised
during the campaign and most people will get an impression that they will be voting pro
or against a repository on the site.

The role of referenda in a democratic system was also discussed. In the Swedish society,
local referenda - on the municipality level - on specific issues have been very rare so far.
For a supporter of the representative democracy, which is applied in Sweden, it is
natural that decisions will be made by a group of elected people, appointed by a
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democratic election. There is, however, a law stating that if at least 5% of the population
of a municipality request a referendum, the municipality council must take up the issue
and answer that request by yes or no. This issue could not be discussed at any greater
length, but clearly it is not an easy thing to have referenda on very complicated
questions. This is particularly true if there is a tendency in the debate to discuss different
issues on the two sides.

Greenpeace was criticised for having jeopardised the referendum at Mala, by telling the
inhabitants that the question was yes or no to a repository and that there was even a risk
that Mala might be hosting nuclear waste from the whole of Europe in the future.
Greenpeace declared that they regarded the process as being equally much political and
technical and that they are opposing the KBS-3 method.

Democracy and organisations
Some discussion took place about the representativeness of some of the organisations
involved in the debate. In the new Swedish Environmental Legislation, environmental
organisations are entitled to appeal against certain decisions by environmental courts
and government authorities. But some conditions must be met, such as a certain
minimum size (around 2000 members nation-wide), being established in Sweden for at
least three years and with a possibility for the members to have an influence on the
activities of their organisation. Some of the environmental organisations heavily
involved in the debate in connection with the ongoing feasibility studies certainly do not
fulfill the requirements with regard to size and age. Still there seemed to be a general
feeling that the devotion and interest shown by such groups, should be encouraged.

The degree of democracy in different environmental organisations was also discussed.
In particular it was noted that Greenpeace has another structure than the other
environmental organisations represented at the meeting. Greenpeace does not claim to
be a democratic organisation. The Greenpeace representative made the comparison with
a newspaper editorial staff, with editors (campaigners) who work independently but
under the supervision of an "editor-in-chief. He concluded that Greenpeace still has an
important role to play in a democratic society, just as have for instance newspapers,
research institutes or private companies.

For how long time will the spent fuel be dangerous to Man?
Different time ranges are often referred to what regards the length of the period under
which the material in the repository may be regarded as being dangerous. In Sweden
SKB usually claims that 100 000 years is a suitable time limit. That is based on an
estimation of all the remaining radioactive nuclides and their effect on man. After 100
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000 years that influence would be comparable to a corresponding influence from the
initial uranium, according to SKB.

Greenpeace, in its brochure material, mentions "between 100 000 and 250 000 years".
The latter estimation is based on 10 half-lifes for Plutonium-239, which would bring the
amount of that nuclide down to about 1/1000 of the initial amount (when disposed).
Greenpeace also uses an estimation of the danger of plutonium based on a report from
the organisation " Physicians Against Nuclear Weapon". That report states that 12-13 ug
of weapon plutonium will cause lethal cancer, whereas SKB, according to Greenpeace,
states a considerably higher value.

Some of these discrepancies can be explained by the way the nuclides under
consideration are supposed to be taken up by man. If it is " breathed" into the lungs, the
dose will be higher than if it is " drunk". If it is injected into the body, the dose will be
even higher etc. The conclusion of this discussion was that these limits must be regarded
together with the scenarios one would find reasonably realistic. Does one expect that the
exposure to man may be through the ground water, or does one imagine a "big
radioactive cloud". More about this under next question.

The question of time perspective may be even more difficult to appreciate for the
layman, by the ambitious approach of the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI) who has
chosen to follow the repository up to the time when it has " surfaced" through erosion
of the rock etc., i.e. up to tens of million years, a period that will include a number of
glaciations etc. Such an approach may give the impression that there is doubt whether
the content of the repository will be dangerous for 100 000 or for 10 000 000 years.

Can the whole thing "explode and become an airborne
cloud"?
An important question to be answered is if a repository could cause an explosion which
could result in a airborne release of radioactive material, similar to the one that hit some
countries, including Sweden, in connection with the Chernobyl accident in 1986. Large
groups of people, in particular in the north of Sweden have experienced that large parts
of their natural environment have been contaminated and restrictions have been put on
the use of meat from hunting, mushrooms, berries etc. Such a fear may be further
enforced by Greenpeace's material showing an upside down (dead?) mouse on traffic
signs.

SKB presented a figure illustrating the remaining rest power development in the spent
fuel. The power per ton reactor fuel is about 30 MW when it is still in the reactor. After
30-40 years of interim storage, the power has decreased to about 1 kW per ton
(illustrated by a flat iron in the diagram). After 1000 years the power has decreased
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further down to about 100 W per ton (illustrated by a light bulb in the diagram). The
available rest energy at the time for disposal and thereafter is therefore not considered to
be high enough to cause an explosive violent release of radioactive nuclides from the
repository. It was emphasised that the diagram was only showing the rest effect in the
fuel, not the degree of general danger, toxicity or something else. Still SKB was
criticised for the diagram by some of the people at the meeting, who got the impression
that SKB tried to claim that the fuel was not more harmful than a flat iron. It was
concluded that it can always be misinterpreted when harmless symbols are used in
connection with harmful activities. The SKB representative confirmed that the same
type of criticism had appeared when SKB once had tried to explain that some
radionuclides are a bit unevenly distributed in the spent fuel by comparing with the
raisins in a raisin muffin. Even if that metaphor should be clear enough, one was not
allowed to mention such a thing as a raisin muffin in connection with spent nuclear fuel!

Another issue in this connection is the possibility of a criticality accident in the
repository. If such an event could take place, then there might be new power generation
in the repository, in addition to the above mentioned rest power in the spent fuel. How
can one make the public convinced that a criticality accident may not happen
underground? There are a number of factors which are all not very easy to understand
for laymen, such as the fact that spent fuel contains a much smaller amount of fissile
material that does the fresh rector fuel, and the fact that the space between the fuel
elements and between the fuel rods in the element needs to be water filled in order to get
closer to critical conditions. To make that possible, the iron insert in the canister must be
replaced by water. The discussion is also sometimes confusing, since, for some
examples from abroad, the discussion may be about final disposal of weapon material,
which has a much higher fissile content than has the spent reactor fuel. The criticality
issue may be one of the important questions that remain to be better explained to the
public.

Uncertain - unsafe - insecure
A problem that is more of the linguistic type in Sweden (and maybe also in some other
countries within the Germanic language family) is that the language does not contain
enough words to make a proper distinction between terms such as safe, certain, sure and
secure. In Swedish they are all translated with the same word "sSker".
Correspondingly, the contrasts of these words - unsafe, uncertain, unsure and insecure -
are all translated with the Swedish word " osaker". That leads to difficulties when for
instance uncertainties in some input data are discussed, because it can give an
impression that the whole concept is unsafe.
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Still a need to act
Finally, ethical, social and moral questions were focused and the relation between
nuclear waste and other problems, e.g. in connection with gene technology, with
relevance in the distant future was stressed. We often have to act on incomplete
knowledge, but moral reasons press us not to wait for somebody else to solve our
problems. The generation that has enjoyed the value of the nuclear power should also
take the responsibility for the waste.
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1. Introduction

As is contemplated in other countries planning to use geologic repositories for
disposal of high-level radioactive waste, performance assessment of the long-term
behavior of the repository will be a central part of the regulatory decision process in
the United States [1]. This central role has raised the importance of the
transparency of the performance assessment to outside observers. For example, the
U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (NWTRB), charged by law with
assessing the quality of the scientific and technical work of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) on the Yucca Mountain high-level waste repository project, has
emphasized the need for transparency in the total system performance assessment
(TSPA) of a Yucca Mountain repository [2].

Much of the discussion of transparency involves clarity about what models are
used, how they were derived and validated, how they are combined, what data were
used as a basis for the parameters, how the parameters were estimated from those
data, and what sampling techniques were used for probabilistic analysis. The DOE
has undertaken a number of steps to ensure this type of transparency for the Yucca
Mountain TSPA. These include use of an independent peer review panel to provide
comments and guidance throughout the development of the performance
assessment, publication (including availability on the Internet) of the details of the
TSPA developed for the viability assessment of Yucca Mountain [3], and the
derivation of judgments concerning models and parameters through expert
workshops observed by the NWTRB, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), and others.

Another important aspect of transparency is the ability to show clearly how the
repository system achieves the projected long-term performance, i.e. what natural
and engineered barriers contribute to isolation, and to what extent. Detailed
information about the mechanics of the performance assessment might be sufficient
to allow other performance assessment experts to understand, and replicate, the
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analysis. However, this information alone does not necessarily show clearly how
the repository system works to protect public health and safety. Indeed, some
critics of the use of a total system performance assessment as the basis for
regulating repositories have argued that relying on complex mathematical modeling
to demonstrate repository performance will not create public confidence in a
radioactive waste disposal system [4]. A recent report on nuclear waste
management by a Select Committee of the British House of Lords [5] noted advice
that "numerical estimates should form only part of the risk evaluation [of a
repository] and should be treated with caution because very few people have
sufficient understanding of what the numbers represent". On the same point, the
report went on to cite comments that "lumping performance parameters together
could obscure the significance of a single element which might be critical 'and
would not be recognised by someone who did not have a complete grasp of the
entire model...and who would?" These comments indicate clearly that more is
required than simply presentation of a quantitative calculation of the projected risk
from a repository.

Reluctance to place complete reliance on calculations from a performance
assessment model was the genesis of the current requirements in NRC regulations
for specified levels of performance of individual barriers in a repository -
groundwater travel time, containment in the waste packages, and rate of release
from the engineered barrier system [6]. In a proposed draft revision to the
repository regulations [I], the NRC staff recognizes that analytical tools have
improved substantially in the more than 15 years since the regulations were
developed, and that quantitative requirements for specified barriers are no longer
needed to supplement the assessment of total system performance. However, they
would still require that the repository system use multiple barriers in order to
provide "defense-in-depth", and that the analysis of performance evaluate the
contribution of those barriers to total performance. The NRC notes that "The
proposed requirements will provide for a system of multiple barriers and an
understanding of the resiliency of the geologic repository provided by the barriers
important to waste isolation to ensure defense-in-depth and increase confidence that
the postclosure performance objective will be achieved."

Clearly, transparency of a repository performance assessment requires not only
explication of the inner workings of the mathematical models and the data they use,
but also analysis showing how the various barriers represented by those models
work together to produce the projected performance.

2. "Defense-in-Depth" Approach

DOE is preparing a postclosure safety case to support its upcoming decision
regarding site recommendation and possible licensing of a repository system at
Yucca Mountain [3]. Quantitative performance assessments are integral to this
safety case. However, recognizing that multiple lines of evidence are needed to
provide the requisite reasonable assurance that a repository will satisfy regulatory
criteria for postclosure performance, DOE will include additional elements in the
safety case: design margin and defense-in-depth, consideration of disruptive
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processes and events, insights from natural and man-made analogues, and a
performance confirmation plan. This paper describes an approach to evaluation of
one key element of the safety case - defense-in-depth, i.e., use of diverse, redundant
barriers against water intrusion and radionuclide movement to mitigate the
uncertainties in any of them.

The defense-in-depth approach includes analyses of the contributions of the
individual barriers to postclosure performance. These defense-in-depth analyses
serve to provide transparency to the performance assessments. Ultimately, this will
help communicate the ways in which a repository at Yucca Mountain would protect
public health and safety in the long term. In the near term, this increased
transparency is playing an important role in refining the design for a potential
repository at Yucca Mountain by identifying those aspects of the repository that
would benefit most from addition of defense-in-depth measures.

The approach to the defense-in-depth analysis has four steps:

1. Identify principal barriers
2. Assess barriers for common uncertainty and failure mode
3. Conduct barrier neutralization analyses
4. Evaluate overall system defense -in-depth

The first two steps are aimed at identifying those elements of the system that
significantly inhibit the movement of water or radionuclides and that should be
evaluated to determine the robustness of the system against uncertainties and
potential failure modes. The effectiveness of an element is measured in terms of the
delay it provides for such movement or the reduction of the rate of transmission
through it. For the purposes of this example, a barrier capable of substantially
limiting the rate of movement of water or radionuclides through it to less than one
part in 10,000 per year or to delay this transmission altogether for 1,000 years is
defined as a principal barrier of the system. Principal barriers having common
sources of uncertainty or failure are evaluated together as a subsystem rather than
separately.

It is the third of these steps that provides the transparency regarding system
performance assessment. This step involves barrier "neutralizations," analyses in
which appropriate principal barrier subsystems are assumed to be ineffective in
inhibiting the movement of water or radionuclides.

The neutralization analyses begin with a TSPA of the repository system. The
quantity calculated is the expected annual dose to an average member of the critical
population group, the same quantity used to measure postclosure performance of
the system. The TSPA calculation of postclosure performance provides the base
case for the neutralization analyses. A calculation is then conducted for each
defense-in-depth subsystem. In each case, the subsystem at issue is neutralized, i.e.,
assumed to be in place and effective in all regards except in limiting the movement
of water or radionuclides.
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The purpose of the neutralization analyses is to determine the contribution of the
subsystems of principal barriers to the estimate of postclosure performance. This
assessment is different from the sensitivity analyses that will be conducted as part
of the TSPA evaluation—in order to determine the maximum theoretical
contribution of the barriers to postclosure performance, the performance of the
barriers is fully neutralized rather than simply sampled from an estimated
probability distribution. The difference in the result for a neutralization calculation
from the base-case result provides one measure of the contribution of the
neutralized barriers to the base-case results.

3. Application to the VA Reference System

This approach has been applied to the system design that was considered in the
Viability Assessment [VA] of a potential repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada
[3]. That design is for a repository in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. The
host rock proposed for the repository is at a height that averages about 250 m above
the water table and a depth that averages about 250 m below the surface. In the VA
reference system, the waste packages are placed in drifts mined in the host rock.
The emplacement drifts are spaced 28 m center to center and the waste packages are
located along the centerline of the emplacement drifts at and average spacing of
about 17 m.

The VA waste package consists of two concentric, cylindrical metal barriers with
accompanying lids (a closed cylinder within a closed cylinder). The inner barrier of
the waste package is 2.0 cm thick and made of a corrosion-resistant nickel alloy,
Alloy 22. The outer barrier is 10.0 cm thick and made of A516 carbon steel. The
outer barrier provides both structural strength and protection to the inner barrier.
The outer barrier will corrode slowly over time with little pitting or crevice
corrosion and will protect the inner barrier from exposure to oxygen and moisture
while it is intact. The analysis also accounts for protection provided by the metal
cladding of the ceramic spent fuel pellets.

The repository is assumed to contain 70,000 metric tons of waste. Although a
variety of waste forms are to be disposed of, this analysis focuses on the
commercial spent nuclear fuel from pressurized water and boiling water reactors
that comprises 90 percent of the waste.

In the past, performance assessment sensitivity studies have been used to indicate
the principal barriers. These studies show the importance of the waste package and
cladding that provide barriers to water reaching the waste, and the waste form,
invert, and natural barriers of the system that provide barriers to the mobilization
and transport of radionuclides. To illustrate the use of the defense-in-depth
methodology, this paper presents the results of neutralization analysis of the
following barrier subsystems:

1. Unsaturated zone radionuclide transport barriers
2. Saturated zone radionuclide transport barriers
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3. . The combination of unsaturated zone and saturated zone barriers

These examples show clearly the value of redundancy in mitigating the effects of
uncertainty in performance of individual barriers.

The results of the neutralization analyses for these barrier subsystems are shown in
Figures 1, 2, and 3. The base-case expected performance for the system is shown
along with the performance calculated for each neutralization. The expected
performance for this particular system design indicates a peak dose rate in the first
10,000 years of about 0.04 mrem/year, well below a reference level of 25
mrem/year. The calculated expected peak dose rate in 1,000,000 years is about 300
mrem/year.

The three neutralization calculations have been conducted applying the same
system performance assessment approach used for the base case. Except for the
barriers that are neutralized, the models and parameters in each case are the same as
those for the base-case analysis. In addition, the models and parameters for the
neutralized barriers are the same as in the base case except for those parameters that
define the effectiveness with respect to inhibition of movement of water or
radionuclides. Other parameters, e.g., thermal properties, are the same.

Unsaturated Zone Transport Barrier Neutralized

1E-2

1E-3
1,000 10,000 100,000

Time (year after closure)

1,000,000

Figure 1. Neutralization of Unsaturated Zone (UZ) of VA Reference System
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aled Zone Transport Barrier Neutralized

1E-3
1,000 10,000 100,000

Time (year after closure)

1,000,000

Figure 2. Neutralization of Saturated Zone (SZ) of VA Reference System

1E-3
1,000 10,000 100,000

Time (year after closure)

1,000,000

Figure 3. Neutralization of both the Unsaturated Zone (UZ) and the Saturated
Zone (SZ) of the VA Reference System
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The results for each of these neutralization analyses differ from the base-case
results in different ways. The neutralization of the unsaturated zone and saturated
zone transport barriers individually show only minor changes from the base case.
Radionuclides released from the waste package are affected in both of these barrier
subsystems so that failure of one of them is compensated by good performance in
the other. The importance of the redundancy in these barrier subsystems is shown
when they are both neutralized at the same time. The fact that these subsystems are
redundant means that uncertainties in each of them are reduced in importance. An
issue high-lighted by these analyses is the uncertainty in the conceptual model for
transport that is common to both of these barriers. Consequently, it appears
desirable either to ensure that the uncertainties in this model are small or to mitigate
their effects.

These analyses demonstrate an important aspect of the concept of defense-in-depth.
In the sense of system sensitivity, a small difference between a neutralization
analysis and the base-case performance might appear to suggest that the neutralized
barrier is not important. However, redundancy in the barriers is important to
performance in the broader sense-enhancement in confidence regarding system
performance. Neutralization of a barrier that is fully backed up by another will
show little difference compared to the base-case performance, yet that barrier plays
an important role in that it backs up the other. The barriers work together to
enhance system performance.

4. Summary

This paper has presented an approach to quantitative assessment of the degree of
postclosure defense-in-depth provided by the reference system of the VA. This
approach (1) identifies principal barriers, (2) assesses barriers for common
uncertainty and failure mode, (3) conducts barrier neutralization analyses, and (4)
evaluates overall defense-in-depth. The neutralization approach of step 3 is
particularly useful in untangling the contributions of various barriers to the results
calculated by performance assessments. In fact, it provides the only way of
assessing the contribution of barriers that are fully redundant with one another.

The approach has been applied to the VA reference system. It shows how the
natural transport barriers contribute to performance of the system. Since their
individual contributions are redundant, uncertainties in those individual
contributions are reduced in importance. The analyses also suggest uncertainties
common to both of these barriers are important to the safety assessment. Thus, the
approach appears to be capable of determining the contribution of the principal
barriers to system performance.

The ability to use performance assessment to show not only how the repository
system is expected to perform, but also how it achieves that performance, should
contribute substantially towards providing needed transparency to the safety case
for a geologic repository. It is also a valuable tool during the development of the
repository design and associated safety case, by identifying areas in which
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performance would be enhanced by increased redundancy (through addition of an
engineered barrier, or reduction of uncertainty about a natural one).
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Abstract

Because of the uncertainties in the contents of high level radioactive waste tanks and in
their chemical and physical state, high level radioactive waste tank risk assessment has
been a difficult challenge for decision-makers in the U.S. Department of Energy
complex. In 1991, it became apparent that waste in the high level waste tanks at the
Hanford Reservation in Washington State were retaining radiolytically generated
hydrogen and releasing the gas during discrete gas release events. Measurements
indicated that during some of these gas release events, the gas mixture in the tank
headspace exceeded the lower flammability limit of hydrogen-air mixtures. Operations
involving waste transfers and certain safety controls were suspended until the risks
associated with gas retention and release in the tanks could be evaluated. Since some of
the 177 high level waste tanks at Hanford were known to be leaking into the vadose
zone, there was considerable urgency in resolving risk uncertainties so that the transfer
of waste from the leaking tanks could be carried out. Initial models that were proposed
for calculating risk required a massive data collection campaign before they could be
applied to obtain quantitative risk parameters. Sandia National Laboratories developed
a concept for an analysis framework that would involve expert elicitation of uncertainty
distributions for parameters that influenced risk but that could not be readily measured.
A feasibility study, completed in mid-1996, indicated that about 200 uncertainty
distributions would have to be elicited from the experts. The development of the
analysis framework began soon thereafter. Two series of expert elicitation workshops
were carried out. The first, completed in May 1997, led to the completion of a risk
model for single shell tank operations and safety controls. The tanks that had been
identified as leakers were all among the 149 single shell tanks at Hanford. The second
series of expert elicitation workshop led directly to the development of a risk model for
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double shell tanks. At least two rather different physical processes in the tanks were
identified as potentially leading to large episodic releases. Since any one of several
stimuli could trigger these processes, it was necessary to model internal tank
phenomena, external natural phenomena, and tank intrusive operations. The uncertain
parameters varied across a range that included parameters of the waste, parameters
describing the frequencies and intensities of natural phenomena (e.g., earthquakes), and
parameters describing intentional and accidental human activity. In order to capture an
authoritative uncertainty distribution for each type of parameter, it was necessary to
assemble an expert panel with a very wide range of expertise.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes the nuclear waste issue from the viewpoint of the environ-
mental movement in general in Sweden and especially from the viewpoint of the
Waste Network. Explaining attitudes and actions in this issue demands an introduc-
tory description of the environmental movement's general opinions on nuclear
power in connection with nuclear waste. This is particularly important concerning
opinions on the actions on waste management by the nuclear industry's company
SKB (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company).

2. Nuclear Power and Nuclear Waste

Nuclear power is a spin-off product of the efforts to develop nuclear weapons.
Originally, the waste was the desired product of nuclear technology, because the
plutonium in the spent fuel was a much sought after bomb raw material. This caused
the waste not to be regarded as a problem, rather as a strategic resource.

Long after the civil marketing of nuclear technology had started in the USA,
("Atoms for Peace"), the Swedish nuclear program had a clear military connection
and the waste problem was suppressed (documented by the Swedish technical jour-
nal Ny Teknik in the middle of the 1980's). Thus, still at the end of the 1960's re-
sponsible politicians believed that "the amount of waste will become negligible and
the produced waste is needed for medical purposes". Based on this understanding of
reality the constructing of about 25 reactors was planned in Sweden as late as 1972-
73. The "hopeful" attitude on the waste problem is reflected by SKB in the Research
and Development Program 1995 (FUD 95). In this program SKB states that research
on waste management was initiated in Sweden with the founding of PRAV (a state
committee) in 1975. But at that point of time a prototype reactor, Agesta, had been
in operation 1964-1974 and the first commercial reactor had been operating since
1972. Thus, considerable amounts of waste had been produced without any serious
efforts to handle it.

The management of nuclear waste in Sweden is characterised by the early fixing to
final disposal in canisters at a depth of about 500 meters in the bedrock. For more
than 25 years the efforts of the nuclear industry and the SKB have concentrated on
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finding a suitable site for this depository. No clear and coherent process for choosing
method and site have been presented.

According to the precautionary principle no waste should have been produced as
long as the management had not been solved. However, the waste that already exists
is not possible to neglect. Thus, a vast majority of the people in Sweden still are pre-
pared to take part in a reasonable process to manage and store this waste in the best
possible way at a tenably chosen site. This is particularly valid for the environmental
organisations engaged in the issue. However, it is important to stress that in the view
of the environmental organisations the present management is totally unacceptable.

3. The Environmental Movement and the Waste Issue

Through the years local citizens' groups of various kinds have engaged against test
drillings and other activities. Naturally, the resistance partly has been based on
NIMBY (Not in My Back Yard), but as the level of knowledge has raised, the view-
points have developed in a more principle and well-informed direction. Mainly dur-
ing the period of test drillings in the early 1980's the nuclear industry's attitude to
the local groups was very antipathy. Ordinary people engaged in the groups were
even pointed out as political extremists.

The Waste Network co-ordinates groups of volunteers at places that have been of
interest for nuclear waste management. The Waste Network was created in 1981 as a
consequence of the test drillings that were planned or done at a number of sites. The
aim of the network is foremost to promote exchange of knowledge and experience
between local groups and to co-ordinate common actions as scrutinizing reports and
initiating dialogues with politicians and government agencies. Together, the Waste
Network groups represent a unique and extensive civic experience in Sweden of
citizens involved in the waste issue. On the other hand, the Waste Network has
never had any resources except voluntary work.

A common experience among the Waste Network groups is that the acting of com-
panies and authorities responsible for the nuclear waste management, have caused
deep distrust. One reason for this is the very uneven economical conditions. The
SKB have large sums of money for "information" (propaganda in the eyes of the lo-
cal groups), and the local groups have nothing except engagement. It would be more
reasonable to take local objections and standpoints seriously into account by pro-
viding sufficient economic means so that also critical standpoints could be worked
out and brought into the process of decision-making in the society, locally as well as
nationally. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), worthy the name, can only
be worked out if groups expected to take part are given reasonable conditions to
participate actively in all stages of the process. This has become even more impor-
tant with the new environmental legislation in Sweden from 1999.

In 1997 a formal association was formed within The Waste Network in order to fa-
cilitate management of economic means. In 1998 the Waste Network Association
applied for funding to participate in the EIA process. However, the application was
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rejected on formal grounds by the SKI (Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate) and
the Ministry of the Environment. The conclusion of this is that the rules have to be
changed if the intentions of the environmental legislation should be fulfilled, other-
wise this is a provocative kind of sham democracy.

4. The Waste Network's Opinions on the Handling

4.1 Choice of Method

The choice of method is fundamental as a part of the EIA process and must provide
the basis for the siting. The latter part of the process has no meaning as long as no
credible choice of method has been done. Criticism in this respect has long been
given by different instances. One example is the Dialog Project [1].

It is obvious that no serious selection process based on presentation of alternative
methods in accordance with an EIA process has been done. The chosen KBS method
is directly based on the proposed idea of rock storage presented by the AKA com-
mission [2] in the beginning of the 1970's. Ever since that the SKB has never seri-
ously confronted the KBS method with other alternatives. The presentations of any-
thing like shooting the waste into space and transmutation have had levels of ambi-
tion far from the efforts to prove the excellence of the KBS method. Thus the work
of the SKB has only concentrated on defending the KBS method.

It is remarkable that the functional conditions on the method have varied without in-
fluencing the design of the method. Instead, the motivations for choosing the KBS
method successively have been adjusted to the changed functional conditions. Ex-
amples of this kind of adjustments are the opinions on retrieving the waste and the
opinions on the bedrock.

Originally, the intention was a final storage for waste from reprocessing. The
method should prevent environmental impact and make it reasonably difficult to dig
up this waste, which was considered both dangerous and worthless. No supervision
should bee needed, but maybe some kind of sign at the ground surface. When spent
fuel should be stored directly the original considerations no longer were valid,
among other things regarding safeguards. Now, this has caused SKB to claim that
the method allows digging up and maybe also long time supervision, which com-
pletely contradicts the original ambitions to relieve future generations from respon-
sibility for what our generations have produced.

The original demand on the bedrock was that it should not be fissured. The Aka re-
port [2] states this in somewhat various ways: "without moving groundwater",
"impermeable rocks", "rocks with little groundwater", "rocks with few fissures and
little groundwater". When test drillings showed that unfissured bedrock of that kind
does not exist in Sweden the demand was changed to "reasonably fissured". Now,
the attitude is even more irresponsible. Somewhat simplified the SKB states that all
normal Swedish crystalline rocks are acceptable because the method is "oversafe".
This devaluation of the importance of the bedrock coincides with the fact that SKB
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now is regarding the acceptance of the public to be the most important siting crite-
rion. Accordingly, the SKB may choose municipalities for pilot studies without dis-
turbing geological considerations.

To summarise it remains for SKB to identify and choose method in a credible way.
In this it is fundamental to start defining the functional conditions, which should be
valid for a final storage in Sweden. Unconditionally, the choice of method must be
done before the siting is seriously started. The basis for the choice of method must
be a number of reasonably realistic and well worked out methods similarily de-
scribed. Due to pedagogic reasons the choice may well be done with a sieving proc-
ess.

4.2 Siting

So far the SKB's managing of the siting above all has been characterised by the ab-
sence of an openly presented process, the total lack of ability to understand the nor-
mal reactions of ordinary people and the lack of ability to consider criticism. This
has caused confrontations with ordinary citizens and severe internal conflicts in the
municipalities concerned. In spite of these experiences of what has passed, obvi-
ously the SKB still believes that it should be possible to find a municipality ready to
welcome the waste.

Presently the SKB describes a three step siting process; general surveys, pilot stud-
ies in municipalities, and site investigations. This is the first time the SKB presents
any reasonably coherent and logically understandable process at all. General surveys
is a suitable start of a siting process, but it is remarkable that the SKB is not even
taking its own method seriously. Thus, the pilot studies have started long before the
general surveys were presented. Instead, the pilot study municipalities have been
chosen based on two in this connection irrelevant criteria, political acceptance and
presence of some nuclear facility. This lack of logic and intelligibly has consistently
characterised the siting activities.

It is obvious that so far the siting activities has not fulfilled reasonable and by the
public supported demands on a logic and understandable process. Consequently the
SKB has repeatedly not succeeded to establish and complete pilot studies and site
investigations. Pilot studies has been denied in among others the following munici-
palities: Varberg, Tranemo, Arjeplog, Overkalix and Gallivare. In Storuman and
Mala further site investigations have been stopped by referendums. It is very unclear
if the SKB may fulfil its own objective to complete 5-10 pilot studies. On the con-
trary, the result so far is that considerable areas in practice have been excluded from
further considerations as a consequence of this deficient process.

SKB should have adopted the conclusion of the Dialog Project [1]: "The choice of
site for a final repository for spent nuclear fuel should be performed in a systemati-
cal way and according to a method presented in advance". The opinion of the Waste
Network is that SKB's present siting activities must cease. A new siting process may
start, when the method has been chosen in an acceptable way.
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4.3 Mistakes

Most of the time when the nuclear waste issue has been investigated in Sweden the
SKB has been the dominating actor also concerning the information to the public.
SKB has a very low level of credibility among the groups in the Waste Network.
This depends on the SKB representing the nuclear industry with its obvious interest
to go on operating the nuclear power plants. It also depends on the clumsy and very
provocative behaviour at several occasions by the SKB and its predecessors. This is
documented in "Kynnet som forsatter berg" [3] and "Nuclear Waste in Sweden [4],

It is easy to conclude that the nuclear industry wants the waste issue to look solved
only to get acceptance for further operating the nuclear reactors. The legislative con-
nection between waste management and reactor operating gives a firm basis for such
suspections. This may be solved in different ways. One way pointed out by the Dia-
log Project [ 1 ] is an independent body responsible for the accomplishment of the
EIA process.

The SKB has to a large extent published their investigations as internal reports with-
out a scientific referee system. This makes it difficult to estimate the quality and va-
lidity of the results. In addition the presented investigation results have grown so
extensive that a thorough examination is far beyond the normal capacity of any ex-
amining body in Sweden. This is a severe obstacle for quality examination in con-
nection with the SKB's presentation every third year of a research plan. However,
the impression is that the SKB has chosen to present such results from the back-
ground investigations which support already established standpoints and conse-
quently have chosen not to present critical results.

The SKB and other actors directly involved in the nuclear waste management have
had obvious difficulties to admit any mistakes. Mistakes are natural in a matter that
is so difficult and complicated. Thus, it should also be natural to admit and explain
mistakes. This should show others involved that those in responsibility are playing
openly and are prepared to draw positive conclusions of what has passed. SKB and
others in responsibility have shown very little attitude of this kind, which is ex-
plained by the following three examples:

1. Several Swedish reactors were permitted to start after the government decision in
1979 in accordance with the "Stipulation Act, stating that the nuclear waste issue
was completely solved. Later this act was abolished and replaced by a less de-
manding legislation. However, already when the original permit still was valid
the efforts continued to solve the waste issue (in spite of the government decision
that it was completely solved). To the best of knowledge any responsible in-
stance has never clearly admitted that the government decision in 1979 was
based on false conditions.

2. In connection with several attempts to make test drillings in the beginning of the
1980s the SKB and its predecessor PRAV acted very brusquely to the local
people and tried in many ways to describe the protests against the drillings as re-
sults of extremistic and revolutionary propaganda. The people who were pointed
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out in this way took serious offence, as they were ordinary locals trying to pro-
tect their home areas. Several times PRAV and the SKB also tried to start drill-
ings secretly by avoiding to give information. Now, when the SKB very appar-
ently emphasises the importance of choosing a site where the waste is welcome,
it should be logical to disclaim the earlier methods. Typical examples of drilling
episodes are described in "Kynnet som forsatter berg" [3] concerning the sites
Kynnefjall and Voxnadalen (PRAV), and Klipperas and Almunge (SKB).

3. The earlier unlimited legislative municipal veto to a number of environmentally
harmful activities was abolished mainly with reference to the difficulties of han-
dling nuclear waste. The SKB now asserts that it is possible to find municipali-
ties ready for voluntary acceptance of a repository. Why then abolish the veto?

4.4 The National Co-ordinator

In 1996 a National Co-ordinator in the field of nuclear waste was appointed by the
government. Initially, the groups within the Waste Network understood this as the
government's way of emphasising the importance of a dialog between all parties in-
volved according to the needs identified in the Dialog Project [1]. However, the Co-
ordinator started by excluding all environmental organisations from the Forum of
Consultations that he founded and then asked only one organisation (the Swedish
Society for Nature Conservation, SNF) to take part on special conditions. However,
the SNF refused this. Later some separate meetings with environmental organisa-
tions have been arranged. The purpose of these meetings have been unclear.

The exclusion of the environmental organisations depended on the circumstance that
these demanded as a condition for participation that process, choice of method and
siting should be questioned without limitations. Such conditions seem to be both
reasonable and obvious in a Forum for Consultations on the nuclear waste issue.
However, the Co-ordinator thought that the consulting should only concern the KBS
method and the siting process already decided by the SKB.

The general opinion within the Waste Network is that the National Co-ordinator has
failed totally and caused more damage than benefit by preventing a reasonable MKB
process. He has been compliant to the interests of the nuclear industry and some
municipal representatives and as a consequence prevented an unprejudiced exami-
nation of the management of nuclear waste. It would be somewhat of a catastrophe if
he was allowed to continue his work.

4.5 The EIA Process

At performing the process (in the form of an Environmental Impact Assessment)
which should produce the choice of method and site for the waste depository it is
extremely important that the instance responsible for the EIA has a high credibility.
According to the present Swedish legislation the operator (in this case the SKB) is
responsible for the EIA. Several facts point out that the SKB is lacking enough
credibility, which as already mentioned has brought about a proposal for another ar-
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rangement of the responsibility given by the Dialog Project [1]. A reference may
atso be made to the Tunnel Commission, which has been investigating the handling
of the tunnel project through the Hallandsas. The Tunnel Commission [5] proposes
that the dominating position of the operator should be balanced by a separate EIA
authority according to the Dutch model. A similar proposal has recently been sent to
the government by the Royal Academy of Sciences.

5. The Waste Network's Opinions on the Managing

The Waste Network's conclusions and views on the nuclear waste issue are summa-
rised in the following points:

• The management of the nuclear waste is not solved. In order to minimise the
amount of waste, the further operating of nuclear reactors should be questioned.

• The choice of method should be made before the siting. The deadlock to the
KBS method must come to an end. The choice of method must be based on
clearly expressed functional conditions formulated in advance.

• The siting must be based on considerations to environment and security, not po-
litical acceptance. The pilot studies in municipalities must cease and should be
replaced by a clear and understandable sieving process at a national scale.

• An independent authority must control and supervise the EIA process instead of
the nuclear industry. A well performed EIA process is the necessary condition to
give the choice of method and site enough legitimacy and acceptance.

• Environmental organisations being the representatives of the public must be
given reasonable conditions and resources to take part in the EIA process to han-
dle the question.
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Abstract

One way of finding out how to improve operator training is to collect information
from expert operators about how they select and process information when they act
as experts. This strategy can be used when the information is not well structured,
when expertise involves a very high level of skill and so forth. X-ray diagnosis,
evaluations of organizations, judgments of rock and materials quality over very
long time and investigations of cracks in ultrasonic tests exemplify areas in which
human expertise plays an important role.

Typically, in this kind of approach, a number of skilled experts are first selected
and then they are compared to a control group of less successful individuals or
non-experts (who can also in some cases be the candidates of the training
program). The differences between the two groups are then used as a basis for
designing training programs to improve the performance of the non-experts.

Unfortunately, this approach has some pitfalls that may lead to undue optimism
concerning the expected results of such training programs. This will be further
elaborated and exemplified in this talk.
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1. Introduction and site description
The SWWTP was identified as being contaminated with 60Co (tl/2=5.27 a) in early
1991. The cobalt was apparently disposed of into the sanitary sewer system by a
licensee of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) during the mid- to late-
1970s. It is not known if this material was disposed of illegally or as a part of
licensed activities. It appears as though the contamination resulted from a single,
large discharge of 60Co from a licensed facility. However, this facility also reported
periodic, permitted discharges into the sanitary sewer system while licensed by the
NRC. The radioactive material was relatively immobile and heterogeneously
deposited around the site at the SWWTP.

1.1 Description of waste water treatment process
Wastewater enters the SWWTP via sewer mains. The water enters a series of
settling and treatment ponds where solids settle and are digested by bacteria. The
resulting sludge is transferred to an incinerator where it is burned and the ash is
mixed with water and slurried to settling ponds (also called ash lagoons). The ash
lagoons are utilized in series, so ash is transferred to only one lagoon at any given
time. The ash settles to the bottom of the ash lagoons, gradually filling them.
Periodically, the ash lagoons are emptied by excavation, leaving about 1 meter of
material above the compacted clay liner. The excavated materials are sent to local
landfills or are used for fill material on the SWWTP site. When the ash lagoons are
emptied, they are excavated to just above the liner in one location, so ash containing
60Co contamination appeared in many truckloads of ash distributed very
heterogeneously across a site of about 15 hectares. In this instance, contamination
was found in three active ash lagoons, one formerly-used ash lagoon, the north and
south fill areas, and other discrete spots on the site. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the
wastewater processing system and Figure 2 shows a diagram of the site, including
areas in which contamination was found.

1.2 Calculation of dose to workers and the public
Site characterization showed the highest levels of contamination to be on the order of
tens of Bq per gram of soil and the highest radiation levels noted were about 9.2
u.Sv/hr (ORAU, 1991). The estimated maximum possible exposure to a worker on-
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site was determined to be 140 mSv with a maximum credible worker dose of less
than 10 mSv (ODH, 1992). The calculated dose to the public was less than 0.01 mSv
over 50 years. These dose calculations represent the integrated dose from the
deposited radioactivity from the time of deposition and include the decay correction
from the presumed time of deposition until the time measurements were made in
1992. The decay correction was performed using the law of radioactive decay:

A , Aoe ^ i )

Where A, and A,, are the radioactivity present at the time of deposition and
subsequent time "t", X is the decay constant for ^Co (calculated as the natural
logarithm of 2 divided by the radioactive half-life, or 0.1315 yr"1), and t is the time in
years since deposition. Changes in radiation dose with time can be calculated in a
similar manner because radiation dose is directly proportional to the radioactivity
present at any time. This equation is:

where .flrTefers to the radiation dose rate at the time in question and the other

symbols are as previously defined.

To calculate the radiation dose from exposure to a radionuclide that is decaying with
time, one simply integrates this equation over time:

dt =—2- (3)

Integrating this equation from time 0 until infinity gives the maximum possible dose.
A more realistic dose may be calculated by integrating over a shorter time period.

1.3 Determination of risk
The risk associated with the maximum credible exposure is 2.6X10"4 using the linear,
no-threshold model for radiation dose-response and the risk figures published by the
National Academy of Sciences (1990). The risk to the public is approximately
2.6x10"7 per person, using the same assumptions. All risks are stated in terms of
excess cancer deaths as a result of this exposure. In other words, if a risk is given as
0.5 for a population of 1000 then it means that, in this population there is a 50%
chance that one person will develop a fatal cancer as a result of this level of exposure
to the entire population.

1 assumed that all exposure takes place over 50 years, during which the workers
spent 40% of their working time in contaminated areas. Residents were assumed to
live in the area for fifty years, spending 100% of their time in their residences. I also
assumed that the average person lost 35 years of life if they contracted a fatal cancer
as a result of their radiation exposure. The risk associated with chronic radiation
exposure is assumed to be 2.6x10"2 per person-Sv (NAS, 1990).
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Under the "no-action' remediation option the risk presented to the workers is
approximately 2.6x10"4 per person. The projected dose to the public from this
contamination is negligible due to the relative immobility of cobalt in the
environment. The risk to workers at the SWWTP is approximately 0.26 excess
deaths, assuming a population of 1,000 workers at this site. This is actually many
more workers than are expected to ever work at this site at any one time, but ensures
that potential deaths will be over-estimated, giving the most conservative estimate of
potential health risks from the site. About 500 persons live near the contaminated
area. Accordingly, under the "no-action" option, about 0.013 lives would be lost in
the general public. Therefore, the total risk posed by this site is about 0.273 lives
lost, or about 9.56 years of life lost.

2. Remediation options
Options discussed included no action, implementing institutional controls and
monitoring, partial remediation, and complete remediation. Each of these strategies
is discussed below. While reviewing these options, it is important to know that the
NRC criterion for unrestricted release of a ^Co-contaminated site is that no
contamination may remain in excess of 0.3 Bq/gm.

2.1 No action
The "no action" option would result in no additional cost and no reduction in risk.
The contamination would be left in-place to decay. This option would entail no
additional risk due to excavation and transportation of contaminated soil.

2.2 Institutional controls over contaminated areas
Implementing institutional controls would entail erecting a fence around the most
highly-contaminated areas on site with radiation levels not to exceed 0.1u.Sv/hr at the
fenceline, posting the area as radiologically-contaminated, and performing periodic
environmental monitoring to ensure contaminants were not leaving the site or raising
radiation levels in uncontrolled areas. This option would reduce dose to workers,
would not reduce radiation exposure to the public, and would involve only a small
additional risk associated with erecting a fence to isolate the appropriate areas. The
cost of this option would be a few hundred thousand dollars over the estimated
lifetime of the ^Co contamination. This option would save about 8 years of life
among the total exposed population, assuming that plant personnel still must spend a
few hours monthly within the boundary to monitor the status of contaminated areas.

2.3 Partial site remediation
Partial remediation of this site would entail locating and remediating the most
heavily-contaminated locations, placing the remainder under institutional controls.
This option would reduce radiation exposure to workers, although the magnitude of
the dose reduction would depend on the extent of remediation performed. The cost
of a partial remediation would similarly vary with the volume of material removed,
as would the risks associated with excavation and transportation. If we assume that
all areas with radiation levels in excess of 1 uSv/hr are remediated, the resulting dose
to the most-exposed worker would be 15.2 mSv over 50 years and the highest
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credible worker dose would be 1.5 mSv. also over a 50 year period. Dose to the
general public would be similarly reduced by a factor of about 10. Since risk is
assumed to be directly proportional to radiation dose at all times, this would result in
a savings of about 8.3 years of life. The only potential life-saving from this option
would be to those personnel performing site inspections. Additionally, the site
would benefit because a smaller contaminated area would place fewer restrictions on
construction activities, access around the site, and so forth.

2.4 Complete site remediation
Complete remediation of this site would be, to some extent, problematic because of
the wide dispersal of radioactive materials. In order to completely remediate this
site, the NEORSD must completely characterize the extent of contamination, a task
that is very difficult and expensive given the highly heterogeneous distribution of
60Co that was noted to exist. The cost of a complete remediation was estimated at
$40 million in 1992 (NEORSD, 1994) and would presumably save 9.56 years of life
among the workers and local population.

3. Actions taken
After discussion with the SWWTP, the State of Ohio, and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission it was decided to perform a partial remediation combined with
institutional controls. The following actions were taken:

1. Performed full characterization to locate all areas of radioactive contamination
2. Investigated property owned by the most probable responsible party (one sewer

main was found to have radiation levels of 0.8 mSv/hr from 60Co contamination)
3. Excavated contaminated materials from South Fill area and relocate to former

ash settling lagoon
4. Placed 60 cm cover over contaminated areas (including former ash lagoon)
5. Conducted radiological survey of site to ensure no radiation levels exceeded

0.10 uSv/hr at any location at a height above ground of 1 meter and posted
environmental TLDs.

6. Installed fence around contaminated areas, posted to restrict access to authorized
personnel only until contamination levels decay to an average concentration of
less than 0.3 Bq/gm (about 24 years).

7. Established internal controls and procedures to identify the contaminated areas,
require continued isolation and posting as radioactively-contaminated, and
restrict disturbance of the cover until released by the NRC or the State of Ohio

8. Developed radiological operating and emergency procedures as though licensed
for radioactive material possession and use

9. Installed 13 groundwater monitoring wells, although the necessity for this is
currently under review based on the apparent immobility of cobalt under the
environmental and geochemical conditions present at this site.

Approximately 133,000 cubic meters of soil containing about 8000 MBq of activity
were excavated and transferred to a former ash lagoon and capped with about 60 cm
of soil. The cost of this remediation was about 2 million US dollars, plus the time of
NEORSD personnel to perform many of the actions noted above. The cost of
employee time has not been determined, but is not insignificant.
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4. DISCUSSION
The option chosen, while not the most expensive, represents a large expenditure of
funds nonetheless. Although one can calculate a net savings in life from performing
such a remediation, this savings represents a "fractional" life, suggesting that no
actual life-saving will result from performing a remediation. In reality, it seems safe
to assume that no worker and no member of the general public will actually develop
cancer and die as a result of radiation exposure from this site because measured
radiation levels off-site are indistinguishable from background levels and because,
even on-site, radiation doses in all but a very few areas are similarly low.

4.1 Risk abatement versus remediation volume and cost
If the level of contamination decreases linearly with distance from the source,
reducing the level of contamination by a factor of two increases the volume of soil to
be removed increases by a factor of eight because volume increases as the cube of
the radius of a sphere or hemisphere. If risk varies directly with contamination level,
in order to reduce the risk by a factor of two it is necessary to increase the volume of
soil to be removed and disposed of by a factor of eight, with corresponding increases
in cost and excavation-related risk to workers.

Due to the short half-life of 60Co. nearly 90% of the original radioactivity decayed
away between the deposition of the material and discovery of the contamination. In
this case, remediation reduced overall radiation exposure and its associated risk by
only 10% of that originally posed by the contamination present at this site.

The determination of risk posed by this site rests firmly upon the concept of
collective dose; assuming that exposure of a large number of people to a small
amount of radiation can be treated identically to the exposure of a few people to large
doses of radiation. While this simplifies risk calculations, it may not accurately
reflect actual response to radiation. In addition, reports of adaptive response
(UNSCEAR, 1994), hormesis (Luckey, 1990), or an effective threshold in radiation
dose-response (Raabe, 1996) suggest that the concept of collective dose may be an
inappropriate extrapolation of experimental and post-disaster data.

The concept of collective dose, when applied to very low radiation exposure, seems
to ignore the effects of mutation repair. Suggesting that vanishingly low doses of
radiation applied equally across very large populations will result in cancer in a finite
number of people suggests that very low doses of radiation cause damage that cannot
be repaired. This is analogous to suggesting that dropping a 1 gram stone on each of
1 million people will result in one person being crushed because we know that
dropping a 1000 kg stone on one person is deadly. This may not be an accurate
portrayal of the actual risks posed by exposure to levels of ionizing radiation that are
very close to those present as background.

In this case, as with many other environmental remediation projects, an argument can
be made that remediation may actually generate risk because the risk posed by the
site "as-is" is less than that posed by the excavation, construction, and transportation
activities that must accompany any remediation project. In addition, we must
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acknowledge that funds spent in such a remediation are not available for other risk
reduction measures. It has been estimated that every $7 million to $12 million spent
in any way by society as a whole results in one additional death because this
expenditure represents money ultimately paid by taxpayers or consumers (Keeney,
1994). Money spent in higher taxes, utility bills, or consumer prices is money that is
not available for automotive repairs, healthier foods, prescription drugs, and so forth,
resulting in an overall lower quality of life and higher risk to individuals. In addition
to any risks inherent in remedial activities, we must consider risks to society as a
whole from an expenditure of large sums of money from general funds.

If a risk being mitigated is very low in comparison to those risks to which we are
exposed on a routine basis, then remediation money may be better utilized in other
risk reduction measures. Any agency or organization deciding to spend money to
reduce a very low risk has also decided to remove that money from other, possibly
more effective risk reduction measures.

Money spent thus far at the SWWTP, using the relationship noted above, represents
the loss of about 0.25 lives, based solely on the distributed cost to society. This is
nearly identical to the risk due to the site if left alone. Additional activities such as
excavation and transportation of contaminated soil only serve to add to this risk.
Therefore, this remediation did not benefit society and may have caused harm. Had
this remediation been funded by the state or federal government, it could also be
argued that, by removing these funds from other risk abatement measures (such as
highway safety, purchasing community emergency response vehicles, funding
smoking cessation programs, etc.), further harm would have ensued.

4.2 Further regulatory consequences
Following the discovery of contamination at the SWWTP, other sewer districts were
found to contain radioactive contamination. This is not surprising, given that
sanitary sewer disposal of radionuclides is permitted under certain circumstances and
is considered quite safe. Because a great deal of waste water treatment plant
incinerator ash is land-applied as fertilizer, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the Environmental Protection Agency have commenced surveying at least 300 waste
water treatment plants around the United States to determine the added radiation
exposure and risk resulting from this practice. This study, when completed, may be
used to justify further restrictions on and added expense to waste water treatment
plant operators, restrictions and expenses which may be passed on to radioactive
materials licensees and sewer district customers. In addition, the likely discovery of
radiopharmaceuticals in waste water treatment plants could lead to attempts to place
more stringent controls on patients receiving therapeutic or diagnostic doses of
radionuclides. Such restrictions, while entirely hypothetical at this point, would
likely serve no genuine public health purpose.

5. Conclusions
In the case of the SWWTP, the regulators exercised restraint in requiring only a
partial remediation of this site at a much lower cost than full remediation would have
necessitated. However, given the very small risk posed by this site, it is likely that
even this remediation was excessive and likely generated more risk than was abated.
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The most cost-effective risk reduction measure to have taken at this site would have
been institutional controls, which would have generated almost exactly the same
degree of risk reduction at about 1-2% of the cost of partial remediation.
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Figure 1: NEORSD process flow diagram
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Figure 2: Map of NEORSD showing contaminated areas
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1. Introduction
In Germany there are numerous relics of former mining activities with enhanced
levels of radionuclides of the uranium/radium series. Of special importance are the
relics of uranium and other non-ferrous ore mining in the three Federal States
(Lander) of Saxony, Thuringia and Saxony-Anhalt. The majority of these relics is
situated in densely populated areas. This gives rise to the question whether measures
have to be taken to protect the population from detrimental health impacts.

Public concern often concentrates on radioactivity. Health impacts may, however,
originate from chemically hazardous substances, too. Such substances like, for
instance, arsenic, often accompany radioactive contamination in mining relics. Also,
mining safety, landscape conservation and other aspects may play a significant role
in the decision-making process, especially for large and complex mining sites. This
is, however, outside the scope of the present paper. Instead, it confines to the
discussion of problems associated with the assessment of mining sites contaminated
with both enhanced levels of naturally occurring radionuclides and chemically
toxic/carcinogenic substances.

First, some basic problems of a common assessment of both types of health risks are
outlined with special reference to the current status of scientific debate in Germany.
In the following, a deepened discussion of some selected problems referring to a
harmonization of exposure assessments within the framework of current German
legislation on radiation protection and soil protection is carried out with the help of
an example site (allotments at a former waste rock heap).

2. General problems of harmonization of health risks
Different historical developments have led to considerable differences in the
regulatory framework of the protection of the public against exposure to
radionuclides and both, carcinogenic and toxic chemicals. As a consequence of an
increasing use of risk assessment methods in environmental and health protection,
different (and partly conflicting) regulations have become more apparent, because
these methods improve the possibility to compare health risks, protective concepts
and methods in different regulatory fields. This gave rise to the question of
harmonization. According to [1] the advantages of a harmonization might be:

• providing an (objective) basis for the allocation of scarce funds to prioritize
environmental objectives
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• the possibility to take into account complex exposure situations with possibly
combined health effects

• making risk management decisions in an informed and logical way

In Germany the question of harmonization has been an issue, too. So, the ministers
for environmental protection of the Federal States have recommended to check the
feasibility of a harmonization in the treatment of radiological and non-radiological
risks. The German Commission on Radiological Protection (SSK) has given a
similar recommendation. It is not clear at the moment, however, how such
harmonization should look like. In [1] the US EPA is quoted to have stated that
harmonization does not necessarily imply identical treatment but it does imply that
any differences in treatment should be explained and justified. Options may range
from requiring the same level of lifetime risk to simply using the same policy
framework for chemicals and radiation, without requiring the same levels of lifetime
risks to be used. In view of the great number of mining relics which are a typical
example of complex exposure situations, the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety initiated studies concerning the feasibility
of common risk assessment for radiological and chemical hazards [2,3]. In the
following, a short summary is presented of what turned out to be the main problems
and what seems to be feasible at the moment towards a harmonization.

• There is no agreement concerning a possible common metric at the moment for
stochastic effects from harmful chemicals and ionizing radiation. The authors of
[2] favor the use of the mortality risk while in [3] the 'average loss of life
expectancy' has been introduced as a common metric. Since there is no principle
problem a harmonization seems possible. However, the effort to reach a
consensus and; as far as necessary, to complete the scientific basis must not be
underestimated.

• We have a controversial discussion about a possible common metric for
deterministic and stochastic health effects of ionizing radiation and harmful
chemicals. In [2] a proposal is presented while in [3] both the necessity and
feasibility of such a metric is contested. It seems questionable whether an
agreement may be reached within a foreseeable time frame.

• There are also some differences in the field of exposure assessment in the two
fields of regulations. This refers to pathways, exposure scenarios and parameters
used in existing regulations.

• The definition of a common risk scale would make different types of risk
comparable. That does, however, not solve the problem of the harmonization of
risk management. Large differences exist, for example in the acceptable risk
levels for carcinogenic effects in both field. There is no consensus whether these
risks should be aggregated and what a common (total) acceptable risk might be.
The question how to deal with optimization is open, too. Optimization is one of
the basic principles in radiation protection but has no equivalent in soil
protection, for instance.

Some of the problems listed have a rather fundamental character and solutions
cannot be expected soon. The only questions which can be solved in the near future
is that of the inconsistencies in exposure assessments. Since exposure scenarios and
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many of the parameters used are immediately accessible to the understanding of all
parties involved in the decision-making process their adaptation is urgent to reach
public acceptance. In the following, the basic concepts and some problems
concerning the harmonization of the exposure assessment according to the new
German Federal Soil Protection Act and its associated regulations on the one hand
and the planned provisions for the calculation of radiation exposures on the other
hand are discussed.

3. Comparison of exposure assessments
Provisions and recommendations concerning exposure assessments have been
developed in both fields of environmental protection rather independently. In 1991
the SSK published recommendations [4] concerning the use of sites influenced by
uranium mining. An amendment of radiation protection regulations with regard to
naturally occurring radiation is in preparation. To estimate radiation exposures
resulting from relics of former uranium mining, specific calculation provisions [5]
are in preparation, too.

Regarding harmful chemicals there were several different regulations in the Federal
States in the past. This led to the creation of a uniform Federal Soil Protection Act
[6] in force since March 1999. Associated regulations [7] containing examination
levels and action levels etc. will be passed in the near future. These will be explained
at first. After that, a rough comparison of pathway, scenarios, and parameters used
for exposure assessments in both fields is given.

Examination levels and action levels

To avoid exposure calculations for every particular case, a system of examination
levels and action levels has been established in both fields using the exposure
models. They can be applied by the authorities in a stepwise procedure as follows: If
examination levels are not exceeded there is no requirement for any actions and the
site is not considered contaminated. Only if this level is exceeded the site has to be
investigated site-specifically and further decisions must be drawn from the results of
exposure assessments. In cases of exceeded action levels a site has to be regarded as
contaminated and remedial actions or use restrictions are necessary.

Usually these levels are given in derived values like concentrations per unit, e.g. soil
concentrations, to enable an easy comparison with measured values. However, there
are some important differences: The examination level for radiation protection is
derived independently from use whereas for soil protection use-dependent
examination levels are fixed. Although the action levels for harmful chemicals
usually are derived from average daily intake rates the action levels are expressed in
concentrations per unit, too. That is the second contrast to radiation protection where
the action level has another unit than the examination level and is given as a dose
which has to be calculated site-specifically case by case. This is due to the fact -
which represents the third important difference- that the effect of different
radioactive substances can be added whereas there is still no sufficient scientific
basis to summarize the effects of different carcinogenic and all the more of different
toxic substances and thus the assessment of every single substance is done
separately.
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Pathways

Exposures to ionizing radiation and harmful chemicals can occur via several
pathways. Their relevance depends on the particular use of the site and the
assessment of a hazard is done use-dependent in both fields. According to the
specific SSK-recommendations for mining relics [4] and the so-called UMS-model
(Exposures of the Protective Goods Environment and Humans by Harmful
Substances) [8], the following relevant pathways have to be considered:

• external radiation exposure to gamma radiation

• inhalation of radon progeny outdoors/ of gaseous substances

• inhalation of contaminated dust

• ingestion of contaminated dust and soil by children playing outdoors

• ingestion of agricultural and horticultural products

• skin contact to contaminated soil (dermal uptake)

Some pathways are relevant for one field only, of course, like external exposure or
dermal uptake, whereas inhalation and ingestion have to be considered in radiation
protection as well as in soil protection. It has to be mentioned that, to a certain
extent, realizations from one field have already influenced the other, as in the case of
soil ingestion: Health problems of children at playgrounds contaminated with
dioxyne made the general public aware of this pathway and thus it got much
significance in discussions connected with soil protection. As a result the ingestion
of soil by playing children had to be included into radiation protection considerations
at contaminated sites as a rather new pathway in this field.

Scenarios

Since the relevance of the pathways depends on the particular use, different
scenarios have to be considered in radiation as well as in soil protection. They are
illustrated in table 1. In general the scenarios in both fields are similar but they are
more detailed in soil protection regulations. Here a most sensitive scenario for
playgrounds is considered in addition to the ones mentioned in table 1. In the SSK-
recommendations there is only a difference between sensitive use (residential area
including playgrounds and sport fields, agricultural and horticultural use) and non-
sensitive use (industrial area, public gardens, grassland and forestry). With regard to
food production in the soil protection regulations there is the house garden which is
included in the residential area scenario and furthermore a special consideration of
the soil-plant-pathway with separate levels. Although there are differences with
regard to exposure pathways and scenarios they are not as fundamental to hinder a
consistent evaluation of both types of contaminants considered here.
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Table 1. Relevant pathways of standard exposure scenarios in radiation protection
and soil protection

Exposure pathway

External exposure to
gamma radiation

Inhalation by radon
daughter products

Inhalation of dust

Ingestion of soil

Ingestion of food

Skin contact

Industrial area

RP

RP

RP, SP

-

-

SP

Exposure scenario
Residential area

RP

RP

RP.SP

RP.SP

RP.SP

SP

Public gardens

RP

RP

RP

RP, SP

-

SP

RP - radiation protection
SP - soil protection

Parameters

The situation is different, however, for the exposure parameters. As a result of a
comparison made in connection with the preparation of calculation provisions for the
estimation of radiation exposures originating from mining relics it turned out that
there are large differences. These differences are the result of different historic
developments of currently existing regulations. Nonetheless, they are hardly
acceptable especially taking into account the fact that some parameters refer directly
to everyday life, like consumption rates of food. On the other hand, a simple
adaptation of parameters from, for instance, soil protection to radiation protection
may give rise to conflicts with other well established provisions in radiation
protection, for example for the estimation of doses resulting from effluents of nuclear
power plants. The following case study will illustrate some of the problems as well
as possible solutions.

4. Case study
The problem can be illustrated with the help of an example of a mixed contamination
site: A gardening area in the uranium mining and low-mountain region in the German
"Erzgebirge". It has a sire of about 40,000 m2 with 70 allotments of each 400 to 600
m2. They are used not only for rest and as holiday area but for growing fruit and
vegetables, too. This area was an uranium mining heap in the 50ies and was used as
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a dump afterwards. In the 80ies it was graded, existing soil was riddled and
additionally the area was covered up with regional soil. Since this cover was used for
leveling the terrain, too, it shows a different depth from only 10 to 80 cm depending
on the original profile. The area is situated in a valley along a brook which contains
pit water and is surrounded by big uranium mining heaps. The uranium-bearing ores
in the region of the "Erzgebirge" are known for containing enhanced amounts of
arsenic, too.

Radioactive contamination

Owing to this special situation (covered waste rock material, deposition of dust and
radon decay products from surrounding heaps, use of water of the brook for watering
the plants) the gardening land was expected to be influenced by enhanced levels of
radionuclides from the uranium/radium series. Therefore, an investigation was
performed to determine the mining-related radiation exposure of the gardeners.
Samples of soil, different kinds of plants, airborne dust and water were taken and
investigated for their specific activity. Furthermore, radon outdoor, radon in soil gas
and gamma-dose rate measurements were carried out.

The soil investigations showed a clearly enhanced specific activity of radionuclides
of the uranium/ radium series in the range of 70 to 500 Bq/kg dry mass. The average
regional background is about 70 Bq/kg and the upper end of the naturally occurring
range is about 200 Bq/kg. According to the SSK-recommendations the 200 Bq/kg
value is used as the examination level. Since it is clearly exceeded further detailed
investigations and exposure assessments were required in order to decide upon
remedial actions or use restrictions, respectively.

Arsenic contamination

Few measurement results in soil samples showed relatively high concentrations of
arsenic in the range from 70 to 280 mg/kg dry mass in the upper soil layer. In
Saxony the local background for arsenic is at an average concentration of 19 mg/kg
(median: 9 mg/kg, 90percentil: 25 mg/kg) [9]. The latter value has been taken as the
examination level for the most sensitive scenario published in the Soil Protection
Ordinance (draft). These levels are arsenic concentrations in soil for children's
playgrounds of 25 mg/kg, for residential sites of 50 mg/kg, for public gardens and
leisure grounds 125 mg/kg and for industrial sites 140 mg/kg. Since in our case the
examination level for residential areas (including gardens) is exceeded, a site-
specific investigation is required, as for radiation protection reasons.

Problems of exposure assessment

Rough estimates have shown that ingestion of soil and ingestion of plants are the
relevant pathways. Others, like inhalation and uptake via skin are not as relevant and
thus are not considered here. External exposure - a pathway which may contribute
significantly to radiation doses - has no equivalent in soil protection and can also be
excluded from the harmonization discussion.

As to the ingestion of contaminated soil, different annual intakes are assumed for
different use scenarios of soil protection. In contrast to that, in the stage of derivation
of examination levels the SSK assumed in their recommendations a use-independent
uptake of llOg of soil per year by playing children. This is comparable to the
ingestion rate used in connection with most restrictive scenarios (playgrounds) in the
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field of soil protection. If the same amount were applied for dose calculations for
unused contaminated sites it would cause unrealistically high total doses. Thus it
obvious were better to define a use-dependent soil uptake in radiation protection,
too, to avoid conservative assumptions in less sensitive scenarios. However, a totally
taking over of the assumptions in the soil protection regulations would have caused
deviations to generally used parameters in radiation protection. For instance, the time
of daily stay outdoors - due to historical and international assumptions in radiation
protection - has been established with about five hours a day all over the year
(2000h/a) whereas in soil protection only relevant days per year (180-190d/a) are
given [10]. As a compromise, in the current suggestion for the calculation provision
of radiation exposure the uptake is given in grams per hour [7] and expressed in
terms of grams per day now is equal to soil protection regulations. Since the time of
stay outdoors depends on the radiation exposure scenario in the end the total uptake
per year indirectly corresponds to a use-dependent uptake rate. An adaptation to the
regulations on soil protection with regard to annual soil uptake is reached that way.

Another specific problem is the contribution of the pathway of ingestion of
contaminated plant products. Up to now, different consumption rates have been used
in the standard exposure models. For adults, for example, a value of 68 kg per
annum is assumed in radiation protection, while a correspondent value of 90 kg/a
would have to be used in soil protection. This is hardly acceptable. In this particular
case we used a value of 50 kg/a. This figure is not completely arbitrary but is the
result of site-specific information obtained from a questionnaire to the gardeners
with regard to the kind and amount of food production. Both regulations provide
some interpretation latitudes which in principle allow this, if it leads to a more
realistic assessment.

Such a procedure, however, may only be a temporary solution. It is just the
advantage of standardized calculation provisions to avoid such more or less arbitrary
site-specific parameters. One way or the other, the relevant scenarios and parameters
have to be made consistent in the regulations in order to make decisions that are
legally defensible and acceptable to all parties involved in the process.

To return to the example site it can be stated that the action level of effective dose of
1 mSv/a is not exceeded for the gardeners. Therefore, there is no need for use
restrictions - at least from the radiological point of view. As to arsenic, the data
available were not sufficient to draw a final conclusion but an urgent hazard can be
excluded.

5. Summary
Sites with mixed contaminants like mining relics may cause special problems in the
assessment of hazards to human health. Different scientific approaches and historic
developments led to considerable differences in existing regulations. Both, on the
national and international scale efforts are made towards a harmonization.

Having reviewed studies carried out in Germany we arrived at the conclusion the
generation of a common risk scale for all kinds of hazards seems to be a too
challenging problem to be solved within a foreseeable time scale. It is reasonable, at
least in principle, to define a unified metric for carcinogenic effects of ionizing
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radiation and harmful chemicals. Even this needs a lot of research work as a basis for
adaptations in the legal systems.

What seems to be reasonable and in our opinion is much more important at the
current stage is the harmonization of exposure scenarios, pathways and parameters
because they are comprehensible to everyone. A comparison of existing provisions
and recommendations has proved that the harmonization of parameters used for
exposure calculations is of special importance. The ideal solution would be to use
the same parameters for the same pathways independently from the specific
substance (ingestion rates of plants and soil, breathing rates and dust concentrations).
It is problematic, however, to bring parameters in line to each other as this could
cause conflicts with other well established provisions in the different fields. On the
long run, however, such harmonization is indispensable.
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This paper deals with the management of sites that were contaminated by
radioactive substances in the past because of industrial practices, such as the
mining, milling and processing of uranium ores, the radium luminizing industry, and
thorium processing. Contaminations due to nuclear weapons testing, nuclear
accidents and on-going practices are not considered. The management refers to the
protection of the near populations and of people who are using the site now or who
might use it in the future.
International organizations [1], [2] have issued recommendations which apply to
these contaminated sites. The concepts called for to manage these de facto
situations are intervention, optimization and intervention levels. At present time,
this conceptual system is a matter of discussion by IAEA itself [3] and the
countries, e.g. the United-Kingdom [4]. Few countries have yet elaborated
regulations or guidelines concerning the treatment and the use of contaminated
sites. The United States has one regulation in preparation that will be generally
applicable whereas most countries follow the recommendations of their national
radiation protection board on a case by case basis.
This paper aims at comparing public policies in several countries by developing
first, how policies are defined, and second, how they are implemented in practice.

1. Public policies as they are defined

Several countries are studied for the analysis of public policies. They are the United
States, United-Kingdom, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, Canada, Belgium and
France. Large country differences exist when considering the diagnostic of the site,
the radiation protection principles, the various intervention levels or constraints
expressed in terms of risk or of dose, the derived intervention levels that are
sometimes put forth, and the regulations.

1.1. The diagnostic of the site

To envisage rehabilitation actions, a diagnostic of the site is required. It brings
information about the conditions in which a radioactive contamination occurred and
its importance both qualitatively and quantitatively. It results in dose calculation
and in risk estimation of detrimental health effects by taking into account the
toxicity of the substances involved, the environmental transfers and the exposure of
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populations defined by their life habits. If the diagnostic methodology is well
known, nevertheless countries arc few which hold an official document precising
the procedures and the techniques to use. One may cite the «Multi-Agency
Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual » [5] by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of
Defense (DOD) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the US.

1.2. The adaptation of radiation protection principles

At the beginning of the 1990s, a distinction was made between the practices, which
add radiation exposures, and the interventions, which substract radiation exposures.
ICRP and IAEA considered the management of contaminated sites as interventions
[1], [2]. Intervention levels were defined by IAEA and few other quantitative
criteria were proposed to help countries in their rehabilitation tasks. IAEA modified
its position recently [3, §213]: were considered as practices the contaminations
resulting from a practice and as interventions those resulting from accidental
situations. However, IAEA recognized that the dichotomy practice/intervention was
not operational for the contaminated sites for which a residential use is intended. If
intervention may be a relevant concept on shorter times, it is no longer conceivable
on the long term [3. §222]. One may note that the Euratom Directive [6] consider
the management of contaminated sites as an intervention and gives no advice to
Member states on what levels for the protection of the public could be. Recently,
NRPB (National Radiological Protection Board) in the UK took a way similar to
that of IAEA [4]. It introduced a distinction based on the presence or the absence of
populations on the site when the contamination is discovered. If populations are
absent, the situation to deal with should be considered as a practice; in the other
case, the situation should be considered as an intervention because the source, the
exposure pathways and the populations are existing already.

1.3. The intervention levels

How to define intervention levels, risk based or dose based ? Only one country, the
Netherlands, privilegiates the exclusive choice of a risk level; other countries prefer
to express them as dose levels and others have not decided yet, see table 1.

Table 1: Choice of intervention levels for some countries.

Risk
limit/
source
Dose
Rate

mSv.y"1

Belgium
n.a

n.a

Canada
n.a

n.a

France
none

a few
hundred
uSv.y1

Germany
n.a

1

Netherl.

ioV

none

Spain
n.a

0,1

UK

ioV

0,3
and 1/

lifetime

USA
3.1O"-4

over
30y

0,15
and
0,75

When a risk level is chosen, it refers to the source. It includes all carcinogenic
substances, either radioactive or chemical, and excludes the risk due to natural
radiation background. It applies to an individual of the critical (or reference) group.
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In the US, EPA associates the risk level to the « reasonably maximally exposed
individual », that is the individual corresponding to the 95lh percentile of the
distribution of risk in the critical group [7]. The risk is related to one year of
exposure in general, except in the US where the risk is for thirty years which is the
average duration of residence in a same location for Americans. However, it is a
common practice to request that such a level must be maintained in the future, in
order to protect future generations. The need to insure equity in the trade-off
between generations is a basic principle associated with sustainable development. A
1000 years period is considered in the US [7]. In Spain, a 200 years period is
considered as a minimum, and, to a reasonable extent, a 1000 years period [8].

The dose level under consideration is a level that must be reached following the
implementation of countermeasures, i.e. a non action level. Germany is an
exception because the dose level is defined as a level of radiological significance,
which must trigger countermeasures [9]. Leaving aside Germany, figures range
between 0.1 mSv and 0.3 mSv.
It is worthwhile to note that both ICRP and IAEA recommend action when doses
are above 10 mSv, and recommend that the eventual dose level reduction be the
result of an optimisation process [1], [3]. The seek for consistency between national
and international approaches is not yet fully achieved.

Various factors can account for the differences between the levels. Three of them
are listed hereafter.
The intervention levels can depend on the circumstances of the contamination, as in
the United Kingdom [4]. Where the contamination can be assimilated to a practice,
the NRPB recommends a risk limit of 10 5 per year, that corresponds to 0.3 mSv,
and it suggests that this level operate as a dose constraint. A figure of 30 pSv,
corresponding to a risk limit of 10"6, is proposed as the level below which actions
are not more necesssary. For other sites, i.e. those considered as cases for
intervention because the contamination is discovered on land to which the public
has already access, an intervention level of a 1 Sv for a lifetime effective dose is
recommended. Above this level rehabilitation actions are to be undertaken.
Besides the circumstances associated with the generation or discovery of
contamination, the present and forecasted land use can lead to the definition of
several action levels. Unconditional clearance from regulatory prescriptions is not
necessary in the case of industrial and commercial use of the land. Indeed, exposure
is limited to occupational exposure, that is 2000 hours a year. Should one consider
cultivation of the soil or dwelling, agricultural or residential, unconditional
clearance from prescriptions is required, because of the numerous transfer
pathways. However, owing to the uncertainties on the future use of the land, the
actual levels for industrial and commercial uses are not different from those
applying to dwelling. In the US. a figure of 0.15 mSv per year is recommended in
any case, in spite of formal considerations on land use by EPA [7). Last, a different
level may apply in such cases where the failure of compliance with the targeted
levels is assumed. Still in the US, the EPA recommends that, should remedial
actions fail, doses should be kept below 0.75 mSv [7].

Regarding intervention levels, provisions applying to workers involved in remedial
action are not explicitly stated. Only in Germany, a requirement for optimisation is
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mentioned {10]. The EU directive 96/29 calls for the application of the
occupational dose limit for practices to the workforce implied in an intervention
where no emergency is at hand [6].

1.4. The derived intervention levels

The practical implementation of intervention levels is based on the use of derived
operational quantities such as activity concentration or gamma dose rate, see Table
2. The establishment of derived intervention level may rely on modelling. Under
realistic assumptions, the doses to potential dwellers or other populations must be
associated with surface or mass activity concentration. Occupancy factors, dust
resuspension, importance of local food in diet, together with the behaviour of
radionuclides in the environment and in the food chain range among the factors that
must be taken into account.

Table 2: Choice of derived intervention levels.

Mass
activity
Radiu
m226
Bq.g1

Dose
Rate

uSv.li1

Belg.
n.a

0.2

Canada
0,2

n.a

France
1

inside

5
outside

0.2

Germany
0.2

(resid.
use)

1 (non
resid.)

0.3

Netherl
none

n.a

Spain
0.2

surface
et0.6
15 cm
layer
n.a

UK
10% of

General.
Derived
levels

(GDLs)
0.3

USA
0.2

surface
et0.6
15 cm
layer
0.2

Radium 226 is an isotope of concern to many countries, because the early
development of radium industry, in the thirties and in the twenties resulted in
numerous sites that deserve rehabilitation. Figures range from 0.2 Bq.g ' to 5 Bq.g '.
The link with a dose target is not always established. External dose rate corresponds
to lmSv for about 5 000 hours of occupancy.
When the situation can be seen as a practice, in the UK, NRPB recommends that the
derived action level is 10% of the Generalized Derived Limits (GDLs) in activity
concentration in the environment ensuring compliance with the 1 mSv dose limit for
the public. Such derived levels are investigation levels, above which the
assessement of the dose to the reference group of population is performed [4, §35 to
39]. An alternative approach suggested by NRPB is the use of IAEA clearance
levels, which were derived to satisfy an individual dose of 10 uSv per year. When
the situation calls for intervention no derived levels are to be considered in the
NRPB scheme. In Germany, SSK (German Radiation Protection Commission) has
set up two levels which apply to the mass activity in soils depending on the intended
use of the site. For unrestricted uses the 0.2 Bq.g"1 figure applies, and for indutrial
or commercial uses the 1 Bq.g"1 figure can be used (SSK approach as depicted in
[11]). In France a two level approach does also apply, based on an opposition
between in house and open air concentrations (0.2 Bq.g"1 and 1 Bq.g"1). In Spain
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and in the US one figure applies to the upper layer of soil and the other to a 15 cm
depth [8], [7]. Last, in the Netherlands, no derived level was set up. The application
of the risk target of 10"6 yields a very low figure (0.001 Bq.g1). that often cannot be
achieved [12].

The natural background is not taken into account when derived levels are set up.
This is in the line with the definition of primary levels, that apply to the incremental
dose due to human activities. In the case of radon, geology and human influence can
be very intricated. In Germany, a radon concentration specific limit is dedicated to
areas affected by uranium ore mining. It is defined by SSK as an addition of 50
Bq.m"3 to the regional geogenic level, corresponding to an effective dose of I mSv ;
it is a non-intervention level. If this level is exceeded, remedial actions must be
implemented [13]. Independent of this level, the reference level of 250 Bq.m 7

recommended by SSK for radon concentration in dwellings should be observed.
Regarding indoor air quality, most countries have developed recommendations that
apply also to dwellings nearby contaminated sites. EPA considers that its guidelines
on domestic exposures to radon should be made compulsory [7].

1.5. Compliance and long term monitoring

Recommendations may include the monitoring of observed levels for compliance
with expected achievements. An example in the US is the demonstration, based on
sample analysis, that EPA considers requesting for compliance with regulatory
prescriptions [14],
Long term periodical investigations may be implemented in order to check that
assumptions on land use and on exposure pathways are still valid, and thai exposure
forecasts still withhold. However, the feasability of such investigations on the long
term, especially when long lived nuclides are involved, is questionable [4]. In the
US, EPA also expresses doubts on the practicability of control and monitoring after
a few decades. Such reservations must be taken into account in the definition of the
remediation strategy, and may even lead to an extension of the area under concern.

2. Adequacy between principles announced and
concrete implementation

2.1. Processes for the establishment of regulations

The seek for consensus, with the involvement of stakeholders, is an approach that
may be opposed to a raw administrative process. In the present survey, public
enquiries at an early stage of regulatory development, seemed to be an approached
followed only by the US Federal Agencies. The American public is in position to
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comment the draft regulations at almost any stage. Indeed, citizens' participation in
the development of regulations is called upon since the 1946 Administrative
Procedures Act. In other countries, only administrations are in charge of the design
of regulations. In Germany, some authors [ 13] advocate for a new regulatory
scheme that organises the involvement of the public in decisions upon intervention,
or, to be more specific, in the decisional process that leads to rehabilitation.

2.2. Processes for decision making

Public participation may be a requirement in actual cases for rehabilitation. Public
information should bear at least on countermeasures as in the UK [4]. In Germany,
extensive public information is performed, for example around former mines in East
Germany. Mobile laboratories are dispatched in areas where they provide with
measurements those citizens who had collected samples [13]. Public involvement is
more extensive in the US, where proposals from the public regarding remediation
alternatives are taken into account, in line with the prescriptions of the federal code.
EPA is considering the involvement of the public at an other stage, i.e. decisions
about the future use of the site [7],
Public involvement is seen as an essential element in trust build-up, as well as an
educative process that may help in avoiding actions that are out of proportion with
the radiological benefit. Not only such actions can be expensive, but they
sometimes carry a radiological impact on remediation workers. In the US, public
involvement has the side advantage to minimise the risk that decisions will be
challenged in court

Managing sites with radioactive contamination is usually a new issue in most of the
countries that were investigated. Thus regulatory frameworks are quite flexible and
recommendations are much more frequent than requirements. In Germany a
classical regulation applies to practices (Radiation Protection Act) whereas the need
to handle an important series of sites, mostly in former East Germany, led to adopt a
case by case approach for those intervention situations, upon SSK
recommendations. The French approach also favors case by case decisions and a
decree states that the Departement of Health has jurisdiction for defining levels in
case of intervention. Contaminated site management is a regulatory policy only in
the US [7].

2.3. Field decisions vs recommendations

International literature provides little information on the actual implementation of
management principles. In the US, differences between field decisions and
recommendations may be important. The reason for such differences can be found
in an inadequate communication between those in charge of defining remediation
strategies and the scientists in charge of the analysis and design of remediation
techniques. Available technologies may not allow to achieve the quantitative goals
that are set up by regulations. Efficiency of measurement techniques and accuracy
of dose prediction models (especially on the long term), is also questionable.
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3. Conclusion

The present survey suffers from the limitation of such an approach. The main
limitation lies in the fact that remediation cannot be summarized by a series of
prescriptions that can be found in regulatory documents. Rather it is a series of
practical decisions that must be investigated, and of recommendations that may not
have an official statute and cannot be traced easily.
Nevertheless, this work allowed us to put forward some important points. The main
one is that flexible approaches are usually adopted. Even when quantitative levels
(intervention levels, non intervention levels...) are put forward, they can be
interpreted in different ways, depending on the approach followed for assessment
and on the exact concepts. Should one consider that contaminated sites can be a
building in an urban area as well as the Chernobyl contaminated area, it is obvious
that a rigid framework is inadequate. The international recommendations provide a
framework that is accepted by all countries. The basic concepts are felt to be useful,
nevertheless, they gave rise to interpretations that present sensible differences. Last,
one may also quote that the issue of fundings is a difficult issue that is not often
addressed at the level of national policies.

Undoubtly, the present state of the art is likely to be modified. All the countries are
now implementing actions and the experience they are gaining now will certainly
result in improvements.
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Abstract
The radiation protection authorities have seen a need to apply multi-attribute risk
analysis in the nuclear emergency management and planning processes to deal with
the conflicting objectives, different parties involved and uncertainties. This type of
an approach is expected to help in at least the following three areas; to ensure that
all the relevant attributes are considered in the decision making, to enhance
communication between concerned parties including the population, and to provide
a method for including risk analysis explicitly in the process. A MAUT analysis
was used to select a strategy for protecting the population after a simulated nuclear
accident. A value-focused approach and the use of a neutral facilitator were seen as
very useful.

1 Introduction
The Chernobyl nuclear accident above all has focused attention on the need for
better structured and coherent procedures for decision-making on protective
actions in nuclear emergency management. A nuclear accident develops fast, has
major impacts on the environment and society, and is the subject of highly
emotional feelings and beliefs among the public.

Decisions on countermeasures are not only driven by the need to avert dose caused
by radiation to the population but are complex and multi-attribute problems
involving, for example, monetary costs and socio-psychological factors, such as
stress and anxiety. These decisions have far reaching consequences, but often have
to be taken under severe time pressure and conditions of uncertainty.

The radiation protection authorities have therefore seen a need to apply multi-
attribute risk analysis in the nuclear emergency management and planning
processes to deal with the conflicting objectives, different parties involved and
uncertainties that are inherent in such complex decisions. This type of an approach
is expected to help in at least the following three areas; to ensure that all the
relevant attributes are considered in the decision making, to enhance
communication between concerned parties including the population and to provide
a method for including risk analysis explicitly in the process. This paper discusses
some work that has been done on this subject
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Using decision analysis techniques in nuclear emergency management and related
areas such as energy policies is not a new concept. For previous work in this field
see for example [4], [9], [10], [11] or [12]. [13], [14]. [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]
and [20] are examples of work in the energy policy field.

This paper is structured as follows. First there is a discussion about using decision
analysis in nuclear emergency management. Seven propositions are made. In the
following section a set of case studies is examined and each proposition is tested.
The paper ends with a discussion about the main results and needs for further
research.

2 What Multi-Attribute Risk Analysis Can Do For
Nuclear Emergency Management
Multi-attribute risk analysis is a structured approach to decision making that
employs systematic analyses that give the decision makers a better understanding
of the problem and thus facilitates a better informed choice. The methodology of
decision analysis can be summarised with four decomposed steps [21]. 1) Structure
the decision problem, 2) Assess possible impacts of each alternative, 3) Determine
the decision makers' preferences (values) and 4) Evaluate and compare
alternatives. For a more thorough description of fundamental decision analysis
theory, see for example [5], [7], [8], [22] or [27].

The structured and systematic approach of multi-attribute risk analysis helps the
decision makers through all phases of the decision making process in a logical and
efficient manner. The methods include techniques for finding suitable alternatives
to consider, i.e. countermeasure strategies. By using value trees the decision
makers are assisted in considering all factors that have an impact on the decision.
Not only the averted dose and cost, but also the socio-psychological, and other
factors. This leads us to proposition one.

Proposition I: The structured approach of multi-attribute risk analysis will ensure
that the decision makers consider all relevant factors.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of using multi-attribute risk analysis is that it
includes the underlying values explicitly in the decision making process. The value
tree states which factors the decision makers considers important and the given
preference statements show how important each factor is relative to the other.
When constructing the value tree the decision makers have to think about which
factors are important when deciding on countermeasures. At a later stage the
decision makers are asked to explicitly consider the necessary trade-offs and
choose between them. Thus the whole decision making process is done from a
value based approach.

Proposition 2: Multi-attribute risk analysis ensures that the decision makers'
values are explicitly included in the analysis.

Decisions on countermeasures after a nuclear accident are plagued with
uncertainties, for example on how severe the accident was, what the weather will
be, how the population will react, etc. It is necessary to consider these risks
explicitly and multi-attribute risk analysis can assist in that. Otherwise there is a
risk that the decision makers will implicitly add "safety margins" at several stages
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of the process, thus adding up to an "overkill". This is especially likely if there are
several levels in the decision making hierarchy, with each group giving advice to
the following level. Such as is common in nuclear emergency management, i.e.
experts groups, management level, and political decision makers.

Risk attitudes determine the acceptable risk levels and sensitivity analyses reveal to
the decision makers how small changes in the assumptions or data will affect the
end result. Both leave explicit statements that can be assessed or modified at later
levels.

Proposition 3: Multi-attribute risk analysis ensures that the risks and uncertainties
inherit in nuclear emergency management are explicitly dealt with and also

provides a framework for including uncertainties analytically in the analysis.

A type of generic value tree can be shown to the decision makers in the beginning
of the process to help them pick out the relevant factors in that particular situation
and to construct a suitable value tree. After a nuclear accident there is often very
little time to make far reaching decisions on what countermeasures to employ.
Using pre-structured value trees is a way to save valuable time. By having a list of
pre-defined attributes the decision maker can quickly choose the relevant ones for
that particular accident scenario and continue from there, confident that all
important factors are included. Other parts of the analysis can also be pre-defined
such as suitable risk attitudes, so that the decision maker can be provided with a
starting point from which to proceed by making the necessary modifications in the
suggested lists

Proposition 4: In emergency management multi-attribute risk analysis provides the
possibility to use pre-defined value trees or preference sets in the analysis. This
helps the decision maker to quickly zero in on the crucial aspects and thus saves

valuable time.

The use of a neutral facilitator, familiar from decision conferencing, can be
beneficial to the decision making process in nuclear emergency management. An
outside facilitator familiar with decision analysis techniques can help the decision
makers in many ways. His experience with complex decision making situations can
steer the group to the relevant aspects and help them avoid typical pitfalls in the
process. For example to avoid "group think" and biases caused by the group
consisting mostly of radiation and nuclear experts. A facilitator can ensure that all
phases of the decision making process are thoroughly examined, all relevant
factors includes and that a well-founded decision is reached in the limited time
available.

Proposition 5: The use of a neutral facilitator will speed up the decision making
process and help ensure that a well-founded decision is reached in the limited time

available, while still going through all the necessary stages of the process.

Decisions on nuclear emergency management affect large portions of the
population and thus have important social and political impacts. The decisions
taken need to be explained and justified and will be subject to scrutiny for long
afterwards. Using decision analysis techniques will aid in this process by providing
transparent decision making. From the alternative countermeasures considered, the
value trees used, and the preference statements given the basis for the decisions can
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be found. The weighted weighing of positive and negative consequences of each
alternative will provide a way to explain the actions taken and the actions omitted.

Proposition 6: Multi-attribute risk analysis provides transparent decision making,
which will help in explaining and justifying the decision afterwards.

Decisions on countermeasures after a nuclear accident are usually taken by a group
of decision makers. The issues are complex and participants from different areas of
expertise come together and are required to find the right countermeasure strategy.
Effective and clear models for communication are thus needed. The structured
approach of multi-attribute risk analysis will provide the group of decision makers
with a common framework from which to attack the issues. By asking to define
each factor in the analysis and by following a logical sequence of analyses multi-
attribute risk analysis enhances the communication between the concerned parties
and minimises the risks for misunderstandings and confusion.

Proposition 7: The structured approach of multi-attribute risk analysis will provide
the group of decision makers with a common framework from which to discuss the

problem.

In conclusion, using multi-attribute risk analysis makes for a controlled process of
decision making. The methods ensure that the decision makers consider all aspects
of the problem and explicitly bring forward their values and preferences. It is often
these deliberation processes that bring the greatest gain from using a structured
decision analysis approach.

3 Case Study: Early Phase Protective Action After a
Nuclear Accident
A series of decision conferences on nuclear emergency management were
organised in Finland in the autumn of 1997 as part of the RODOS project. See [14]
for a full report on the conferences and for example [6] for more information on
the RODOS project.

The decision conferences were held on the development of an early phase
countermeasure strategy for protecting the population after a simulated nuclear
accident. Two simulated nuclear accident cases were used and altogether four
meetings were organised. The meetings were attended by national competent
safety authorities and technical experts as decision makers. In the first accident
scenario no uncertainties were used, but in the second case uncertainty about the
release was included and the 5%, 50%, and 95% release fractiles were calculated
and used to define three possible accident scenarios.

These conferences focused on urgent protective actions, i.e. iodine prophylaxis,
sheltering and evacuation. The primary approach was to utilise the RODOS system
and to study and develop the applicability of decision support systems for different
situations. In the early hours of an accident there is hardly time to model the
decision to be taken; rather the decision has to be based on intervention levels
studied and considered beforehand and on guidance given by a decision support
system. How this modelling should be done and what factors are important was
analysed in the conferences. Whether to use prestructured value trees or other types
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of shortcuts was another issue that was studied. In the later phase of an accident,
however, there is time and need to perform more extensive analyses.

_/ Deterministic"

Health

effects

_/ Non-radiation

•' heaitn related

Socio-Psychological Safely related •,

Technical feasibility

bociety

Industry

Overall

Economics

Ability to recover
V

fEconomy

-/-Wueorproperfy ^

.^National properly ~j
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Figure 1 Preliminary value tree constructed in a brainstorming session. It includes
all possible factors that might need to be considered.

In the first session a generic value tree was constructed using a brainstorming
approach (see Figure 1). This value tree should contain all factors that at one point
or another should be considered in the decision making process on
countermeasures after a nuclear accident. At this point no thought was given to the
relative importance of the factors, which is the reason why the tree is rather large.
However, although a pruned value tree was later used in the actual analysis, this
type of tree helps in ensuring that no significant factor is omitted. It can also be
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used afterwards to show which all factors were considered in the process, that is,
also those factors that later were dropped as having no significant impact on the
decision. In the second accident case the value tree in Figure 2 was used in the
final analysis. As can be seen only six attributes were used in the final value tree to
cover the significant impacts of the countermeasures.

A majority of the participants felt that this type of approach helped them consider
more aspects of the problem than usually (see [14] for a more detailed analysis of
the participants' opinions and thoughts), which thus gives support to Proposition 1.
Especially the use of a generic value tree from which the significant factors were
picked helped raise confidence in the analysis. The participants also felt that
prestructured accidents scenarios could be used to save time and to help
concentrate on the important issues. Prestructured preference sets were, however,
seen as more problematic. (Proposition 4)

r Thyroid '
. '— \ [ v cancer ,

— I Health ' - - j

I Socio-
I Psychological

Positive
effects

Negative
Overall ~ \ effects

Costs

--• Political cost

Figure 2 Final value tree used in the second conference.

In the conference five different countermeasure strategies were constructed and
analysed. The impacts of each strategy on each attribute is in Table 1.

• Strategy 0: No additional countermeasures taken.
• Strategy 1: Intake of iodine tablets and sheltering in Rauma - a city of 30,000

inhabitants within the 20 km zone.
• Strategy 2: Implement sheltering in Rauma and the closest areas around the

city. Intake of iodine tablets almost all the way down to Turku, i.e., 100 km
away from the site.

• Strategy 3: Implement sheltering in the same areas as in Strategy 2, but intake
of iodine tablets in all areas affected by the accident, i.e., including both the
cities of Turku and Tampere, for example.

• Strategy 4: Evacuate Rauma after the cloud has passed the area. Sheltering
was implemented and iodine tablets taken during the plume passage.

The weights for the attributes were elicited both with the SMART technique and
with the Trade-off method (see [27] and [22] for details on the methods). The
resulting weights from both methods are set out in Table 2. In the table is also
included a case, where only the 95% fractile (i.e. worst case scenario) was used.
The resulting rankings when using the SMART method are in Figure 3. The
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ranking for the worst case scenario is in Figure 4. As can be seen from the Figures
considering only the worst case scenario will lead to much higher scale of
intervention.

Table 1. The impacts of each strategy on the different attributes in the second
phase of the decision conferences. All three fractiles are considered.

Attribute

Health
Thyroid cancer

Other cancers

Unit

number of

cancer

incidents

number of

cancer

incidents

Socio-Psychological

Positive effects

Negative effects

Costs

Political cost

no change -

very positive

(0-100)

no change -

very negative

(0-100)

MECU

MECU

MECU

no change -

very negative

(0- 100)

5%

50%

95%

5%

50%

95%

5%

50%

95%

5%

50%

95%

5%

50%

95%

5%

50%

95%

Strategy 0

0

20

240

0

22

320

0

0

0

40

70

100

0

2.0

27.7

30

65

100

Strategy 1

0

5

50

0

20

286

100

75

50

0

40

80

1.6

3.1

23.9
0

40

80

Strategy 2

0

2

20

0

20

288

10

50

90

90

50

10

2.2

3.8

24.3

0

40

80

Strategy 3

0

2

20

0

20

286

10

45

80

80

45

10

2.2

3.8
24.1

20

30

40

Strategy 4

0

4

40

0
12

204

0

40

80

50

35

20

160.3

160.8

176.3

80

50

20

Alternative
Strategy 0
Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4

Utility
0.566
0.743
0.753
0.783
0.722

• Costs H Other cancers 81 Political cost
H Soc.-Psych Negative^ Soc.-Psych Positive • Thyroid cancer

Figure 3. Ranking of strategies with SMART.

Alternative
Strategy 0
Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4

Utility
0.043
0.431
0.636
0.762
0.781

I Costs
I Soc.-Psych Negative

Other cancers i
Soc.-Psych Positive I

Political cost
Thyroid cancer

Figure 4. Ranking of strategies for the 95% fractile case.
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Table 2. The weights given in the second phase of the decision conferences. The
values given in parenthesis and in the last column refer to an elicitation where only
the worst scenario was considered.

Attribute

Thyroid cancer

Other cancers

Positive effects

Negative effects

Costs

Political cost

Worst Level

240

320

0

100

180

100

Best Level

0(20)

0(204)

100

0

0(30)

0

SMART

0.328

0.262

0.016

0.098

0.033

0.262

Trade-ofT

0.210

0.105

0.030

0.101

0.050

0.504

SMART 9 5 %

0.400

0.120

0.040

0.080

0.040

0.320

The general impression from the conferences is that the decision-makers were not
totally comfortable with this type of formal approach. Many had problems in
understanding both the procedures and the modelling tools. The participants were
not completely confident with the weighting of the attributes, although they did
feel that value trade-offs were needed when making the decision (Proposition 2).
But we should remember that only a few hours were spent on the issues. The fact
that much progress was made even during this short period of time is quite
encouraging.

In the second phase of the decision conferences uncertainties were included and
studied. The general finding was that this is a very difficult subject and that the
incorporation of probabilities is problematic. In the conference there was a
tendency to ignore the other scenarios and only concentrate on the 95% fractile,
which was probably due to the fact that the participants were not able to assess all
fractiles simultaneously. The participants were not familiar with utility theory and
were thus not able to fully use it. These findings are similar to those found at
earlier conferences [1]. However, the participants did feel that it is very important
to consider the risks explicitly and that the multi-attribute risk analysis approach
provides a useful framework to be used in this type of context (Proposition 3).

Looking at the results, an observation can be made. The impact on cancer and costs
in Table 1 is in many cases the same regardless of what strategy is chosen: strategy
0 is worst in terms of thyroid cancer and strategy 4 in terms of costs, but the
remaining strategies score about the same on the cost and cancer attributes.
Consequently, their ranking will be solely based on how well they score on the
other attributes, e.g., political costs. Nevertheless, most of the discussion
emphasised the cancer attribute and it also received a lot of weight in the analyses.
But how is it that the cost and cancer attributes cannot discriminate between
strategies 1, 2 and 3? The reason for this finding is, on one hand, the sparse
population density and hence very few cancer cases in the area where the plume
hits after Rauma and, on the other hand, the cheapness of iodine prophylaxis:
neither by increasing the shelter area nor the stable iodine target group is it possible
to reduce the few cancer incidents expected within this scattered settlement area.
And no additional costs incur in our model even though iodine is administered,
instead of to 40,000 people (Strategy 1), to over 1 million (Strategy 3).

This type of problem might easily occur when the range of possible
countermeasure strategies is wide. Then the worst options will be screened out, but
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the analysis will have difficulties in discriminating between the potential choices.
A solution to this problem could be to use an iterative process. That is, first a rough
analysis would be use to screen out the worst alternatives and then a refined
analysis would look closer at the remaining suitable strategy candidates.

The participants were not that familiar with multi-attribute risk analysis, so having
an expert facilitator lead the conferences was necessary. But the participant also
felt that a neutral facilitator would be beneficial in any case. To keep the
discussions on track and to ensure that the appropriate steps were taken in the right
order to reach a well-founded decision. (Proposition 5)

When asked how important it is to be able to explain and justify the decision
afterwards, the participants unanimously felt it very important. A majority also felt
that multi-attribute risk analysis provides transparent decision making that can be
used for this purpose. (Proposition 6)

Throughout the conferences a lot of time was spent on defining factors and
wordings. There is a clear need to define the attributes in advance so that the
persons involved understand their meaning. Some of the attributes used in this
analysis were too vague. For example, the distinction between the socio-
psychological attribute and the political cost attribute was not all that clear. This
became even more evident when the impacts were to be evaluated.

There should also be a clear understanding of the countermeasures. Issuing iodine
tablets was considered, but to whom? Can the tablets be taken only by children and
will the adults comply with this? Furthermore, in Finland residential units are
obliged to keep iodine tablets and small households are encouraged to purchase
tablets. In a real situation, however, not all people may find them and the
effectiveness of iodine prophylaxis could therefore be quite low. Also, other
countermeasures need further examination in terms of their feasibility.

All in all the conferences show how vital it is to have a clear and common
framework for discussing the problem. Explicitly defining the attributes,
alternatives and other factors will reveal, as in this case, were there might be
problems in understanding and what is till missing. The participants felt that the
multi-attibute risk analysis approach helped them communicate with the others and
include all opinions in the process. (Proposition 7)

Decision conferencing is certainly useful in the later phases of an accident, when
there is time to model the situation. Then also different stakeholders will take part
in the decision process. In contrast, the decision conferencing approach taken in the
conferences in this study is meant to be adopted in the early phases of an accident.
Since time is curtailed then, a common understanding and acceptance of the
decision analysis procedures is a prerequisite. All in all the results from this study
are promising. Further meetings, however, have to be organised in order to deepen
insight into the features of the decision-making process in the early phases of an
accident and to familiarise decision-makers with decision analysis techniques. And
more research is needed on how to implement decision conferencing in nuclear
emergency management.
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4 Discussion
As previously mentioned this case study showed that the participants felt multi-
attribute risk analysis can enhance decision making on nuclear emergency
management. This type of approach was however novel to many of the participants
and more training is needed to familiarise the decision makers with these tools.
One of the conclusions to be made is that when using multi-attribute risk analysis
in nuclear emergency management there needs to be sufficient understanding of
the decision modelling literature in order to be able to avoid behavioural and
procedural biases.

When comparing the Propositions made in section 2 with the findings in section 3
the following conclusions can be drawn.

• Proposition 1, 5, 6, and 7 were fully supported by the findings.

• Proposition 2 and 3 were supported by the findings, but the unfamiliarity of
the techniques makes it difficult to judge the results. The issues addressed by
these two propositions were seen as very important, but there was a reluctance
to use the techniques offered. How much of this reluctance is due to the
unfamiliarity of the techniques and how much is actual objection to the
appropriateness of them is something that needs to be examined in further
studies.

• Proposition 4 was only partly supported. The participants felt that hard,
objective factors can be predefined. Such as value trees or accident scenarios.
But there was a clear objection to predefining preference sets or risk attitudes.
The participants felt that each situation is unique and that predefined
preferences might cause inferior countermeasure strategies to be employed.

Finally a few points about using multi-attribute risk analysis in nuclear emergency
management.

In the early phases of an accident a decision has to be taken very quickly. This
means that the procedures for making the decision have to be fast and up to the
point. Especially when there is so little time available the procedures have to be
closely adapted to the intended user. Unnatural decision-making procedures are not
likely to be followed under time stress. No matter what features are designed into a
system, the users will adapt the systems to their needs and resist or even refuse to
use the system if it does not meet their expectations and demands [3], [23], [26].

In addition there are also official regulations and procedures that need to be
followed. Thus certain adjustments will be needed to the standard multi-attribute
risk analysis to customise it to the requirements of nuclear emergency
management. A more thorough understanding of the decision making process and
parties involved is needed.

It should be mentioned that this type of setting assumes a single decision point. In
reality, as was pointed out during the conferences, the decisions could be made
very well in a sequential manner. For example, first warn the public, then wait to
discover how serious the accident is, and then, if necessary, employ stricter
countermeasures. This type of approach was not allowed here, but should be
considered in the future.
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The value tree was fairly easily constructed. An agreement was quickly reached on
the factors to be included and on those to be eliminated. The preliminary value tree
acted as a guide for finding a suitable final version. However, when comparing the
value trees used in the different exercises, it can be seen that they changed from
exercise to exercise. This is only partly due to the fact that different value trees are
needed for different scenarios. It is also an indication that the choice of attributes
was not always obvious. More research is needed to find out what attributes to
include and how a generic tree could be constructed. At this point it should be
remembered that the format of the value tree can effect the weights. On how
varying the value tree affected the weights in an evaluation of nuclear waste
disposal sites see for example [2], [24] and [25].

All in all it can be concluded that multi-attribute risk analysis can assist nuclear
emergency management in several ways.
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l.Introduction

Governmental bodies are confronted with the problem of achieving rational
consensus in the face of substantial uncertainties. The area of accident consequence
management for nuclear power plants affords a good example. Decisions with
regard to evacuation, decontamination, and food bans must be taken on the basis of
predictions of environmental transport of radioactive material, contamination
through the food chain, cancer induction, and the like. These predictions use
mathematical models containing scores of uncertain parameters. Decision makers
want to take, and want to be perceived to take, these decisions in a rational manner.
The question is, how can this be accomplished in the face of large uncertainties?
Indeed, the very presence of uncertainty poses a threat to rational consensus.
Decision makers will necessarily base their actions on the judgments of experts. The
experts, however, will not agree among themselves, as otherwise we would not
speak of large uncertainties. Any given expert's viewpoint will be favorable to the
interests of some stakeholders, and hostile to the interests of others. If a decision
maker bases his/her actions on the views of one single expert, then (s)he is
invariably open to charges of partiality toward the interests favored by this
viewpoint.

An appeal to 'impartial' or 'disinterested' experts will fail for two reasons. First,
experts have interests; they have jobs, mortgages and professional reputations.
Second, even if expert interests could somehow be quarantined, even then the
experts would disagree. Expert disagreement is not explained by diverging interests,
and consensus cannot be reached by shielding the decision process from expert
interests. If rational consensus requires expert agreement, then rational consensus is
simply not possible in the face of uncertainty.

If rational consensus under uncertainty is to be achieved, then evidently the views of
a diverse set of experts must be taken into account. The question is how? Simply
choosing a maximally feasible pool of experts and combining their views by some
method of equal representation might achieve a form of political consensus among
the experts involved, but will not achieve rational consensus. If expert viewpoints
are related to the institutions at which the experts are employed, then numerical
representation of viewpoints in the pool may be, and/or may be perceived to be
influenced by the size of the interests funding the institutes.
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Rational consensus is attainable in the face of large uncertainties if stakeholders
commit in advance to the method by which expert views are selected and combined.
Once committed to the method of selection and combination, a stakeholder cannot
rationally reject the results post hoc without breaking his prior commitment. Such
rejection would incur an additional burden of proof: explain why the method itself
is not sufficient for rational consensus and why the prior commitment to the method
should not have been made.

In general, rational decision making requires a quantification of the uncertainties.
Therefore expert input to a rational decision process must take the form of
quantified expert uncertainties. Expert 'best estimates' will not suffice, as these will
not indicate how much the actual (unknown) values may plausibly differ from the
'best estimates'. In our view expert uncertainties should be quantified as subjective
probability distributions.

This paper examines the properties which such a method must have. The method of
selection is discussed extensively in e.g (Harper et al 1995), and will not be
discussed here. This paper focuses on the method of combination. The EC-USNRC
study is summarized in (Goossens and Harper 1998). Necessary conditions for
rational consensus using expert judgment are discussed in section 2. Section 3
describes the implementation of these principles. Section 4 discusses results of the
EC-USNRC study, and the final section gathers conclusions.

2. Necessary Conditions for Rational Consensus using
Expert Judgment

The goal of applying structured expert judgment techniques is to enhance rational
consensus. Necessary conditions for achieving this goal are laid down as
methodological principles (see Cooke 1991):
Scrutability/accountability: All data, including experts' names and assessments,
and all processing tools are open to peer review and results must be reproducible by
competent reviewers.
Empirical control: Quantitative expert assessments are subjected to empirical
quality controls.
Neutrality: The method for combining/evaluating expert opinion should encourage
experts to state their true opinions, and must not bias results.
Fairness: Experts are not pre-judged, prior to processing the results of their
assessments.
We claim that these are necessary conditions for rational consensus, we do not
claim that they are sufficient as well. Hence, a rational subject could accept these
and yet reject a method which implements them. In such a case, however, (s)he
incurs a burden of proof to formulate additional conditions for rational consensus
which the method putatively violates.

The requirement of empirical control will strike some as peculiar in this context.
How can there be empirical control with regard to expert subjective probabilities?
To answer this question we must reflect on the question 'when is a problem an
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expert judgment problem?' We would not have recourse to expert judgment to
determine the speed of light in a vacuum. This is physically measurable and has
been measured to everyone's satisfaction. Any experts we queried would give the
same answer. Neither do we consult expert judgment to determine the existence of
god. There are no experts in the operative sense of the word for this issue. A
problem is susceptible for expert judgment, if there is relevant scientific expertise.
This entails that there are theories and measurements relevant to the issues at hand,
but the quantities of interest themselves cannot be measured in practice. For
example, toxicity of a substance for humans is measurable in principle, but is not
measured for obvious reasons. However, there are toxicity measurements for other
species which might be relevant to the question of toxicity in humans. Or again, we
may be interested in the dispersion of a toxic airborne release at 50 km from the
source. Although it is practically impossible to measure the plume spread at 50 km,
it is possible to measure this spread at 1 km. If a problem is an expert judgment
problem, then necessarily there will be relevant experiments which can in principle
be used to enable empirical control.

3. The Classical Model

The above principles have been operationalized in the so called Classical Model, a
performance based linear pooling or weighted averaging model. The weights are
derived from experts calibration and information performance, as measured on
calibration or seed variables. These are variables from the experts' field whose
values become known to the experts post hoc. Seed variables serve a threefold
purpose: (i) to quantify experts' performance as subjective probability assessors, (ii)
to enable performance-optimized combinations of expert distributions, and (iii) to
evaluate and hopefully validate the combination of expert judgments.The name
"classical model" derives from an analogy between calibration measurement and
classical statistical hypothesis testing. It contrasts with various Bayesian models.

The performance based weights use two quantitative measures of performance,
calibration and information. Calibration measures the statistical likelihood that a set
of experimental results correspond, in a statistical sense, with the experts
assessments1. Loosely, the calibration score is the probability that the divergence
between the expert's probabilities and the observed values of the seed variables
might have arisen by chance. A low score (near zero) means that it is likely, in a
statistical sense, that the expert's probabilities are 'wrong'. Similarly a high score
(near one, but bigger than, say, 0.05) means that the expert's probabilities are
statistically supported by the set of seed variables. Information represents the degree
to which an expert's distribution is concentrated, relative to some user-selected
background measure2. "Good expertise" corresponds to good calibration (high

In particular, the calibration score is the p-value of a standard Chi square goodness
of fit test.
2 The overall information score is the mean of the information scores for each
variable. This is proportional to the information in the expert's joint distribution
relative to the joint background measure, under the assumption of independence.



statistical likelihood) and high information. The weights in the classical model are
proportional to the product of statistical likelihood and information. When a
combined expert has been formed, we can also measure the calibration and
information of this combined expert. For more detail see (Cooke 1991).

In the classical model calibration and information are combined to yield an overall
or combined score with the following properties:
1. Calibration dominates over information, information serves to modulate

between more or less equally well calibrated experts,
2. The score is a long run proper scoring rule, that is, an expert achieves his/her

maximal expected score, in the long run, by and only by stating his/her true
beliefs. Hence, the weighting scheme, regarded as a reward structure, does not
bias the experts to give assessments at variance with their real beliefs, in
compliance with the principle of neutrality.

3. Calibration is scored as 'statistical likelihood with a cut-off. An expert is
associated with a statistical hypothesis, and the seed variables enable us to
measure the degree to which that hypothesis is supported by observed data. If
this likelihood score is below a certain cut-off point, the expert is unweighted.
The use of a cut-off is driven by property (2) above. Whereas the theory of
proper scoring rules says that there must be such a cut off, it does not say what
value the cut-off should be.

4. The cut-off value for (un)weighting experts is determined by optimizing the
calibration and information performance of the combination.

A fundamental assumption of the Classical model (as well as Bayesian models) is
that the future performance of experts can be judged on the basis of past
performance, as reflected in the seed variables. Seed variables enable empirical
control of any combination schemes, not just those which optimize performance on
seed variables. Therefore, choosing good seed variables is of general interest, see
Goossens et al (1996) for background and detail.

4. Results of the EC-USNRC Uncertainty Study

The classical model in the eight expert panels shown in Table l.The experts for
each panel are internationally recognized in their fields, and were selected
according to the method described in (Harper et al 1995, Goossens et al 19973,
Brown et al 1997, Haskin et al 1997, Little et al 1997, Goossens et al 1998). The
seed variables for the Late Health Effects panel are defined in terms of the
followup of the Nagasaki and Hiroshima survivors, to be published in 2001. Hence
the values of these variables are not available at present. For the other panels seed
variables were queried. Table 1 shows the performance based combination and the
equal weight combination for the other seven panels. For each panel, Table 1

Independence in the experts' distributions means that the experts would not revise
their distributions for some variables after seeing realizations for other variables.
Scoring calibration and information under the assumption of independence reflects
the fact that expert learning is not a primary goal of the study.
3 This study's constraints precluded the collection of seed variables.
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shows the calibration score (1 is maximal, 0 is minimal), the mean information
score (0 is minimal), and the 'virtual weight'. Virtual weight is the weight that the
combination would receive if added to the expert panel as an additional virtual
expert. A virtual weight of one half or more indicates that the combination would
receive more weight than the real experts cumulatively.

CASE WEIGHTING |Calibr.|Mean Number |virtual!
1 !inform seed'weight |

DISPERSION

DRY DEPOSITION

WET DEPOSITION

ANIMAL

SOIL/PLANT

INTERNAL DOSE

EARLY HEALTH

LATE HEALTH

Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Perform
Equal
Equal

10.90000!
!0.15000|
[0.52000!
[0.001001
10.25000!
10.00100!
|0.75000|
,'0.550001
10.00010!
10.000101
10.85000!
10.11000!
10.23000!
10.07000!

1.024!
0.811!
1.435!
1.1031
1.117|
0.793|
2.697',
1.778!
1.024!
0.9731
0.796,'
0.560!
0.216!
0.165|
0.280!

2310
23|0
14 |0
14',0
1910
1910
8jO
8|0

31,'0
3110
5510
5510
1510
15|0
0!

.80545!

.33166!

.50000,'

.00168!

.93348!

.07627!

.500001

.19204!

.13369!

.127791

.52825!

.092171

.987491

.948341
0!

Tabel 1 Performance based and equal weight combinations

Apart from the SOIL/PLANT case, the performance based combination performs
well; the calibration scores are not alarmingly low, and the virtual weight is high.
The equal weight combination sometimes returns good calibration and high virtual
weight, but these scores are lower than those of the performance based combination.
In the case of SOIL/PLANT, we must conclude that the evidence gathered from the
seed variables does not establish the desired confidence in the results.4 In
DISPERSION, ANIMAL and INTERNAL DOSE, the results of equal weighting
are not dramatically inferior to the perfonnance based combination. In such cases, a
decision maker giving priority to political rather than rational consensus might
apply equal weight combination without raising questions of performance. In the
other cases the evidence for degraded perfonnance in the equal weight combination,
in our opinion, is strong. Table 2 shows the individual expert scores for the results
in Table 1.

4 Although it might be argued that 31 seed variables constitutes a rather sever test of
calibration, reducing the effective number of seed variables to 10 still yields poor
performance (calibration scores 0.04 and 0.01 for the performance based and equal
weight combinations respectively). In general, the number of effective seed
variables is equal to the minimum number assessed by some expert. Hence the
effective number in INTERNAL DOSIMETRY is 28 and in ANIMAL is 6. Experts
are scored on the basis of the effective number of seed variables; lowering this
number is comparable to lowering the power of a statistical test. Thus we cannot
directly compare calibration scores of different panels without first setting the
effective number of seed variables equal.
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DISPERSION

Expt Cal

1 0.0001
2 0.0001
3 0.0010
4 0.1300
5 0.0300
6 0.0050
7 0.0100
8 0.0200
Prf 0.9000
Eq 0.1500

Mean #
Inf

2.078
.594
.504
.286
.092
.590
.508
.840

1.024
0.811

SOIL/PLANT
Expt Cal

1 0.0001
2 0.0001
3 0.0001
4 0.OOO1
PrfO.OOOl
Eq 0.0001

seed
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

Mean #
Inf

2.376
1.309
1.346
1.607
1.024
0.973

seed
31
31
31
31
31
31

DRY DEPOSITION WET DEPOSITION

Expt Cal Mean # Expt Cal Mean #

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Prf
Eq

Inf seed
0.0001 1.953 14 1
0.52001.435 14 2
0.00101.702 14 3
0.00101.732 14 4
0.0001 1.792 14 5
0.00102.234 14 6
0.00101.695 14 7
0.00051.985 14 Prf
O.52O01.435 14 Eq
0.00101.103 14

INT. DOSIMETRY
Expt Cal Mean #

1
2
3
4
5
6

Inf seed
0.0010 1.671 39
0.7300 0.822 55
0.0001 2.003 50
0.0001 2.366 39
0.0001 1.205 39
0.0050 0.838 28

Prf 0.8500 0.796 55
Eq 0.1100 0.560 55

Inf seed
0.0001 2.638 19
0.0100 1.979 19
0.0010 1.009 19
0.0001 1.028 19
0.0010 1.565 19
0.0001 1.946 19
0.0001 1.252 19
0.2500 1.117 19
0.0010 0.793 19

EARLY HEALTH
Expt Cal Mean

Inf.
1 0.0001 0.834
2 0.0001 1.375
3 0.0001 1.008
4 0.0001 0.966
5 0.0001 1.115
6 0.0001 0.573
7 0.0001 0.410
Prf 0.2300 0.216
Eq 0.0700 0.165

ANIMAL

Exprt Calibr. Mean #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Prf
Eq

#
seed

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

0.00100
0.00100
0.09000
0.75000
0.01000
0.64000
0.020O0

Inf seed
2.658 8
2.730 8
1.689 8
2.697 8
2.835 6
2.888 8
2.821 7

0.75000 2.697 8
0.55OOC 1.778 8

LATE HEATH
Expt Cal Mean #

1 •*
2 *•
3 *•
4 *•
5 ••
6 ••
7 **
8 **

Eq *•

Inf seec
••* 0.440
•• • 1.379
*** 1.024
*•* 0.507
*** 0.836
*** 0.599
*•* 0.616
*•* 0.988
•** 0.280

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2. Individual scores

The mean information of the performance based combination is usually slightly
lower than that of the least informative experts, and the calibration score is typically
substantially higher. This reflects the dominance of calibration over information in
this weighting scheme. The equal weight combination has wider confidence bands
still, and the calibration is typically lower than the best calibrated experts.
Inspecting the data in Table 2, we see that the performance based combination for
DRY DEPOSITION and ANIMAL, actually coincides with one of the experts. In
other words, performance is optimized by assigning weight one to a single expert.
This naturally raises the question of robustness with regard to expert choice. How
much would the results differ if this one expert happened not to be available? One
way to address this question is to repeat the analyses, leaving this expert out. If the
differences between the original and the 'perturbed' combination are smaller than
the differences among the experts themselves and if the performance is still
acceptable, then there is no strong indication that the results are unrobust against
choice of experts. Table 3 shows the results of these comparisons. Experts are
excluded one at a time and the performance based combination is recalculated.
Columns 2 and 3 show the mean information and calibration of the 'perturbed'
combination. The differences of the experts among themselves are reflected in the
last column, which shows the relative information of each expert with respect to the
equal weight combination.
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ROBUSTNESS ON EXPERTS: ANIMAL ROBUSTNESS ON EXPERTS: DRY DEPOSITION

Expert
Excluded

None
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
Inf.

2.697
2.697
2.697
2.045
2.695
2.697
2.690
2.697

Calibration

0.750
0.75000
0.75000
0.75000
0.64000
0.70000
0.75000
0.75000

Rel.Inf
Original

0
0
0
0

0.569
0
0
0

Rel.Inf
Eq.Wgt

1.084
0.987
0.374
0.719
0.835
0.818
0.988

Expert Mean
Excluded Inf

None
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

1.435
1.435
1.245
1.435
1.435
1.435
1.446
1.431
1.435

Calibration

0.520
0.52000
0.05000
0.52000
0.52000
0.52000
0.52000
0.52000
0.52000

ReL.Inf
Original

0
0

0.858
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rel.Inf
Eq.Wgt

0.852
0.420
0.555
0.608
0.651
1.137
0.618
0.860

Table 3. Robustness on experts, performance based combination.

We see from Table 3, that the robustness on experts for ANIMAL is satisfactory,
whereas for DRY DEPOSITION it is marginal. Lack of robustness is always a
danger when performance is optimized. The equal weight combination is almost
always more robust, but the price of course is lower performance.

Finally, Table 4 compares cancer risks at various cites of the EC-USNRC study
with those of other studies, for high dose, high dose-rate. These results are obtained
from the LATE HEALTH panel and hence reflect the equal weight combination.

BONE
COLON
BREAST
LEUKEMIA
LIVER
LUNG
PANCREAS
SKIN
STOMACH
THYROID
ALL OTHER
ALL CANCERS

EC-USNRC (+90%
confidence)5

0.035 (<0.001,0.88)
0.98(0.011,3.35)
0.78 (0.11, 3..78)
0.91 (0.026,2.33)
0.086 <0.001,2.02)
2.76 (0.59, 8.77)
0.17(<0.001, 1.26)
0.039 (<0.001, 0.37)
0.30 (<0.001, 4.01)
0.059 (,0.001, 0.71)
2.60 «0.001, 10.8)
10.2(3.47, 28.5)

BIER V

-
0.35
0.95
-
1.70
-
-
-
-
-
7.90

ICRP60'

_

3.24
0.97
0.95
.
2.92
-
0.03
0.51

12.05

UNSCEAR5

_

0.6
1.0
1.1
1.2
2.50
-
-
1.4

12.0

COSYMA
9
0.01
2.24
0.80
0.52
-
0.90
-
0.01
-
0.17
.
5.02

Table 4. Comparison of elicited high dose and high dose-rate lifetime low LET cancer risks for a
general EU/US population with those derived from other sources (10'2Gy"')

Although the median values of the EC-USNRC study generally agree with the
values from the other studies in Table 4, the 90% central confidence intervals are
sometimes significantly wider than the spread of values from these studies. Indeed,

5 Radiation exposure-induced deaths (REID) for joint current EU-US population.
6 BIER V calculates excess cancer deaths for current US population
7ICRP calculates REID average of risks for current UK and US populations.
8 UNSCEAR calculates REID for current Japanese population.

REID
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the spread of assessments in the last four columns of table 4 is not an assessment of
uncertainty.

5. Conclusions

We collect a number of conclusions regarding the use of structured expert
judgment.
1. Experts' subjective uncertainties may be used to advance rational consensus in

the face of large uncertainties, in so far as the necessary conditions for rational
consensus are satisfied.

2. Empirical control of experts' subjective uncertainties is possible.
3. Experts' performance as subjective probability assessors is not uniform, there

are significant differences in performance.
4. Experts as a group may show poor performance.
5. A structured combination of expert judgment may show satisfactory

performance, even though the experts individually perform poorly.
6. The performance based combination generally outperforms the equal weight

combination.
7. The combination of experts' subjective probabilities, according to the schemes

discussed here, generally has wider 90% central confidence intervals than the
experts individually; particularly in the case of the equal weight combination.

We note that poor performance as a subjective probability assessor does not
indicate a lack of substantive expert knowledge. Rather, it indicates unfamiliarity
with quantifying subjective uncertainty in terms of subjective probability
distributions. Experts were provided with training in subjective probability
assessment, but of course their formal training does not (yet) prepare them for such
tasks.

We gratefully acknowledge the enthusiastic and wholehearted participation of all
the experts in this study. All experts provided written rationales explaining how
they arrived at their assessments. These rationales, reproduced in the published
reports, are highly recommended to those readers who wish deeper insight into the
sources of uncertainty in these issues. We also gratefully acknowledge the help of
many institutes, in particular the National Radiological Protection Board, the
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and the Energy Centrum Netherlands, in developing
seed variables.
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Abstract

The current U.S. nuclear waste disposal program began with passage of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and was modified by the Nuclear Waste
Policy Amendments Act of 1987. The Amendments Act made many major
changes to the original Act, the most significant of which was the singling out of
Yucca Mountain as the only site to be studied for a deep geologic high-level
nuclear waste repository. While that decision appeared to simplify and streamline
the program, it vastly increased the levels of public resistance and protest,
particularly in Nevada.

To counter the lack of public acceptance of its programs, the Department
of Energy has embarked on countless efforts purportedly aimed at creating public
participation. However, nuclear proponents portray a Yucca Mountain repository
as inevitable. With this a foregone conclusion, it is apparent to the public that
opportunities for meaningful participation do not exist-the only allowable change
is in their attitudes. This is purely paternalism and, as such, it is an insult to
concerned citizens.

Intelligent citizens believe that they cannot play a meaningful role in the
current program. Their participation amounts to joining a game or contest that is
rigged. All rules, regulations and standards governing the Yucca Mountain project
are either changing or proposed to be changed. In a game of golf, players cannot
determine their handicap midway through the course. While there are jokes told
about such actions in sports, a nuclear waste policy is no laughing matter. In this
case, the game, or site characterization program, is now referred to by many as
"advocacy science." With Yucca Mountain as the only site, and the frantic cries of
the commercial nuclear utilities that the lack of a disposal site is a national crisis,
the investigations of the site appear to watchful citizens to be aimed at proving its
suitability, rather than an objective study. Risk Assessment and risk
communication, while very useful when applied correctly, are in this case, merely
tools being employed to co-opt or buy off the opposition and legitimize the
process.

It appears at this point that there are two choices: either the decision
makers can attempt to continue with the current program of forced siting, ignoring
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all citizen and scientific opposition and eventually leading to litigation; or a new
program can be developed.

Since the U.S. nuclear waste programs have utilized or have been
perceived as utilizing advocacy science, the country must add "adversary science"
to the national program. This is described by Dr. John Gofman as the providing of
financial support for competing teams of experts to investigate, and to tell the
public about, any hazards which the enthusiasts of a project may have failed to
report, or even to see. If citizens were able to participate in the debate between
scientists and experts, with differing opinions concerning the merits of a nuclear
waste site or indeed, any controversial technology, they would feel represented.
They would believe that the final decisions were made only after the program in
question had withstood and overcome all criticism-rather than just ignored it.
There is probably no chance that the current U.S. nuclear waste program can
succeed in light of the level of public opposition. It is therefore necessary to move
to a policy that respects those who must pay the costs and live with its
consequences.

1. Introduction

Commercial nuclear reactors in the United States have been producing
electricity and highly radioactive wastes for more than forty years. Originally,
reluctant utilities built reactors at the urging of Congress, acting in accordance with
the Atomic Energy Act. The Act called for promotion of nuclear technology and
also provided a shield of secrecy allowing for extensive power to classify
information. Wiretapping and other surveillance techniques were allowable if
nuclear secrets or interference with nuclear programs were involved. [1] During
this time the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) provided films, comic books, and
gave speeches in a public relations campaign designed to convince the public, both
in the U.S. and abroad, that the same technology that created the atomic bomb
could be used to vastly improve the quality of life. Throughout the period of hard
sell and promotion of nuclear power, the issue of waste management and disposal
was either ignored or assurances were given that there was no problem. Since the
1950s science, business and government have claimed that solutions are available
and that nuclear waste disposal is a political problem, not a technical challenge.

In 1975 the AEC was transformed into two new federal agencies: the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), charged with regulating the civilian
nuclear industry, and the Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) which, two years later, became the Department of Energy (DOE).
Although the AEC ceased to exist more than twenty years ago, the Atomic Energy
Act that created it is still very much alive.

During the 1960s and 70s government attempts were made to site and
build a repository. When no waste facilities appeared and irradiated fuel began to
fill the cooling pools at the commercial nuclear reactor sites, the Congress, in the
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late 70s, decided to create legislation that would provide for a fair siting process
and also ensure that a repository would be built. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 provided a national screening process for the selection of first and second
repository sites. Making no effort to find out what would be a publicly acceptable
plan, Congress simply decided that if a first site was chosen in the West, with
limited capacity so as to assure that there would be a second site in the East,
citizens would endorse the plan. Strong citizen opposition began almost
immediately at every site under consideration and when it became a political
nightmare, particularly for Congressional representatives seeking reelection, the
Act was amended. In both the original Act and the Amendments Act of 1987, the
heavy hand of the Atomic Energy Act was evident. The federal government
claimed complete jurisdiction of the regulation of the waste, and the federal laws
allowed for the preemption of state laws. This decision to regulate nuclear waste
was justified on the ground Congress had already occupied the entire field of
"nuclear safety concerns" when it passed the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. [2]

The Amendments Act named Yucca Mountain as the sole site to be
studied and placed all authority and decision making in the hands of the DOE and
NRC. The State of Nevada was given the right to issue a "notice of disapproval" if
or when the site was officially selected but the courts have determined that even
that cannot be done until all site characterization is completed and the site has been
recommended by the President. Almost certainly the issuance of the notice will be
an exercise in futility because it can be overridden by Congress. The Act also
called for the State to be provided funds for oversight and public information.
However, first the DOE chose to withhold the money and then Congress refused to
appropriate such funds believing or fearing that Nevada would be able to thwart
the federal program.

When Nevada officials and citizens expressed outrage at the law and its
implications, DOE attempted to mollify them by creating "public participation
plans." During the last twelve years a whole series of such plans has been drafted
but none ever made it to final form. There have been calls for other strategies to
be employed as well, in hopes of getting the people of the state to either change
their minds or accept their fate. Little or no effort has been made to determine why
the opposition is so entrenched and all suggestions of negotiated benefits are
rejected out of hand.

2. The Atomic History of the Western U.S.

Nuclear weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site began in 1951 and,
although there have been some temporary interruptions, it continues today as sub-
critical testing. Until 1963 the bombs were exploded in the atmosphere, either
above, or at the desert surface. Like the rest of the atomic weapons program, this
activity would have been shrouded in secrecy but the incredible flash of the
explosions and the rising mushroom clouds that drifted away from the test site
made concealment of the tests impossible. What could be, and was concealed, was
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the health and environmental danger of those tests which was well known at the
time.

Longtime residents of Nevada, Utah and Arizona remember the tests and
the oft repeated assurance-"there is no danger." Northeast from Las Vegas and the
Nevada Test Site are farming and ranching communities and some small towns
near mines where older residents can recall the various tests and the fallout that
caused illness and damage to themselves and their animals. Many books have
been written and the stories and pictures in them are similar in terms of what
happened to those living and working downwind. Here is an example from the
book, Fallout. It tells about a test shot, code named Harry, that was part of one
testing series in 1953. After the shot, as the radioactive cloud floated to the
northeast, vehicles were stopped along the highway so that fallout particles could
be washed off. The deputy sheriff who made the traffic stop was on horseback.
The name of his horse was Fallout because of the radiation burns on its back. The
deputy and other local residents noticed that the radiation monitoring device of an
AEC official was reading off the scale, but the official assured them that
everything was all right. The regulation for offsite radiation at that time was 3.9
rems over a period of thirteen weeks. But it was a general guideline that could be
exceeded if AEC personnel decided it was necessary to conduct more tests.

People who were working outside on the day of test shot Harry, as most
farmers and ranchers were, experienced burns on their exposed skin. Others
downwind of the test told of other conditions such as headaches, fever, thirst,
dizziness, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, hair loss, discoloration of fingernails and
hemorrhaging. Some people suffered serious and painful symptoms while others
had no reaction at all. The sorts of ailments that some people were experiencing
indicate that the levels were tens to hundreds of times higher than the allowable
dose.

The people who were subjected to false assurances and who received
virtually unrestricted radiation doses during atmospheric testing were the first
Americans to experience government risk assessment. The radiation guideline in
effect at that time was decided by an AEC scientist, George Dunning who claimed
later in a court case that, "it was a matter of balancing benefits against risks."

During this time in our history, still in the memories of people who
experienced it first hand, the predecessors to the current DOE did not just fail to
warn the people who would suffer the effects of radiation exposure. They
embarked on deceitful, pretentious public relations campaigns. A good example
was one of the films that was produced by the AEC to be shown in areas where the
residents had begun to demand that the bomb tests be stopped. The Commission's
director of public information said, "The film was designed as part of the
education program to dispel the unwarranted worry among residents in Nevada
and adjoining states about hazards from tests. This worry was threatening
continued use of the test site." In the film, the narrator states, "The Atomic Energy
Commission doesn't take chances on safety." [3]
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Eventually there were lawsuits filed by residents, uranium miners,
veterans, ranchers and farmers for illnesses, deaths and loss of livestock. Although
a lower court ruled favorably for some of the plaintiffs, those cases were
overturned and eventually the verdict for all was unfavorable-it was the opinion of
the appeals court that the government had sovereign immunity, and although the
cancer deaths were unfortunate, the court decided that it was not the place of the
judicial branch to question the decisions of the federal government.

This is not to say that the disposal of high-level nuclear waste at Yucca
Mountain would pose the same threat that atmospheric weapons testing created for
people living nearby or downwind. It is told to point out that the people and state
being targeted to host the nation's high-level nuclear waste repository have been
victimized before. They have already heard similar assurances that were untrue,
and been subjected to "education" that the old AEC believed would instill trust in
those who were then referred to as "the risk population."

The Downwinders who were personally deceived by the Atomic Energy
Commission during atmospheric weapons testing did not tell their stories to gain
notoriety. Most of the victims, living closest to the test site were private, patriotic
people whose feelings can be summed up by a statement made in 1992 by
Elizabeth Wright of St. George, Utah: "We're willing to look to the future and say,
okay, it happened, but it must never happen again." [4]

3. Public Relations and the Repository Program

When the federal government sought a place for weapons testing within
the continental U.S. in 1949, experts sought a place that was remote, sparsely
populated meteorologically sound, and preferably already under federal
jurisdiction. They found such a setting in southern Nevada, northwest of Las
Vegas. Now, five decades later, the federal government once again needs a place
which is remote, secure, and environmentally appropriate for the housing of
another, perhaps even more controversial, nuclear project. And again Washington
has chosen Nevada. [5]

When Yucca Mountain was singled out as the sole site to be studied for a
national repository, Nevadans were told that if the site was unsuitable, it could
never be recommended or licensed. Residents were assured that with the existing
Environmental Protection Agency radiation standard, NRC licensing rules, and
DOE siting guidelines with qualifying and disqualifying conditions, that the
mountain could never become a repository without clear proof of its ability to
contain and isolate the waste. But regardless of the promises from the DOE
representatives, skeptical public audiences told federal officials about Nevada's
experience during the days of weapons testing and that they did not believe that the
site would be eliminated from consideration once a lot of money bad been spent
and there were no alternative sites available.
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More than a decade later, Nevadans believe that their fears have been
confirmed. All of the rules and regulations governing the selection and licensing
of a repository are in the process of change and in fact, officials do say now,
although not on the record, that this is the only site and it is essential to have a
repository. Representatives of the commercial nuclear industry are more
outspoken. They publicly say that a repository at Yucca Mountain is inevitable
and that the only intelligent thing for people to do is to accept the fact that it will
be built and negotiate for benefits.

Apparently naivet6 or miscalculation led both the government and nuclear
industry to believe that the public would accept the nuclear waste program because
so-called experts claimed that it would be safe, or a crisis made it necessary, and
there was no other choice. Nevadans have been treated much like stubborn
children. In efforts to reason with their children, parents often explain why a
decision has been made. If the youngster still refuses to accept it, ultimately the
parent just decides that the argument is over. Similarly, the public has repeatedly
argued with DOE about the lack of ability of Yucca Mountain to isolate waste for
the long term. The discussion often ends with DOE, concluding that "we have to
do something." This heavy handed, paternalistic, "father knows best" style has its
roots in the Atomic Energy Act and its directive to promote nuclear power. But
Nevadans are not children and their experiences during the years of atomic
weapons testing have destroyed all of the sort of trust in government and
technology that existed in the 40s and 50s. This is not unique to Nevada.
Americans generally have become increasingly disenchanted with government and
suspicious of technology.

Throughout the life of the U.S. high-level nuclear waste program,
problems have been eliminated with quick fix solutions. When it appeared that all
possible repository sites would fail because of political opposition, Congress
enacted a legislative fix and changed the law to single out Nevada. After years of
assurances to Nevadans that Yucca Mountain would have to meet all requirements,
when evidence surfaced suggesting that Yucca Mountain would not meet existing
standards and regulations for the isolation of waste, technological fixes came
about. People were told that engineering could provide protection for thousands of
years and "the otherwise good site" need not be disqualified. Each new public
participation plan drafted by the DOE appeared to citizens to be a "knowledge
fix." [6]

Almost certainly the opposition to the Yucca Mountain repository
program cannot be overcome. Public opinion against the facility is growing and
probably will continue to do so. The government and nuclear industry have
nothing to offer the citizens of Nevada that would serve as an inducement to accept
an unwanted project. The first question that must be answered is: how much does
public acceptance matter? If the opposition of Nevadans and others is
unimportant, then the Congress can take the advice given by Luther Carter in
1993:
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"Congress could break up the political dynamic that has favored all-out
state resistance by declaring unequivocally that the Nevada Test Site is to
become the center for nuclear storage and by directing that a spent-fuel
surface storage be built and ready to operate by 1998." [7]

Following that advice will lead to costly, long term litigation, public
anger and, most likely, civil disobedience actions similar to those experienced in
Germany when attempts were made to transport waste.

If public acceptance is considered necessary, as it is by many countries,
then the Yucca Mountain program and efforts to site a "temporary" storage facility
at the Nevada Test Site must stop. No amount of education, transparency, or risk
communication will achieve the goal of public support for either program. But the
program should not simply stop and be forgotten until a new policy is conceived.
Waste exists; it is dangerous material needing good, long-term storage and
management techniques and there are important lessons that can be learned from
the experiences of the last twenty years of this program.

4. Risk Assessment, Communication and Transparency

Risk assessment is not a new concept. It is a routine part of the decision
process for many projects where the cost is substantial and success is not assured.
A good example might be the building of an airport to serve a city. First the
residents would have to want to have available airplane transportation. The
citizen's representative would decide, with a builder where the facility would be
located and what restrictions would be required. The builder would then decide if
the project the community wanted could be successfully built, what time would be
necessary and how much it would cost. The project would never be contemplated
if a large majority of the people did not want the airport. It would also never start
if the builder thought that the success of the project was not certain or if the cost
was more than the community could afford. Because the people wanted the
project, the elected officials and builder would not have to go to great lengths to
gain trust and confidence, or to make the project transparent. However, if this
town valued isolation and quiet, and had no desire to travel by plane, it would be
virtually impossible to convince them to build or even accept an airport. This is
more or less the situation with a Nevada high-level nuclear waste facility.

Perhaps if the history was different and the State had no firm opinion
about the project, the prospects might be different. There might be opportunities
for proponents of the program to make a sales pitch but honest risk communication
and transparency cannot be added to an unpopular project like seasoning to a plate
of food. Both must have taken place before the start of the program. Public
interest groups and knowledgeable, concerned citizens must first agree with the
government or promoters of the policy-that it is necessary and appropriate. To be
deemed necessary it must be obvious that not taking the action is costly or risky.
Appropriateness comes from evidence that the proposed action is the best that can
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be done and is a solution or makes the problem significantly better. For Nevadans
and many citizens elsewhere, the Yucca Mountain project does not pass either of
these tests.

5. Options for the Future

The first step in a new program should be a broad public discussion of all
the issues that citizens believe are involved or relevant. Public audiences are never
allowed to question the need or desirability of future commercial nuclear power in
discussions about waste disposal. This is unfair because the government and
nuclear industry representatives usually explain the value of nuclear power when
justifying the need for a national repository or centralized storage facility.

There must also be agreement on what the problem is before solutions are
determined. The U.S. nuclear waste problem is viewed very differently by
government, industry and the public. Often nuclear industry representatives
consider risk in monetary terms. The DOE is concerned about risks associated
with missing schedule deadlines. Similarly, benefits are defined by the
bureaucratic parties very differently than they are by the public. The importance
and impact of cost is another issue that is considered differently by all parties. A
good example is the often heard rationale that the problem must be solved by this
generation and not left to our grandchildren. That statement is nothing more than a
poor excuse for speeding up the project. The public knows that a program that
requires a minimum of fifty years to complete will undoubtedly be left to the
grandchildren. They also have doubts about whether the current program is a
solution or a far more dangerous problem for their descendants. Most of these
discussions also develop serious arguments about semantics. People become
frustrated and angry when they are told that health effects are latent fatal cancers,
and all other radiation induced health conditions are excluded from consideration.
These discussion restrictions are an affront to people's ethics and value systems.

Another issue that is considered "off the table" is reexamination of
alternative disposal or waste management technologies. A new program must
explore whether or not there is national agreement that deep geologic disposal is
the best or only option. Such an appraisal has two key requirements. First, the
values of the general public must be reflected in whatever decisions are made.
Second, the process must last long enough to foster a true consensus. [8]

The public should have the ability to hire qualified, independent scientists
and experts. After the history of secrecy that has permeated atomic activities,
citizens are skeptical of information that comes from those who are paid by, or
associated with, the government or the nuclear industry. Officials and
investigators at Yucca Mountain have been accused of practicing advocacy
science. People suspect that project scientists have either chosen, or have been
directed, to primarily look for site conditions or attributes that are favorable.
Whether or not the charge is warranted, public trust and confidence will be greatly
increased if their interests are protected by their own adversary scientists.
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Once agreement has been reached on a national policy, there will likely
be a local component to the program. If a site or sites are to be chosen for nuclear
waste management or disposal facilities, it should be done through a volunteer
process. A key element to finding a community to host any project, could well be
the ability of the residents to have their own trusted experts and advisors. In a
March 1999 British House of Lords report it was noted that "surveys of public
opinion about environmental issues show that the public in Britain has less trust in
government scientists than in those working for environmental organizations." [9]
Clearly there has been a failure in federal government risk communication in the
U.K. similar to that in the U.S. because the next section of the report states: "In
general, the public has a propensity to believe statements from environmental
organizations that there are significant risks and to disbelieve Government
statements that risks are negligible." [10]

And finally, it must be allowable to take no action. It is not true that "we
have to do something." It is also not fair for people who dissent to be required to
"have a better answer." In fact, their unwillingness to burden their grandchildren
with possibly a far greater, more dangerous situation very well might be "a better
answer." The National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council
Committee on Risk Characterization advises, "Even if participation does not
increase support for a decision, it may clear up misunderstandings about the nature
of a controversy and the views of various participants. And it may contribute
generally to building trust in the process, with benefits for dealing with similar
issues in the future." [11]
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Abstract
Many, disappointed with traditional ways to assess and manage health, safety and
environmental risks, have sought alternatives that might better serve democratic values
and truth. Arthur Kantrowitz proposed one in 1967. Named the "Science Court" by
the media, it sought to air opposing viewpoints publicly before an independent,
neutral and technically competent panel of scientists.

The idea has received considerable attention over the years, but some see it as too
opaque and elitist. Ironically, others may view it as too transparent. Beyond that, as
proposed it might have been too time-consuming and expensive, and few scientists
would have welcomed a suggestion for cross-examination. Yet, its key features still
offer promise for resolving difficult policy disputes and might be usefully integrated
with notions since leading to the creation and endorsement of advisory science boards.

1. Introduction
A decision is transparent if people can understand why it was made. Although not so
labeled, the basic objectives of transparency were well framed by Corwin Edwards in
1970. In testimony before The National Commission on Product Safety, he said:

Risks... are not unreasonable when consumers understand that [they] exist,
can appraise their probability and severity, know how to cope with them, and
voluntarily accept them to get benefits that could not be obtained in less
risky ways. [1]

The frequency and magnitude of risks and benefits are facts. The acceptability of risks
associated with particular benefits is not. In the best of all worlds, normative choices
based on facts would be made directly by persons at risk. We do not have the best of
all worlds. As we move from consumer to occupational and environmental risks,
political transparency increasingly must substitute for individual autonomy. When we
cannot each have our way, we should be able to decide which facts are important, to
have access to such facts and to be able to influence decisions based on them. [2]

Yet, not everyone is interested in transparent risk-related decisions. Bureaucrats and
politicians rarely care to be overtly responsible for prices set on others' lives, or even on
beautiful vistas. They would rather insist that unpleasant decisions are mandated by
circumstances beyond their control — sometimes by science, sometimes by regulatory
procedures, both poorly understood. This is demonstrated when politicians campaign
against bureaucrats whom they ultimately control.

Consider, too, a recent event involving the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
(NAS). In 1997, a federal appellate court found NAS committees, when they provide
technical advice to federal agencies, to be subject to the Federal Advisory Committee
Act (FACA). [3] That statute, among other things, makes committee meetings
public. [4] The response was incredibly swift. A bill explicitly exempting NAS
committees from FACA was hustled through Congress in four days and signed by
President Clinton slightly more than a month later. [5]
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Even informed consumer choice is difficult to achieve — particularly in medical
treatment. Yet, most would regard patient autonomy as warranting full effort. It is
sometimes useful to analogize from health care to regulatory decisions. [6] What
distinguishes decisions appropriate for physicians (experts) and from those appropriate
for patients (citizens)? where do regulators fit as we analogize to fully delegated
regulatory choices? When are regulators more like physicians; when, patients? When
are outside opinions warranted, and by whom?

2. Origins of the Science Court
Answering the last question first, I suggest that outside opinions might sometimes
usefully be provided by something Arthur Kantrowitz first proposed in 1967. [7]
Only later called the Science Court," his Institution for Scientific Judgment was
intended to address a common tendency to misrepresent facts for political ends.
About ten years later, he chaired a Ford Administration Task Force appointed to
study ways to subject scientific claims to public scrutiny before a panel or competent,
neutral scientists. [7] Also serving was Allan Mazur, who had independently arrived at
the same basic conclusion. [8] The group's interim report, published in Science [9] and
soon thereafter aired at a public meeting in Leesburg VA, admitted that:

We have no illusions that this procedure will arrive at the truth, which is
elusive and tends to change from year to year. But we do expect to. . .
provide defensible, credible, technical bases for urgent policy decisions. [9, p.
180]

Preceded by generous publicity, the Leesburg Colloquium on the Science Court was
well attended. [10, p. 254] The atmosphere was electric. Noble experiments were
proposed, and prominent officials promised to support them. However, Ford's
administration had no opportunity to deliver, and later administrations saw no reason.
Of that, Mazur has related:

Looking back, the post-Watergate presidency of Gerald Ford was a
contentious time Investigative journalism was still enjoying its greatest
success, and many young practitioners in other fields including the natural
and social sciences adopted the same combative stance, often as champions
of little people at odds with the big interests At that time, perhaps the
most visible involvement of scientists in a public controversy was the batde of
New York Times petitions, listing in one day's advertisement hundreds of
scientists who opposed nuclear power and on another day hundreds in favor.
To the public (including me), technical expertise seemed no more reliable
than psychiatric witnesses in a courtroom. ...[8, p. 161-62]

Labels are important, too. Kantrowitz has aptly observed that "acceptance of the
media term, 'Science Court,' was a mistake and has sadly led to much confusion."
[12] Further, Mazur has said that it:

got us into trouble nearly from the start, suggesting a return to Galileo's time
when established authority could dictate that the sun revolved around the
earth. Our intent was just the opposite.... In the end, the Science Court itself
became so controversial that it had no chance of success. Like a sky rocket, it
got a lot of attention as it ascended but just as quickly fell downward to
crash and burn. [8, p. 161]

Still, Mazur and Kantrowitz have remained diligent in trying better to distinguish
technical fact from hyperbole and fiction. I, but a witness at Leesburg, have also been
fascinated, finding that Court to be "a source of inspiration and the focus of
important dialogue." [11, p. 100] I am glad for this opportunity to discuss it.
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3. Key Features of the Science Court
At the heart of the Institution for Scientific Judgment, as Kantrowitz preferred to call
it, was a new canon to govern and be enforced by scientists:

Any scientist who addresses the public or lay officials on scientific facts
bearing on public policy matters should stand ready to publicly answer
questions not only from the public, but from expert adversaries in the
scientific community. [12, p. 106]

Strongly suggesting the idea of a U.S. trial court was a recurring notion that advocates
would cross-examine witnesses. Other aspects of the proposed institution also bring
courts to mind. As explained by the Task Force, it was to hold public

adversary hearing[s]... governed by a disinterested referee, in which expert
proponents of the opposing scientific positions argue their cases before a
panel of scientist/judges. The judges themselves will be established experts in
areas adjacent to the dispute. They will not be drawn from researchers
working in the area of dispute, nor will they include anyone with... [a
predisposing] bias After the evidence has been presented, questioned, and
defended, the panel of judges will prepare a report..., noting points on which
the advocates agree and reaching judgments on disputed statements of fact.
They may also suggest specific research projects to clarify points that remain
unsettled. [9, p. 180]

The Task Force report also briefly sketched methods for selecting issues to be
resolved, securing independent funding, and appointing advocates, judges and
referees. [9, pp. 181-86] Procedural details were to be refined in govcrnmentally-
sanctioncd experiments, but as Kantrowitz found:

It was not hard to persuade presidential campaigns to promise such
developments. However it was not found possible to get elected officials
interested in [something] intended to limit their flexibility to state the
scientific facts as they wanted them stated. [12, p. 108; citation omitted.]

4. Seeking Competent Public Policy
The Science Court is directed at reducing the extension of authority beyond
competence, which was Pascal's definition of tyranny. It will stand in
opposition to efforts to impose the value systems of scientific advisers on
other people It is so constructed in the belief that more broadly based
institutions should apply societal values and develop public policies in the
areas to which the facts are relevant. [9, p. 180]

4.1 How Science Courts could contribute
Notwithstanding its allusions to legal processes, the Institution for Scientific
Judgment lacked many court characteristics because scientists were to control it. For
example, regarding referees, the Task Force said: "For discussion we propose... a
scientist advised by legal counsel, so that full responsibility for this procedure can be
retained by the scientific community." [9, p. 183] Still, trie Court was designed to
play a key role in legal or political disputes and must be analyzed from a legal
perspective.

According to a simple model, legislatures make law, executives enforce it, and judges,
sometimes with jury help, determine whether the law has been violated. Even in the
context of purely public law, the model tends to be incomplete. Modern agencies may
legislate, prosecute and adjudicate — and, at least in the U.S., are often called the 4th
branch. Further, Sheila Jasanoff has aptlv suggested that technical advisors who serve
agencies may be regarded as a 5th branch. [13]
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Disputes are resolved externally by rule making or adjudication. Adjudication focuses
on particular events and parties. It may decide, e.g., whether a particular nuclear
reactor should operate. Rules dictate whether a particular kind of reactor, if any,
should be licensed. The processes and results are often fundamentally different. The
Science Court would seem more useful for rule making.

Rules are normative and often prescriptive; moreover, they address what should be
done in die future, not what was done in the past. Yet, rules are also usually based on
and must account for historical facts and natural or descriptive laws. Normative rules
cannot repeal the law of gravity. It is here that Science Courts might contribute to a
technically competent and transparent process.

4.2 Transparency
As already suggested, politicians may not welcome transparency. Members of the
technical community may likewise eschew it. Some reasons have been well stated by
Halina Brown and her colleagues:

[I]t is unlikely that any scientific or technical group continues to be politically
detached. Most are intensely involved through an elaborate system of
consultancy, advisory committees and participation as legal expert witnesses.
[14, p. 271]

Likewise, Kantrowitz has said:
Science has lost its independence. Its status has not grown with its appetite
for funds Frank Press called raising money for basic research "the most
important activity I can undertake as president of the National Academy of
Sciences." Because the NAS is a prime source of facts needed by arbiters of
values, this poses a serious conflict. [15, p. 108-9; citation omitted.]

Going to the heart of the matter, however, a report issued under the auspices of Vice
President Gore opined that the proposed Court

withered on the vine, largely because it is doubtful that scientific and policy
issues can be separated This is particularly true in connection with risk
assessment decisions... in emotionally charged contexts.... [16, p. 60]

Does this obviate the need or make it more compelling? To answer, one must consider
ways in which much U.S. technical policy is established.

5. U.S. Rule Making
5.1 Options and challenges
Congress ultimately controls most federal U.S. law making. Yet, at least since the
Supreme Court's Chevron decision, [17] agency rules may enjoy the same status as
legislation. For that to occur, agencies must follow the U.S. Administrative Procedure
Act (APA). [18] It contains both formal and informal rule making provisions.

Formal rule making is similar to U.S. adjudication. For example, facts are
presumptively introduced by testimony subject to cross-examination. [19] Because it
is more cumbersome, the APA does not require such rule making unless statutes
conferring substantive authority so dictate. [20] Indeed, in Vermont Yankee, the
U.S. Supreme Court rejected the proposition that die APA sets only

lower procedural bounds and that a court may routinely require more than
the minimum when an agency's proposed rule addresses complex or technical
factual issues or 'Issues of Great Public Import." [21, at p. 545]

Most scientists would dread cross-examination. Although it is unclear exactly what
was meant, the interim report said that the Court "should preserve the right of each
case manager to cross-examine completely the positions taken by his adversary." [9, p.
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185] A trial-type process would increase costs. [22] Although the issues were not
particularly technical, an infamous episode is often invoked to make the point.

According to Robert Anthony, then-Chair of the Adminiscrative Conference' of the
U.S., a formal rulemaking hearing to address whether "peanut butter" should contain
87.5% or 90% peanuts lasted over 10 years and generated more than 7,700 pages of
transcript. [23, fh. 34] Worse, it is hard to see how witnesses' demeanor relates to
choices among conflicting statements of scientific fact. [See also 24.] Still, Congress
frequendy requires adjudicative processes for rule making, [23] causing one to wonder
whether some members (opaquely) intend to signal one thing by granting rulemaking
authority, while desiring, in fact, that no rules be promulgated.

Only by contrast is "informal" rule making informal. [23] It requires no oral hearing.
[21] If one is held, questions are asked Dy hearing officers, not advocates. Unlike
formal rule making, ex parte contacts are usually tolerated, e.g., to facilitate
negotiation. [25] Yet, informal rulemaking does require public notice and
opportunity for comment. As the APA has been interpreted, it also requires more than
token agency response to public comment. [26] Unfortunately, even informal process
has become so cumbersome that a blue ribbon Carnegie commission found it not

surprising that EPA claims that informal rulemaking procedures take
approximately five years to complete, that the FTC has completed only a
handful of rulemaking procedures in the past decade or two, that rules once
promulgated tend to remain "frozen in place," immune to change that
advances in scientific knowledge warrant, and that many agencies... have
looked for alternative vehicles... to make policy. [27, p. 108]

Recognizing the challenge of balancing speed and cost against public participation and
careful analysis, the commission nevertheless decried agencies' tendency to afford
little if any opportunity for participation. [27, p. 109] It encouraged further study and
experimentation — with negotiated rulemaking, for example. [27, p. I l l ]

5.2 Negotiation, mediation and beyond
What can negotiation, accomplish? Sheila Jasanoff has concluded that:

In regulatory science, as in most areas of contested activity, solutions are
more likely to emerge from negotiation and compromise than from bipolar,
head-to-head conflict. [28, p. 160]

While some may protest that propositions cannot be made true by agreement, what of
unknown facts? What if additional evidence is too expensive or cannot be obtained in
time?

Where findings must be made at the frontiers of science, the U.S. Supreme Court in
Industrial Union held

so long as they are supported by a body of reputable scientific thought, the
Agency is free to use conservative assumptions in interpreting the data with
respect to carcinogens, risking error on the side of overprotection rather than
underprotection. [29, p. 656J

In both law and science, proponents of the status quo are advantaged. Evidentiary
burdens vary widely. [22] Sometimes, a mere preponderance may be enough. If not,
burdens such as clear and convincing," "beyond a reasonable doubt or even
"certainty" may apply with ever less likelihood of overturning die status quo. Facts are
not negotiable, but presumptions are. Consider again the prior quotation from
Industrial Union.

Negotiation is important to resolve such issues. When it fails, mediation is increasingly
popular; [30, p. 319] its popularity fosters an increased availability of trained
mediators and generates even more popularity. Many disputed issues have been
settled early in academic adversarial experiments. [12, p. 109; 8, pp. 167-68] This is
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common; it is said, e.g., that "Only about 5% of all cases commenced in Ontario
actually go to trial." [31] Parties often do not appreciate weaknesses in their own or
strength in their opponents' positions until fully prepared for a formal confrontation.
Particularly if agreement would not otherwise have been reached, such effects are
dearly mediatory.

Still, factual disputes unresolved in advance of confrontations may be unresolvable
with available evidence. Mazur has, thus, opined that judges might add little. [8, p.
168] He also found some disputants unwilling to participate. [Ibid.] These arc related
because proponents of a status quo usually must face potentially adverse outcomes
before bargaining. Processes without coercive power may well suffer, and a third party
with power to declare, e.g., that facts are inadequate, may be critical.

Still, the Task Force proposal left open many details, and some parts may have caused
confusion. For example, "referees" were to maintain order; [9, p. 183] this is typically
what trial "judges" do. Trial courts do not have referee-chairs, but arbitration panels
do. I have long regarded the proposed Court as more arbitral than judicial, because of
that and the use of ad hoc panels. [32, pp. 100-101] Also, the Court seemed to be
sparked by distrust of lawyers and courts, as well as by skepticism about the ability of
existing institutions to resolve sophisticated technical issues transparently.

Judges were once hostile, but it is noteworthy that parties increasingly face mediation
and arbitration before being allowed in trial courts. [31; 33, pp. 82 and 141] I am
aware of no court-annexed criminal arbitration, but arbitration was recently added to
U.S. Copyright Office procedures. [34]

6. Conclusion: Science Courts, Arbiters & Boards
A federal report that looked askance at the Science Court nevertheless applauded
science boards at EPA and FDA. It recommended that more such boards be created.
[16, pp. 60-61] That is perplexing; how do or might they differ?

Independence is one key difference. Advisory committees housed within particular
agencies are apt to be more political than the proposed Court. Sometimes, too, advice
less focused on needs of particular agencies is helpful. [6] The Carnegie commission
mentioned earlier suggested several reasons why non-governmental institutions could
foster "creative approaches to address the major environmental, health and safety
challenges facing the nation." [27, p. 113] Yet, institutions might not need to be fully
independent to serve such ends.

The commitment to separating facts and values offers another possible key difference.
Mazur has said that separating facts and values never posed a problem in academic
trials. [8, pp. 166-67] Should it be otherwise — as in Industrial Union [29] — this
would not warrant throwing up our hands. In the U.S., virtually all legal process turns
on the fact-value separation; e.g., the Seventh Amendment to our Constitution
dictates that "no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court...,
than according to the rules of the common law."[Emphasis added.]

I agree with Kantrowitz: It is important to try to distinguish facts and values. Not
doing so increases the odds that subjective goals will drive "scientific" findings that, in
turn, support policy decisions. [15] Avoiding this warrants full attention, and the
Science Court deserves continued consideration.
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In France, it was recently that cases related to high radon concentrations in
dwellings received substantial publicity. This irruption of radon as a public health
issue came with the general progress of scientific knowledge and the availability of
a research capacity in France able to develop expertise. We are interested here in
the legal implications of issues that arise from the lag between the activity of
experts and the regulatory activity in the domain of radon. We use the term
expertise very broadly, to cover the practical application of research findings, the
relation of the researchers with the community, and finally the acts by which
experts provide their knowledge to the community. We first examine the course by
which science developed the radon issue and the way they organized to move from
research to expertise; here we try to characterize the various needs for radon
expertise. We then discuss the legal difficulties associated with radon expertise.

1. From research to expertise

1.1. The emergence of a network of participants in radon
research and expertise

The structuring of scientific activity
Radon was already a scientific research topic in France in the middle of the 1970s.
The research on health effects focused on animal studies and occupational safety
for uranium miners. Residential health issues appeared in the 1980s. The Institute
for Protection and Nuclear Safety (IPSN) carried out research in all these domains
in collaboration with other scientific organizations. IPSN was leader although it
was not in charge of the radiation protection of the public, which is the task of the
Office for Protection against Ionizing Radiation (OPRI). Consequently IPSN
became deeply involved in radon expertise. These research collaborations resulted
in a network of researchers able to respond to diverse requests. This network is an
asset in contrast with the "mad cow" disease and the HIV-contaminated blood
situations where experts organized themselves when the risk came publicly.

The informational action
Researchers participate in, even if they do not create, the movement which raises
the alert regarding the risk of radon. As it happened, the alert about radon was
essentially spontaneous. Scientists were then transformed into experts to make a
scientific ruling and the alert thus marked the first step towards expertise.
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The alert about the risk of radon was first an informational action addressed to the
local managers and health engineers [ 1 ] and to professionals (architects, builders,
real estate lawyers, etc.) [2]. For the general public, information actions aimed first
to make people conscious of the risk, and second to develop people voluntary
actions towards the measurement and reduction of radon. Epidemiologic findings
and the estimation of the risk associated with residential exposure were
communicated [3], [4]. Governmental departments were also informed first by
OPRI [5] and then by IPSN which gave out its own position [6]. The high point of
the alert came in February 1998 with the national conference "Residential exposure
to radon: risk assessment and risk management" where the various organizations
involved stated the "interest of action" on the issue of radon.

1.2. A dual demand for expertise

Unlike research aimed at establishing knowledge, expertise can "sift" and
synthesize knowledge in order to provide an opinion. The advice requested by the
authorities, by any other institution or even by individuals, is sought from qualified
scientists. The call for expert advice is dual.

Extensive requests for in-the-field expertise
The request for an operational expertise concerns practical cases, usually linked to
high radon concentrations. It comes principally from local city governments in
charge of public buildings (schools, etc.). Expertise is directed towards the
diagnosis of the sources and paths of entry of radon, the proposal and
implementation of remedial measures, and the verification of the permanence of
the remedial work undertaken. The expertise is often carried out on an adversarial
basis, with arguments and counter-arguments, especially at the diagnostic stage.

The request for expertise also comes from the media (TV and others). The first
expertises took place in quiet contexts, with citizens barely reacting to the results of
their home's radon concentrations. The situation is now reversing because of the
cases involving schools which constitute a sensible point for the public.

The courts are another area where expertise may be requested. A few lawsuits
associated with contaminated sites, that is, when the radon is not of natural origin,
have been set up. One example is the radon contaminated school Marie-Curie in
Nogent sur Marne: after a complaint was filed against John Doe by a mother in
May 1996, the expert appointed by the prosecutor recommended measurements to
locate waste products.

Request for expertise by the government
Counsel to the government for regulatory decision-making is another form of
expertise. The government seeks advice before the decision is made. The experts'
advice is generally provided in the course of a formal procedure. Concerning
radon, the governmental request for expertise is fairly recent.
In September 1996, an ad hoc working group of experts for the "management of
radon risk in homes and in government buildings open to the public" was set up by
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the Ministry of Health. In its report in July 1997 [7], the group proposed three
levels, each involving a different type of action; and in particular action was
recommended when the concentration exceeds 400 Bq.m'3.

Afterwards came the French Superior Council of Public Health (CSHPF) which is a
scientific and technical advisory body, reporting to the Minister of Health. It must
be consulted about most texts drawn up by health officials and, on its own motion,
provides opinions. It has also the freedom "to examine all scientific or technical
question related to human health, about which it finds it necessary to alert the
government". In an opinion published in May 1998 [8], the Council stated that
"epidemiologic studies do not permit the issuance of recommendations with an
irrefutable scientific basis" and did not consider radon to be "a priority public
health problem"; it proposed only an action level for buildings open to the public,
of 1 000 Bq.m"3.

A different approach was taken by the Committee for Prevention and the
implementation of the Precautionary Principle (CPP). Created recently (1996), the
CPP reports to the Minister of the Environment and has a mission of watch, alert,
and expertise on environmental health issues. In a recommendation on radon made
in 1997 [9], firmly based on the precautionary principle, the CPP considered "the
existence of lung cancer risks associated with mean annual exposure to
concentrations exceeding 400 Bq.m'^ ... as plausible even if it is not totally
established by direct epidemiologic proof and called for application in France of
the European recommendation [10], which calls for action to be taken at a
threshold of 400 Bq.m'3 for an existing dwelling.

The divergences between these two bodies, the CSHPF and the CPP, illustrate
different approaches to interpreting the precautionary principle: the absence of
irrefutable scientific proofs led CSHPF to relegate radon to the ranks of non-
priority risks, whereas, for CPP, enough proofs exist to implement actions in
conformity with the European recommendation. They are equally revealing of the
difficulties involved in managing radon risk: can the State act in the private sphere
about a household risk? The CSHPF probably answered this question in the
negative, when proposing action only in buildings open to the public.

Whatever the recommendations are, the Ministry of Health is free to accept or
reject them. The expertise furnished has not yet had a result, in terms of a decision
applicable to all buildings. The Ministry of Health nonetheless issued a press
release on the eve of the February 1998 radon conference in which an action level
of 1 000 Bq.m'3 and an objective of precaution of 400 Bq.m"3 were envisaged. This
position provides guidance to the experts but complicates their tasks, for this
position does not correspond to the action levels cited in the European
recommendation, which were the goals aimed at before 1998. These levels were
later formalized in an administrative note only applying to buildings open to the
public [11]. Private homes are still not covered by any regulations.
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2. Legal uncertainties resulting from the lag between
regulatory activity and expert activity

Many legal questions are raised by expertise provided in the domain of health and
environmental risks, especially in absence of a well-defined status for scientific
expertise. For example, in the case of asbestos, where scientific experts are
suspected of collusion with industry (litigation is under way), the legal issues deal
with the organization of the expertise intended for governmental use. Particular
attention is being paid to the principles of full and free argument and counter-
argument in scientific debate, of the experts' independence, and of the objectivity
of the opinions they offer, which must take into account the relevant uncertainties.
These issues are relevant to radon expertise but other issues are more pressing, in
view of the lag between regulatory activity and expert activity. This lag raises legal
uncertainties which concern damage to the legitimacy of experts and the possible
imposition of legal responsibility.

2.1. Damage to the legitimacy of experts

The expert's legitimacy
The question of the expert's legitimacy must be considered when dealing with
vague requests for expertise. The lack of precision may be related to the content of
the request by the government, which nonetheless clearly requests an opinion: does
it concern dose estimates, risk assessments, or actions to be taken? The lack of
precision can also arise from the procedure, when the distinction between the
advice provided by the experts to the government and the government's position is
not sufficiently explicit. The line between an expert providing advice and a
decision-maker is sometimes difficult to draw, and their reciprocal duties hard to
untangle.

This situation occurred during the publicized case of the Marie-Curie School in
Nogent sur Marne. An article in a newsmagazine (12 March 1998), entitled
"Radioactive school: whose fault is it?", summarized the outlines of a report by the
Ministry of Health about the procedure for dealing with the users of school
premises. The magazine stated that the report was dratted in collaboration with
experts and reported the criticism of one member of Parliament to the comparison
of school users with nuclear industry workers: "The least one can do is to keep all
the experts who participated in writing the Marie-Curie report from touching any
other radiation protection issue". Even if this type of reproach is not accompanied
by any justification to support it, it creates a risk to the expert's reputation. In a
way, the expert is discredited morally in public and professionally in front of his
peers and his employer.

The experts' vulnerability is also manifested in their relations with the media.
Researchers' usual communication practices are totally upset when they function as
experts [12]. In this new setting, they are confronted directly by the media, without
a safety net, so to speak. Let us see an example. During the radon measurement
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campaign, when high concentrations are found, rapid action must be taken to verify
the first measurement and, if it is confirmed, to inform the resident about the
remedial actions to be taken. However, the logic of rapid information to the public
and homeowners has difficulty in respecting the rigorous methodology of expertise
and the time necessary for its implementation. Moreover, the media often inform
the public before the necessary second confirmatory measurements have taken
place. Experts are then called upon to give both the public and the person
concerned an opinion about unverified information; they find themselves in a
situation that prevents them from acting as they think most ethical.

Collective legitimacy of experts contested in their exercise of the duty of alert
The informational actions by IPSN have called forth reaction from the government
in a parliamentary report analyzing the French radiation protection system [13]:
"The example of radon illustrates this point. IPSN has recently appropriated to
itself the issue of radon, which has only a historic relation to nuclear energy (the
uranium mines). This is a public health risk only. The problem is complicated by
the fact that IPSN wants to give this subject an alarmist 'style', very different than
that chosen by OPR1 until now." Again, it is appropriate to wonder if such criticism
portend legal risks. The first criticism deals with the so-called appropriation by
IPSN of a subject that is claimed not to be within its scope. To our knowledge this
type of incompetence is mainly sanctioned in administrative law. In these rules,
incompetence is the making of an administrative decision by an authority who
lacks the legal capacity to do so and who encroaches on the jurisdiction of another
authority. Incompetence is a basis for annulling a decision, unless exceptional
circumstances (including the failure to act of the competent authority) justify a
decision by the incompetent authority in lieu of the authority who was competent.
The application of these administrative law rules to scientific expertise is not self-
evident, even if experts could be regarded as temporary agents of the government.
Moreover, IPSN does not function according to such rules, and the appropriation
complained of is not characterized by the making of administration decisions.

The criticism above also puts forward the allegedly excessive nature of the alert.
Experts could be reproached if this excess led to measures which would be
prejudicial to someone (for instance, homeowners) from an economic or even
psychological point of view. In such a case, the judge would have to decide
whether these measures, implemented to protect against a risk that later was found
to be overestimated, were proportionate to the state of scientific knowledge at the
time, and it will have to do so following the logic of the precautionary principle.

2.2. The possibility for the experts to be personally responsible

The contours of the duty of providing an in-the-field information
Because the government has not yet adopted an official policy concerning radon in
homes, experts have progressively been called upon to furnish 'in-the-field' advice
to local authorities and private citizens with whom they are in a direct relationship.
They do so when collaborating with the decentralized services of the Ministry of
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Health (the DDASS). In this situation, legal difficulties could arise regarding the
conditions under which information is furnished to individuals. The administrative
documents related to the national radon measurement campaign [14] provide that
the transmission of individual results was the responsibility of the DDASS, with the
support of documents certified by IPSN. In the case of elevated results, the protocol
foresees a second, verification measurement. If that confirms the result, IPSN is to
ensure that the individual was informed and that appropriate advice, relative to the
health risk and the possible remedial measures, be furnished via the health
engineers. Although this framework works well in normal situations, the slowness
inherent in administrative decision-making sometimes means that the second
measurement cannot be taken rapidly and the individual warned rapidly. In such a
case, does an obligation to furnish information about the result weigh upon the
IPSN expert ?

The basic elements in tort law are the occurrence of damage, a wrongful act or an
investitive fact, and a causal link between the two. Questions are: what damage was
caused? Is the failure to provide information about the result of the measurement at
the origin of the alleged health harm? It is not certain that the health damage from
radon exposure is aggravated by the failure to furnish the information rapidly,
especially for exposure during several years. To characterize the defect of the
information, the judge would consider the behavior of a conscientious and prudent
expert from whom due diligence is expected.

The failure to furnish information can be analyzed as an act or error of nonfeasance
(defined in articles 1382 and 1383 of the Civil Code) engaging the liability of its
author if there was a duty or obligation to perform this act - a duty in virtue of a
legal, regulatory, contractual, or professional obligation. As indicated above, there
are currently no rules governing the management of the radon risk, beyond the
letter cited above [14], which places the obligation to inform individuals on the
DDASS. It is therefore the DDASS that may be liable, according to the laws of
administrative liability. Nonetheless, obligations binding the experts may arise
from other sources of law. The code of medical ethics, for example; physicians are
required to furnish to "the person whom they are advising information that is fair,
clear, and appropriate about his or her condition, the tests and care proposed ".
The applicability of this text is questionable because the physician-experts who
intervene in radon cases do so not as physicians but as engineers. It should also be
noted that most often, a plaintiff would seek to hold liable under the doctrine of
respondeat superior the employer, as such, rather than the expert himself. This
responsibility for the fault of another is the rule for employer-employee relations,
when the employee's act causes damage to a third party, except in the case of
personal misconduct, separable from his work function. In the case of radon, the
acts of expertise do not seem to be performed in an individual capacity but in the
name of IPSN; these acts were thus performed as part of the duties assigned by the
employer. Nonetheless, some ambiguity remains, for the experts are often solicited
for their personal knowledge and skills, that is, intuitus personae.
As to criminal responsibility, the situation described above does not seem to
include behavior that could be defined as a violation of any sections of the penal
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code. There is, of course, in France, the offense of non-assistance to a person in
danger (Article 223-6 of the new Penal Code), but this offense is not made out
unless the danger, ascertained and not simply presumed, is grave, imminent, and
requires immediate intervention. Radon exposure, even to high concentrations,
does not appear to meet these criteria; the risk of lung cancer associated with radon
has been shown only for cumulative exposure over a long period.

Does the absence of government regulation concerning radon in homes create a
special responsibility for scientists?
To what extent must the State's lack of action be compensated by the action of
scientists? What legal risks do they run? As seen, radon experts have fulfilled their
role of alerting the government in diffusing knowledge. Ought they continue until
the government issues regulations concerning all buildings? Such questions are not
insignificant, in view of the outcome of the "contaminated blood" affair: officials at
the Ministry of Health have been held criminally responsible because they did not
prevent the commission of the offense of fraud in not tirelessly attempting to obtain
the recall of blood products.

It is relatively difficult, in the case of radon, to describe an offense that has not yet
happened, that may occur, and to try to determine the legal blame that would be
incurred. This is especially true since, as of now in France, there are no precedents
in this area of the responsibility of scientific experts. As G. MARTIN wrote, "in
criminal law, responsibility is still linked with power, more than with knowledge"
[15]. It is nonetheless true that the attribution of blame and penal responsibility in
public life is an increasingly trend that may affect those who participate before or
"upstream" from public decisions, i.e. experts who possess knowledge of the risk.
Facing this trend, the judicial system is somewhat taken aback, and some
magistrates protest against the fact that the judge becomes the arbitrator of these
"unseizable" responsibilities.

3. Conclusion

From a legal point of view, radon is a prospective case raising more questions than
it resolves. The experience confirms that rules governing radon expertise are nearly
non-existent in France. Although consideration of a status and procedures
appropriate to scientific expertise is now underway, based upon the model of legal
expertise [16], [17], there remain shadowy areas that escape the current analysis.
Specifically, these proposals deal with the issue of expertise requested by the
government for decision-aiding purposes, but do not consider the case of expertise
furnished when the government has not fully acted. These involve operational
expertise; they are no longer aimed only at advising decision-makers about
preventing risk, but at action in the field to reduce exposure to the risk.
Corresponding to this risk, whose uncertain scale makes it difficult to manage, is
the legal risk that is also difficult for experts to detect. Experts tread uncomfortably
the narrow space between not denouncing a risk and excessive alarmism. It would
be wise to organize the transition period preceding governmental regulation of the
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risk, to deal with the expression, channeling, and evolution of expertise in an
uncertain climate. A more solid framework could do much to compensate for the
uncertainty inherent to any emerging field of expertise and to the beginning of any
risk management policy. The creation of an agency for health safety and an
institute for health monitoring, called for in a recent law (law of 1 July 1998) will
perhaps allow a response to these expectations.
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1. Introduction

Any examination of the role of values in decisions on risk must take into
consideration the increasing reliance on the expert judgment method. Today,
reliance on expert judgment is conspicuously present in the documents and work
associated with site characterization of Yucca Mountain as a host for the United
States1 first high level nuclear waste repository. The NRC encourages the use of
probabilistic risk assessment's state of the art technology as a complement to
deterministic approaches to nuclear regulatory activities [1]. It considers expert
judgment as one of those technologies. At the last International Conference on
High-Level Nuclear Waste Development (1998) several presentations report on the
use of expert elicitation sessions held during 1997 at Yucca Mountain [2] [3]

Over a decade ago, few guidelines existed for Department of Energy work in
expert judgment. In an analysis of these guidelines [4], I described the author-
advocates view of the role of values in this method of risk assessment. I suggested
that the guidelines assume naive positivism. '

I noted that the creators of these guidelines also tend toward scientific realism in
their apologetic tone that expert judgment falls short of representing the way nature
is (as, presumably a deterministic approach would).2 I also pointed to a tendency
toward what I call a heightened or super-realism. Normal science (field studies,
empirical tests) represents the way the world is and for expert judgment this is

1 Among the naive positivist's epistemic commitments is the belief in a sharp distinction between fact
and value. Values, if they have any role to play in risk assessment via expert judgment, do so in the
"context of discovery."[5] This context remains external to the actual method of expert elicitation, its
normative analyses and its reliance on decision-theoretic procedures. Naive positivists believe that the
value-neutrality of the context of justification (method) insures that objectivity in risk assessment is
maintained. For the last four decades, this epistemological stance has been challenged. Critics, within
and without positivism, have asserted the epistemic impossibility of maintaining such a simplistic
fact/value distinction.

They assert that, while there is a chance that conclusions based on expert judgment may be true about
the world, it is not a good idea to say so because there is no justification in the method that allows this.
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only likely so. Expert judgment method, however, IS capable of truly capturing
expertise in a representative sense.

The purpose of this paper is to examine new guidelines from the Department of
Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a view to eliciting the
epistemological assumptions about the role of values and the status of objectivity
claimed for this method. Do these new guidelines also adopt naive positivism?
Does the inability to encounter raw, pure, value-neutral expert judgment, reveal
itself in these guidelines? Or do these guidelines adopt the belief that values are not
(and should not be) mixed directly into judgments, accounting for their sweet or
bitter taste? And, is there a shift from away from the apologetic scientific realism
of the earlier guidelines to that of anti-realism?

An analysis of expert judgment method's commitment to value neutrality raises
questions, too, for the prospects of rationality. The purpose of examining these
guidelines is not to simply assert that values hide out in the expert judgment
method's determination of risk, but to also examine the possibilities for
adjudication of values and interests under an epistemologically sophisticated
understanding of rationality.

2. The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) Guidelines

On May 22, 1995, the U.S. Department of Energy circulated its Principles and
Guidelines for Formal Use of Expert Judgment by the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Project.[6] This document was created in response to the
recommendations made by the NWTRB (a Congressionally constituted oversight
body) in its 10th Report to the U.S. Congress ad the Secretary of Energy [7].
Earlier the NRC recommended that the DOE "state criteria for the formal use of
expert judgment to assure that objective, quantitative analyses based on empirical
data are used in preference to expert elicitation wherever possible."[8] The NRC's
concern over DOE use of expert judgment is articulated in a steady stream of
documents. The major theme of such concern focuses on over-reliance of the
method when "objective" data could be gathered, and on failure to address the
potential for bias and conflict of interest by relying almost entirely on internal
expertise.

Hence, "Principles and Guidelines..." is intended to be read as representing
OCRWM's position on when the formal application of expert judgment is
appropriately used in the Yucca Mountain Project. In fact, it tends to read as a
philosophical view of expertise and its role in the decision-making process of
determining suitability. Relatively little mention is made of the actual methodology
of expert elicitation. Although it was not intended to serve as a management plan
or a procedure for application of the methodology, it has functioned significantly
and recently as a guide for expert elicitation. Several things are noteworthy about
this document that help in the analysis of the DOE's views on the role of values in
risk assessment.
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2.1 Expert judgment is implicit and explicit

"The choice is not whether to use expert judgment, but rather how to use
it: is the use implicit or explicit; is the application informal or formal;..."
[9] This question-statement conveys the DOE's recognition of the
pervasive and often implicit and informal role of judgment (presumably
expert, if used in reference to technical matters) throughout the site
characterization process. So, the question of "how to use" expert judgment
is really a decision of whether to use a formal, well-documented, explicit
form of expert judgment, such as expert elicitation or peer review.
Moreover, expert judgment broadly denotes a method for the
interpretation of data. The DOE document states that data must always be
interpreted in light of judgment-based models. Interpretation of data in a
consistent framework, with adequate treatment of assumptions and
uncertainties, creates the technical basis required to aid management
decision-making.

2.2 Expert judgment is incomplete

"Perceptions regarding the relationship between the results of a decision-
aiding process (sic expert judgment) and the decision itself can be viewed
by decision-makers as inappropriately limiting their discretion to consider
other information or values in reaching a decision." (italics added)
[10] This statement is meant to clarify the DOE belief that management
must not be confined to a deduction from the results of expert judgment.
The risk assessments provided in expert judgment elicitations are
technical in nature and do not exhaust all the elements taken up in
decisions related to regulatory compliance or programmatic issues. This
is consistent with the DOE's earlier finding that it has not "been able to
determine the framework for a predetermined method that would be
sufficiently complete to eliminate the exercise of judgment on the part of
Federal officials who will make these decisions."[l 1] .

2.3 Expert judgment does not extend to value judgments

"The Project has no plans to make use of formal methods for dealing with
the value judgments made by the DOE's managers in the decision-making
process."[12] This method, it is claimed, cannot be expected to address
the non-technical aspects of management decision.

2.4 No absolute standard of no prior involvement in DOE-
sponsored work

"It is not practical for...selection as an external expert for an elicitation to
be predicated on an absolute standard of no prior involvement in, or
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review of, DOE-sponsored work."[13] The emphasis, instead, should be
placed on the diversity of technical disciplines and views that can be
acquired of well-qualified experts. To get that diversity, DOE personnel
may be required to participate in expert elicitation sessions.

The U.S. DOE's view about the role of values in risk assessment as performed by
experts emerges from the claims above. If that picture were purely positivistic in
character, the DOE document would be less prone to admit (in 2.1 above) both the
pervasiveness of judgment throughout the characterization process and the
necessity for interpretation of the data. Strict, naive positivists tend to be blind to
the underdetermination of a hypothesis by the data. This underdetermination has
motivated the discussion in science on the epistemological function of
interpretation in resolving model/hypothesis confirmation.

In their claim that expert judgment is incomplete (2.2 above), the DOE appears to
understand the distinction between risk assessment and risk acceptance. True,
regulatory decisions will be based on other factors as well as expert judgment, such
as programmatic risk, cost, and scheduling. Its clear to the DOE that these latter
factors all involve value judgments. And, insofar as risk assessment is
characterized by expert judgment method, values play no intrinsic role in that
method. The post-positivist (and even some less naive positivists) would find this
unacceptable. Risk assessment appeals to values in ways that risk acceptance does
not. It is not devoid of values.

The claim (in 2.3) that expert judgment does not extend to value judgement
expresses the concomitant epistemological belief that objectivity is not possible in
the making of value judgments. This is inferred from the alignment of objectivity
with expert judgment. This reinforces the objective-subjective distinction
sedimented in the view that values concern the less technical and indeed non-
objective aspects of decision-making. This distinction sets up the problem of
rationality in final decision-making in the political arena. Only the results of expert
judgment are capable of objectivity. All hell breaks loose when we come to the
political arena. Objectivity and its partner, rationality, will prevail only if we let
science decide. And, as the DOE claims, science cannot be the final arbiter. This
distinction fertilizes the notion that political consensus can only be based in
political will, devoid of rationality.

The DOE recognizes that their expert elicitations might be charged with bias
because so much of their work has used internal (i.e. DOE and its subcontractors)
expertise. A concern with bias is firmly rooted in a positivistic epistemology and is
one of the mortal sins of objective method. Post-positivists are also concerned with
bias and take pains to distinguish egregious acts of self-vested risk assessments
from necessarily value-laden ones. Bias is put at the extreme end of a spectrum no
risk assessor can escape. So, a preoccupation with bias a can function as a red
herring, throwing one's attention away from epistemic valuation assumed by the
methodologies of decision theory.
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Interestingly, the DOE is almost post-positivist in its view of the potential for bias.
The agency does not apologize for its involvement in expert elicitation qua subject-
matter experts (an NRC term). It wants a diversity of views represented in an
expert elicitation. This reads as though the representation of an agency voice in
expert elicitation is threatened by over-emphasis on bias and conflict of interest.
The document suggests that, because of the unique character of site
characterization of a geologic repository, a DOE perspective qua subject-matter
expertise is a sine qua non for a successful expert elicitation process.

Curiously, wrapping this position in a concern to elicit a diversity of views opens
the door for an understanding of rationality in choice consistent with post-positivist
views of objectivity as a basis for that rationality. These views of objectivity stress
the representation and ultimate balancing of various scientific views in the form of
intersubjective agreement.

How does the US NRC fair, in its reaction to the DOE Guidelines and in the
promulgation of its own guidelines?

4. The Nuclear Regulatory Guidelines

The body of the BTP provides this needed treatment of expert elicitation. It
outlines and discusses nine-steps as components of an acceptable expert elicitation
process. While much of the process the NRC describes is found in the earlier
versions of expert election manuals and documents I reviewed in 1992, the tone of
this report is quite different. Recognition of the potential for circularity, bias, and
the confusion of subjective belief with objective data, present in the earlier
guidelines, are all present in the Branch Technical Position but without the
apologetics found in the earlier documents.

4.1 Circularity in Expert Elicitation

The concern for overlapping roles found in the earlier literature is
expressed almost as a necessity in the BTP. Defining the objective of the
elicitation would ideally occur before the selection of experts. But, NRC
staff say that it is not necessary that the individual steps be performed in
the exact sequence they present. Subject matter experts can help to better
define the objective of the elicitation as well as aid in the identification of
additional information that could facilitate the elicitation.

4.2 The presence of bias in expert elicitation

The BTP reflects staffs keen awareness of the potential for conflict of
interest and the charge of bias resulting from both this interest and other
factors in the inquiry process that might be identified as bias. The
emphasis this report places on concern for DOE conflict of interest is
remarkable and represents a departure from the earlier guidelines. Those
guidelines, perhaps because they are not specific to any agency
application of expert elicitation, fail to take seriously the conflicts that can
result. A project's need to turn to internal experts may reflect the limited
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number of experts available to deal with uncertainties and the fact that
those experts are already employed by or on sub-contract with the expert
elicitation sponsor. The BTP points this out as an example of potential
conflict of interest and bias. They say, "DOE has been criticized for
relying almost entirely on its own scientific experts and contractors, with
little or not external peer review."[14]

It is the credibility of the expert judgments that are at stake because of the
"institutional influences, financial or professional gain, or promotion of a
social or political agenda." [15]. To offset this potential encumberment the
NRC staff recommends a balance in choice of experts and the disclosures
of possible conflicts. In this report, it does not recommend abandoning the
use of DOE staff or contractor staff. It assumes that any perceived or real
conflict need not influence professional judgments.

Additionally, the BTP report mentions "flexibility of thought and the
ability to objectively consider evidence that challenges conventional
wisdom" as a value in expert elicitation. [16] Diversity of scholarly
approaches, thereby avoiding "expert dependence" should also be
encouraged. The reliance on cognitive psychology in distinguishing type
of bias and in providing debiasing techniques is fully integrated as a
central to obtaining objective expert elicitation.

4.3 Transparency as an antidote to subjective belief

The NRC recognizes that the nature of inferences drawn from expert
elicitation session are inferences from beliefs and not from traditional data
collection. This Commission is motivated, in part, by concern for over-
reliance on expert judgment when modes that are more traditional could
be used. But, among the conditions that give rise to expert elicitation is
the phenomenon of underdetermination of hypothesis by evidence. "More
than one conceptual model can explain, and be consistent with, the
available data."[17] This difficulty, articulated throughout philosophy of
science literature, has spawned treatises on a spectrum of views about the
epistemological prospects for objectivity and truth in science. This
literature falls under the rubric of scientific realism vs. anti-realism and
even the hermeneutical character of hypothesis confirmation.

The NRC (in the BTP) does not decide on this epistemological issue. In
not doing so, it makes no commitments to both a scientific realism and a
super realism found in earlier federal guidelines. Instead, it moves to
offset the subjectivity of expert judgment methodology by a demand for
transparency. Such a demand is met through proper documentation of
reasoning, definitions, assumptions, calculations, public or restricted
literature used, and the processing of expert judgments by such techniques
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as such as smoothing, interpolation, extrapolation, or aggregation of the
judgments of different experts.[l 8]

Such a strong demand for transparency is motivated by the need for
credibility and acceptability of DOE sponsored work. The controversial
character of site characterization and subsequent licensing of a geologic
repository for the storage of high-level nuclear waste may be ameliorated
by such transparency. Bias will be revealed, but a number of other
benefits accrue to careful documentation. Not least among these is the
capacity to engage in "technical discussions in terms of underlying
principles rather than just the individual outcomes."[19]

Three of the issues that I discussed in 1992 as perceived problems with the expert
judgment method by its practitioners are not treated by the NRC in 1996 as
obstacles which bar the use of the methodology. To some extent the NRC
treatment of expert judgment appears rooted in a more sophisticated
epistemological commitment than that of na'i've positivism. Their recognition of
circularity and their interest in transparency suggests an understanding that risk
assessment, via expert elicitation, is firmly rooted in a context of epistemic
assumptions. Public policy decisions built on recognition of such assumptions is a
departure from a naive positivistic view that treats science as presuppositionless.
However, how deep NRC sophistication goes is difficult to determine. The lengthy
discussion of bias, while refreshing in its appearance and tone, can function not
simply as a red herring but more like a beached whale in the way it may deflect
attention away from the value-laddeness of expert elicitation method. On the other
hand, the NRC's desire, in this report, to effect transparency suggests they are
aware that values play a role in the assumptions on which expertise is built. I
would prefer to think that the NRC are not hunting and beaching whales. More on
this below.

5. The Role of Values in Expert Judgment Elicitation

The philosopher of science, Helen Longino [20] adopts a helpful distinction we
can use in diagnosing the presence of values in the expert elicitation method. She
delineates values as contextual and constitutive. She suggests that the two types of
values may be related to each other.

Contextual values are defined by her as "personal, social, and cultural values, those
group and individual preferences about what out to be done."[21] For example, we
live in a culture that values commodification and commercialization. We believe,
along with John Locke, that we can convert material with labor into a result over
which proprietary interests are asserted. This is only one example of a contextual
value. Experts are persons rooted, simultaneously and separately, in different
contexts, ranging from the larger commercial culture, the nuclear energy
practitioner world, and the ivy towers of academe, or the world of justice
advocacy. They stand in some relation to the values of these contexts in their
implicit or explicit adoption or rejection of the values of these contexts. As such,
they are valuing beings. When it comes to risk assessment via expert judgment, the
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naive positivist would have us believe that contextual values may play a harmless
role in the determination of objectives of an expert elicitation.

Constitutive values are those generated from an understanding of the goals of
science, such as truth, accuracy, simplicity, predictability and breadth. A naive
positivist would see no legitimate role for values in the elicitation method itself.
Hence, he or she would tend to label constitutive values as principles that govern
one's inquiry or assumptions associated with one's judgment. The post-positivist
(and even the less naive positivist) would argue that, whether they are labeled as
such, expert judgment method and expert elicitation in particular are governed by
many of these constitutive values and in precise ways.

Of course, the interesting and important question is in what sense do social and
moral values shape scientific inquiry such that we see them appear in more or less
disguised form as constitutive values?

The choice to turn to expert elicitation as an acceptable methodology for risk
assessment in the site-characterization of a geologic repository is itself a value
statement. This choice asserts, first, that uncertainty that might bar a nation from
moving forward with such a program is normatively trumped by necessity. Second,
this choice asserts that such uncertainty is justifiably overridden by a pragmatism
reflected in the perceived success of the method in siting nuclear plant facilities. I
may be explicitly stating an obvious normative position.

The recognition of circularity in the elicitation procedures, described above as
overlapping of roles, belies a belief that good public policy must be based on
virtuous circularity. While circularity is itself not normally considered a value,
what lies behind it is a willingness to risk a charge of bias in favor of predictability.

Building in the caveats they do when describing expert elicitations, the NRC
recognizes that conflict of interest and bias may threaten such predictability.
Acknowledgement of such can be interpreted as a positivistic stance, as noted
above. Objectivity of the expert judgment methodology is preserved insofar as this
bias and conflict of interest is controlled by measures available from cognitive
psychology that function much in the same way that measures to insure reliability
and validity of results do so in traditional empirical work. But NRC staff hints that
some of this bias may not be controllable or detectable. There combined
recommendation for balance in expertise and transparency of process as well as
results evidences a more post-positivist view epistemological view. That view does
not shy away from the presence of values. It admits them as integral to the
knowing process and recognizes that objectivity of truth is better understood as
intersubjective agreement, ideally among a community of equally empowered
inquirers.

It is a short step from here to a fuller awareness of role of values internal to the
expert judgment method. It's hard to say, from the BTP alone, whether NRC staff
are intentionally more sophisticated than they articulate, have just stumbled into
making statements that reflect such epistemic attitude, or are pressed by force of
circumstances, i.e. political difficulties in moving nuclear waste disposal forward,
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to admit the large role values play in expert judgment. A multi-text analysis may
tell the tale.

One final example illustrates my point. In its Recommendations for Probabilistic
Seismic Hazard Analysis: Guidance on Uncertainty and Use of Experts the Senior
Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC), chaired by R.J. Budnitz seek to
provide an up-to-date PSHA methodology to guide the analyst both technically and
procedurally. This report [22] reads as a set of guidelines for expert elicitation
specific to seismic hazard analysis. It is not as generic as the DOE or NRC
guidelines described above. One important result from their study is that
differences in PSHA (e.g. earlier analyses performed by LLNL and EPRI) are not
technical but due to information gathering and assembly process used in the study.
[23] Past PSHA's met the challenge of incorporating the diversity of expert
judgments into an analytical result with different procedures. Regularizing or
introducing more uniformity into the analyses of disparate judgments can result in
less difference.

One suggestion advanced by the PSHA in its TFI (Technical Facilitator
Integration) method is to downweight outliers judgments. And outlier, as defined
by the NRC in their BTP, "refers to those opinions which lie apart from the views
or expected (average) views of other experts."[24] Since consensus is one of the
goals of expert judgment method, the SSHAC felt the need to define consensus and
to do so it a way that permits this downweighting. Four possible meanings of
'consensus' are considered ranging from belief in the same deterministic model or
value for a variable, belief it the same probability distribution, agreement that a
particular composite probability distribution represents the group of experts to
agreement that a particular composite probability distribution represents the overall
scientific community. [25] The SSHAC accepts the latter definition of consensus
as the easiest one to use. Hence, consensus in the ordinary understanding of the
expression is not likely to result from PSHA. This is supported by the belief that
"no single interpretation concerning a complex earth-sciences issue is a "correct"
one (hints of anti-realism). So, while the legitimate range of technically
supportable interpretations must be represented, they should also be assigned
relative importance or credibility by the technical integrator.

It is the technical integrator who will downweight a persistent outlier
interpretation. The sponsors' of this report argue that "this is preferable to the stiff
adherence to an equal weighting scheme, which can result in the final seismic
hazard being driven by a single outlier input." Downweighting the outlier in past
expert elicitations has created a logical trap...diminishing the expertise of someone
apriori judged to be an expert. Now, justification of downweighting comes from
the type of consensus sought. "The perspective of developing a composite
representation of the overall community of scientists affords a way out of the
logical trap...To represent the overall community, if we wish to treat the outlier's
opinion as equally credible to the other panelists, we might properly assign a
weight (in a panel of 5 experts) of 1/100 to his or her position, not 1/5." [26]

Here we see epistemic values at work. On the one hand, credibility is defined as a
function of relative distance from consensus. Outlier views are not completely
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discredited. Rather, one's expertise is assigned a credibility quotient in relation to
its nearness to the agreement of other experts. That agreement is assumed to
represent the overall community of scientists. Hence, novel or anomalous
knowledge is overridden by other values at work: epistemic democracy, ease, and
simplicity.

The NRC is one of the sponsors of this report. Yet, in their BTP the NRC asks for
transparency in the aggregation process that "will render these judgements
including disparate views or outliers" useful for subsequent analyses. They require
that aggregation techniques be accompanied by rationale as well as documentation
"sufficient to trace the impact of the individual expert's judgment on the
consolidated judgment and show what effect, if any, the disparate views would
have on design and/or performance." [27] The downweighting of the outlier's
views, at least by the Technical Integrator in an expert elicitation seems irrelevant
to the NRC. Insofar as the Commission considers an outlier's view in its
examination of reports based on expert judgment, potentially equalizes the weight
of that view. This departs from the epistemic or constitutive value of
downweighting suggested by the SSHAC.

These epistemic difference must be understood as value differences. To view them
merely as principles or assumptions, is to robbed them of their full normative
impact and to disenable one from connecting the adoption of certain epistemic or
constitutive values with contextual values. To admit that the expert qua expert
makes value judgments is to, at least, move away from the naive positivism of
earlier guidelines. The positivist, Richard S.Rudner, legitimized this move in 1962
with his famous essay "The Scientist Qua Scientist Makes Value
Judgments."[28] Post-positivism goes farther. It connects constitutive and
contextual values and, in some cases, chooses anti-realism as the preferable
epistemological view.

One may not want to, or need to, decide on what may appear to be arcane
philosophical issues, in grappling with the role of values in risk assessments
relevant to site characterization for a high-level nuclear waste repository.
However, introducing the rhetoric of valorization into the expert judgment method
further enables even greater transparency in the acceptance of risk assessments
based on expert judgment. Transparency does not replace rationality but it is one of
its conditions. Bringing to light the variety of values and the way they are used will
help us to gauge whether rationality, defined as value-based decision-making
resulting from intersubjective agreement among a community of equally
empowered (if not weighted) inquirers, has a future in nuclear waste disposal, in its
risk assessments, and in the expert elicitation which will often underlie such
assessments.
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1. Siting of the Final Repository of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Preparations for the final disposal of spent nuclear fuel in Finland started about
twenty years ago. At present the work is carried out by Posiva Oy, which in 1996
took over the programme managed earlier by Teollisuuden Voima Oy, one of the
country's nuclear power companies. From 1996 on the preparations have been
made for all the spent fuel from Finnish nuclear power stations. The site for the
final disposal facility will be selected among four alternatives by the end of 2000
and - assuming that the technical approach proposed by Posiva is accepted by the
Government and the Parliament - the construction of the repository will start in the
2010's. The disposal operations are planned to be started in 2020.

The alternative four sites have gone through a systematic site selection process
based on geologic siting criteria and on environmental and cultural considerations.
One of the objectives of the process was to avoid inhabited areas, agricultural
fields, valuable groundwater or preservation areas as well as areas which might
draw interest as regards the potential for ore deposits. The idea was that the field
investigations and later the possible disposal facility should not cause any harm to
local people. Two of the candidate sites are present nuclear power plant sites
situated at the coast, the two other candidates are inland sites with no nuclear
activities.

The geologic siting investigations were started in 1987. Interim assessments of the
results so far have been made in 1992 and 1996 and a final report of all the
investigations will be published before the end of 2000. The present view is that all
four candidates are geologically suitable for siting the repository.

A prerequisite for proceeding with the final repository project is the so-called
decision-in-principle by the Government. At that stage the Government has to
decide whether the final geologic repository as proposed by Posiva is in line with
the overall good of the society. The requisite for a positive decision-in-principle is
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the acceptance of the planned site municipality and a preliminary positive safety
assessment of the safety authority. The Parliament has still to endorse the decision.
Posiva is planning to submit the application for the decision-in-principle during the
spring 1999.

One part of the case for final repository is the Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA), which, according to the Nuclear Energy Act, has to be reported before the
application for the decision-in-principle can be submitted. Much of the attention in
the EIA is focused on the social impacts of the project. This paper discusses the
experience obtained during the process of trying to assess the social impact of a
facility which still for the next twenty years will be in the design and construction
stage and for which no analogous experience so far exists. In particular, attempts to
explain current social attitudes are discussed in the light of the studies conducted.

2. Social Impact Assessment

One of the original purposes of the EIA legislation is to promote the public
participation in the planning of projects that might have significant environmental
or social effects. The Finnish EIA Act states that the views of all individuals and
groups and authorities whose living conditions or interests may be affected by the
project must be listened to. In particular, the social impact assessment (SIA) should
directly address the effects of the project and its alternatives on human living
conditions and amenities. As a result of the EIA process, the decision-makers
should have the necessary information for their licensing decisions as regards the
implementation of the project.

The EIA can be regarded as an interaction between several different parties
including inhabitants, local and regional authorities, communities, experts and
developers. This was also taken as the underlying idea for the EIA by Posiva. In
particular, an extensive public interaction programme was launched to identify the
areas of the SIA that were found most important by the local groups and
individuals. Much of the SIA work was then focused on these specific areas.

A considerable number of open meetings with public were arranged in all
municipalities to collect views and guidance from the local people. Printed material
and videos were disseminated and specific group meetings were used in order to
identify particular concerns among local people. In spite of extensive efforts to
involve citizens the participation was rather weak. The groups opposing the siting
of the facility or the final disposal in general participated actively but the majority
of people usually remained silent.

In Finland the EIA is a part of the licensing process but does not alone consent to
the implementation of a project. In this respect the role of Posiva's EIA was often
confused by the public at large. The fact that the purpose of the EIA was to assess
the effects, not to decide on the facility, was often left unnoticed. Many of the
comments on the EIA programme were about final disposal, not on the programme
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itself. In addition, the fact that the responsibility for the EIA in Finland is with the
developer - here Posiva - raised doubts among people whether an unbiased picture
of the various alternatives and their impacts would really be presented in the
assessment report.

The assessment itself was an attempt to combine the evaluation of the SIA experts
with the opinions and views expressed by the local people. The assessment report
aims at a coherent presentation including the whole variety of identified impacts,
including also contradictory points of views. It is not necessary for the assessment
to reach a consensus, but different points of views should be given a balanced
presentation.

Often the impacts to be studied in EIA process are defined as the direct and indirect
effects the project may have. The final disposal of spent fuel, however, represents a
project about which no actual experience so far exists and even analogous faciiiiies
may be hard to find. Any expert opinion can, therefore, be seriously questioned. On
the other hand, many people do have strong prejudices about nuclear waste
disposal and their expectations as to siting such facility in their neighbourhood
often tend to be overly pessimistic. The problem with local views and opinions is,
however, that the present people are not necessarily those who actually become
affected by the facility in the future and their present opinion of the future social
impact cannot be taken as the true social impact as experienced by the future
citizens.

The standard methodological approach in the SIA is usually an opinion survey of
local opinions and attitudes. Such surveys were also made by Posiva, some of them
already before the beginning of the actual EIA process. However, in addition to
such basic opinion surveys efforts were made to obtain a more structured
interpretation and understanding of the present and possible future reactions of the
public towards the planned facility. These more qualitative studies [1, 2, 3] were
based on theme interviews, discussions in small groups and analyses of the written
feedback obtained by Posiva either directly or in the form of letters to editors
published in local newspapers [4, 5, 6].

The studies clearly brought to light a special concern: the deterioration of the
"image" of the municipality where the facility would be sited. Explanations for
such bad image included the possible environmental deterioration and negative
health effects, the loss of property value, and the decrease in demand of local
produce or tourism.

The response obtained in these studies illuminates people's thoughts about the
planned project. Such survey results have also been used by nuclear waste
management organisations to plan the contents of public information campaigns
and sometimes also to start the dialogue between the developer and the local
people. One may still question whether such structural interpretations give too
simplified a picture of what people really think and feel about the issue. The
problem of structured interrogations (e.g., questionnaire forms) is generally that
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they tend to narrow the choice and force to simplified answers. Yet the same
problem may be with the interviews and group discussions as the people tend to
give an impression of rational thinking and organised opinions. Could it be that
people raise the "image" as their central concern as the word is sufficiently vague
to reflect their general unease towards the project? The comments of Sjoberg [7]
support such more complex view.

3. Is It the Risk that Spoils the Image?

In the interpretations of the interviews, discussions and written feedback attempts
have been made to further analyse the content of the image concerns. The data
collected consist of points of views of local residents and entrepreneurs as well as
representatives of municipalities, consumers and tourists.

In a study based on theme interview technique, local attitudes were described as
arising from fear of radiation and radioactive materials, economic factors, decision
process and changes in physical environment. In addition, the contemporary social
features of the municipality, general attitudes towards nuclear power and waste as
well as development in whole society independent on the project are factors
affecting in the background. This explanation would emhasize the people's distrust
in the environmental safety of the final disposal solution [4]. Also local industrial
history, existence of nuclear technology in the area, the welfare and the unity of a
community are possible factors behind people's image perceptions [1].

In the interviews and discussions various fears are expressed on how the nuclear
waste project and the associated bad image might impair the sale of local products,
drive away the potential tourists and make people to leave their homes. These
perceptions are typical for those candidate municipalities that are not nuclear power
plant sites. Both Kuhmo located in north-eastern Finland and Aanekoski situated in
central Finland have plans to develop small scale tourism, and agriculture is still an
important part of the local source of livelihood.

It is admitted that the nuclear waste project could also make the municipality better
known among the public because of the project's unique nature. Hence, the project
could bring along more tourists, employees and possibly employers and these on
their part would have a positive effect on local economy. In such case the image
arising from the disposal project could, in fact, be positive. Such expectations are
more common in the candidate municipalities hosting already a nuclear power
plant, even if the positive effect might be difficult to distinguish from the effects of
the power plants themselves.

A study based on focus group discussions and telephone interviews also addressed
people outside the candidate municipalities. This study states as one of the most
important results the current calm attitudes towards the project among those who
consider the matter from the standpoint of an outsider. However, there are deeply
rooted beliefs concerning the facility and varying attitudes towards it. On one hand
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there are economic and technical factors: the probable economic benefits, the
obligation to take care of nuclear waste and the advantages of final disposal
compared with the present situation. On the other hand there are the fears and
doubts related to the operation of the facility, the transportation of spent fuel,
possibility of accidents and the decision-making procedure [8].

The interpretations are far less clear on how the negative image would actually
function. The standard explanation has been that people are afraid of the health
risks that the facility and associated transports would give rise to. In line with this
explanation, the idea has been upheld that the bad image could be changed if the
people knew more about technical facts and understood that the risks would be
insignificantly small. However, the public education campaigns have not been able
to clear off the image concerns.

Systematic research on image or the possible stigma due to nuclear waste facility is
scarce. According to the data gathered for the EIA none of the four candidate
municipalities for final disposal is well known among Finnish consumers or
entrepreneurs. Earlier results suggest that both the image and the stigma would be
dependent on several different actions and agents, and the municipality itself will
have a crucial role for its image as it outlines its future plans and actions. Of
course, the image would probably be greatly affected by the publicity and public
discussion about the project as well as the performance of the facility itself [1].

According to some surveys the final disposal facility would have negative effects
on consumers and some of their choices like holiday destinations, places of living
and food stuffs [9]. The results from a more systematic research effort suggest,
however, something quite opposite. Consumers do not act in reality as they claim in
surveys. Reliable evidence on decrease in tourism, in demand for local food or in
values of real estate has not been found. According to these experts on consumers'
behaviour, local industrial activities are not likely to affect consumer choices
because of the strong overall confidence in quality of Finnish food and control
exercised by consumer and health authorities in Finland [1].

The results and conclusions of these studies are published in the EIA report and it
is still too early to assess the reactions of local people to the report. However, the
opinion survey conducted quite recently shows that the local attitudes have not
changed significantly during the EIA process so far. To the question "Would you
accept the siting of the final disposal facility of spent fuel in your home
municipality, if it was considered safe by the authorities?" the majority of
inhabitants in the inland municipalities still answered in the negative whereas the
situation was vice versa in the coast municipalities.

4. Or Is It the Image that Creates the Risks?

It is apparent that there are fears of negative health effects from the facility, both
during the operational period and on the long-term. The sources of the fears are the
disposal itself and the transportation of spent fuel and related possibilities of
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accidents. Abnormal conditions are also considered to endanger the safety of the
operation.

However, many people simply regard final disposal as a part of nuclear technology
and build their opinion on that basis. Some people - perhaps the majority of people
in nuclear power municipalities - refer to the reliability and safety of the present
nuclear power plants in Finland. Experiences on earlier transportation of spent fuel
have convinced them of careful planning by the power companies responsible and
active control by authorities. Some other people associate the disposal facility with
the horror pictures of Chernobyl and form their view accordingly.

Facts and improvements in risk analysis methods can perhaps affect the fears
among people. Concerns about negative effects of the project on the markets of the
local produce can be decreased by studies of actual consumer behaviour. However,
it is quite obvious that image concerns do not vanish by such scientific efforts only.
It seems very likely that people's perception of risks and people's image of the
disposal facility are deeply entangled.

The attempts to build well-structured explanations of people's attitudes to nuclear
waste disposal may, therefore, lead to circular thinking. The complexity of the issue
clearly makes different methods of study desirable. Interviews, surveys and
qualitative research are all needed, but one has to admit that the picture these
studies give will probably be partial rather than conclusive. The essence of the "bad
image" may be just in the obscurity of notion, which does not lend itself to easy
verbalisation. Also the negatively expressed further consequences, if they become
true, concern only a small group of people, not the majority at all.

Social scientists may give further analysis of the thinking behind these attitudes and
also embed the views in broader themes like post-modernism, risk society and
scientist constructionism [3], Such deconstructions may be helpful in dialogues
between special opinion groups, but they also suggest that some of the
demarcations are radical and can hardly be vanished by any short-term interactions.

5. The Lesson Summarised

Posiva's EIA for the final disposal of spent fuel in Finland is nearing completion. A
considerable effort was made to involve local groups and individuals in the
assessment process. Yet the participation remained limited and consisted mainly of
active opponents of the project and of those who were there on the basis of their
work position.

Even if the participation was restricted, the interaction programme produced a clear
list of priorities for social impact assessment. Of paramount interest on all
candidate sites was the study of the impact on local image. Based on a variety of
different study approaches different aspects of the possible impact on image were
proposed and assessed. The picture obtained can be used to understand the various
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interrelationships and constituents of the image, but it hardly gives any final
explanation of how the image is formed or how precisely the image would look like
in reality in future.

Even so. the experience obtained from the studies conducted and the discussions
undertaken in the context of the EIA strongly suggests that the attempts to confine
the nuclear waste issue in discussion of associated safety risks may not bring along
real progress in solving the issue. What people think and feel about the nuclear
waste disposal is not reducible to a single number of estimated risk.
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Abstract

Since 1985 it has been obligatory that facilities in the European Union designed for the
permanent storage or disposal of radioactive waste be assessed to determine their
effects on the environment. This assessment must be undertaken in advance of any
decision by national authorities to give consent for development work to proceed.

Member States are given wide discretion on how the above requirements are
implemented in practice, e.g. the relevant European Council Directives call for the
results of the environmental assessment to be made available to the public before
development consent is granted but the detailed arrangements for dissemination of such
information and procedures for public consultation are determined by individual
Member States.

Although the Directives require an assessment of the direct and indirect effects of a
project on human beings and on various elements of the natural environment, they are
non-specific as to what particular impacts should be addressed, particularly as regards
the effects of a project on human beings. Therefore, for example, each Member State
may decide whether or not social, health and economic impacts should be included in
the assessment.

This paper discusses the above issues. It proposes a model approach to environmental
impact assessment in the context of geological repositories, including the role of the
assessment on the overall decision processes for repository development, the scope and
content of the assessment report, and approaches to public involvement.

1 Sally Russell is now employed by The University of London (Imperial College) in the
UK.
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1. The Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
Directive 85/337/EEC, as amended by 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997, requires that
facilities designed for the storage or disposal of radioactive waste be assessed to
determine their effects on the environment. This assessment must be undertaken before
development consent for such projects is granted.

The process of environmental impact assessment (EIA) is defined as the identification,
description and assessment of the direct and indirect effects of a project on the
following factors:

human beings, fauna and flora;

soil, water, air, climate and the landscape;

material assets and the cultural heritage; and

the interaction between these factors. ". (Article 3)

The information that the developer is expected to provide should include at least:

a description of the project comprising information on the site, design
and size of the project;

a description of the measures envisaged in order to avoid, reduce
and, if possible, remedy significant adverse effects;

the data required to identify and assess the main effects which the
project is likely to have on the environment;

an outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer and an
indication of the main reasons for his choice, taking into account the
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environmental effects; and

a non-technical summary of the above information ". (Article 5(3))

The Directive includes a requirement (in Article 6) that the request for development
consent, together with the above information, be made available to the public in order
that they are able to express an opinion before the development consent is granted.
Detailed aspects of public participation are left to the discretion of individual Member
States, which may, in particular:

"- determine the public concerned;

specify the places where the information can be consulted;

specify the way in which the public may be informed, for example, by
bill-posting within a certain radius, publication in local newspapers,
organisation of exhibitions with plans, drawings, tables, graphs,
models;

determine the manner in which the public is to be consulted, for
example, by written submissions, by public enquiry;

fix appropriate time limits for the various stages of the procedure in
order to ensure that a decision is taken within a reasonable period."
(Article 6(3))

A flow chart summarising the environmental impact assessment process as required by
the amended Directive is given in Figure 1.

2. Scope of the Environmental Impact Assessment Process

2.1 Introduction

The application of the above requirements in practice will depend on the nature of the
environmental hazards posed by the project. In the particular case of a geological
facility for radioactive waste the hazards can be categorised as short-term (i.e. hazards
that exist whilst the facility is being operated) and long-term (i.e. hazards that exist
after the facility has finished operation and has been closed). Also, in comparison with
many other projects for which an environmental assessment is required, facilities for
long-term management of radioactive waste have specific characteristics due to the
main inherent hazard being the presence of radioactivity.

The environmental assessment must therefore address radiological impacts on people
and on the natural environment, together with environmental impacts from other
aspects of any proposed facility. The Directive does not mention social and economic
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Project proposal

EIA not required due to:
a) Article 1 (4) national security
b) Article 1(5) national legislation
c) Article 2(3) exceptional

cases

Article 4(4) - screening decision must be I
made public

Article 5(2) allows the developer to
request that the competent authority

scope the project (Member States can
make this mandatory)

Article 5(3) defines the information
which must be supplied in a EIA Report

Article 5(1) - Member State decides
what information (relevant to a given
stage of the consent procedure) should
be included as part of the scope of the
EIA Report

-Yes-
Project exempt from 97/11?

Article 4(1) - is the project
listed in Annex I?

-Yes

No

f
Article 4(2) - is the project

listed in Annex II?

Yes No-

Yes Member State
decides whether

EIA is carried
out (using Annex

III to produce
thresholds
and/or on a

case-by-case
basis).

Environmental
Impact

Assessment not
required

EIA not carried out

Article 6 specifies consultations which should take place and that the
public must be consulted before consent is granted

Article 7 requires information specified in Article 5 to be forwarded to
any other affected Member State

Article 8 - EIA Report and any consultations must be considered

Article 9 - public must be informed of the decision and the reasons
behind it

Figure 1. Environmental Impact Assessment Process in the European Union
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impacts specifically, though most Member States include these in the assessment, in
line with best practice internationally. The EIA Report (or Environmental Impact
Statement) presents the assessment of these impacts and describes the measures
intended to be taken to reduce, avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of the project. It
must discuss also the reasons for the choices made, in the context of the alternatives
considered in the course of the project. These aspects are discussed in more detail
below.

2.2 Radiological Impact

The assessment of radiological impact has a number of different dimensions including:

the impact on the workforce and the public during the period of operation of
the facility, including hazards arising during waste transport,

the long-term potential impact on future generations for both the normal
evolution of the repository system and for less likely variant scenarios (see
below); and

the potential impact of radioactivity on the natural environment.

The radiological impact during the period of operation of the facility is determined by
means of a systematic assessment of radiation exposures:

(1) from normal operation of the facility including from controlled releases of
effluents to the natural environment; and

(2) resulting from abnormal events which can reasonably be foreseen.

The assessment involves calculations of doses to workers and to people representative
of the most exposed groups of the general public. In general the acceptability of the
calculated doses is determined by comparison with criteria established by Member
States taking account of recommendations from international bodies such as the
International Commission for Radiological Protection and the International Atomic
Energy Agency.

As regards impact over the longer term, the criteria for acceptability of assessed impact
on human beings may be expressed in terms of dose or in terms of risk to human
health, taking account of the probability that the dose will occur. In order to calculate
potential doses it is necessary to consider the relevant features, events and processes
that could determine the future evolution of the repository system. This process,
termed 'performance assessment' considers a range of alternative evolutions of the
repository system because of uncertainty regarding future events.
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1. Introduction

The Canadian environmental impact assessment process for the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management and Disposal Concept was completed in 1994. Almost four years
later, in February 1998, the Review Panel released its report. The viewpoints of
those who participated in the assessment process is archived in the thousands of
pages of hearing testimony, meeting transcripts and written briefs. One of the most
contentious issues raised, and one that continues to plague management in Canada,
is the debate surrounding how the problem of NFW waste management should be
defined. The purpose of this paper is to critically assess the problem frame of the
Canadian NFW management disposal concept EIS. This will be accomplished
through an analysis of stakeholder participation and views, and through an
evaluation of the range and nature of the information considered legitimate or
constrained in the Canadian process.

1.2 The Canadian Context

For the last thirty years, Canadian nuclear utilities have managed a fuel waste
volume of about 16 000 tons through wet and dry interim storage methods [1]. In
the long-term, the mandated management option involves deep geologic disposal.
To meet engineering requirements, a disposal facility must be sited in igneous rock
on the Canadian Shield. The Shield is located in the northern portions of several
provinces including Ontario.

The federal government is currently reviewing the feasibility of the geologic option
under federal environmental assessment legislation. The environmental impact
assessment (EIA) of the NFW facility consists of two distinct stages: 1) a generic
appraisal of the construction and closure technology, and 2) detailed site selection
and facility construction. The EIA process is administered by the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA).

In 1988 the Minister of Environment established the terms of reference for the
environmental impact assessment. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and
Ontario Hydro (both Crown corporations) submitted an environmental impact
statement on the pre- and post-closure disposal technology in September 1994. The
final recommendations of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Panel were
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2.4 Loss of Amenity

The potential loss of amenity as a result of the presence of a facility for long-term
storage or disposal of radioactive waste should be considered in the environmental
assessment. Inter alia the assessment should consider:

effects on the human environment, including effects on community structure
and the built environment, and on tourism and employment;

implications for utilisation of natural resources, including the landscape, soil
and bedrock, surface water and groundwater; and

impact on the local economy including tourism and employment.

2.5 Mitigation of Environmental Impacts

A central element of the assessment will be the development of proposals to avoid or
minimise the impacts on the environment and Article 5(3) of the Directive makes it
obligatory for information to be provided concerning "the measures envisaged in order
to avoid, reduce and, if possible, remedy significant adverse effects". In the specific
context of radiological protection Council Directive 96/29/Euratom of 13 May 1996
requires Member States "to ensure that ... in the context of optimisation all exposures
shall be kept as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken
into account" (Article 6(3)(a)). In effect this means that measures should continue to
be taken to reduce exposure until the benefit gained becomes disproportionate to the
cost of the measures involved.

A standard approach to addressing the above requirements is to develop an
environmental action plan. This would document the key environmental impacts
identified by the assessment, the proposed actions to address the identified impacts, the
implementation schedule and an estimate of the associated costs. The plan would
document regulatory requirements including those relating to compliance and identify
any specific regulatory consents needed. It would distinguish between issues to be
addressed on a short timescale and those requiring a long-term approach. It is
suggested that the EIA Report for a geological facility should contain details of the
environmental action plan, in sufficient detail for the competent authority to be able to
form a view on the adequacy of the measures being proposed. A more detailed plan
should be prepared before the construction of the facility begins.
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3. A Model EIA Process for Geological Repositories

3.1 The Role of EIA in the Development Process

The process of developing a repository will necessarily include a number of discrete
steps, with formal consents normally being required from national authorities before
moving from one major phase to the next. In this context the major phases are site
selection, construction of the facility, commencement of waste emplacement, closure of
the facility and termination of institutional control of the site. An assessment of the
likely performance of the facility, at an appropriate level of detail considering the stage
of development, will be an important input to the decision process at each of these
consent points.

Development consent, as discussed in the Directive, implies the granting of permission
to proceed with that part of the project involving "interventions in the natural
surroundings and landscape" including "the execution of construction works or of other
installations of schemes" (Article 1). The Directive requirements therefore relate
largely to the site selection phase, though it is implicit that national authorities should
take measures to ensure that the measures proposed to address environmental impacts
are implemented in practice.

Under Article 8 of the Directive the body responsible for deciding whether development
consent is granted for a project coming within the scope of the Directive (the competent
authority) must take account of:

the information supplied in the EIA Report; and

the results of the necessary consultations with the public and other relevant
authorities (including in other Member States where appropriate).

Although the environmental assessment process is linked to the consent process there
are no strict requirements as to the extent to which these two activities are integrated.
The EIA Report could be regarded as one of many submissions from the proponent to
the competent authority, or it could be used to draw together all the main arguments
being advanced by the proponent for seeking to proceed with a particular project. The
remainder of this section argues in favour of the latter approach, and it is suggested that
the extent to which the public is likely to participate fully in the EIA process will be
determined to a significant extent by the extent to which the latter is perceived to
influence decisions about the project itself. (See section 4.)

It is important to note that the assessment should include:

"... an outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer and an
indication of the main reasons for his choice, taking account of the
environmental effects". (Article 5(3))
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The practical effect of this requirement is to make it obligatory (for installations for
which an environmental assessment is required) for a developer to study alternative
options to that being proposed in any application for development consent, unless there
clearly are no real alternatives. Therefore, although there is no explicit requirement for
the EIA process to be integrated closely into the process of site selection and project
development the requirements of Article 5(3) make this unavoidable. Further, as
discussed in section 2, the EIA Report should incorporate information on the assessed
performance of the preferred site for development together with comparative
information for alternative sites.

In principle the requirement on a developer to give details about the main alternatives
studied applies both to the waste management process being advanced as well to the
choice of a particular site for development of a disposal facility. Consideration of
alternative waste management options could take place in connection with an
application for development consent at a specific site, or this could be addressed in
advance of site selection through a strategic environmental assessment of waste
management options.

Although such a process of early strategic evaluations is outside the scope of the
Directive (being the subject of a draft Directive concerned with strategic environmental
assessment of'plans and programmes' [1]), it does provide a convenient mechanism for
discussion of issues of principle in advance of considerations about a specific project.
Nonetheless, in some countries (notably France) development work relating to a range
of waste management options is taken forward in parallel, with a decision on which
option to pursue to completion being taken at a relatively late stage. Such an approach
ensures that decision-makers have a large quantity of information on which to make
their evaluation, though at the expense of a significant increase in cost for the project as
a whole. The model process described below assumes that the former approach is
taken.

3.2 Model EIA Process

In principle, the process of selecting a site for a facility for disposal of radioactive waste
could follow an approach based on screening of potential sites on the basis of pre-
established technical and other criteria, or an approach based on volunteerism by local
communities, or on some combination of these two approaches. Regardless of the
precise method for site selection adopted, the siting process will generally be organised
in the following four stages, as set out by the IAEA [2]:

• concept and planning;
• national and area survey;
• site characterisation; and
• site confirmation.
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The model process outlined below, as summarised on Figure 2, is based around these
stages. The major decision milestone in this process is the point at which consent is
sought from the competent authority to proceed with development of the facility. The
options concerning when this application should be made, and other decision points in
the site selection process are discussed below. Public participation considerations are
highlighted in the figure: these are discussed in greater detail in section 4 of the paper.

Pre-EIA Process

The search for suitable facilities for the disposal of radioactive waste has now been
underway in various countries for several years. Although many countries are at
different stages of a site selection process the world's only operating facility for
disposal of long-lived radioactive waste is the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near
Carlsbad in New Mexico. The process of selecting a site for the long-term
management of radioactive waste involves considerations of benefit and detriment at
local and national level and considerations of sustainability and equity between
current-day and future populations. The process has always been controversial.

Taken together the above issues make it inevitable that the Government, representing
the national interest, plays an important role in determining the overall strategy for
long-term waste management of radioactive waste. A necessary precursor to any site
selection exercise will therefore be the establishment of a national policy for waste
management by Government [3]. Government will need also to establish mechanisms
(e.g. a regular review process) for ensuring that the policy is being implemented
adequately by the various national organisations with waste management
responsibilities.

The process of establishing Government policy will generally require a national debate
on the policy options [3]: such a debate will only be possible where there is a minimum
level of awareness of relevant issues. It has been suggested [4] that, for such a debate
to be meaningful, 80% of the national population should be aware of these issues.

Concept and Planning Stage

The concept and planning stage of a site selection process is concerned with
establishing the ground rules for the subsequent phases (i.e. the social and technical
criteria for choosing a particular site) as part of a plan for the siting process. Such
criteria can only be developed in the context of an assumed disposal concept, which in
turn will be associated with broad categories of hydrogeological setting.

The long-term performance of a disposal facility will be determined by the
performance of man-made (engineered) barriers, such as the waste container and the
material emplaced around it, in combination with the performance of the natural
barriers, the rock and the biosphere (which will disperse and retain the radionuclides).
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A search for a site which provides optimal hydrogeological performance, whilst
ignoring social impact considerations, is unlikely to be successful, as is shown by
recent experience in Canada [5]. Also, because ultimate performance of a
repository depends on the combination of the different barrier systems, a key
consideration in choosing a site is to find a hydrogeological setting that can be
modelled adequately, rather than one for which the ultimate performance will be
more uncertain.

It is suggested that guidelines for site selection should therefore be of a qualitative
rather than quantitative nature. Their development should be integral with
considerations of the disposal concept or concepts, including the relative
contributions of the engineered and natural barriers. The siting plan should
recognise that social impact considerations are no less important than technical
considerations and should recognise the importance of local community
involvement in the project activity.

National and Area Survey Stage

This stage of site selection is concerned with the identification of a small number
of potential locations, at which detailed investigations would subsequently be
undertaken, following the siting plan developed during the concept and planning
stage.

The EIA process during this phase is concerned with preliminary evaluations of
potential locations against the established siting criteria, from desk-based studies of
existing information. In the event that a site is selected for detailed investigations
using deep boreholes, development consent (and an associated EIA Report) may be
required, subject to the discretion of individual Member States. Although such an
assessment would be focused primarily on the immediate potential impacts from
the drilling of boreholes, it must take account also of the potential wider impacts in
the event that a repository were located at that location.

The extent to which such wider impacts need to be considered will depend on the
level of confidence that the site under consideration might ultimately prove to be a
suitable location for a repository. For example, where there is already a high level
of confidence from desk and remote sensing studies that the site would prove to be
a suitable location, then it would be appropriate to give more detailed consideration
of wider impact than if the application for borehole consents was more speculative.

Site Characterisation Stage

This phase of site selection is distinguished by the collection of site-specific
geological, hydrogeological and other environmental data, as well as on the results
of research work on the performance of the engineered elements of a repository at
that location. Because this phase involves site-specific geological investigations it
is envisaged that only a small number of potential sites would be characterised in
detail.

The availability of site-specific data will enable preliminary assessments of the
performance of potential sites, including environmental impact, to be made, taking
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account of properties of the waste to be emplaced in the repository and the
proposed disposal method for that particular environment. It is suggested that
these assessments should address both radiological and non-radiological impacts,
including an analysis of social and economic factors.

It is during the selection of a preferred site or sites for development that the EIA
requirements as outlined in the Directive have most relevance. The environmental
assessment process provides a framework for comparison of the sites being
investigated against attributes such as:

radiological and non-radiological impact on human beings and the natural
environment (including the robustness of predicted impacts);

social and economic considerations;

costs of developing a facility at each of the potential locations; and

implications for the future availability of natural resources in the vicinity
of the facility.

It will generally be appropriate to make an application for development consent at
the point at which a preferred site or sites have been chosen, even though final
decisions about proceeding to construct the facility are unlikely to be taken until a
phase of underground investigations (the site confirmation phase) has occurred.
Site Confirmation Phase

Data obtained during site confirmation activities will enable a more comprehensive
assessment of the potential environmental impact from a facility to be undertaken,
and will provide further confirmation that the assumptions made in assessing the
potential impacts are likely to be valid.

The legal systems in many Member States are such that consent under nuclear
safety legislation will be required before proceeding with construction of a
repository, with a further consent being required before the start of waste
emplacement. Consent for construction under nuclear safety legislation would
normally be sought at the end of the site confirmation phase. In the event that
development consent was being sought at the same time, the consent regimes would
need to operate in parallel, with the EIA Report (setting out the basis for seeking to
proceed at the selected site) being augmented by documentation addressing the
basis for the assessed safety performance in greater detail.

The above approach suffers from a number of disadvantages, including:

• the outcome of the site selection process may not be considered formally
by the competent authority until after a significant level of expenditure had
been incurred by the developer and by other interested parties, including
the regulatory authorities; and

• the ability of the competent authority to influence the choice of measures
to avoid, reduce and mitigate significant adverse affects may be
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diminished in a situation where their formal involvement begins at a late
stage of the project.

4. Public Involvement in the EIA Process

4.1 Introduction

Article 9 of the Directive states that the competent authority is required to make the
following information available to the public following a decision on whether to
grant or refuse planning consent:

the content of the decision and any conditions attached thereto;

the main reasons and considerations on which the decision is
based;

a description, where necessary, of the main measures to avoid,
reduce and, if possible, offset the major adverse effects."
(Article 9(1))"

The Directive allows Member States wide discretion as regards public participation
in the assessment process, including determining which 'publics' are concerned
with a particular proposal. Nonetheless, such participation is a fundamental
component of the EIA process and it is suggested that the assessment must take
account of social values as well as scientific issues if the consequences of any
development are to be properly evaluated. It is worth noting also that open
discussions on the environmental and social effects of a project can help to allay
fears and promote increased acceptance of the project in general. The 'public',
therefore, needs to be broadly defined, incorporating any individuals or groups that
have an interest in the project, and accepting that the interest does not need to be
demonstrable.

There is a range of possible approaches to public involvement in an EIA process,
from an information-giving approach (with or without consultation of the
information provided) to a process of 'mutual education' (involving two-way
information flow and interactive participation between proponents and the
interested public). The Directive requirements are framed in terms of
'consultation', based around documentation supplied by the project proponent to
the relevant authorities as part either of the application for development consent or
related to an application for advice on what information should be contained in the
assessment report. Such a consultative process would normally involve the public
being informed, through local media, of the existence of such documentation, with
comments being sought within a certain time frame. Prior to a decision about
development consent being taken a public hearing would normally take place at
which the public would have a further opportunity to express its views.
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4.2 Approaches to Public Involvement

The nature of public involvement in decision-making relating to the development
of a geological repository will differ according to the different stages of the project
itself. In the early phases of a project, before potential repository sites are
identified, decisions are required at national level relating to strategic issues (such
as the overall waste management strategy), as discussed earlier. During the siting
process the focus of involvement will move towards those regions that appear to
meet the basic siting criteria, and finally to local communities as specific potential
sites are identified.

Although the type of public involvement changes as the project progresses, it is
possible to identify overarching principles that apply at all stages of the process. A
basic objective for any public participation activity is to achieve a certain level of
public awareness: the level of existing awareness must therefore be determined at
the outset by market research techniques. Ultimately the objective should be to
develop a waste management strategy that is both technically sound and has broad
public understanding and support.

Any attempt to involve the public in an effective way should adhere to the
following principles. Participation should be:

• started early and occur throughout the process (with defined cycles of
activity);

• interactive - a two-way process including feedback; and
• inclusive, transparent and honest.

A key requirement will be the development at the outset of a public involvement
programme that defines the overall objectives and outlines a series of public
activities connected with the various phases of the assessment process. The
programme will need to provide for easy access by any interested individuals and
must be seen as being fair, i.e. the public must be able to contribute to defining the
scope and nature of the programme itself. Experience from Canada [4] suggests an
approach based on the following elements:

Social Profile - a compilation of the key social characteristics of the community
concerned (which may be at national, regional or local level)

Responsive Publication — circulation of documentation outlining key proposals in
an easily understandable format and inviting the public to express their interest and
to make comment.

Open Houses - a staffed display at convenient locations, which the public is
invited to visit, to discuss the proposals and to provide verbal and written
comments.

Planning Workshops - meetings between proponents and community and NGO
representatives, with a neutral facilitator, at which views are discussed and
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strategies developed for the resolution of points of disagreement. Minutes of these
workshops should be distributed amongst the wider community.

Various models for public participation may be used to support the above
approaches, such as :

Community Advisory Committees - groups of people formed to represent the
community and their interests in dealings with the developer. These will be less
appropriate in situations with a strong tradition of representative local democracy.

Citizens' Juries and Consensus Conferences - a process in which a small
representative panel of people is chosen to reflect the views of a community and
are given the opportunity to develop their understanding of relevant issues through
dialogue with experts chosen by the panel. The findings of the panel are
publicised. The same general approach is adopted for both methods, though
Consensus Conferences are less formal than the former. Both processes are costly
and are limited in their usefulness by the fact that only a small group of people can
be involved.

Participative Social Impact Assessment and Management - a process using a
combination of advertisements in local news media and open houses, in which the
public is encouraged to indicate views on specific questions relating to the
assessment and management of social impacts of a proposal.

The above processes should be iterative, and the degree of ongoing involvement by
the public will depend on the extent to which it believes that it is able to influence
the decision-making process. In this context it will be important that mechanisms
are put in place which ensure that queries raised by members of the public are
considered by proponents, with visibility of how the query is addressed, e.g. by
providing access to correspondence dealing with that issue.

5. Conclusions

In the European Union Directive 85/337/EEC establishes basic assessment
principles and procedural requirements allowing Member States considerable
discretion in the details of implementation into domestic legislation, particularly as
regards the specific impacts to be addressed and nature of public involvement in
the assessment process. The Directive requirement to provide information on the
alternatives studied by a developer makes it inevitable that the environmental
assessment process has an integral role in the process of selecting a preferred site
for development.

Although the Directive requires an assessment of the direct and indirect effects of a
project on human beings, as well as on the natural environment, is not specific as to
the particular environmental impacts that should be addressed. Recent history
shows that the issue of the long-term management of radioactive waste requires
consideration of social, ethical and economic issues as well as technical
considerations. It is suggested that the environmental assessment process provides
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a suitable mechanism for consideration of these issues in a single overall
framework.

Any proposal to develop a geological repository can only be expected to receive
development consent where there the project commands a broad level of public
understanding and support. The development of effective mechanisms for
involving the public in the environmental assessment process is therefore a
fundamental requirement. Public involvement needs to be an ongoing two-way
process, with easy access to information and visibility of how issues raised by the
public are addressed in the ongoing project development process.
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1. Introduction

The Canadian environmental impact assessment process for the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management and Disposal Concept was completed in 1994. Almost four years
later, in February 1998, the Review Panel released its report. The viewpoints of
those who participated in the assessment process is archived in the thousands of
pages of hearing testimony, meeting transcripts and written briefs. One of the most
contentious issues raised, and one that continues to plague management in Canada,
is the debate surrounding how the problem of NFW waste management should be
defined. The purpose of this paper is to critically assess the problem frame of the
Canadian NFW management disposal concept EIS. This will be accomplished
through an analysis of stakeholder participation and views, and through an
evaluation of the range and nature of the information considered legitimate or
constrained in the Canadian process.

1.2 The Canadian Context

For the last thirty years, Canadian nuclear utilities have managed a fuel waste
volume of about 16 000 tons through wet and dry interim storage methods [1]. In
the long-term, the mandated management option involves deep geologic disposal.
To meet engineering requirements, a disposal facility must be sited in igneous rock
on the Canadian Shield. The Shield is located in the northern portions of several
provinces including Ontario.

The federal government is currently reviewing the feasibility of the geologic option
under federal environmental assessment legislation. The environmental impact
assessment (EIA) of the NFW facility consists of two distinct stages: 1) a generic
appraisal of the construction and closure technology, and 2) detailed site selection
and facility construction. The EIA process is administered by the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA).

In 1988 the Minister of Environment established the terms of reference for the
environmental impact assessment. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and
Ontario Hydro (both Crown corporations) submitted an environmental impact
statement on the pre- and post-closure disposal technology in September 1994. The
final recommendations of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Panel were
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released in February 1998 [2]. Ultimately, it will be up to the Minister of Natural
Resources to decide whether or not to proceed with the concept and to initiate the
next stage of the process. It is at this point that actual site selection will begin.

1.3 Theoretical Approach

In environmental impact assessment, defining the management problem and the
study parameters has traditionally consisted of the delineation of an explicit set of
purportedly neutral guidelines called the terms of reference. These guidelines
delineate the topics and the spatial and temporal scale that are considered part of the
undertaking. For most environmental analyses, the terms of reference are set
unilaterally by a regulatory agency such as the CEAA; this step is not considered to
be an integral part of the assessment process [3].

Analysis of the Concept EIS and its associated documentation suggests that the
definition of the Canadian NFW management problem is comprised of more than
just the non-partisan guide set out in the terms of reference. First, the analysis
indicates that the articulated terms are a political product rather a neutral set of
guidelines. Second, also important in framing the management problem is the host
of other regulations and policies that impinge on the project. Third, problem
definition is delineated by the underlying core perspectives of those who have
decision making power.

The consideration of problem definition is of particular importance in complex
technologic undertakings where assessments are required to extrapolate short-term
trends to timelines of thousands of years. Under these conditions uncertainty
becomes a central characteristic of the available information [4]. On the one hand,
Eden maintains that a necessary strategy for the management of uncertainty
involves the consideration of multiple problem frames [5]. If only a single approach
is utilized, the available knowledge and possible solutions will be limited [6]. On
the other hand, when the traditional scientific paradigm is unseated as the standard
against which projects are measured, judgments must still be made among
competing definitions of the problem. Shrader-Frechette suggests that a policy
should be judged to be more objective and rational than its competitors if it best
survives critical evaluation by differing stakeholder groups each of whom utilizes
their own particular problem definition [7].

2. Articulated Terms of Reference

The first aspect of problem definition involves the articulated terms of reference.
The terms of reference for the EIS of the NFW disposal concept provided the
explicit mandate for the Review Panel. No formal process of public input was
undertaken nor is there any accessible public record regarding the establishment of
these terms. Several stakeholder groups decried this opaqueness and lack of public
input. From the outset of the EIS this initial discord set an adversarial tone within
the El A process [8].
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The terms of reference can be divided into four components. First, aspects of the
overarching focus included the review and evaluation of the safety and acceptability
of the nuclear fuel waste disposal concept and a range of other nuclear fuel waste
management issues. A second component required that the Canadian disposal
concept be compared to other long-term management options and to the
management of hazardous waste. Third, the terms of reference limited the scientific
review group to biological and physical scientists and engineers; other specialists
were not represented on the scientific review panel. Fourth, the Review Panel was
explicitly instructed to refrain from discussing Canadian energy policy and the
construction and operation of nuclear power plants.

Litmanen maintains that a salient consideration in the analysis of a problem frame
involves the ascertainment of which definitions have a dominant status [9]. The
terms of reference for the NFW management EIS established an overarching focus
to review the safety and acceptability of the nuclear fuel waste disposal concept
while concurrently denying the discussion of issues related to the construction and
management of nuclear power facilities. For several groups, particularly non-
government organizations (NGO), women's and Aboriginal associations, proponent
credibility regarding future projects was intimately bound with the safety and
management record of current operations. The consideration and legitimacy of this
concern was denied through the limitations imposed in the terms of reference.

An issue considered under the second component of the terms of reference involved
the storage of NFW waste rather than disposal. There was widespread consensus
among NGO, women's and Aboriginal groups that a walk-away repository was not
acceptable. Instead, many advocated for a monitored retrievable storage facility.
They suggested that alternatives to disposal were only considered in a cursory
fashion and that AECL had not explicitly compared the storage and disposal options
in order to provide justification for their choice of facility. Among others,
Environment Canada and the Review Panel noted that both the terms of reference
and the regulatory agency, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) mandated the
focus on deep geologic disposal. Yet, for Canadians, judging the acceptability and
safety of the disposal concept is likely to hinge on whether or not people consider it
to be the most appropriate management option [10].

A limitation stipulated in the terms of reference related to the establishment of the
scientific review group (SRG). The SRG was struck explicitly to provide the
Review Panel with an independent source of information and an additional review
of the concept EIS. Since membership was restricted to engineers, biological and
physical scientists, the Review Panel was denied a full evaluation of social issues.
The Review Panel asserted in its Final Report that a peer review by social scientists
and ethicists is needed to provide information regarding the social acceptability and
safety of the concept [11]. Ten years earlier this same idea had been recommended
by the Standing Committee on Environment and Forestry in their 1988 report to the
House of Commons regarding NFW management in Canada [12].

Similarly, issues that the terms of reference deemed beyond the Review Panel's
mandate also caused considerable controversy. For instance, Canadian policy in
general, and hazardous waste management in particular, emphasizes the importance
of source waste reduction as part of a '4R' management strategy (reduce, re-use,
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recycle and reclaim) [13]. Conversely, although seven reactors in Ontario have
been shut down since 1996, Canadian energy policies continue to support the
production of nuclear waste. The debate about these policies was deemed outside
the terms of reference. A substantial number of participants and the members of the
Review Panel itself found this particularly troublesome. Initially, the Canadian
government justified the exclusion of energy policy by promising that the energy
review would be undertaken in a separate forum. However, as of 1999 the review
of energy policy has yet to be undertaken.

3. Societal Rules: Regulations and Policies

A second aspect of problem definition involves the implicit societal regulations and
policies that impinge on assessment. Two examples are provided. The first relates
to the public participation policies within the E1A process itself. The second
involves regulations established outside the E1A that guide the assessment of risk.

3.1 The Public Participation Process

Over the course of seven years the opportunities for stakeholder participation in the
NFW concept EIS included numerous open houses, scoping meetings, hearings,
written briefs and round table sessions. Public participation occurred throughout the
five provinces of Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick.
Participants included invited speakers, both pro and anti-nuclear environmental
professionals, engineers, Aboriginal groups, professional associations, industrial
and technical specialists, government ministries, social and biophysical scientists
women's groups and private citizens.

Within the context of environmental impact assessment, none of this information
regarding public participation should seem evenly remotely surprising. With only
minor variations, the standard protocol for a normal EIA was followed. However,
this tends to beg the questions: Who sets the standards and who benefits from this
normalized process? Fiorino contends that the participation forums deemed
acceptable in EJA process are a politically established set of arbitrary mechanisms
[14].

Based on Brenneis and M'Gonigle's adaptation of Arnstein's ladder of
participation, the forums utilized in the Canadian NFW concept EIS established an
advisory or consultative role for participants, but did not provide real power in the
decision-making process [15]. Following standard protocol, the final decision
regarding the concept remains the responsibility of the Minister of Natural
Resources. The extension of power in decision-making to interests beyond the
responsible ministry would require a devolvement of control from the central
authority to those who are potentially affected by the project.

In the Canadian process, the decentralization of decision-making was of particular
concern to First Nations. These groups suggested that as Canada's original
inhabitants any development on traditional land ought to require explicit Aboriginal
approval. Since the disposal facility will probably be sited on land claimed by First
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Nations as their traditional territory, Aboriginal territorial rights will ultimately play
a fundamental role in whether or not a facility can ever be sited. In contrast, the
AECL states that the consideration of Aboriginal governance concerns is beyond
their mandate. As standard EIS forums do not provide participants with a legitimate
place at the decision-making table, the influence of Aboriginal opinion, or that of
any other public participant, is entirely dependent on the will of those with political
authority. The utilization of standard participation forums provides a mechanism to
preclude the discussion of issues considered extraneous to the proponent but central
to other organizations.

3.2 The Regulatory Framework

In an extension of the more limited consideration of the actual EIA participation
process, the concept EIS demonstrated that NFW management is embedded in a
larger regulatory environment that also works to constrain problem definition in
subtle ways. One example of this broader regulatory framework involves risk
assessment.

In the concept EIS the technical definition of acceptable risk from radionuclide
exposure was one fatality or serious genetic effect in one million per annum.
Several stakeholders challenged this definition. First, they took exception to the
limitation of risk to exclusively fatal cancers and serious genetic effects. Despite
the broader definition of risk from the World Health Organization, Health Canada,
and the Review Panel, the EIS did not consider the risk of non-fatal cancers or non-
genetic health effects such as reproduction dysfunction, immune suppression,
physical pain, psychological distress or stress-related community dysfunction.
Second, stakeholders were particularly appalled at the use of a 'reference man' in
the risk assessment. The central individual for whom risk was assessed was 170 cm
tall, weighed 70 kg, was between the ages of twenty and thirty, in good health and
neither male or female. Based on outdated 1975 International Commission on
Radiological Protection guidelines, this automatically discounted the risks to
smaller, older or weaker individuals as well as the risk of gender related effects. It
was also biased towards Euro-Canadian individuals and patterns since it did not
adequately account for the subsistence hunting and fishing patterns of Aboriginal
peoples. The only other individual considered was a one year old baby; not unborn
children nor a baby at its peak newborn growth rate.

4. Core Values and Perspectives

In the management of Canadian NFW, underlying values form the third aspect of
problem definition. Vaughan and Seifert assert that the most fundamental aspect of
risk evaluation concerns how the risk is initially conceptualized and framed [16],
Several initial perspectives are possible including technical and social justice frames
[17]. A technical frame usually invokes scientific or economic arguments and
utilizes risk assessment methodology. Conditions of uncertainty are often
marginalized and assumed to require further study and quantification [18]. A social
justice frame is inclined to balance social equity and environmental factors and is
concerned with the societal distribution of risks and benefits. The tenets of
technologic risk assessment are frequently questioned.
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The range of views that the Review Panel attempted to balance represents a
continuum from total endorsement of the concept to complete rejection. On the one
end of the spectrum were members of the nuclear industrial community who
adopted a technologic frame. They confidently endorsed AECL's long-term
modeling and safety predictions. They declared that future research at the
implementation stage would resolve any residual questions or uncertainties.
Members of this community urged the government to proceed without delay.

At the opposite end of the spectrum were the Aboriginal, women's and non-
government organizations who espoused a social justice frame. They contended that
the existence of irreducible uncertainty in such areas as modeling and long-term
predictions requires the availability of an inclusive political arena in which to
assess, debate and resolve the issues. They expressed their complete dissatisfaction
with the concept EIS and urged the Review Panel to reject it.

Between these two extremes lay a range of perspectives representing government
agencies and professional organizations. Members of this group shared at least
some of the same reservations about the EIS as those who had adopted the more
extreme ends of the spectrum. Some of these groups, such as AECL's research and
development advisory panel, were more closely aligned with the nuclear industry
and expressed confidence in AECL and its ability to address remaining details at the
implementation stage. Cautious endorsement of the EIS in its unaltered form was
granted. A slightly more critical position was adopted by others, such as the AECB,
who contended that the EIS alone was not an adequate demonstration of the deep
geologic concept. However, when the EIS is viewed in the context of AECL's other
work and international research, these organizations had confidence that the concept
was safe and acceptable and that implementation should begin. Environment
Canada and others were still somewhat more cautious than AECB and declared that
AECL should provide additional information through a deficiency statement before
proceeding.

The link between underlying core values and the level of support proffered the
concept EIS is clear. As suggested by the literature and noted by the Review Panel,
predictably, those who express vocal opposition to nuclear power technology also
tend to reject deep geologic disposal. Those who firmly support nuclear technology
tend to believe that the disposable concept is viable. Less predictable are the
stakeholder groups that espoused cautious support of the NFW concept EIS while
simultaneously sharing many of the same misgivings of those who felt that the EIS
should be rejected. One possible explanation for this apparent contradiction could
be that for some organizations the flaws within the actual NFW concept EIS did not
weaken their underlying belief that a disposal facility was the viable and preferable
method to manage nuclear fuel waste.

5. Altered Problem Definition

The final section of the paper constructs an alternative definition of the nuclear fuel
waste problem and postulates the probable effects that this would have on the
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process. Only two significant changes are made in order to more easily trace their
effects. These changes are assumed to reflect an altered terms of reference set after
due consultation with stakeholders. If the final terms reflect stakeholder input, this
in itself should reduce conflict and animosity. First, the overarching focus is
changed from a review of the nuclear fuel waste disposal concept to a review of
nuclear waste management options. As a result of the change in focus, limits on the
mandate are relaxed. In this broader context, options to geologic disposal, Canadian
energy policy and nuclear power plant operation also become integral elements of
the evaluation.

Second, the composition of the Scientific Review Group is altered to include a
range of biological, physical, and social scientists as well as ethicists and specialists
in indigenous knowledge. This change lends credence to a range of social
perspectives while not discounting the technical community. Knowledge that the
scientific review is to be more broadly focused, would potentially encourage the
proponents to move beyond their technologic mindset. It would also ensure a more
careful evaluation of the types of information that are important to a more
encompassing range of viewpoints.

These two changes can then be followed through to the second level of problem
definition, societal rules and regulations. Within the terms of reference,
modification of the focus phrase and of the Scientific Review Group would affect
the context of both the EIA process and other regulations. Broadening the scope and
shifting the focus towards a balance among several perspectives would probably
result in the analysis of information discounted by the current process. Technical
risk assessment, modeling and long-term predictions would be re-appraised and the
needs and concerns of First Nations would be more adequately considered.

At the third level of problem definition, although neither of the suggested changes
would transform core values, the opinion of the EIS would most likely be adjusted.
Since the revised EIS would continue to support vigorous scientific analysis, it is
quite possible that those of a technocratic bent would continue to find it adequate.
At a minimum, approval of the process by other organizations such as First Nations,
women's and NGO's would likely increase. The two adjustments to the terms of
reference would also address many of the concerns of those who gave the current
EIS guarded support. Thus, it seems plausible that the overall support for this new
EIS would surpass previous levels. If this were to occur, Schrader-Frechette's
criterion for judging policy rationality under conditions of uncertainty would be
achieved.

Certainly under the altered conditions, the Review Panel would be less hamstrung in
their evaluation of the issues that are salient to many Canadians and there would be
a better availability of pertinent information. It would provide a forum in which to
debate the merits of alternative problem frames and policy outcomes. It would
increase the possibility that any assessments of safety and acceptability would not
be hindered by a lack of knowledge or a discredited process. Finally, a rational
evaluation of a range of options would result in an appropriate and defensible
nuclear waste management strategy for Canada.
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Abstract

The authors of this paper profess no formal ethical or philosophical training from
which to develop their position on Values in Decisions on Risk. However, as
scientists with practical experience in carrying out a range of quantitative studies,
we consider that we have some understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
inherent in environmental risk assessment. Moreover, in attempting to use the
results of such assessments, we have observed some of the ways in which
quantitative risk information is used and abused.

In this paper, therefore, we offer a practitioner's perspective that underlines the
essential role of risk as a tool to inform and guide decisions, while at the same time
emphasising the need for its proportionate use in a complex arena. We draw on
experience that includes assessments for radioactive waste management and
disposal, but also incorporates a range of assignments where assessment of the
scale of potential environmental liabilities was a critical factor in decision making.
We do not pretend to offer a resolution to the challenges laid before this
Symposium, but seek to explore common themes and lessons learned regarding the
role of risk information in goal-setting, performance monitoring and the overall
decision process.

Policy makers and regulators must act responsibly to protect confidence, not just
the health of people and the environment. In doing this, to ignore risk information
as a key component of strategic thinking is equally as disproportionate as making it
the sole basis for decision making. There is a clear need to explain better the basis
of, and motives behind, decisions - not only in terms of transparency in risk
assessment but also to distinguish between the scientific and the socio-political
component of the argument.
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Introduction

It is often said that prediction is difficult, especially concerning the future. As
Professor John Adams has noted, however, we do not to respond blankly to such
uncertainty, but seek to impose meanings upon it, so that we can act on those
meanings [1]. The response of science to uncertainty is routinely framed in the
language of probability theory, but such probabilities are rarely 'pure'. The risk
analyst will typically need to invoke a variety of assumptions and hypotheses in
order that impacts and their corresponding probabilities can be estimated.
Consequently, risk estimates are routinely developed in the regime of what Adams
has identified as 'virtual risk'.

The precautionary principle is not necessarily a reliable guide for action in
confronting virtual risks, for how can we be satisfied that allocating resources to
respond to such risks will not lead to other, and possibly more tangible, adverse
effects? In general, if society pays too much to avoid particular perceived risks,
there will be less available to spend on managing other risks or otherwise
expanding and improving our way of life. Our post-modern society is therefore
compelled to confront an apparent contradiction between the fundamental role of
risk information in informing society's decisions and its essential insufficiency to
provide us with the guidance we seek. This, in turn, challenges us to admit that
our motives may be mixed, that our values may not be clearly understood or
expressed and that some decision - however far from ideal - may sometimes be
preferable to none.

This Symposium on Values in Decisions on Risk reflects the disparity between an
increasing advocacy for, and reliance on, the use of risk assessment in decision
making to protect people and the environment, and a growing awareness of its
limitations. A Parliamentary report published in the UK three years ago noted that
"debate has been raging for some time" between those arguing that policy and
regulatory decisions should be based on the best quantitative assessment of
'objective risk' and others favouring the view that all concepts of risk are
subjective [2]. This review followed soon after the previous year's controversy
over the proposed sea disposal of the Brent Spar platform, from which Shell UK
concluded that "technocratic compliance with rational science-based regulation is
not, in itself, enough" [3].

One conclusion from this situation has been an increasing recognition that the role
of quantitative risk assessment is to inform risk management decisions rather than
to prescribe responses. For example, the UK Government's review of radioactive
waste management policy [4] concluded that reliance could not be placed
exclusively on estimates of risk to determine whether a disposal facility is safe.
This was subsequently reiterated in the published regulatory Guidance on
Requirements for Authorisation for such facilities [5]. It is also widely understood
that "decision making should be open, accountable and inclusive; seeking to
achieve consensus; and taking proper account of both the natural and social
scientific dimensions of risk" [2]. As a result, increasing emphasis is now being
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attached to the systematic appraisal of values as an input to the decision process.
For example, the UK Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution recently
concluded that "values should be articulated at the earliest stage possible in
setting [environmental] standards and developing policies" [6].

The search continues for effective approaches to articulating values and
incorporating them into environmental decisions in order to identify a more
acceptable outcome. Several have been identified and compared in the recent
Royal Commission report [6] and it is not intended to explore these in the present
paper. We observe, however, that there appears to be a need for criteria to assess
the effectiveness of different value appraisal methods in terms of their ability to
deliver improved quality and robustness in the final decision. In what follows, we
take our lead from the emphasis on "sound science" that remains, in the UK at
least [7], of primary importance in environmental policy and decision making.

The requirement for sound science as a basis for environmental policy is not a
requirement for absolute knowledge or certainty - it does imply, however, that the
limitations involved in any risk assessment should be made explicit [6]. Here, we
consider factors contributing to the 'value' of risk information in decision making
for environmental management, and how risk assessments might best be used as
part of a transparent overall decision making process. This involves the following
basic considerations:

What is the 'value' of risk information?
- What are the requirements of a 'risk-informed' approach to decision

making?
- How can risk information be used transparently?

Valuing Risk Information

The term 'risk management' is commonly used to describe actions taken to control
threats to human health and the environment from industrial and other types of
activity. In practice, however, the implementation of risk management involves a
range of different approaches taken in different spheres of activity and in different
countries. Such differences can be attributed to a variety of factors on influences,
including regulatory practice, economic pressures and political/cultural systems.

Lying at the root of the present trend towards deregulation is the implicit
recognition that globally prescriptive, or 'commodity', approaches to rule-making
fail to recognise the need to strike cost-effective, local, balances between risks and
benefits [8]. In the limit, prescriptive rules do not necessarily make industrial
activities measurably safer, but they can impose such costs that they make industry
uncompetitive or divert resources away from other priorities. Hence the message
is reinforced: risk information is an essential component in the optimisation of
decision making, but to focus on prescribed least-risk solutions may not only be
unaffordable, it may not even be the endpoint that most would wish to see
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implemented. As deregulation has spread across a wide range of industrial sectors,
companies have increasingly found it necessary to develop their own expertise and
strategic thinking for operational risks that were traditionally managed simply by
adhering to prescribed regulatory requirements [9]. The maintenance of assets,
prioritisation of investments and management of projects are among a range of
areas that have been affected by the development of corporate risk management
strategies.

Prioritising actions using a risk-informed approach does not necessarily require an
absolute evaluation of risk; rather, the requirement is primarily to be able to
compare the relative risks associated with alternative course of action. Here, risk
information comes into its own; although the quantitative calculation may involve
a range of hypotheses and uncertainties, it is necessary only that similar
simplifying assumptions have been adopted across the assessment for risk
management priorities to be identified.

Greater problems can arise where risk assessment is to be used to demonstrate
compliance with quantitative risk criteria. Such comparisons require consideration
to be given to the relationship between the philosophy underlying the development
of compliance criteria and that adopted in performing the assessment. A
conservative approach to the application of compliance standards, coupled with an
overly-cautious assessment approach, can potentially lead to disproportionate
attention and resources being allocated to the control of risks from one source
rather than those from other hazards [10]. In addition, there would seem to be
little to be gained from striving for complete precision and absolute consistency
where the overall risk assessment is itself predicated on sweeping fundamental
assumptions. In the radiological protection field, for example, such basic
assumptions might include the linear no-threshold hypothesis for the risk from
radiation exposure.

In practice, the choices made in defining the risk assessment approach will be need
to be justified against the specific context within which the assessment is
performed. It seems prudent to expect that demonstrating compliance with
regulatory targets and/or constraints will typically involve multiple lines of
reasoning, exploring a range of alternative exposure scenarios to build confidence
in the results as a satisfactory quantitative basis for informing decision making.
This does not necessarily mean that strict compliance with quantitative risk criteria
needs to be demonstrated for all possible circumstances explored in the
assessment. However, any assessment will need to be supported by sufficient
justification to provide, for the particular context under consideration, satisfactory
assurance regarding the levels of protection that are afforded [11].
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Decision Frameworks — Defining a 'Territory for
Negotiation'

Whereas it is true that risk reduction (especially the reduction of perceived 'urgent'
risks) can sometimes properly be considered a primary goal, any benefits or costs
associated with risk reduction are clearly only part of the overall equation. For
example, it is conceivable that, in a given situation, enhanced risk reduction might
only be achieved at the expense of reduced or delayed economic benefits, or at
much higher financial cost. Alternatively, intended benefits of a particular course
of action may be achieved more rapidly, within an acceptable overall cost
envelope, but perhaps with limited change to overall risk. If decision making takes
place solely with respect to a prescriptive rule-based system, allowing only for
'go/no-go' decisions based on the achievement or violation of some generic
standard, the scope for negotiation will inevitably be very limited.

There is almost always a price to pay for avoiding risk, and the regulator needs to
be able to allow for the potential implications (whether in terms of costs imposed
or benefits deferred) of driving down risks in one particular area. On the one hand,
society appoints its regulators to provide ultimate safeguards for protection of the
public and the environment, laying down boundaries that must not be exceeded if
equitable treatment is to be assured. On the other hand, the regulator can also play
an active role as a partner in the process of deciding how far below such 'limits of
tolerability' [12] it is reasonable to expect risks to be driven.

The concept of a 'territory for negotiation' has been used by John Rimington
(former Director General of the UK Health and Safety Executive) to describe the
space within which affordable risk management solutions are negotiated [13].
Achieving effective partnership in decision making depends on revealing clearly
the diverse objectives that need to be brought into balance, as well as the
constraints within which actions can be taken. If the territory for negotiation is
confined to the single dimension of risk reduction, it will not be possible to expose,
or attempt to resolve, the conflicts that inevitably exist between different sets of
priorities. To attach too much weight to risk per se in the decision process is
potentially to lose sight of the overall program goals, or the importance of defining
affordable solutions.

Negotiating a balance between costs, benefits and risks implies the need for a
management approach that allows for devolution of responsibilities, with
institutional frameworks providing the ultimate safeguards for society (effectively
acting as limits to social inequity) as well as the flexibility - a 'territory for
negotiation' - within which local discretion can be exercised. It also means that,
sometimes, differing solutions (e.g. different final cleanup levels) will be adopted
in different places, based on the local balance of priorities. Under particular
circumstances, local bargaining and land-use arrangements can lead to pragmatic
solutions that might not have been tolerated elsewhere or in other situations [14].
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Part of the solution for effective negotiation therefore lies in a proper delegation of
responsibilities at the local level. Defining the territory for negotiation depends
not only on local interpretation of the regulatory framework, but also on agreement
and understanding of the local benefits that are sought and the limits to budget at a
local level. The implications of this for larger-scale programs is that risk
assessment and risk management should be considered as equally important in
terms of their use as tools in local decision making as they are for higher 'strategic'
purposes.

Such a perspective does not undervalue the importance of risk information.
Indeed, to ignore risk management as a key component of strategic thinking is
equally as disproportionate as making it effectively the sole basis for determining
policy and investment decisions. However, it does underline that the price to be
paid for risk avoidance is properly exposed as part of the decision process and is
balanced with other success criteria.

Getting Risk 'Off the Table'

Many writers have emphasised the importance of transparency in presentation of
scientific assessments. This involves, inter alia, a clear indication of where the
boundaries of knowledge lie, the rationale for methods used to address variability
and uncertainty, and where hypotheses and/or speculations have been adopted [6].
Systematic methods for the development of assessment 'audit trails' are being
developed for application in a variety of fields, particularly in long-term
radiological assessment for solid radioactive waste disposal [15]. The aim is that
transparency should permit informed comparisons to be made between assessment
results and risk criteria, enabling judgments to be made between the relative merits
(in terms of risk reduction) of alternative courses of action.

Ultimately, however, if values other than risk are to form a major part of decision
making, it is important that risk can be taken 'off the table' so that any socio-
political component of the argument is adequately exposed. Such a distinction
may not always be easily achieved. Indeed, it probably has not been realised in a
variety of BPEO (Best Practicable Environmental Option) studies. This serves to
emphasise that such studies should aim carefully to distinguish between:

Study assumptions that can be verified by repeated scientific experiment;

- Study assumptions that can be justified, or at least argued, on the basis of
scientific judgment (i.e. with no social agenda);

Study assumptions that are made based on value judgments independent of
scientific input, where alternative opinions may be equally valid.
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In this context, a good decision will not necessarily always be the 'best' that can be
achieved, but one that is taken in full knowledge of the available information
regarding the underlying motives and potential consequences.

Conclusions

Our analysis underlines the essential role of risk as a valuable tool to inform and
guide decisions, while at the same time emphasising the need for its proportionate
use in a complex arena. Policy makers and regulators must act responsibly to
protect confidence, not just the health of people and the environment. In doing
this, to ignore risk information as a key component of strategic thinking is equally
as disproportionate as making it the sole basis for decision making. There is a
clear need to explain better the basis of, and motives behind, decisions - not only
in terms of transparency in risk assessment but also to distinguish between the
scientific and the socio-political component of the argument.
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Abstract
Spent nuclear fuel may be considered a resource for further
production of electricity or as a source of materials for nuclear
weapon production. It may also be seen as a toxic waste that may be
misused for radiological terrorism or the production of nuclear
explosives. Different assessments of the relative importance of
different perspective may lead to very different waste management
strategies. Very different perspectives may also lead to agreement on
early stages of waste management while disagreement will be
revealed at later stages.

In order to facilitate a transparent decision making process the
purpose of waste management must be made clear. From the defined
purpose, the relevance of facts, arguments and counter arguments
can be assessed. Having a clearly defined purpose will also show the
what needs there are to define the distribution of economic liabilities
for possible costs among different actors

The economic, social and ideological stake-holders involved in the
decision making process are unlikely to reach consensus. However,
making the clarification's suggested above will serve the purpose of
revealing the rational interests behind what presently is interpreted as
real - or imagined - hidden agendas of the actors in the process.
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1. Introduction
Managing nuclear waste in general and spent fuel in particular is important
because the processes will use large amount of economic resources. At the same
time miss-management could lead to enormous economic and social consequences,
especially via the possible deliberate use of nuclear waste for destructive purposes.

I have been involved in the debate on nuclear waste for some 10 years. I always
dislike nuclear weapons, and J am told I am against nuclear power because I have
said reactors should not be used if they can not compete when paying their costs.

But, as you may understand from what follows, I am not very impressed by any
position in the nuclear waste debate. As with the politics of nuclear power, one
may suspect that unclear policy may cause more damage than a clear but wrong
policy would.

So, my point is that the policy analysis should be made explicit and clear decision
taken.

2. Introducing some perspectives on spent fuel
The following are descriptions of possible perspectives on the context and purpose
of the management of spent nuclear fuel. None of them is complete. None of them
corresponds to any position the author would like to defend as such.

2.1 Nuclear power for the future
The rate of extraction of oil and gas is close to the point where the rate of
extraction will start to decrease. Oil and gas may well be extensively used for
another 50 to 100 years but the rate of oil and gas extraction cannot increase to
make up for the increased demand. (Campbell 1997) There are good reasons to
expect demand to rise because of continued growth of economic activity in the
industrialised world, in Asia, in central and east Europe and in the developing
world. In particular there will be a rapid increase in demand for electricity spurred
by the desire for in-door climate control in hot countries close to the equator, and
the increased paying capacity to satisfy such desires.

Coal, the fossil fuel available in large amounts, has several severe environmental
problems connected to its use. Coal mining, air-pollutants causing acid rain and
health effects, and most notably the emissions of greenhouse gases, both methane
from mining and carbon dioxide from the combustion process itself. These
emissions, even the emissions of carbon dioxide, can be controlled but modern
technology. But the costs, partly as loss of net energy yield, may be so high that
coal is unlikely to provide for the increased demand for energy.

Of the energy sources available with tested technologies only nuclear power has
proved able to provide sufficient amounts of electricity to satisfy a rapidly growing
demand. Thus, even if the expansion of nuclear power is now at a temporary stand
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still, within a few decades nuclear power should once again be a growing business
and the demand for fissile materials dramatically increasing.

With an increase in demand for nuclear fuel, uranium resources must be used
efficiently. Reprocessing spent fuel appears to be desirable as the world cannot
afford to dispose fuel rods still containing significant amounts of suitable fissile
materials.

From this perspective, spent nuclear fuel should be stored in an environmentally
safe way with minimum cost of retrieval. The time span of the environmental
safety analysis need not be more than decades or centuries. Surface storage or
under ground repositories designed to make retrieval possible appears as desirable.

2.2 Moralist anti-nuclear
From a different perspective nuclear power may be ruled out as a future energy
option for two reasons. "Nuclear reactor accidents may cause damages so large that
it is not acceptable to deliberately introduce even the possibility of such a
catastrophe. Producing nuclear waste will impose a risk and possibly an economic
burden on future generation long into the future. To produce electricity for
economic consumption far beyond basic needs, in such a way that it may harm
generations far into the future - that may well be far poorer than present
consumers of nuclear electricity - is morally unacceptable.

To place the waste we have produced in repositories in such a way that our own
and the next few, generations will not have to bother about the problems may
create an illusion that the waste problem is solved. Establishing that illusion may,
in turn, encourage our generation to increase the waste production further, at the
cost of future generations' health and opportunities to satisfy their basic needs.

Instead, more research must be done to develop waste management systems that
are perfectly safe for coming generations. With this ambition in mind, spent
nuclear fuels must, while further research is done, be kept environmentally safe but
clearly within reach and responsibility of the present generation.

2.3 Situationist Cost-Benefit perspective

From the perspective of the economic planner, spent nuclear fuel is just one in a
series of societal waste problems, in line with stable and toxic heavy metals as well
as many highly dangerous products of the chemical industries. Efforts should be
made to manage spent fuels so as to avoid costly damages as long as the costs to
reduce the future risks as less than the environmental damages that are avoided.
Spending more resources to manage nuclear wastes would be harmful as resources
used to manage nuclear wastes could have been used for greater reductions of the
damages from other wastes, or for economic investments to increase the economic
well-being of future generations.
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Operators of nuclear reactors should not have to bear the full economic burden of
potential long-term effects, while other industries do not, as this implies an unfair
competitive disadvantage.

Repositories must last longer that the companies responsible for producing the
waste. But the long-term characteristics are of no economic significance

2.4 Strategist global security
The era of nuclear power have passed its peak. The total cost of electricity from
nuclear reactors has proved so high that nuclear power will not be a viable
alternative. Before any new nuclear reactors are profitable a combination of
improved energy efficiency and energy from renewable resources will fill the gap
between an increasing demand for energy-services and the remaining fossil fuel
use. Scenarios of this kind are described by (Johansson, Kelly et al. 1993). New
reactor concepts relying on external neutron sources, breeder reactors or fusion
reactors can not develop technologically, nor economically, fast enough to find a
time window of competitive advantage before technologies for direct use of solar
energy will have appeared at low costs with large potentials.

For hundreds of generations into the future the fissile materials produced by
reactors during since the middle of the 20th century will be an available source of
materials for any organisation desiring nuclear explosives (Peterson 1996) or
radiological weapon of mass destruction. The consequences of deliberate damages
are greater than any potential effect of leakage into the natural environment.
Therefore, the most important function of a system for the management of spent
nuclear fuel is the long-term ability to resist attempts to recover the fissile
materials for destructive purposes.

The perspective was discussed by (Swahn 1992)

2.5 Geopolitical power strategist
The nuclear reactors were established so that they could produce fissile materials
useful for national defence. This was the case in Sweden (Larsson 1985)
(Lindstrom 1991), and has been so in other countries as well. As nuclear power
projects are difficult to justify on economic ground, hidden weapon projects are
important reasons in any country developing reactors today. Even though the
military applications are not always of short-term interest, keeping the fissile
materials available is strategically valuable and in the interest of the nation. As
other countries plan in this way, so must we do.

Looking at the waste as a resource in the struggle between nations, the spent fuel
should be managed in environmentally acceptable ways, but plutonium must not
be exported, nor disposed of in any irretrievable way.

2.6 Market facilitators
Regardless of previous regulations, fair competition in the future requires that any
waste producer is paying the total cost of the waste - that includes both
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management costs and future damages caused by the managed or unmanaged
waste. To ensure payments an obligation to pay is not sufficient, an obligation to
guarantee paying capacity long into the future is also required.

An important government task is to establish an institutional framework assuring
that the producers of nuclear waste will also in a just way be made to pay for any
damages caused by the waste - also statistical effect where the individual victim
cannot be identified.

Such arrangements would not only contribute to fair competition, but maybe more
importantly, to more efficient search for best possible information and
understanding of the problems of long-term waste management. (Kaberger 1992)
(Kaberger 1993)

Waste need not be kept perfectly safe, repositories may leak, but all damages, as
well as all management costs, should be paid for by those produced the waste.
Weapon material aspects are hardly relevant in this economic perspective.

3. The process may proceed with varying majorities

There is no clear specification of the purpose of managing spent nuclear fuel in
Sweden. To my knowledge there is no clear specification in any other nuclear
reactor country either. There may be at least two reasons for that. First of all there
is a fundamental uncertainty about what may be technologically achieved.
Secondly, it is well known that there are several different ambitions in society
about what the purpose is with spent nuclear fuel management. None of them has a
clear political majority behind it. Thus it is considered constructive to be vague. As
long as being vague make it possible to collect a majority behind the short term
steps.

As the Swedish government yearly define what the nuclear power inspectorate
should ensure regarding nuclear waste. The government, last year, said that final
storage of spent nuclear fuel should be such that "possible leakage of radioactive
substances during different time-spans may be expected to be below tolerable
levels, so that coming generations are not exposed to greater risks to their health
and environment than what society today tolerates." (Instructions to SKI , section
1.1, point 4).

But the aims are not only vague in a quantitative sense. There are fundamental
issues that are resolved on stable grounds.

The idea that nuclear waste shall be managed nationally is supported by
geopolitical power strategists, as well as by anti-nuclear moralists. Nuclear for the
future groups may also see the national responsibility as a suitable tactical position
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in the short term. From any of the economic perspectives there is no reason why
waste managers should not be allowed to make use of differences in physical
conditions that make it easier to build stable repositories in some countries than in
others. From a strategic, global security perspective, it may be desirable to
centralise management of fissile materials to a few sites to make safeguarding
easier.

What is today a stable majority may not hold if the use of nuclear power clearly
declines. If, on the other hand, nuclear power started to increase globally national
strategies would also erode, as the reprocessing system would create a global
market. Such a market would be difficult to combine with the national obligations
supported today.

Retrievability is presently supported by anti-nuclear moralists, nuclear for the
future proponents, as well as geopolitical power strategists. Once again, this
majority is not stable. If nuclear looses in the future competitive markets the anti-
nuclear moralists have no reason to be interested in keeping the waste easily
accessible. If nuclear instead would be gaining there is no strategic case for
safeguarding the repositories for the non-fissile wastes after reprocessed spent fuel.
At the same time the proponents of retrievability among those favouring nuclear
for the future and geopolitical power strategists will also dissolve. Maybe the fears
of radiological weapon terrorists will motivate most actors to favour that non-
fissile remnants of the nuclear reactor fuels are indeed stored in such away that
retrieval is extremely difficult.

The idea to take on a national physical responsibility for the waste seem to be one
that will not hold many decades into the future - whatever happens to nuclear
power. This is well known in Sweden. It is interesting to note how this was dealt
with in the Swedish accession agreement to the European Union. A special joint
statement was written. It could be referred to as upholding the national
responsibility and sovereignty, while in fact is will in no way stop any future trade
in spent nuclear waste for management from or to any other country, at least not
within the Union

The problem is that from an economic perspective the process to decide how to
manage the waste may cost more than the waste management itself. In a brilliant
little article from 1979, Svante Beckman lists key points if you want to create a
real failure, not just a mistake. (Beckman 1979). In short they may be described by
the following list:

1. Define vague aims, possibly several and contradictory aims, and let their
relative importance change with time.

2. Control the feed-back system.
3. Have flexible time schedules.
4. Be near the research front.
5. The project should be expressive, not just practical.
6. There should be the prospects of a great leap, when things will start to happen.
7. Create problems to solve.
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8. Envision that a turning point is ahead, from that on things will go well.
9. Ensure a monopoly to avoid benchmarking.
10. Let other, spin-off results justify the continued process.

Considering the large scale of the industrial projects to manage spent nuclear fuel,
another provoking book for studying is Great Planning Disasters (Hall 1980).
Here, projects like the Concorde ultra-sonic flight project show similarities. In this
project the co-operation between Britain and France came to become more
important in this project than the result. Costs, so high that the product could never
be economically competitive, or technical problems, indicating the product would
not be fit for its original purpose, in such situations appear secondary to the aim of
continuing the project. In the nuclear waste industry there is a similar tendency
that a process started must go on continuously. To stop a project to rethink and
make radical changes is difficult, or even impossible. The economically most
important reason for the industry is to provide a reassuring image that the nuclear
waste management is developing according to plan to take care of the waste that is
continuously produced by the power reactors.

Another economic aspect on these planning processes is that the cost of continued
planning can be lower than the interest rate on the cost of actually doing something
with the waste. Slowing down the process will then be economically profitable to
the organisation responsible for the waste management costs.

There is a risk that mistakes will develop into failures, or in economic terms into
great planning disasters.

4. Conclusions
This presentation is intended to stimulate a rethinking of the expensive projects
motivated by the need to manage spent nuclear fuel. As individuals you may
question your position in this business. As collective stakeholders you may look at
the real long-term interests of the organisation - and long term in this case is long.

Most important is to assess the global long-term strategies available. It is
complicated in the sense that other developments will have implications for spent
fuel management, but that is not a good reason to avoid the strategic analysis. The
common excuse for not thinking about the important issues, that "so much money
has already been spent", is probably not a good argument. The difference in cost
between a good long-term system and future costs of continuing bad systems is
likely to be many times higher that the total money already spent.
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The general question of rationality has changed from the old-fashioned difference

of means and ends to the modem difference of system and environment (Luhmann

1968). Organizations as social systems producing and reproducing decisions

translate this difference into the difference of stability and variety. The question

then is: In which way can the difference between stability and variety express

rationality?

I start with a problem exposition inspired by the works of March and Olsen.

These autors argue (1995), that organizations (besides individuals and intitutions)

tend to failure traps or to success traps. Failure traps result from rapid

experimentation (that is variety) without reference to stability demands, like solid

competence with a single alternative. Nick Leeson and the Barings Bank may

serve as an example. Success traps result from further improvements of known

competencies (that is stability) without reference to environmental variety, like

preference change. The german atomic -safety policy with its increasing burden of

political conflict may serve as an example. Success traps are built on exploitation:

,,Forms and practices that increase exploitation (e.g., centralization, party

discipline, tightly coupled bureaucratization, shared cultures and languages)

militate against exploration" (214). On the other hand, failure traps are built on

exploration: ,,Forms and practices that increase exploration (e.g., decentralization,
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coalition governments, loose coupling, diverse cultures and languages) militate

against exploitation" (215).

Both, failure traps and success traps, narrow the options of an organization

for future development. In this sense, both types of system behavior are irrational.

Rational would be avoidance of both traps, which means some balance between

exploitation and exploration or between stability and variety. In the terms of

March and Olsen: ,,The long-run adaptiveness of political institutions will

frequently be improved by decreasing the rate of experimentation in the face of

failure (...) and increasing the rate of experimentation in the face of success (...)"

(218). March and Olsen recommend several components for facilitating

experimentation', because they think that inhibiting experimentation is the more

serious problem. In a sense they trust long-run effects of learning and discuss

supportive mechanisms, e.g., increasing the activity level of learning by decreasing

its rate (by ignorance, patience and accounts). They circumvent the problem of

balance, because it seems too difficult to define an an optimal one. I agree, but I

think it is worth thinking about balancing, at least when problems of optimality are

ignored. I shall refer to the problems of learning with respect to avoiding traps and

to the problems of balancing differences.

A prominent example for these problems are so-called ,high-reliability

organization' in air traffic control, atomic energy or high-velocity transportation

like the german ICE or the french TGV. These systems cannot reach some balance

between success and failure by long-run learning effects. They have to take

responsibility for that balance in the short-run and on the basis of only minor

failures. Major failures would produce higher costs (catastrophe) than experiential

advantages. This perspective calls for reasoning on problems of simultaneity of

exploitation and exploration. Todd LaPorte has specified these problems for .high-

reliability organizations' by a kind of research-frame, which refers to that balance

as ,,Working in Practice But Not in Theory" (1991). I think, we will meet this

constellation more often when the stakes of organizing are connected to coping

with risk. Especially when the possibility of some kind of catastrophic event is

present. In these cases the question of rationality is so urgent that long-run effects

of learning by trial and error will not be accepted. Only some kind of emergent
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rationality will meet acceptance, which makes these organizations especially

interesting for the general question of rationality.

Let me now turn to the concept of rationality, using some well known examples. I

would like to start with examples of collective action which operate under parallel

but contradictory conditions, that is, they operate in the explorative and the

exploitative mode simultaneously. The examples are production of technical norms

'under the shadow of law' (Japp 1997), shop floor activities versus central

corporatism (Streek ....) and so called 'multiple selves' in politics (Wiesenthal ....),

like esp. the German 'Greens'. Each of these examples, at least when you read

them as indicating distinctions, has one side which seems to be more flexible or

explorative than the other more rigid or exploitative side.

(1.) The private production of technical norms is communicated to be flexible in

comparison with state law. In turbulent, rapidly changing markets private

institutions like the German 'TUV or 'DIN' seem to be in better shape for

producing technical norms (e.g. norms for compatibility of computer software)

than slowly working regulatory institutions of the state, let alone legislative action.

Thus, private production of technical norms is considered to be flexible and

therefore rational. (2.) Shop floor adaptation to requirements of single plants in so-

called 'Betriebsbiindnissen' is estimated flexible as compared with a centralized

regulation of work schedules in corporatist systems. Even here, flexibility is

observed as rational. (3.) Being able to produce compromise, political pragmatism

is estimated flexible and therefore rational compared to political fundamentalism

that tends to solidify political opposition. All three descriptions overlook losses of

stability, that is, security of expectations versus variety.

Today, there seems to be a general preference for the flexible side. However,

this flexible side of the relevant distinction is a poor thing without its inflexible

counterpart. Looking at one side only can not be rational. (1.) Private production

of technical norms without the 'shadow of law' would be erratic. It would run into

the failure trap of unconstrained exploration and could not produce the expected

collective effects of technical compatibility, organizational compliance and
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internal consent. Therefore, it would not be rational. (2.) Shop floor adaptations

without central constraints set by centralized unions, esp. of the German type of

the so-called 'Einheitsgewerkschaft', would likewise be erratic. Shop floor

activists would walk into the same trap of underregulated flexibility. Without

centralized unions they simply would not have been able to produce collective

reductions of working hours as an answer to massive unemployment in the eighties

and leave many bargaining issues to the shop floor level simultaneously.

Therefore, they would hardly be characterized as rational. (3.) Political pragmatism

without constraints by some fundamental norms would be likewise erratic. The

wish to participate in political power in one faction of the German 'Greens'

without the opposing faction, which shows more compliance to political principles

of ecological issues, would have led to political facelessness much faster than it

actually has happened. Therefore, political pragmatism as such does not deserve

the title of 'rationality'. The failure-trap here returns in political terms.

How is system behavior tranformed from one-sidedness into a balancing

mode? This transformation may be imagined by learning from disappointment of

expectations. The systems could oscillate between exploration and exploitation, or

between failure traps and success traps because they experience that flexible

response and rigid conformity are both risky, that is, they produce ,post decisional

regret' (Harrison/March ...). After oscillating between these two extremes for some

time, the systems may get insight into the whole distinction between flexible

response and rigid conformity, that is, between exploration and exploitation or the

resprctive traps. In order to find a stable point, the systems have to transform

oscillating into a trade-off-relation between flexibility and stability. This can be

done by reflecting the difference through one of its poles, for instance stability.

Basically the difference between explorative and exploitative behavior will be

stabilized by internal asymmetry. The systems may use the pole of stability or

exploitation for internal asymmetry. In everyday terms they produce internal

preferences which allow operations, not only on one side, but with respect to the

whole distinction. The respective distinctions are handled by an internal

preference which refers to the whole distinction and not only one of its sides. The

latter case would be costly in unexpected ways and therefore a risk. Failure traps or
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success traps are both risky options. The overall effect can be seen as a relative

stability of expectations regarding the public production of technical norms, the

central regulation of incomes and the political priority of ecological preferences.

This is the case despite some built-in flexibility with respect to private interests

into technical variety, with respect to shopfloor variety and with respect to political

pragmatism. In other words, by applying the distinction of flexibility and stability

on itself, guided by an internal preference, the result leads to some kind of 'stable

flexibility' or exploitative exploration'. This I characterize as rational.

In the pertinent literature, flexibility is often associated with risky

consequences. On the other hand, flexibility is associated with 'rationality',

meaning that inflexibility is 'irrational'. I do not agree with these rather cloudy

ideas. Instead, I look at their sociological substance and do so by following the

constructivist 'logic of distinctions'. Given a relevant distinction, risk can be

defined basically as the use of only one side of the distinction. It is a risk being

enthusiastically flexible without looking at the loss of stability as some kind of

social costs (e.g. security). Or the other way around, it is a risk being utterly

conform to stability demands without looking at the loss of flexibility as some kind

of social costs (e.g. adaptation). March and Olsens terms of failure trap or success

trap based on either exploration or exploitation draw a good picture of these

dilemmas. However, it is normal to use such blind spots by overlooking the 'other

side of the coin'. At least it is a way to produce identity in a confusing world. But

it is possible to shift these blind spots into more sophisticated structures of action.

High-reliability systems point these configurations in a specific way, so that they

are to be treated beyond systems which can tolerate failures for some time and

which may learn from these failures a more complex behavior regarding basic

differences. All high-reliability organizations (nuclear energy reactors, air control

centers etc.) reproduce the till now used differences within the difference between

central and decentral operations (Hirschhorn 1993). Central operations correlate

with exploitation and decentral operations correlate with exploration. Because

organizations with catastrophic consequences of failure are not allowed to learn by

trial and error, they must anticipate failure. Empirical studies show (Roberts 1993),
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that they do this by re-entries, in operative terms by balancing central and

decentral activities. Balancing means, they rely on ,two tiers' and consensus with

qualification' in decision structures. Both cases display a difference between

central and decentral operations and an internal asymmetry by or preference for the

central components. This is a clear case of a re-entry of central and decentral

operations into central operations. The latter are used as internal asymmetry or

internal preference. All these subtle arrangements take place more in anticipation

than as a result of learning under the demanding pressure on avoiding failures with

catastrophic consequences. Rationality may be seen in the sophistication of

handling basic differences.

Sophisticated structures like these would be indications of operational

rationality. There is a long history of criticizing and deconstructing the concept of

normative rationality (e.g. Simon, March, Brunsson). In a very short manner it

leads from ideals of perfection (nature in the greek tradition) over optimizing

individual or collective goals (rational and social choice) to reducing it all to

satisficing rather modest aspirations (Neo-Institutionalism) and from there to the

simple effect of enabling action or decision-making under improbable conditions

(Brunsson/Luhmann). Under the conditions of modernity, claims on rationality

seem to be reduced to the avoidance of all forms of 'irrationality', indicated by the

reduction of communicative options. March and Olsens traps are vivid and basic

examples for these irrationalities. Beyond this no substantial reason of rationality

seems to be in use. Against this background, I expand the meaning of rationality to

empirical operations which may reduce risks. But first of all they improve

communication by avoiding fundamental constraints with respect to the growth of

options (v. Foerster ...). So we will talk about communicative operations which,

after all, can still be characterized as rational but on the basis that they primarily

avoid the communicative bottlenecks of risk-taking (Brunsson 1985). We will not

speak about how one should operate in order to be rational. Such a claim is beyond

scientific (sociological) descriptions in modern society. But it is not beyond

scientific descriptions to characterize rational operations as a class of operations

which probably reduces un-intended consequences of risk-taking behavior. This is

because of the simultaneity of higher operational complexity (Luhmann 1997) and
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the capability of taking risks under improbable conditions (Brunsson 1985) by

operations called re-entries.

In all cited cases the condition for rationality lies, firstly, in improving or enabling

further communication, i.e. technical-economic communication, labor market

communication, political communication and high-reliability communication. In

all cases a breakdown of communication is possible since there are incompatible

orientations, mainly flexible or explorative versus stable or exploitative

orientations, but the breakdown is avoided anyway. However, this fact in itself is

not rational since the causes enabling stable flexibility or flexible stability are to be

found elsewhere. They are to be found in the complementarity of the two sides of

the distinctions. And this may lead to rationality. Nevertheless, complementarity is

a poor term. It does not help to make clear how both sides of a strategic distinction

are handled in social communication without oscillating helplessly between both

sides, e.g. between fundamental and more pragmatic orientations in green politics.

Exactly this case, the oscillation from one side to another, is not well known

empirically and for this case, there have to be reasons. At first glance, these

reasons can be seen in straight forward preferences either for flexibility or for

rigidity in our case. Such preferences are strongly institutionalized empirically

(March/Olsen 1989). One could say, breaking the symmetry of the relevant

distinction by preference would help to avoid unproductive oscillation. But the

result would be, literally, one-sided operation again.

Asymmetry by preference, is necessary, but it is not sufficient, because you lose a

central criterion of rationality: grasping both sides of the distinction. How does

social communication produce such an effect of signifying the opposite sides of a

distinction, like, for example, political pragmatism and political fundamentalism? I

follow the argument that, for the sake of gaining rationality, the distinction has to

be re-introduced into itself. And you have to condition this re-introducing by a

preference for one of its sides. This means, re-introducing a distinction into itself is

possible only by reflecting it within one of its sides. This is no "analytical" trick,

but an observable, empirical fact in social communication. The political
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pragmatism of the 'Greens' is a collective preference not simply versus the other

side of political fundamentalism. The same applies to shop floor orientations

versus centralized unions. That would only be a one-sidedness although, in

everyday communication, it may seem just that way. Actually, political

pragmatism or shop floor orientation, is a collective preference versus the

difference of political pragmatism and political fundamentalism. The same applies

again to the case of technical norms and shop floor orientation. All these cases

express some kind of overall-preferences with respect to distinctions and not for

one or the other identity. Nowadays, such an overall-preference is the flexible

option. But this option would be in a kind of interdependence with the whole of the

distinction, you could say, in a trade-off-relation between both sides of the relevant

distinction, e.g. flexibility vs. stability, guided by one of its sides - probably

flexibility - as a preference. This kind of operation (a re-entry according to

Spencer Brown (1979)) allows handling both sides of the relevant distinction

simultaneously. This is possible only by breaking the symmetry between both sides

of a distinction by introducing an internal preference which appeals to one of the

sides and holds contact to both sides of the relevant distinction. This is a case of

controlling a strategic difference by constructing a preference which is itself under

the control of the difference. The preference is internal asymmetry.

Instead of intentional acts, communicative dynamics of social systems are

important. They operate by distinctions, produce complexity and cope with it.

They are forced to cope after reaching a point of inconvenient social costs by one-

sided (e.g. flexible versus stable) action and oscillating some time between the

sides of the distinction until learning that coming to terms with the unity of a

relevant distinction is the less costly way to proceed. That would be the case of

rationality, the case of reaching the whole distinction by breaking its symmetry

using one of its sides as overall-preference. With reference to the problem of

flexibility, e.g. in labor markets, a term like 'stable flexibility' at first glance looks

like a simple logical mistake, not worth any empirical investigation. In our terms,

'stable flexibility' is a result of re-entries, which allow communication between

the opposite sides: flexibility and stability. That is, they improve communication
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under improbable conditions, esp. contradictory conditions like central and

decentral demands in high-reliability organizations. And more important, they may

reduce risk by reflecting both sides of a relevant distinction without leaving the

operative context of that distinction for the sake of another distinction that would

produce the same problems. In short, these operations construct the observation of

interdependencies between privately generated technical norms and state law,

between shop floor and central activities in labor markets, between political

pragmatism and political fundamentalism and between central and decentral

acitivities in high-reliability organizations. In all cases, the construction is directed

by internal preferences which allow for some stability despite the necesssary

flexibility in turbulent environments. These operations block mere oscillation

between stability and flexibility and generate respective points of temporary

identity (Bechmann/Japp 1997). This could be viewed as rational.

Conclusions:

- In the temporal dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'present

futures' or 'future presences'. These expressions indicate both: The irresolvable

uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicated by open futures, and its boundedness by

self-application of distinctions, e.g. projected futures from the background of a

known past.

- In the material dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'stable

flexibility' or 'flexible stability'. Again, these expressions indicate both: The

irresolvable uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicted by open flexibilities, and its

boundedness by self-application of distinctions, e.g. flexibility and stability after

learning the respective costs of the single options.

- In the social dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'pragmatic

dissent' or 'controversial pragmatism'. Again, these expressions indicate both: The

irresolvable uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicated by open dissent or
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controversies, and its boundedness by self-application of distinctions, e.g.

pragmatic agreements and irresolvable dissent.

Again, all three asymmetries represent re-entries. The built-in preferences simply

do not work without the subtleties of re-entries, at least when these processes are

described by sociologically informed observers. Who else should know that he or

she is operating on the basis of something called re-entries? In everyday life

communication, noone sees a thing like that since every observation has an in-built

bias for one side of a distinction. So rationality will stay latent as the operation of

re-entry. It may become manifest as legitimation of something else. For instance as

rational choice. In everyday life re-entries emerge as compromise. But

compromises conceal the relevant difference. In scientific life re-entries emerge as

mixed scanning (Etzioni). But mixed scanning displays a mix, not a difference.

And it is always a difference which makes a difference (Bateson ...). This remains

latent.
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Abstract
This paper use data from a pilot study to analyse relationships between type of
resettlement (voluntary or involuntary) and individuals' everyday feelings,
perceptions of risk, health status and control. The data were collected in 1995,
within the Joint Study Project 2 (JSP2), i.e., a collaborative research project of the
European Union (EU) and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) of
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus, 1991/92 - 95/96. The aim of the study was to
investigate reactions to change and new life conditions of people who had been
resettled due to the Chernobyl accident. Participants from the respective countries
included adult individuals sampled from two age groups of less than 45 years and
45 years and older, with approximately the same number of men and women
(N=598). The questionnaire presented various topics to which responses were
indicated on quantitative response scales, as well as in open ended response
formats. The results presented here focus on emotional reactions, perceived risk
and self-rated health among resettled people. The effects of type of resettlement on
emotional reactions, perceived risk and control are discussed.

Introduction
The Chernobyl accident occured at a time of considerable social and economic
changes in the former Soviet Union. The contamination due to the accident still
covers parts of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. Some areas were considered too
contaminated to suit long-term human settlement and a considerable number of
people were therefore moved from their homes and resettled in other areas.
Resettlement policies could differ between the states, e.g. with respect to the
duration before implementation of the decision to resettle people from certain
areas, the swiftness of the transition, and the acceptance of personal initiatives in
the process. The policy of considering bonds between people who were to resettle
could also differ between states, and the social networks were more or less severly
strained in the process.

The results of this paper are based on samples of resettled people of Russia,
Ukraine and Belarus, who moved either voluntarily or involuntarily from
contaminated home areas. At the tenth anniversary of the accident in 1996 it was
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concluded that psychological and social effects were among the main and most
lasting consequences of the accident(1).

Previous research on perception of control has been presented in terms of primary
(behavioural) and secondary (cognitive) control, perceived and actual control, self-
efficacy and outcome expectancies. It has something to do with expectancies about
influence over outcomes, expectancies about steps leading to a desired outcome,
and expectancies about one's own ability to take these steps(23). Perceived control
can also be understood in terms of assessment of vulnerability and risk. Previous
research has used assessment of risk as a measurement of optimistic bias (4' 5).
Unrealistic optimism has been related to life-events as well as health risks.
Optimistic bias includes assessing the own chances of encountering positive events
above average, as well as the risk of encountering negative events below average.
On the one hand, unrealistic optimism gives more self-esteem and better mental
health and better coping abilities, whereas on the other hand it involves the illusion
of invulnerability (6). According to Langer <?i 8) the illusion of being in control,
when the situations is uncontrollable, is motivated by the strive for mastery.
Related to motivation, there is a desire and need for control (9' l0). The degree of
involvement, familiarity and choice are also important factors inducing feelings of
control. In addition, there has to be some belief about freedom, and consequences
of choice, to induce the feeling of control<n'1213).

In this context, it seems reasonable to expect differences between those who were
resettled voluntary and involuntary, respectively, with regard to feelings and
perceptions of control. Thus, the hypotheses were that the voluntary resettlers
would feel more in control, express more optimistic bias, and feel less vulnerable,
i.e., perceive less risk, as well as give a more favourable personal estimation of
health status. It was also assumed that lower perceived risk would be related to a
larger illusion of invulnerability, i.e. the belief that one can become immune to
radioactivity. Furthermore, it was expected that involuntarily resettled people
would display less trust in medical expertise and experience a higher level of harm
and danger to their own health, apart from displaying higher levels of distress and
other negative emotions.

Method

Design, respondents and questionnaire
Questionnaire data were collected, by personal encounters with the respondents1,
to study the social and psychological effects of voluntary and involuntary
resettlement, within the JSP2 project. The study was conducted in August 1995
simultaneously in selected parts of the three CIS countries. The selected areas
were, in Russia: the towns of Nykolskaya Sloboda and Krasny Rog in the districts
of Zhukovsky and Pochensk. In Ukraine: the towns Yagotin and Borodyanka with

1 Data were collected by groups of researchers and colleagues in the three states. We are
obliged to all research teams lead by the professors Rumyantseva and Arkhangelskaya in
Russia, professor Nyagu in Ukraine and professor Ageeva in Belarus. Data were provided
by professor Drottz-Sjoberg.
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suburbs in the Kiev region. In Belarus: the towns of Streshin and Verhnedvinsk
with suburbs in the Gomel and Vitebsky regions.

Respondents were selected according to resettled persons in an age and sex
stratified sampling design. There were approximately an equal number of men and
women chosen in each state, and approximately as many subjects below as above
the age of 45 years in each group. There were 598 respondents in all; 180 from
Russia, 214 from Ukraine and 204 from Belarus. Mean age in Russia was 44 years,
in Ukraine 43 years and in Belarus 42 years. The percentage of persons in the
sampled groups who had moved voluntarily were in Russia 63 percent, in Ukraine
34 percent, and in Belarus 52 percent.

The questionnaire provided foremost a predesigned response format. Instructions
were given on the front page, along with an introduction of the study. The
respondents were asked to state their personal opinion about various life
conditions, personal reactions and feelings. The demographic variables utilised
were age and sex. The subjects were asked to indicate if they had moved
voluntarily or involuntarily ("choice"). The assessment of personal health
("health") was measured on a five-point scale ranging from "it is much better" to
"it is much worse". The ratings of perceived risk due to the Chernobyl accident
("risk!"), risk due to the resettlement ("risk2") and psychological distress
("distress>r) due to the Chernobyl accident were rated on Likert-type five-point
scales ranging from "not at all" to "very much". The same type of response scales
were used to measure influence over personal and family life situation
("influence"), and trust in experts investigating health effects of the Chernobyl
accident ("trust"). The belief that one can become immune to radiation and
radioactive contamination ("immune") was rated on a four-point scale, with the
extremes "yes, definitely" to "no definitely not", as were the ratings of perceived
justification of the resettlement ("just"). Concerning general emotional state the
subjects were asked to mark 5 out of 28 given emotional states which best
described their everyday or usual feelings.

Data analysis
The presentation of the most common general emotional states here is based on the
most frequently indicated feelings. The respondents marked up to five feelings in
the list of 28 items. Frequencies of all indications were computed. The top three
items resulting from this list were collapsed and a mean percentage was calculated.
The result of this procedure can be seen in Table 1, presented for the total sample,
for the sample divided into groups of voluntary and involuntary resettlement, and
for each country divided into voluntary and involuntary groups. Pearson's
correlations were used for measurements of relationships between variables, and
regression analyses were performed using the stepwise method, replacing missing
data by mean scores. Differences between groups of voluntary and involuntary
resettlement were measured by t-tests, two tailed. All analyses were performed
utilising the statistical package of SPSS 8.0 for Windows.
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Results
It was of interest to study the overall emotional state of the respondents. The
questionnaire contained 28 items listing positive (14) and negative (14) emotions.
The subjects were asked to mark the five emotional states which best described
their usual feelings. The results, based on the most frequently indicated feelings
(percentages) are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. General emotional states based on the most frequently indicated items in a
list of 28 items, for the total sample, by groups moved voluntary and involuntary,
and by state and type of resettlement.

Usual
emotional
State

Tired
Busy
Helpless
Under strain
In pain
Depressed
Sick
Loved
Angry
Active
Weak
Optimistic

Total
sample

n:570-
582

8.6
5.9
5.0
4.9
4.2

All
moved

Volun
n:284 -
289
8.2
5.8
5.1
5.7

4.1

Involun
n:284 -
291
9.0

5.0

4.8
3.8
4.5

Rani*

Volun
n: 113

8.8

4.0
5.0

4.4
3.7

Involun
n:66

9.4

5.1

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.6

Ukraine

Volun
n:66- 69

7.6

6.7
6.7
6.5

9.1

Involun
n: 128

8.0

6.1
5.1

5.0
6.2

Belarus

Volun
n: 105-
107
8.2
6.0
5.4
5.8

5.7

Involun
n: 90-97

10.1

4.4

4.4
3.7
4.2

As can be seen in the table, the negative feelings dominated (8 of 12 items). The
feeling of being "tired" was overall the most prominent emotional state, and it had
slightly higher scores among those who had been resettled involuntarily. In the
total sample, the feelings of being "busy", "helpless" and "under strain" were
frequently indicated by the respondents. Note, however, that "busy" was among
the most frequently mentioned emotional states only in the subgroups of voluntary
resettled group in Belarus. Feeling "in pain" was found in the involuntary resettled
groups in Russia and Belarus, but in the voluntary resettled group in Ukraine. The
feeling of being "helpless" was often mentioned by most groups. Feeling "sick"
was most often indicated in Ukraine and Belarus.

T-tests showed that those who had been resettled involuntarily perceived less
influence t (592) = - 4.10, p< 0.005, felt more distressed t (594) = - 3.36, p<
0.001, gave lower estimates of personal health t (593) = - 5.27, p< 0.005, more
often believed one could become immune to radioactivity t (591) = 3.67, p< 0.005,
and they also less often perceived relocation to be justified t (592) = - 3.96, p<
0.005 as compared to the voluntarily resettled group.
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Correlation analyses showed positive relationships between feeling distressed and
perceiving being at risk due to the accident (r=0.33) and due to the resettlement
(r=0.30). There was a negative relationship between perceiving influence over the
personal life and distress (r= - 0.24). Self-rated health was negatively related to
perceived risk, and positively related to experienced influence over the personal
and family life. Trust in the competence of health experts investigating effects of
the accident had no strong relationships to perceived risk or distress in the total
sample. There was a weak positive relationship between trust and rated
justification of the resettlement. Note, however, the rather strong negative
relationship between perceived risk due to resettlement and perceived justification
of being resettled. There was a weak relationship between believing that one could
become immune to radiation and radioactive contamination and low perceived risk
due to the accident (r = - 0.20) in the total sample.

Table 2. Mean values and Pearson's correlation coefficients between items
measuring distress, perceived risk, personal influence, immunity, personal health
and trust in experts for the total sample.

Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influence #
Immune #
Health #
Trust #
Just#

Mean
3.6
3.6
3.2
2.1
1.9
2.7
2.6
2.7

Riskl
.33**

Risk2
.30**
.34**

Influence #
-.24 *•
-.08
-.12 •*

Immune #
-.03
-.20 **
.01
-.04

Health #
-.22 • •
-.11 **
-.16**
.15**
-.02

Trust #
-.08
-.08
-13 •*
.03
.04
.09*

Just*
-.20 •*
-.01
-.29 • •
.23 *•
-.11 *
. 2 0 "
.12**

# The sign indicates that the scale used in the questionnaire was reversed in the
table to facilitate the interpretation, i.e. the value 1 indicates "no, not at all" or
"definitely not", and the highest value of the scale "very much" or "yes, definitely".
* p< 0,05, **p< 0,01.

Results based on splitting the sample into groups of voluntary and involuntary
resettlement are shown in Table 3. Note that perceived risk from the accident
generally correlated stronger with distress than perceived risk due to the
resettlement in the voluntarily resettled groups, whereas the results related to those
moved involuntarily were less clear. Perceived influence was significantly related
to low degree of distress only in the groups moved involuntarily in Russia and
voluntary resettlement in Belarus. The strongest negative relationships between
self-rated health and distress were found in Ukraine. Note that the correlation is
stronger in the involuntary group than in the voluntary group. Correlations
between trust and health were found only in the voluntary groups of Russia and
Ukraine. A negative relationship between trust and distress was found in the group
of voluntarily resettled in Russia.
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Table 3. Mean values and Pearson's correlation coefficients between items
measuring distress, perceived risk, personal influence, immunity, personal health,
trust in authorities and justification of resettlement by country and type of
resettlement. (For explanations of signs, see Table 2)

Group
Russia:
Voluntary
(n: 113)

Involuntary
(n:67)

Ukraine:
Voluntary
(n:73)

Involuntary
(n:137-139)

Belarus:
Voluntary
(n:106-!07)

Involuntary
(n: 96-97)

Item

Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influenced
Immune S
Health S
Trust #
Just S
Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influenced
Immune S
Health S
Trust #
JustS

Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influences
Immune S
Health S
Trusts
Just S
Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influences
Immune S
Health #
Trusts
Just#

Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influences
Immune S
Health #
Trust*
JustS
Distress
Riskl
Risk2
Influenced
Immune S
Health S
Trust S
Just S

Mean

3.3
3.4
3.1
2.3
2.0
3.1
2.5
2.7
3.7
3.4
2.9
2.0
2.3
2.8
2.7
3.0

3.8
4.0
3.3
2.5
1.7
2.3
2.6
3.2
3.8
3.6
3.3
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.7
2.4

3.4
3.5
3.0
2.0
1.7
2.0
2.6
2.9
3.9
3.6
3.2
2.0
2.1
2.8
2.7
2.5

Riskl

.46 **

-.02

.40**

42 **

.35 **

.21 *

Risk2

.31 •*

.34 *•

.08
-.13

.31 *•

.22

.37 **

.58 **

.30**

.30**

.36**

.58 **

Influence #

.18

.18

.34 **

-.37 **
-.13
.30*

-.18
-.05
.10

-.16
-.08
-.14

-.38 •*
-.19
-.43 **

-.13
.06
-.06

Immune S

-.11
.09
-.22*
.07

-.04
-.32 **
.08
.3!**

-.11
-.20
.00
-.46 **

.00
-.11
.00
-.04

-.08
-.29**
-.09
.06

-.17
-.19
-.13
-.14

Health #

-.04
-.14
.03
.05
-.16

-.23
-.02
.02
.21
.21

-.26 *•
-.09
-.32 **
.05
-.04

-.41 **
-.27 *•
-.19*
.22 *
.01

-.17
.00
-.19*
.31 *•
.07

-.16
-.11
-.07
-.07
-.19

Trust ft

.01

.11

.11

.21 *

.03

.28 **

-.36 **
-.04
-.05
-.12
-.28*
.19

-.03
-.01
-.32 **
.16
-.10
.40**

-.04
-.05
.06
-.02
.23 **
-.09

-.18
-.11
-.26**
.11
.12
.16

-.03
-.15
.-20
-.10
-.02
-.01

JustS

.14
-.11
.18
.13
-.19*
.08
-.14

-.35 ••
-.07
-.54 ••
11

.16

.12

.11

-.18
.00
-.15
.30*
-.36**
.29
.37 •*

-.22 •
-.25 **
-.17
.13
-.05
.08
.20*

-.18
.14
-.43 *•
.31 ••
-.01
.34 **
.38**

-.17
-.07
-.25 •
.22 *
-.13
.39 ••
-.02
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Attempts at explaining the variance of perceived health by the here selected
variables were rather unsuccessful. Table 4 presents the results from stepwise
regression analyses for the total sample and by countries. The adjusted R2 was in
the former case only 0.10, but somewhat higher in Belarus and Ukraine. Note that
the pattern of independent variables differ in the equations related to the three
states. Perceived justification of being resettled was the only predictor that entered
the equation in Belarus, whereas experience of distress, type of resettlement and
sex were relatively important predictors of self-rated health in Ukraine. The "trust"
predictor was found only in the Russian data.

Table 4.Results of stepwise regression analyses, for the total sample and by
country.

Dependent
variable
All:
Health

Russia:
Health

Ukraine:
Health

Belarus:
Health

Independent
Variable

Distress
Choice
Just

trust
choice

Distress
Choice
Sex

just

Standardised
ft-coefflcent

.22

.19

.14

.23

.18

.34

.17

.15

.38

(-value

5.51
4.66
3.50

3.11
2.46

5.28
2.69
2.40

5.75

p-vtlue

.00

.00

.00

.01

.02

.00

.01

.02

.00 .

Cammulative
Adjusted R>

.05

.08

.10

.05

.07

.11

.14

.16

.14

Discussion
The results showed that negative feelings dominated everyday life, although there
were also experiences of energy and optimism among the resettled people. The
feelings of helplessness and being sick appeared rather generally, whereas being
tired and in pain were somewhat more often found in the involuntarily resettled
groups. The latter also perceived less influence over their personal life
circumstances and felt more distressed. The emerging picture thus supports the
initially stated expectations of results from this study.
It was of interest to note that distress revealed a somewhat stronger relationship
with perception of risk due to the accident as compared to perception of risk due to
the resettlement, but the two risk estimates were significantly related. There was an
overall negative, although weak, relationship between distress and the experience
of influence. Those believing that they were unjustly resettled also tended to
indicate a higher risk due to the resettlement, which was expected. The variables
chosen for the presentation were not sufficient to explain the ratings of personal
health status.
With respect to the hypotheses of this study, the overall comparison showed that
voluntarily resettled people did experience more influence, i.e. control over their
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life situations, and felt less distressed, i.e. less vulnerable. Distress was of marginal
importance, however, in predicting self-rated health, revealing the strongest
relationship with personal health estimates in Ukraine.
According to Weinstein(4) those who perceive more control, are expected to have
lower risk perceptions. The results of this study show a tendency among people
giving low risk ratings to also agree more often to the notion of the possibility of
becoming immune to radioactivity and radioactive contamination. This tendency
seems, in fact, to support Peeters et al.'s c6) suggestion of an illusion of
invulnerability.
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Abstract

This pilot study is based on the assumption and the knowledge that previous results
show that the normal use of the word risk varies across subjects.'" The risk
definitions the subjects use have also been shown to be related to various
educational interests.(2) A related field of research has developed measures for
Sensation Seeking personality trait, with four facets.(3) Three independent groups
of first year psychology students (N=93) reported their normal definition of the
word risk using one of three measurement formats. The results showed, e.g. that
the typical open-ended response to the personal definition of risk was ((danger».
Subjects who defined risk as the ((combinations of probability and consequences
tended to score higher on the total Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS), as compared to
those defining risk as the ((probability^ of an event.

INTRODUCTION

Risk judgements seem related to which risk definitions a person uses.(1) Earlier
results suggest that people who used a «probability» definition of risk gave
different, and somewhat lower, subjective estimates of risk than those who instead
preferred a «consequence» definition.cl) In addition, an «optimistic bias» can often
be found, and subjects usually evaluate the personal risk systematically lower than
the risk for people in general/4'5'6' Drottz-Sjoberg's study0' used four definitions of
risk: «the probability of an event»; «the extent of the consequences of an event»; «a
combination of probability and consequences»; and finally «the nature of the
event». The subjects were asked to indicate their normal use of the word risk. The
responses were subsequently related to ratings of various hazards, regarding
personal risk as well as risk to others. There was a persistent tendency of higher
ratings of risk among people who defined risk in terms of consequences, as
compared to those who defined risk as the probability of an event. And again did
this study demonstrate that people rated personal risk lower than risk related to
other frameworks. R.0ysamb showed that ratings of negative and positive affect
were related to risk behaviour, e.g. driving behaviour. <7) Subjects who reported
negative low-aroused affect and negative aroused affect were often low speeders,
while high speeders often reported positive aroused affect and positive low-aroused
affect/7' Could it be that definitions of risk related to consequences are associated
with negative affect, and that probability definitions of risk are associated with less
arousal or affectivity, or even positive affect?
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Franken, Gibson, and Rowland"" used a danger assessment scale, reflecting
subjects' perceived danger of activities, and found a high, negative correlation
between danger estimation and Sensation Seeking (r= -0.60 for female, r= -0.65 for
male subjects). Low sensation seekers seemed to experience the described
situations as more risky than did high sensation seekers, and thus were less willing
to take these kinds of risks. Horvath and Zuckerman<l;) showed, using a General
Risk Appraisal Scale (GRAS), that risk judgements were a consequence of risky
behaviour in high sensation seekers. Harlow and Brown"0) found that female
subjects were more risk averse compared to male subjects regarding financial risk
taking, and furthermore that risk aversion increased with age. It was also pointed
out that risk acceptance and risk aversion were connected to SSS, i.e. high
acceptance of risk was related to high SSS scores, and vice versa. A positive
correlation was reported by Stewart and Hemsley between risk perception,
measured as "Expectancy of gain», and the «likelihood of action» (r = 0.4) in a
1979-study, i.e. the probability of an involvement in risky behaviour00 whereas
their 1984-study found no significant correlation between risk perception or risk
taking, and the Sensation Seeking personality trait. In the present study we
investigated how psychology students normally used the word risk, based on three
different response formats, and the relations of these risk definitions to responses
on the facets of an adopted version of Zuckerman's Sensation Seeking Scale.

METHOD

Sample, Design and Questionnaire

A group of first year psychology students (N=93) filled out a questionnaire during
a lecture of psychology. Three versions of the questionnaire were presented, where
the different versions varied only with respect to the response format regarding the
subjects' normal use of the word risk. The questionnaires were distributed in the
order of A, B, C, A, etc. to students seated in consecutive rows in a large room. The
total sample was thus divided into three sub-samples. The questionnaires first asked
for some background information, e.g. age and sex, then presented one of the three
measurement formats of risk definitions. A third part presented the 18-items,
adopted short version scale of Zuckerman's Sensation Seeking Scale, version V.(l2)

The students' average age was 23 years (68% between 20-25 years). The total
sample included about 75 percent female, and 25 percent male, students.

Three Response Formats Regarding Personal Definition of«Risk»

Sub-sample A (N=3I) was presented with an open-ended format, with an
instruction to provide the personal definition of risk. The sub-samples B (N=30)
and C (N=32), were given the instruction.: «We ask You to specify what You
mean with the concept of risk. Is risk for You mainly a question of the probability
of an event, or is risk mainly a question of the extent of the consequences of an
event? It is also possible, that You understand the concept of risk as a combination
of probability and consequences. Take a stand on the assertions beneath, about the
meaning of risk» (1). Both sub-samples also had the possibility to indicate the
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response alternative «nalure of events». For details of response formats, see Dast0l
and Drottz-Sjoberg."?1

Suh-sample A. This group used the open-ended formal in response to how
they normally defined the word risk. The answers were categorised on three levels
if several answers were given, i.e. the first given response was recorded as a level
one answer, etc. The analysis focused on level one""1', since there was seldom more
than one response. Only categories including three or more subjects were used in
the analysis, and four main categories resulted from this work: «danger», «chance»,
and «outcome», as well as an «other definitions» category.

Suh-sample B. A category response format was used " n> and, the answers
«yes, absolutely» and «yes, maybe» relative to each respective item were
categorised as «agree». The answers «uncertain», «no, maybe not» and «no.
absolutely not» were categorised as «disagree». The next step combined the
responses to the three first items into a «consistent» response pattern (see Table 1).
Only answers consistent with the principles used in Table I were considered in the
analyses. And since there was a remarkable tendency among subjects to agree with
several or all risk definitions, this procedure meant a great loss of subjects. With
respect to the fourth response alternative, i.e. «The meaning of the concept of risk
is entirely based on the nature of the event», it was treated separately. If a
respondent agreed with this item, as well as with one or more of the other
definitions, the response was considered inconsistent in the present context.

Table 1. Principles for the categorisation of the responses into consistent answers, by a two-step
procedure of grouping responses inlo new risk definition categories.

Step 1 Risk as Risk as Risk as Step 2 Name of risk Group
probability combination consequences grouping definition category

A agree disagree disagree 1 Probability-only
B agree agree disagree 1 Probability+combination
C disagree agree disagree 2 Combination-only
D disagree agree agree 3

Consequences+combination
E disagree disagree agree 3 Consequences-only

Sub-sample C. One single dimension was used as a response scale, i.e. a
five point-scale with the extremes labelled «risk is mainly a question of the
probability of an event» and «risk is mainly a question of the extent of the
consequences of an event». The mid-point was labelled «risk is a combination of
probability and consequences». Responses placed to the left of the scale (i.e.
between 1 and 2.5 ) were categorised as «probability» answers. Answers found
between 2.5 and 3.5 on the scale were considered a «combination» response, and
those to the right (3.5 to 5) were categorised as corresponding to a definition of risk
mainly based on the «consequences» of an event. A fourth response alternative,
placed below the scale, was included for the comparison to sub-sample B, i.e. «the
meaning of the concept of risk is entirely based on the nature of the event»
definition. If the subjects marked this response alternative in addition to a response
on the dimension, the response was considered inconsistent.

The Sensation Seeking Scale
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The third part of the questionnaires presented a short, 18-items version, of
Zuckcrman's Sensation Seeking Scale."2' The responses were scored using the
related scoring key (3>. A subject could achieve a score between 0 and 4 on the
«Disinhibition» and «Boredom Susceptibility» facets respectively, and a score
between 0 and 5 on the «Thrill and Adventure Seeking» and the "Experience
Seeking» facets, respectively. The addition of these four sub-scores gave the total
score, i.e. ranging from 0 to 18. The responses were checked twice by independent
judges. Only eight scores were found incorrect, i.e. a scoring failure before
correction of less than 0.5 percent. A high total score of SSS indicates, according to
Zuckerman <3), a «...trait defined by the need for varied, novel, and complex
sensations and experiences and the willingness to take physical and social risks for
the sake of such experiences* (p. 26). A high score on the «Boredom
Susceptibility» facet indicates low tolerance for e.g. repetitive tasks, and a high
score on «Disinhibition» is suggested to reflect Sensation Seeking through various
social activities. Similarly, high scores on «Experience Seeking» and «Thrill and
Adventure Seeking» express the seeking of novelty through mental and sensory
stimulation, and through sports and other physically risky activities, respectively.

Handling of missing data. If the subjects did not respond to one or more of
the items in a subscale, or if they marked their response between two options, or
indicated several alternatives, the response to the specific item was classified as
missing, and instead the mean value was used, based on the correctly indicated
responses within the subscale, as an estimate of the summed subscale score. The
statistical program SPSS for Windows version 8.0 was used in the data analyses.

RESULTS

Various Definitions
Overall responses. There were some indications that the measurement

format played a role in the subjects' indications of how they normally defined risk.
It can be seen that the subjects most often gave a «danger» definition of risk in the
open-ended format used in sub-sample A. Subjects in sub-sample B most often
indicated a variety of inconsistent combinations of the given risk definitions (more
then half of the sub-sample). The most frequent response, among those considered
consistent, was a normal use of the word risk as mainly the consequences of an
event. There were no consistent "nature of event" responses in sub-sample B (see
Table 2). The results of sub-sample C also showed a subjects' preference for a
«consequence» definition of risk, closely followed by a «combination» definition.
There were markedly fewer «other», or inconsistent, responses in this format. Note
the infrequent normal use of a definition of risk as the «probability» of an event. It
could certainly be discussed to what extent the open-ended responses of «chance»,
and «danger» as well as «outcome» could be interpreted as associated with a
«probability» definition and a «consequence» definition of risk, respectively. The
issue needs further investigation.

Sub-sample A. The most typical spontaneous risk definitions were
«danger» (48 %) and «chance» (23%), with a few «outcome» (10%) answers.
Among the more infrequent responses were «injury», accidents and problems»,
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«negativity», «consequences», «unknown», "probability and consequences*,
«challenges», «loss», «possibilities», «success and failure», «crossing boundaries»
and "something can go wrong». Only one or two subjects, however, suggested any
of the latter definitions, and these responses were therefore, if they were given as a
first response, collapsed into an «other» category.

Sub-sample B. Perhaps the most interesting response pattern in this sample
was the frequency of seemingly inconsistent responses, i.e. agreeing to more than
one definition of risk. In this response format it seems obvious that the respondents
used a multidimensional interpretation of the risk concept. There were only 14
consistent answers, i.e. fitting the categorisation scheme illustrated in Table 1
above, and Table 2 shows that those subjects tended to use «consequences» a
definition of risk (64%). No consistent responses were classified into the «nature of
event» category.

Sub-sample C. Table 2 also shows a slight dominance of the
«consequence» definition (42%) over the «combination» alternative (38%) in this
group. Less than 12 percent indicated «probability».

Comparison between sub-samples B and C. Table 2 shows that the
category response format disqualified more subjects than the single dimension
response format, i.e. there remained 14 of 30 subjects (47%), and 24 of 32 (75%)
subjects, respectively, after the deletion of inconsistent responses.

Table 2 Comparison of consistent answers in sub-sample

Sub-sample B

Risk definition

Probability related:
Combination:
Consequences related:
Nature:

All definitions

Percentage

21.4
14.3
64. 3
0.0

100

N

3
2
9
0

14

B and sub-sample C, consistent responses.

Sub-sample C

Percentage

11.5
38.5
42.3
7.7

100

N

3
10
11
2

26

In sum the open-ended response formal foremost produced the answer «danger».
The response format using four risk definition categories suggested, firstly, that a
majority agreed to several response alternatives, i.e. inconsistent responses.
Secondly, that the consistent subjects normally used a definition of risk classified
into the category «consequences+combination». In comparison, using a single
dimension scale, it was shown that most of the consistent responses belonged to the
«consequences» definition of risk, closely followed by the «combination» response
category. Few chose the "probability" alternative, or only marked that their
definition depended on «the nature of the event». The overall result thus indicates
that a definition of risk as the "probability of an event» was not dominant way to
use or understand the word risk in this sample. Subjects associated risk with
«danger», and when given specified response alternatives, they emphasised the
«consequences» aspects of an event.

Sensation Seeking Scores and Risk Definitions
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Total Sensation Seeking. Those who defined risk as «danger» in sub-
sample A scored somewhat lower on the total SSS than others (see Table 3). The
most expressed difference was found between the «danger» definition and that of
«outcome». The «consistent» subjects in sub-sample B, who had indicated the
«combination only» definition, scored highest on the total SSS. Regarding the sub-
group C, the most expressed difference could be seen between the «probability»
definition group, and the «nature of the event» group, where the former scored the
lowest on the total SSS. Note, however, the very small number of respondents in
some of these groups, and therefore only the combined scores of sub-samples B and
C are found in the table below. For details of sub-sample B and C, see Dast0l and
Drottz-Sjoberg.1"1

Boredom Susceptibility. The highest scores in sub-sample A, were
obtained by persons defining risk as «chance» and «outcome». In sub-samples B
and C, however, the subjects preferring the «combination» definition of risk got the
highest scores on this facet, whereas those who chose a «probability» definition
scored the lowest.

Disinhibition. Those in sub-sample A, who gave a «danger» definition
scored the lowest on this facet, and those who gave an «outcome» definition the
highest (see Table 3). The highest mean score in sub-sample B was related to the
«combination-only» definition group (M=3.5). Results based on sub-sample C
indicated that the «probability» definition users scored the lowest (M=1.7). The
«consequences» definition group scored among the highest.

Table 3. Various facet scores: BS (Boredom Susceptibility). DIS (Disinhibition), ES (Experience
Seeking). TAS (Thrill and Adventure Seeking) and Total SSS (Total Sensation Seeking Scores) related
to different risk definitions.

Risk definitions

Total, N=93

Chance-A, N=7
Danger-A, N=t5
Outcome-A. N=3
Other-A. N=6

Probability-
B+C N=6
Combination-
B+C N=12
Consequences-
B+C N=20

Mean

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

BS

2.25

2.86
2.22
2.67
2.00

1.17

2.86

2.10

DIS

2.78

2.71
2.67
3.33
3.22

2.11

2.69

111

ES

3.58

3.71
3.47
4.67
4.00

3.17

3.50

3.50

TAS

3.18

3.61
2.60
4.00
4.00

3.83

2.92

2.95

Total SSS

11 79

12.89
10.96
14.67
13.22

10.28

11.97

11.32

Experience Seeking. Those using a «danger» definition in sub-sample A
also scored lower than others. In sub-sample B the «consequences» group scored
the highest. Subjects of sub-sample C with a «probability» definition of risk
achieved a relatively low (M=2.3) score as compared to others.

Thrill and Adventure Seeking. Those who reported a «danger» definition
again scored the lowest, and those giving an «outcome» definition the highest.
Regarding sub-samples B and C, both of the probability related risk definition
groups scored the highest on this facet (see Table 3).
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Summing across facets in sub-sample A indicates the «chance» definition of risk
scored the highest on «Boredom Susceptibility» and among the lowest on the
«Disinhibition» facet relative to other risk definition groups. Subjects of the
«danger» definition group scored the lowest on all four facets. Those who had
indicated an «outcome» definition of risk, on the other hand, scored higher than
others on «Disinhibition», "Experience Seeking», and «Thrill and Adventure
Seeking». In sub-sample B those adhering to «the probability of an event»
definition distinguished themselves by a very low score on «Boredom
Susceptibility» and the highest score on «Thrill and Adventure Seeking". The same
pattern can be seen for this definition group in sub-sample C. Subjects of the sub-
samples B and C who indicated a «combination» definition of risk scored the
highest on the «Boredom Susceptibility" facet as well as among the highest on the
total SSS.

DISCUSSION

It must be noted that the sample consisted of psychology students, and that persons
with different educational or otherwise differently oriented interests have been
shown to prefer different uses of the word risk."'2' Thus it is possible that the
emphasis on the «danger» and «consequence» definitions of risk in this study can
be explained by the type of sample. Similarly, the results of Zuckerman's facets,
and the emphasis on Experience Seeking, could reflect responses from young
people, as well as people with an interest in psychology. The sample limitations
strongly suggest that other studies should be conducted before any general
conclusions are suggested.

Subjects in the category format group more often gave a «probability» definition
than the respondents using the single response dimension (see Table 2).
Furthermore, those who used the single dimension seemed more prone to place
their response in the middle of the scale, i.e. indicating a «combination-only»
response as compared to those responding to the categories. Note, however, that
these comparisons depended on the categorisations made, including what was
regarded as consistent responses, and the scale-ranges which were used to delineate
the responses on the single dimension. Such methodological comparisons also call
for further investigations. The «consequences» definition was the most frequently
used response alternative in sub-sample B and C, and the «danger» definition the
most frequent spontaneous answer in sub-sample A. Could it be that the
«consequences» definitions and the «danger» definition of risk reflect the same
understanding of the risk concept? Further, could the «chance» answer in sub-
sample A correspond to the «probability» related definitions in sub-samples B and
C? The related SSS scores of this study do not support these assumptions. The data
seem to support, however, the result of Franken et al.(8) regarding a negative
relationship between perception of danger and SSS. And the results presented by
R0ysamb<7) may be of relevance in interpreting our results, as could the result by
Sjoberg"31 which indicates that demand for risk reduction is driven by the severity
of the consequences, not the probability.
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1. Introduction

Since the end of World War II in 1945, the industrial society has expanded
globally. The main agents of this development in industry, politics and finance
have come to value expansion as such: First, expansion was expressed in physical
terms and strong emphasis was put on infrastructure and heavy industry such as
steel production. With increasing diversity and technical sophistication, tonnes and
cubic metres became of less significance and economic measures bacame more
adequate.

It is well-known that there are major problems connected to the industrial society
and its expansion:

n industrial society's material exchange with the natural environment and its
manipulation of the natural environment, such as atmospheric CO2 increase and
deforestation,

n spread of destructive technologies, nuclear and non-nuclear: nuclear proliferation
and arms trade,

a the expansion has not been aimed primarily at human welfare; richness and
poverty are both increasing, and the gap between rich and poor is now widening.

Still, it is reasonable to believe that the industrial mode of production will spread
and become totally global. Modern agriculture has been able to increase its
productivity more than expected, so that the widespread famines that were feared
30 years ago have not occurred. Like agriculture, industrial production holds
possibilities for increased productivity, not only with respect to human labour but
also with respect to natural resources.

This is important. At the UN Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, an 'Agenda21' was set up for the next century
with sustainable development as the central theme. Estimates for an global
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industrial society with a basically good standard of living for a world population
saturated at 10 000 million persons lead to a requirement for an improvement by
roughly a factor of 10 in efficiency. (Clearly the required improvement cannot be
described by one single number). This seems physically possible and very
challenging in terms of technology and societal organisation.

2. The nuclear industry

The nuclear era also started in 1945 with a bomb test in New Mexico in July and
the nuclear bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August, leading to
massive death and long-term suffering. This was followed by a nuclear arms race
under which mankind was hostage for 40 years.

After the end of the cold war, the risk for a nuclear war of a global scale has
diminished. Instead the risks for nuclear destruction caused by smaller actors,
states or terrorists, have increased. First, the former Sovjet Union holds large
stockpiles of highly enriched uranium-235, enough for many thousands of bombs.
A functioning uranium bomb can be made in a very simple workshop even by a
very small terrorist group. With the present organisation in Russia, smuggling of
uranium-235 is very possible. A way to make the uranium much less dangerous is
to mix it with natural uranium, but no actor seems to take responsibility for this.
Second, the bomb tests performed last year by India and Pakistan, are a sign that
nuclear proliferation may continue. The nuclear arms powers have agreed to take
part in nuclear disarmament but their will to do so appears to be quite weak.

Nuclear technology was given a very special role, a symbolic role, in the process
of industrial expansion. In the physics community a common guilt was felt over
the victims of the nuclear bombs in Japan, and the ambition was to turn the
dangerous nuclear power into a constructive tool for the society, a means to
provide cheap electricity. This ambition grew into a moral philosophy and spread
among industrialists and politicians. The thinking was that in the new nuclear era,
one had to exploit nuclear power and accept the risks tied to that: in the fuel cycle,
at the reactor site, and in the handling of the waste. This was felt so compelling
that ordinary insurance requirements were put aside.

Electricity production in nuclear power plants has a peculear feature. The
production cannot be considered to be compleated until the waste has been
handled, and this process takes place decades after the electric energy has been
used and dissipated. The persent generation goes into economic transactions with a
future generation. In its turn, the actions of this coming generation will have
implications for the long-term future.

The present economic rationality is to discount the future or to assume productivity
increases that are unrealistic in the long run. Also the strictness of coming
environmental and safety regulations tend to be underestimated. All this taken
together, leads to a situation where the present generation is tempted to underpay
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the generation that has to complete the unfinished electricity production, i.e., to
.fund too little money for final storage of nuclear waste. It would be very
interesting to see a careful Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) of nuclear electricity.

The lack of responsibility over time corresponds to a lck of responsibility for the
contemporary society. The surviving bomb victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
have had a difficult life. Their suffering and their needs have been largely
neglected both by U.S.A. and Japan.

The catastrophe that the Chernobyl accident implied not only for Ukraine but even
more severely for Belorussia, has been largely neglected by the international
community and by the nuclear industry. Belorussia which is an agricultural
country lost approximately 1/3 of its productive land area.

3. The rationale of the present industrial society

Even if nuclear industry has particular features of its own, it is indicative of the
20th century industrial society at large: moral rhetorics, simplistic belief in
expansion, failure to be morally responsible both towards future generations and
contemporary society.

One of the worst examples of this is arms trade supporting civil wars in poor
countries, like the recent armament of rebels in Sierra Leone in exchange of
diamonds. Largely these arms ended up in the hands of drug-addicted (another
profitable trade) children soldiers who have killed, mutilated and terrorised
civilians without any other purpose than power to the rebels. LCA of arms
production and arms trade would be an important task.

Generally, the use of money value as a general measure tends to hide moral values.
When budget responsibility becomes more compelling than functional
responsibility in education or health care, then the systems become inefficient and
people suffer.

According to basic economic theory, the additional utility of one dollar depends on
the person that receives it. If it can add a meal to a hungry person it is more
valuable than if it only adds negligible luxory to a rich person. In the persent way
of accounting, differences of this kind in value of money are neglected.

Similarly, environmental externalities are largely unaccounted for.

All this defines a set of rules in which business executives, investors, consumers,
politicians and administrators are operating.
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4. Conflicting rationalities

Things are changing however. International regulations in the spirit of 'Agenda 21'
are agreed upon. Criteria are set up for certification of environmental or social
responsibility of commercial and state activities. New systems of national
accounting are worked out and tested. These are all signs of a change of values and
a transition towards sustainable development. In this way, the set of rules is slowly
changing.

The role of citizens' movements (environmental, peace, solidarity and democracy
movements, including women's movement) has been essential in bringing about
modifications and corrections, including the discussions leading to UNCED. Such
movements are based on a rationality of widened responsibility. Every citizen of a
nation state is also a citizen of the world community with responsibility for fellow
human beeings wherever they may live. Every process of utilising energy and
materials for a human purpose is a subprocess of the turnover of energy and
materials in the global society, which has to be sustainably embedded in the
natural processes of the Earth's surface. What happens today, in the global society
and in its interaction with the Earth's ecosphere, has implications for the future of
the global society and of the ecosphere, and to this fact is linked a responsibility
for the future.

Citizens' movements of this kind have usually been confronted with the rationality
of limited responsibility, expressed in the present set of rules. Politicians, business
leaders and administrators are often caught in between the two rationalities. Often
the funtions in which they are operating confine them, or tempt them to confine
themselves, to a limited responsibility. At the same time, as informed citizens, they
may feel that it would be right to apply a widened responsibility.

All this is related to a profound change in world picture. Herman Daly describes a
transition from 'empty-world economics' to 'full-world economies'. The 'empty
world' where human activities were small on a global scale and where there was
plenty of room for expansion, has now changed into a 'full-world' where human
activities constitute a major geophysical force. The sustainable development as
agreed on through UNCED must be followed by a change in world view with a
realistic understanding of the relationship between the global society and the
ecosphere.

Another change in the world picture is the understanding that in the human society
there is no natural division between 'us' and 'the others'. With modern
communications and international exchange, no society lives in isolation. Any
attempt to accept apartheid as a principle must fail. Humankind has to develop as a
whole, and we are all world citizens with mutual responsibility for each other.

This is related to the changing values. The valuing of expansion tied to the 'empty-
world' situation must be replaced by the values of 'sustainable development'. The
present economic measures that once replaced the less sophisticated physical
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volume measures, will now have to be abandoned as too simplistic and give room
to social and environmental values. Besides the social and environmental
responsibility already discussed, 'development' has also a component similar to the
old 'expansion'. Instead of valuing growth as such, we have to value the quality, in
human value and information value, of what is achieved rather than its quantity.
One aspect of this is, of course, new manifestations of cultural values in arts and
sciences but this is beyond the scope of this contribution.

5. Comment on risk assessment

Risk assessment usually deal with areas where the general public is considered to
need information on the risks involved in connection with some societal activity.
Sometimes this is connected to a project which is difficult or impossible to carry
out without public acceptance. Usually, a strong actor is needed to pay for or raise
funding for risk assessment.

The risk mentioned before, of a terrorist group making and exploding a nuclear
bomb made from Soviet highly enriched uranium can be quite large but this risk
appears not to be taken seriously by the relevant actors, apart from the Pugwash
movement.

The risk run by a poor family in an ordinary village somewhere on Earth, not to
manage in their daily life but fall into a state of permanent destitution through
illness, accident, crop failure or unemployment, can be quite high. Who assesses
this risk? Maybe UNDP does. Who does anything about it? What insurances are
available?

A serious science of risk assessment cannot avoid dealing with issues of this kind.
It is necessary to relate any risk to the general human risk situation, rather than to
stay within the limited rationality of a single project or a group of projects.
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Introduction
The Sierra Club is the largest active-membership environmental group in the
United States. The Club was founded by John Muir in 1892, more than a century
ago. Each year the Club runs hundreds of wilderness outings throughout the
United States and the World. In order to be able to engage in political lobbying
activities the Club long ago relinquished tax-exempt status. It is politically active
at all levels from local to international. Local and regional chapters seek to
influence local policy. The Club operates National offices which are active in
political education and lobbying.

The active involvement of its members distinguishes the Sierra Club from
organizations such as the World Wildlife Foundation and the Environmental
Defense Fund. These organizations call financial contributors "members".
However, contributors have minute influence over policy and the organizations
conduct most of their activities through professional staffs.

The unique position of the Sierra Club among US environmental groups makes the
organization interesting in terms of its approach to environmental values and
environmental risks. My goal in this paper is to provide some insight into how
values and risks are articulated and relate to practical policy.

Mission
The formal "Mission Statement" of the Sierra Club r commits the organization: "To
explore enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth; To practice and promote
the responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources; To educate and enlist
humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human
environments".

Note the emphasis both on the importance of "wild places" and on the human as
well as the natural" environment. The Club's Mission Statement is reflected and
reified in specific policies.

Ethics
Perhaps the Club's strongest ethical statement occurs in the Club's policy on
Wildlife and Native Plants [1994]: "The Sierra Club is committed to maintaining
the world's remaining natural ecosystems — marine, aquatic and terrestrial. ...AH
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living organisms and their natural ecosystems possess intrinsic, spiritual, and
ethical values that cannot be measured in human economic or utilitarian terms.
...The Sierra Club believes that preserving wildlife, plants, and native ecosystems
is a moral and ethical obligation that all people share ".

Following this ethics-based introduction, the policy continues with a strictly
utilitarian argument: "Wildlife, both animals and plants and their habitat, are an
essential component of fully functioning ecosystems and are a barometer of the
well-being of the biosphere. ... Human over-population and over-consumption of
resources threatens natural ecosystems on a global scale. "

The Club's statement on Energy and Economic Policy [1995] also makes an
ethical appeal, though in this case deep values are not so clearly articulated: The
Club encourages "Education and promotion that engenders an ethic of energy
conservation."

Population and Resource Use
The Club believes that human impacts on the biosphere are driven by a ombination
of high population and high per-capita impact. It has developed policies in both
areas.

The cornerstone of the Club's population policy is found in this statement: "The
Sierra Club believes that a rapid end to population growth in this country and
around the world is an essential part of any effort to protect the environment,
sustain the ability of the earth to support life, and enhance the quality of life for all
human beings ".

Values appear as an expression of obligation of nations and individuals to curb
population growth by reducing family size.

In 1978 the Club adapted the goal that "All nations of the world, including
developed nations, should formulate and participate in programs designed to curb
their own population growth, and All developed nations, including the United
States, being the countries with impact on the world environment disproportionate
to their population sizes, have an obligation both to end their population growth as
soon as feasible and to substantially reduce their consumption of this planet's non-
renewable resources. "

Values should motivate and constrain means. A 1969 policy statement on
population stabilization makes this linkage.. The Club's goal is to " ... find,
encourage, and implement at the earliest possible time the necessary policies,
attitudes, social standards, and actions that will, by voluntary and humane means
consistent with human rights and individual conscience, bring about the
stabilization of the population first of the United States and then of the world"
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Policy regarding technology and industry
The Sierra Club is generally supportive of use of technology to achieve social
goals. The policy on hazardous waste illustrates this. The statement also illustrates
interplay between social needs and environmental protection.

"The Sierra Club recognizes that hazardous wastes present immediate and long-
term problems that threaten the life-sustaining capabilities of the Earth. Our goal
is to manage existing wastes in the safest way and ultimately to lead society to the
wisest use of all materials so that hazardous wastes are not produced. This will
protect worker and community health, conserve resources and improve
environmental quality. Each state or region should inventory its waste
management needs, set goals for waste minimization, and avoid permitting excess
capability. Waste streams should be kept separate, transported as little as possible,
and treated with the best technology. Some secure, retrievable storage may be
necessary while safer, better treatment technologies are developed and
implemented. The best technology should be used to protect the health and safety
of all workers."

"... Elimination or reduction of wastes from industrial processes should have the
highest priority in a waste management program. Process substitution, waste
reduction, reuse, and conversion to nonhazardous substances should be
encouraged. Closed systems of manufacture, use, and disposal should be
developed. Industrial processes producing wastes that cannot be reused, converted
to nonhazardous substances, or safely incinerated should be phased out. If
materials and energy recovery are not possible, the best technologies should be
used to reduce the level of hazard as much as possible. Waste exchanges should be
encouraged by regulatory programs", f 1987 and 1989]

Public participation is essential in developing sound policy. The policy on Energy
Facilities Siting states that "Full public participation should be part of all phases
of the decisionmaking process at all levels of government... Funding of public
interest groups should be at a level to allow their use of expert witnesses and
lawyers in order to present their case in a credible manner... Public notice in a
form easily understood by the local population should be published in all areas
impacted environmentally or economically [by a proposed facility]".

Energy
Many policies demonstrate that the Club recognizes energy as an important
organizing principle as well as the source of major environmental problems. A
general policy statement on energy states: : "The Sierra Club believes our long-
range welfare, and the integrity of the natural environment upon which we
ultimately depend, can better be served by the use of energy in a manner more
consistent with the prudent use of the world's remaining natural resources and the
restoration and preservation of environmental quality. To achieve this, all the
major uses and sources of energy must be considered together, along with their
environmental consequences and social and economic inequities".
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To accomplish this goal requires constraints on energy system planning. The Club
endorses the use of both regulatory and economic approaches. It objects to
perverse "economic incentives that tend to promote energy consumption and
waste " . Policy includes calls for internalization of both environmental and social
costs.

Nuclear Power
The Sierra Club's position on nuclear power evolved over several decades. The
earliest references I was able to find in Club literature go back to the 1960s. In the
early days the Club was moderately optimistic about nuclear power. It lent support
to the idea of siting the Diablo Canyon, California reactor near San Luis Obispo on
the California Coast. [The site endorsement was a part of a compromise designed
to protect some endangered ecosystems]. Endorsement shifted to doubt as
earthquake faults were found near the site, and grew rapidly after the Three Mile
Island core meltdown in 1989 and even more after the Chernobyl explosion.

The Three Mile Island accident lead to the following stronger position, adopted in
1974: "Events at Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant reaffirm the validity of the Sierra
Club policy on the lack of safety in nuclear plants and in the nuclear fuel cycle.
These problems can lead to adverse health and environmental effects. The
possibility of human failure dooms the nuclear fuel cycle to unacceptable risks.
The Sierra Club continues to oppose construction of any new commercial nuclear

fission power plants. Further, the Sierra Club supports the systematic reduction of
society's dependence on nuclear fission as a source of electric power and
recommends a phased closure and decommissioning of operating commercial
nuclear fission electric power reactors ".

By 1993 reservations had grown even more. In that year a policy was adopted
which reads in part: "The Sierra Club opposes the licensing, construction and
operation of new nuclear reactors utilizing the fission process, pending: (I)
Development of adequate national and global policies to curb energy over-use and
unnecessary economic growth [and] (2) Resolution of the significant safety
problems inherent in reactor operation, disposal of spent fuels, and possible
diversion of nuclear materials capable of use in weapons manufacture ".

It is hard to envisage circumstances where endorsement of nuclear power might
occur. These reservations apply with particular force to energy policies for
addressing greenhouse warming. Despite the obvious potential of nuclear power to
reduce carbon emissions, this advantage does not, in the view of the Club, come
close to offsetting the many problems nuclear power faces. Not the least of these
problems is nuclear waste.

Nuclear Waste
Sierra Club high level nuclear waste policy calls for the federal government to
take responsibility for nuclear waste and to explore a number of potential sites.
The Club has long been disturbed by the government's sense of urgency, which it
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believes may hinder a sound selection process: The following policy was adopted
in 1984:

" (1) The site selection schedule must be extended as necessary by Congress to
provide sufficient time to resolve the scientific and technical uncertainties that
threaten successful development of a safe high-level radioactive waste repository.

"(2) The number of repository sites under consideration for the first repository
must be increased. Such sites shall provide high geological predictability. Non-
federal as well as federal lands shall be considered. Sites that endanger natural
resources must be excluded from consideration.

"(3) Careful environmental review must provide the basis for initial site selections.
The selection of candidate sites shall not begin until all required reviews and
assessments are completed. Site evaluation shall include in situ measurement at
the proposed repository depth of relevant geological, geophysical, and
hydrological parameters. The selection of the first site shall not occur until site
characterization is complete for all candidate sites. The final site selection shall be
independently reviewed by the Geological Survey and by the National Academy of
Sciences".

The Government's program has lead to increasing frustration. In 1986 the policy
was amended to include the following supplemental language:

" (I) The Sierra Club believes that the first-round repository sites, the three
finalists identified by the Department of Energy (DoE) as of May 1986, and the
guidelines under which they were identified, are inadequate to assure the siting of
a safe, technically adequate, and environmentally sound repository for the
permanent isolation of high-level radioactive waste".

"(2) "Research efforts to explore and identify potential repository sites should
continue and should not be constrained or hindered by the arbitrary 1998 deadline
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"(3) In view ofDoE's mishandling of the HLRW program, its inherent conflict of
interest, and the need for public credibility in the search for a permanent
resolution to the HLRW problem, alternatives to DoE management should be
explored.

":(4) The Sierra Club believes that, pending the establishment of a permanent
repository, interim storage can best be accomplished through the dry storage of
spent fuel at the site of generation, except that when there is a clear and present
danger, spent fuel should be transferred to a more stable reactor site for storage.
For the long term, a geologic repository, selected according to rigorous criteria,
presently appears to represent the safest method of isolation of high-level
radioactive waste.
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"(5) The obvious difficulty of assuring the permanent isolation of HLRWfrom the
environment confirms the Sierra Club in its belief that the generation of further
HLRW should be curtailed. "

The Club believes that at-reactor storage is the preferred option during the search
for a means of permanent disposal. It is concerned about transportation risks and
believes that transportation of nuclear waste should be held to a minimum. A
centralized monitored retrievable storage facility was of concern, a primary risk
being that such a facility "wastes money..., may become the de facto final, above-
ground repository and possibly, the preferred site for reprocessing the nation's
HLRW." Instead, the Club believes that for the time being the best approach is to:
"frjequire safe storage of commercial HLRW at the site of origin until a

permanent repository becomes operational, with dry cask storage for spent fuel or
a safer method to be used to extend on-site capacity when fuel pool storage has
been fully utilized".

Permissible Radiation Levels
The Sierra Club has never expressed generic opposition to nuclear technology, nor
taken a position in favor of zero exposure to radiation. A 1986 policy statement on
clean-up of reactor sites includes a specific acceptable radiation level: " A residual
radiation level of 10 millirem above background annual full body dose at plant
sites released for "unrestricted" use should be established".

Global Warming
The Sierra Club has identified global warming as one of its top priorities. This
decision is motivated by unwillingness to place future generations at risk: "The
danger posed to the environment by the current and projected release of pollutants
that are affecting the thermal balance of the atmosphere, the so-called
"greenhouse effect gases," is so great that mitigation measures must be taken
now". The risk-averse aspects of the policy are clear. The policy identifies a
number of specific areas for action, most relating to carbon reductions in energy
systems.

A number of environmental groups, and the US Administration, support emissions
trading as a means to achieve early-action on global warming. The Sierra Club
demurs. A policy adopted in 199 states: "The Sierra Club opposes use of trading.
In all cases, if a program is initiated, there must be full public notice, disclosure,
participation, oversight, accountability, verification, and effective enforcement,
with rights of appeal for affected citizens and administrative and judicial
remedies". The policy lists a number of conditions it believes should be met by
any emissions trading plan. The policy may be viewed as one that balances the
risk of constraints associated with too-early action against the risk of delay.
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Conclusions

Sierra Club values are driven by an overriding environmental ethic. Sierra Club
environmental values may be characterized by the concept of "usufruct" a term
favored by United States Founding Father Thomas Jefferson. Usufruct conveys the
idea that the environment is ours to use, but not to destroy. Each generation has the
obligation to pass on to future generations a world at least as environmentally rich
as the one it inherited. It is appropriate to accept risk today in order to preserve the
environment for generations yet to come.

As viewed through the lens of its formal policies, the Sierra Club is an
organization that embraces technology, but insists that technology be evaluated
comprehensively, taking full account of both environmental and social
externalities. The Club is "risk averse" with respect to early introduction of
technologies seen as likely to have significant negative environmental or social
impact. The Club places heavy emphasis on process, which must involve the
public meaningfully.

Sierra Club policies may be found at www.sierraclub.org

Opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect those of any organizations with which he is associated.
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Introduction

Perceived risk has been assumed to be of great importance for policy in many contexts
of decision making regarding technology and the environment, not least when it comes
to radiation and nuclear technology. Politicians appear to be more and more concerned
with risk. In Sweden, we found that the share of risk related legislation initiatives
(private bills) by MP's tripled in the last 3 decades [26]. Indeed, interest in risk
perception as a research topic arose in the end of the 60's in response to what was then
seen as irrational attitudes among the lay public with regard to nuclear technology
[33].

Starr's most important finding was that risky activities seemed to give rise to quite
different reactions depending on whether they were "voluntary" or not. In other words,
the "real" risk was not a sole determinant of societal reactions to risk, at least one
psychological or, if you prefer, sociological factor seemed to enter.

Starr's suggestion that a factor of voluntariness had important policy implications was
followed by a host of writers who suggested more or less profound variations on his
theme. Factors such as new vs old technology, disaster risk, risk to future generations,
etc. were suggested. They were compiled into a "psychometric" model by Fischhoff
and others in a 1978 paper which has been of great importance to the field [11].
Fischhoff et al. indeed found that several factors seemed to enter into the perceived
risk that people reported to be true of a number of activities. By means of factor

'. This is a study within CEC project R1SKPERCOM (Contract FI4PCT950016), supported
also by the Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of Research (FRN), the Swedish
Council for Humanistic and Social Science Research (HSFR), the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI), and the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI). The partners of the
project are IPSN, France (Dr. Jean Brenot), NRPA, Norway (Dr. Jon Reitan), IFR, UK (Dr.
Lynn Frewer) and CIEMAT, Spain (Dr. Ana Prades).
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analysis, they could reduce the set of dimensions to two underlying factors of main
importance, by them interpreted as "dread" risk and new risk. Nuclear technology was
found to be extreme in both these dimensions, i.e. as a new and unknown risk and as
emotionally dreaded [30]. In a way - although surely not intended by the originators of
the model - the Psychometric Model could be used to trivialize lay opposition to
technologies such as nuclear technology.

A second wave of thinking about perceived risk came somewhat later from two
researchers in anthropology and political scene: Douglas and Wildavsky [6]. They
suggested that the social roots of a person in a specified, very abstract manner,
determined what hazards he or she would "choose" to be concerned with. Their book is
not very lengthy but quite obscure and frustrating reading for anyone who likes to
understand what he reads. At any rate, the book made a profound impression on some
practitioners and some theorists, and in the 80's it was fashionable to talk about
"culture" as a determinant of risk perception. The first 10 years saw mostly qualitative,
case study, investigations of risk perception on the basis of Cultural Theory, but a
quantitative approach was launched in a Ph. D. Thesis by Karl Dake [5; 37], who was
a student of Wildavsky's. Cultural Theory can also be used to trivialize technology
opposition and it is well known that Wildavsky was a very outspoken of critic of
environmentalist movements [35; 36], who claimed early on that the present society is
the safest ever, and that opposition to technology is unjustified, badly informed and
prejudicial. The roots of perceived risk, in the views of Cultural Theorists, were to be
sought in social factors and had nothing to do with "real" risk - and, by the way, isn't
all risk just a social construal?

The Psychometric model fails when it comes to empirical scrutiny, however [14; 22].
The model explains some 20% of the variance of perceived risk. This leaves a lot to be
explained, in fact most of the variance cannot be explained in this way. Attempts have
been made to extend the model to include a new dimension of Tampering with Nature
[23; 24]. It was found that such a factor could clearly be identified and that it added a
sizable portion to the explanatory power of the model. Indeed, it seemed to absorb all
or most of the power of the traditional factors. This is interesting, because it seems to
imply that risk perception may, after all, not be a question of ignorance and
emotionality, as implied in the original formulations of the model. It is a question of a
belief system where notions about "nature" play a central role [7]. Note that this is
something else than just saying that pro-environmental attitudes and environmental
concern are important, as several authors have done [8; 9]. Concepts must be precisely
defined, and a mere global notion of pro-environmental attitudes is not very helpful or
fruitful.

The third phase in risk perception research involved the concept of trust. In a way, it is
obvious that trust must be involved when it comes to the lay public's perception of
various technology risks. In a typical case, the experts have determined that a risk is
negligible, such as the risk in living close to a high level nuclear waste repository or a
power plant. But the public does not accept this assessment, they reject and prefer to
believe that there is a large and unacceptable risk involved. Furthermore, they pay
more attention to risk than to benefits. These tendencies of the public were unexpected
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when they first occurred and they may even today be something of a surprise in some
settings and countries. If people could only trust the experts, the problems would be
much more tractable. However, they do not, and it is not known how they could be
enticed to change their minds. A practical approach was launched in the end of the 80's
when it was believed that the answer would be the development of a new branch of
communications expertise called risk communication. Even a handbook was quickly
produced [17]. A major thesis of the handbook was that risk comparisons were
insufficient and even detrimental to the purpose of risk concord. Risk comparisons is
otherwise a very natural first step for an expert to try to persuade people that a risk
should be "acceptable" [32]. Be that as it may, the field of risk communication is
developing very slowly and even such a basic thesis as the inefficiency of risk
comparisons lacks solid empirical support.

The RISKPERCOM project

Background

In 1996, a major project was initiated in the CEC 4th Framework program, Nuclear
Fission Safety, called RISKPERCOM. The project had partners in France, Norway,
Spain, Sweden (coordinating partner) and the UK. The project focused on risk
perception with particular regard to ionizing radiation and nuclear power.

The topics of the project included

I] Surveys of risk perception of the public
3 Media content analysis
U Case studies of several topics with an emphasis on nuclear waste
n Expert and public risk perception compared
Z: Theoretical and methodological papers

The project was a major undertaking and many results have been produced. At the
time of writing, a few of the reports still have not been finished, but all planned reports
will be available in 1999. In the present paper, I will of course only present a selection
of findings, with an emphasis on Swedish data.

A major design feature of the project was the following. In April 1996, 10 years had
passed since the Chernobyl accident. In planning the project, we anticipated that the
10th anniversary of the accident would bring about a greatly increased media attention
both to the accident itself, and to nuclear risk issues more generally.

What risks concern the public?

This type of question can be answered in two ways. One can pose open questions and
let people respond with the hazards that come to their minds. Or one could produce a
list of hazards and ask the respondents to rate the size of the risks. In the latter case, the
selection of hazards naturally imposes restrictions on what major risks can be
documented.
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The findings in this respect, for the Swedish public2, were:

I In response to open-ended questions, people tended to report most concern with
unemployment, personal finances and the environment in general. Nuclear issues
were not neglected but did not top the list.

;; In the extensive list of hazards provided, people gave the highest ratings to Eastern
nuclear power.

The over-all picture provided by these results is that people were concerned, but not
overly worried, about the nuclear issues. Their greatest worries were of a different
kind, however.

In a special section, we also inquired about perceived control, if the respondent
believed he or she could behave as to be protected from the hazards. Nuclear
technology was seen as particularly hard to protect oneself from.

Media and risk perception

The perceived risk of nuclear power tends to vary, partly in relation to major accidents
or incidents [27]. The situation in 1996 was not alarming with regard to nuclear power.

What did happen was a very different alarm - that of BSE. The "mad cow" alarm was
particularly acute in the UK media where the expected increase of Chernobyl related
contents did not occur [12; 13]. However, in several other cases, including Sweden
[18], the media did report extensively on Chernobyl and nuclear risk issues, including
fairly alarming visuals [4], as expected around the time of the Anniversary. In
accordance with the notion that availability is a strong determinant of perceived risk
[34], and Social Amplification Theory of Risk Perception [15; 21], it was expected that
perceived nuclear risks would be enhanced. This did not occur.

A survey of the literature on risk perception and media contents, furthermore, did not
support the popular notion of a strong and straightforward relationship [1]. People had
apparently learnt the Chernobyl lesson already in 1986, and reminding them did little
to change their risk beliefs with regard to nuclear power. Hence, it may not be
availability per se which is important for risk perception, but knowledge. The
contemporary BSE crisis was a very different case. In this case, most people were
probably not even aware that the risk existed before the UK government issued its
statement in the end of March, 1996. It is a world of difference between knowing that a
risk exists, but not thinking too much about it at the moment, and not even knowing
that it exists. People respond to new information, but may remain cold when reminded
about old things they already have known about for a long time. The further work on
"social amplification of risk" may profit from making this distinction.

. The findings were much the same in all countries studied.
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Trust

A very often discussed concept in the risk literature is that of trust. It is often assumed,
in a loose and non-empirical manner, that trust is all-important [10]. However, a
review of the literature shows that most empirical studied have given correlations
between trust and perceived risk about 0.3, only a few gave higher values. Also, the
importance of trust is hardly documented by data on what people believe would affect
their trust - see e.g. [29; 31]. Such beliefs are notoriously unreliable [19].

The project documents trust-risk perception relationship in several ways. First, the
aggregated mean data for perceived general risk and mean trust in government
agencies for the five partner countries in the project. At this macro level, the expected
negative relationship occurred for four countries, but the UK data diverged strongly.
Here, low trust was associated with a relatively low level of perceived risk, just as in
the Scandinavian countries which, however, also were characterized by high trust. It is
interesting to note the very high levels of perceived risk in France and, to some extent,
in Spain. Part of the explanation may well be a low level of trust, but the UK data show
that other factors must have entered the picture as well. Previous work on cross-
country comparisons of perceived risk has yielded non-conclusive results [3].

The same is concluded from a study of the relationships between trust and risk
perception at the individual level. Use was made of a four factor model of trust
proposed by Sjoberg [25]:

3 trust in government
U trust in corporations
Zi trust in the general honesty of persons
I belief in social harmony

These four factors were measured and correlated with pooled indices of perceived risk:
nuclear, radiation but non-nuclear, and other hazards. The results are given in Table 1.
It is seen that correlations were throughout, as expected, negative and that the level of
correlations was around 0.3, also as expected. In agreement with earlier results, and a
recent study by Peters et al. [20], the most important trust factor was trust in
corporations.
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Table 1. Correlations between four trust factors and risk perception indices.

Persona] risk General risk Demand for risk
mitigation

Nude- Radia- Other Nucle- Radia- Other Nude- Radia- Other
ar tion ar tion ar tion

Trust -0.34 -0.24 -0.25 -0.38 -0.33 -0.36 -0.03 -0.05 -0.11
in
corp.

Trust -0.17 -0.12 -0.19 -0.21 -0.21 -0.25 -0.09 -0.15 -0.00
in
polit.

Social -0.18 -0.13 -0.18 -0.19 -0.23 -0.28 -0.20 -0.18 -0.16
har-
mony.

Gen. -0.24 -0.18 -0.25 -0.26 -0.26 -0.33 -0.03 -0.08 -0.05
hon-
esty

The relatively modest relationship found in the Swedish data was even lower in data
from three of the other partners in the project (data on this issue were not available
from the French partner).

Hence, we see once more that trust plays a role, but perhaps a secondary one, in
accounting for risk perception. Sjoberg's article [25] shows also that a stronger
relationship could be found for a large subset of the respondents, and he suggested that
trust may be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a ,low level of perceived
risk.

Conclusions

What have we learned about risk perception? Let me summarize a few highlights:

• Perceived risk is at the present highest with regard to acute economic needs, but
the environment and nuclear technology are also important. Nuclear technology
has a special role in being perceived as very low in "control", i.e. if you can
protect yourself from its hazards

I Media do play an important role in risk perception, but it is more subtle than most
often believed. Media do affect our beliefs by the information they bring us, but
not necessarily by increasing the "availability of what we already know

J Trust is not the primary factor in risk perception that it often is believed to be - it
does play a role at a moderate level of power. It may be that trust is a necessary
but not sufficient factor for risk "acceptance"

~ In Western Europe, we have noted very large variations among countries both
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with regard to trust and perceived risk. Inclusion of other societies would probably
have meant observation of even greater variation

The R1SKPERCOM project serves as a starting point for further work on risk
perception and technology. Attitudes and values need to be studied in a broader frame
than merely perceived risk, as the project has shown. Future research on such acute
topics as nuclear waste is called for; the project has already produced a number of
results in that area [2; 16; 28] but space restrictions preclude me from reviewing them
here.
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1. Introduction

In the United States, as in other countries, public participation in environmental
policy decisions has come a long way. In its infancy, it was limited to public
hearings concerning decisions that were, for all practical purposes, "done deals."
Overturning public agency decisions could be accomplished only through
expensive, often protracted, usually futile court cases, and then only if the issue
was justiciable and the plaintiff had the funds and standing to sue.

In recent decades — especially since the 1960s — opportunities for public
participation in the U.S. have been overhauled. Access to documents has been
assured through federal and state "freedom of information" acts; the public may be
asked to help "scope" the issue at hand (i.e., determine its salient features) early in
the decision-making process; informal question/answer sessions often supplement
the formal, one-way testimony of public hearings; decisions typically are no longer
made behind closed doors; public comments usually are documented and
accompanied by written responses from the decision-making agency;
administrative reviews of decisions are often a first recourse, before bringing suit;
and standing to sue is more broadly interpreted.

But public participation has two inherent deficiencies: First, it fails to differentiate
among members of the public, and second, it preserves an us/them distinction
between the decision-making agency and citizens. As a remedy, stakeholder
involvement — which does differentiate among citizens and does help to lower
us/them barriers — has been an increasingly popular supplement to conventional
public participation, especially on controversial issues involving environmental
risks.

In this paper, I examine different types of environmental risks (including but not
limited to radioactive risks), ranging from local and/or short-term to diffuse and/or
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long-term environmental risks. In particular, I focus on the stakeholders in risk
decisions, using four broad categories of stakeholders: risk "losers," risk
"gainers," risk "perpetrators," and risk "managers." I then consider (1) the viability
and (2) the appropriateness of centrally involving stakeholders in different types
of environmental risk decisions. The first is a practical question; the second, a
normative question. Yet the two are closely linked.

I conclude by commenting on what roles stakeholders can and should play in
controversial environmental risk decisions, and on other decision processes that
may be needed for some of these decisions.

2. A Range of Environmental Risks

Beginning in the 1970s, in the U.S. and elsewhere, the disposal of radioactive
wastes riveted the attention of regulators, waste generators, waste management
companies, state and local governments, and some members of the public. This
attention, while still pressing, has abated somewhat as the extent and urgency of
disposal capacity needs have been questioned and as other environmental issues
have come to the fore.

In the discussion of stakeholders that follows, I will draw primarily upon examples
from radioactive waste management. Before shifting to this discussion, however, I
wish to emphasize that radioactive waste disposal is only one of many
environmental issues facing society today. The following list of clusters of issues,
which is largely derived from English et al. [1], is similar to other taxonomies of
environmental issues (e.g., [2], [3], and [4]). It indicates the range of
environmental risks currently considered in environmental decision making.

• waste cleanup and management: including the cleanup of contaminated sites
and the treatment, storage, and disposal of current waste streams
(commonplace garbage, yard waste, and construction and demolition
materials, as well as chemically hazardous waste, radioactive waste, and spent
nuclear fuel). Related issues include how to reduce the quantity and toxicity
of wastes.

• air quality: including indoor as well as outdoor air pollution, accidental as
well routine releases into the atmosphere, and nonpoint as well as point
sources. Air quality is a function, not only of the type, number, and use
frequency of pollution sources, but also of the sophistication of air pollution
control and prevention technologies.

• water quality and supply: including contaminants to groundwater and surface
water from nonpoint as well as point sources through accidental as well as
routine releases. As with air quality, water quality can deteriorate with an
increase in various pollution sources, but this deterioration can be at least
partially offset with pollution control and prevention technologies. In
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addition, however, an increasing pressing fresh water issue (across the U.S.,
not simply in the arid and semi-arid western regions) is water supply, and how
that supply should be allocated and replenished.

• natural resource management: including the management of trees and other
plants, minerals, soils, fish, and wildlife for purposes such as materials and
food as well as for consumptive and non-consumptive recreation. With a
growing awareness that some natural resources are (for all practical purposes)
finite while others can be jeopardized through overuse or misuse, the need to
move from exploitation to holistic management strategies is increasingly
recognized.

• critical natural areas: beyond natural resource management, there is a
growing awareness that some areas — e.g., coastal areas, flood plains,
wetlands, ecological "bioreserves," parks, endangered species' habitats, and
other special locales — need to be identified and protected, both for their
importance to larger ecosystem integrity and for their intrinsic worth.

• energy production and distribution: while sometimes thought of as distinct
from environmental issues, energy production (from conventional means such
as coal-fired, gas-fired, nuclear, and hydro plants, as well as from alterative
means such as those capturing energy from solar, wind, geothermal, and
biomass sources) and the distribution of energy have major implications for
environmental issues such as air quality, water quality and supply, and waste
management.

• new technologies: new technologies and practices in manufacturing,
construction, agriculture, energy production, etc. offer the opportunity to
improve productivity while also improving environmental quality; in some
cases, however, they may have hidden risks. Similarly, new technologies and
practices in waste cleanup and management offer new ways of handling old
problems, but their societal costs and benefits (and how those cost and benefits
will be distributed) may as yet not be fully understood.

• urbanization and land use: the type, intensity, and distribution of
"developed" land uses (e.g., residential, commercial, and industrial
development) and accompanying infrastructure needs such as transportation
systems, sewerage, water, electricity, schools, police and fire protection, etc.
have been longstanding local issues in the U.S., but their environmental
implications are only now receiving widespread national attention.

• historical, cultural, and esthetic resources: identifying and protecting historic
buildings and districts, archeological artifacts, sacred places, and "view sheds"
has become an important part of responsible, culturally sensitive stewardship
of the built as well as the natural environment.

The first five clusters are the most well-entrenched in the U.S., since they have
been the targets of the most intensive and long-standing federal and state
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regulatory attention. The remaining clusters have come to be widely regarded as
environmental issues only recently, and to varying degrees. In other words, the
forces of "social construction" of environmental problems [5] have been at work.
It remains to be seen whether these issues will wax or wane in their prominence,
and whether new issues will come to the fore. Moreover, many of these issues are
closely linked (e.g., energy production and air quality; natural resource
management and cultural and esthetic resources), yet often these links are not yet
fully recognized, understood, or accepted.

3. The Spatial and Temporal Dimensions of
Environmental Risk

Regardless of the type of issue, each can be characterized as having (1) a spatial
dimension, and (2) a temporal dimension. I first encountered this basic point in an
article by Clark Bullard [6], and it continues to be a helpful construct in thinking
about environmental risks.

The spatial dimension of an environmental issue can range from highly local (a
few acres or less) to highly diffuse (multi-national or global). An example of the
former might be a solid waste collection center; the current paradigmatic example
of the latter is global climate change. An environmental issue can be characterized
as falling somewhere along this spatial continuum:

local diffuse

Similarly, the temporal dimension of an environmental issue can range from very
short term (a few hours or less) to very long term (thousands of years). An
example of the former might be a toxic chemical spill that is quickly and easily
mopped up; the current paradigmatic example of the latter is permanent disposal of
highly radioactive wastes and spent fuel. An environmental issue can be
characterized as falling somewhere along this temporal continuum:

short-term long-term

Granted, with both the spatial and the temporal dimensions of an environmental
issue, the points on the continua rarely will be clear-cut. The environmental risks
of a solid waste collection center may be highly localized, but its economic and
social ramifications may be much more widespread. A chemical spill that is
cleaned up quickly may have required prior emergency preparations and will
require subsequent treatment or disposal of the contaminated mop-up materials.
Global climate change is highly diffuse and long-term in its effects, but its causes
occur partly from billions of highly localized, often short-term decisions (for
example, whether to go to the theater by car or by metro).
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Despite these ambiguities, thinking in terms of the spatial and temporal dimensions
of an environmental issue can help to identify both who is likely to regard
themselves as stakeholders and who should be regarded as stakeholders.

4. Stakeholders in Environmental Risk Decisions

Before turning to the question of how the spatial and temporal dimensions of an
environmental issue help to clarify "stakeholder" status, I will briefly discuss what
it means to be a stakeholder. In doing so, I will draw upon a much more extensive
discussion of stakeholder involvement in environmental policy making [7]. I will
also describe, in the following section, four broad categories of stakeholders.

Originally, a stakeholder was someone holding the stakes during a wager —
presumably someone neutral and trusted. As currently used in the U.S., however,
the term means something quite different: It refers to someone with a vested
interest; someone who stands to gain or lose. In the U.S., the term "stakeholder"
does not have a universally accepted definition (see, e.g., [8] and [9]), but typically
it has been adopted — especially by federal agencies — to refer to interested
and/or affected groups or individuals within what has traditionally been thought of
as "the public." This restricted usage has been employed by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE), which routinely distinguishes stakeholders from DOE and its
regulators.

Yet "stakeholder," strictly speaking, includes those who are responsible for
environmental risks, either because they caused it or because it is their duty to
manage it. Their stakes are different — they may involve jobs, funding, profit, a
sense of pride in mission accomplishment — but they are stakes. Particularly with
elected officials and public agencies, whose responsibility it is to serve the public
interest, we avoid using the term "stakeholder." We reserve it for those whom we
assume are acting from self-interest or personal values; we are reluctant to
relinquish the notion that our public bureaucracies speak for the public interest,
untainted by personal values or concerns. Yet it is naive to assume that they are
not stakeholders as well. And as their decision-making authority is questioned and
they turn, sometimes in desperation, to decision-making modes such as negotiation
and other forms of conflict management, they increasingly rely, not only on their
own judgement, but also on other stakeholders to make decisions.

5. Four Categories of Stakeholders

The following taxonomy develops thoughts first articulated in an article [10] in
which, sparked by Peter Sandman's concept that "risk equals hazard plus outrage"
[11], I examined different perspectives on environmental risk decisions and their
outcomes. Here, I will speak of four broad categories of stakeholders: risk
"losers," risk "gainers," risk "perpetrators," and risk "managers."
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• risk losers: those who may be adversely affected by an environmental risk
decision, in terms of their health, economic, or social well-being, and possibly
their deeply held values. It is this group which conventionally comes to mind
with the term "stakeholders." An example might be those living or owning
property near to a proposed low-level radioactive waste disposal facility.

• risk gainers: those who may be favorably affected by an environmental risk
decision, typically through economic gains. An example might be those who
own the property to be purchased for the proposed low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility, as well as those who will become employed there.

• risk perpetrators: those who create the risk (assuming it is not a wholly
natural, unexpected hazard). An example might be those who generate the
waste to be disposed at the low-level radioactive waste disposal facility, as
well as the waste management company(ies) that build and operate the
facility.

• risk managers: those with responsibilities for preventing or minimizing the
risk (anthropogenic or natural). Typically, these would include federal, state,
and local regulators and emergency management personnel as well as those
with ongoing monitoring and maintenance responsibilities. Experts providing
advice would also be included in this category.

Clearly, these categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, a risk loser
might also be a gainer in some respects (e.g., through new employment
opportunities); a risk perpetrator is likely to be a gainer as well and may also be
expected to be a risk manager. And in the environmental risk decisions, there may
be at least as much concern about the process of reaching the decision (on this
point, see, e.g., [12] and [13]) as about the decision outcomes. But despite these
potential overlaps and ambiguities, the four categories help to remind us that
stakeholders are likely to bring not only radically different perspectives to the
decision process and its outcomes, but also different abilities to participate.

6. When Can Stakeholders Participate Centrally in
Environmental Risk Decisions?

Using the two sets of theoretical constructs laid out above — the spatial and
temporal dimensions of environmental issues, and the four broad categories of
stakeholders — I will now argue that all stakeholders cannot participate equally in
all environmental risk decisions. Instead, their ability to participate in a
meaningful, central way will depend on the spatial and temporal dimensions of the
environmental issue and also on the type of stakeholder. My argument is
summarized in Table 1.
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Risk Category Type of Stakeholder

(I) local &
short-term

(2) local &
long-term

(3) diffuse &
short-term

(4) diffuse &
long-term

Losers

Yes

Partially

Minimally

very
minimally

Gainers

Yes

Partially

Minimally

Very
minimally

Perpetrators

yes

partially

partially

very
partially

Managers

yes

partially

partially

very
partially

Table 1. Possibility of Stakeholder Participation in Environmental Risk Decisions

I reach these conclusions through the following reasoning about each of the four
categories of environmental risk decisions. (!) Local and short-term risks: If the
risk is sufficiently local and reasonably short-term (e.g., a temporary radioactive
waste storage facility), it is plausible to conceive of bringing together all
stakeholders to deliberate about the risk decision. (2) Local and long-term risks:
If, however, a localized risk is likely to extend far into the future (e.g., a low-level
radioactive waste disposal facility), then the stakeholders can be only partially
represented in the deliberations, since stakeholders of all four types who in the
future must deal with the consequences of the current decision process cannot be
involved in that process. (3) Diffuse and short-term risks: If the risk is diffuse but
short-term (e.g., a Three Mile Island-type incident at a nuclear power plant), then
risk losers and gainers can be consulted only minimally because they are numerous
and scattered. In contrast, the perpetrators and managers, if only because they are
fewer and more easily identified, can more readily participate in the risk decisions,
but they too may be somewhat scattered and decisions must be made quickly. (4)
Diffuse and long-term risks: This is the hardest case of all for stakeholder
involvement. Both losers and gainers are not only numerous and scattered; most
are not born yet. And while key present-day perpetrators and managers can
sometimes, with difficulty, be identified and engaged in deliberations, the
longevity of the risk means that their successors will inherit the consequences of
past decisions without having had the opportunity to "weigh in" on those
decisions.

Clearly, what I'm alluding to is an age-old problem; one not restricted to
environmental risks. (For example, it motivated the argument of John Rawls, who,
in his A Theory of Justice [14], proposed that principles of justice should be
procedurally developed from, as it were, behind a "veil of ignorance," without
knowledge of our respective stations in life.) We all have inherited the
consequences of the decisions of those who have gone before us, and we cannot
avoid making decisions that will have consequences for those who come after us.
The question is not whether to make those decisions, but how.
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7. When Should Stakeholders Participate Centrally in
Environmental Risk Decisions?

"Can" is related to but different from "should." In considering when stakeholders
should participate centrally in environmental risk decisions — in effect, when they
should drive the decision process and its outcomes — one needs to consider which
normative criteria to apply. Below, I list four fairly common, widely accepted
criteria for an ethically sound environmental decision-making process in which
stakeholders are placed in a central, decision-making role:

• adequate representation of the interests and concerns of each stakeholder type

• a roughly equal balance among the types of stakeholders in the decision-
making process

• a rough equality of knowledge, or of access to information and ability to learn

• a roughly equal ability to devote the time to participate

These criteria can be met much more readily with local, short-term environmental
risk decisions than with the other three categories of environmental risks. As the
spatial dimension of the risk becomes more diffuse and as its temporal dimension
becomes more long-term, satisfying these criteria — especially the first two
criteria — becomes increasingly unlikely. The plausibility of true, robust
stakeholder involvement diminishes. If only for this reason, the role of
stakeholders and, especially, stakeholder-based deliberations in the decision-
making process should become less central, although stakeholders may (and
should) still have opportunities for input. This point is summarized in Table 2.

8. Conclusion: Collaborative Deliberation on the
Long-Term Common Good

As we move toward diffuse, long-term environmental risks — especially those
with large uncertainties and potentially grave consequences, such as those typified
by high-level radioactive waste disposal — we need to move away from a
stakeholder-centered model of environmental decision making. Instead, we need
to move toward a model that (1) draws upon the concept of collaborative learning,
and (2) emphasizes the long-term common good. Collaborative learning (which
also has been referred to as adaptive work [15] or transformative facilitation [16])
is especially appropriate when values are diverse and the dimensions of the
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Temporal Dimension
of Environmental Risk

Spatial dimension of
Environmental Risk

Short-term

Long-term

local diffuse

Yes

Appropriateness of
Stakholder - centerted

Decision making

No

Table 2. Appropriateness of Stakeholder-Centered Environmental Decision
Making

problem and its possible solutions are not well-understood [17]. Emphasis on the
long-term common good calls upon people to think of themselves, not simply as
self-interested stakeholders, but also as trustees for the well-being of other people
and the environment [7]. Together, the two concepts suggest a process that should
challenge prevailing knowledge and values without being adversarial, that should
have as a goal a sustainable future for all, and that should be deliberative and
iterative. Incremental steps, revisited as needed, should be preferred over "final
solutions."

This ideal is far easier to prescribe than to implement. For example, as Leon
Mayhew notes in The New Public [18], political communication increasingly is
dominated by specialists whose techniques historically are rooted in advertising,
market research, and public relations, with the result that trust is diminished and
ties between citizens and their leaders are weakened. Nevertheless, there is still
reason to believe that it is possible to pursue models of decision making on critical
issues of environmental risk that rely neither on stakeholder negotiations nor on
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manipulative persuasion. As Mayhew notes, while Habermasian conceptions of
pure, rational discourse may be implausible, citizens still should be able to insist
on getting more than mere rhetoric as explanation.

I close with a quote from John W. Gardner, who, in a forward to Boundary
Crossers: Community Leadership for a Global Age [19], comments that

What we need, and what seems to be emerging in some of our
communities, is something new — networks of responsibility drawn from
all segments coming together to create a wholeness that incorporates
diversity. The participants must come to be at home with change and
exhibit a measure of shared values, a sense of mutual obligation and trust.
Above all, they must develop a sense of responsibility for the future of the
whole city and region (p. iii).

And, I would add, for the land and people beyond.
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Abstract

The paper summarizes the results obtained in two interview studies conducted in the
communities ofStoruman and Maid in northern Sweden, 1995 and 1997. It highlights
the similarities and differences with respect to the public participation and decision
processes which preceded the respective referenda in the two communities. The
presentation includes the arguments used by proponents and opponents, the changes
over time, as well as the time frame and the information involved in the processes. It is
concluded e.g. that local cultures, life-styles, knowledge of similar events, and the time
for and management of the participation process are important and salient factors in
the resulting social dynamics. Factors of possibly more fundamental importance were
also discerned, however, including overall attitude to and valuation of nuclear power,
perceptions of development, solidarity, power and power distribution in relation to
current as well as future situations. It is furthermore concluded that the extended
public participation process is primarily a political process following the rules of
political debates and societal change rather than an effective means of informing the
public. It may involve a high degree of exposure to technical details and other kinds of
information, but the process should not be understood as an extended basis for
exclusively assessing technological accuracy. A discussion of the short and the
potential long term effects of active participation of various influential interest groups
on representative democracy concludes the paper.

Introduction

Sweden is currently discussing the handling and storage of approximately 20,000 cubic
meters of high level radioactive waste. The method suggested for the deposition is
abbreviated KBS-3, and involves a bedrock repository at a depth of about 500 meters,
where especially nuclear fuel will be stored encapsulated in copper-steel canisters
surrounded by layers of clay. The current site selection process, the responsibility of the
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co (SKB), involves e.g. socio-
economic studies of those communities which have invited SKB to initiate overview
studies for the establishment of their feasibility for further investigations. If the locality
is found suitable, the following phase would involve e.g. geological investigations.
Several communities are currently in more or less advanced stages of the overview
studies.
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This paper addresses such processes in Storuman and Mala, in which the first phase
was ended by local referenda. The aim was to investigate the reasons underlying the
local rejections of further investigations of the communities for the possibility of siting
a high level radioactive waste repository. Both communities had reacted positively to a
letter from SKB, which was sent to all Swedish communities in 1992, with the result
that they decided to invite SKB to initiate overview studies, i.e. in Storuman in June
1993 and in Mali in November 1993. The respective processes were ended by local
referenda, in September of 1995 and 1997, respectively. The questions put to the
citizens were "Should SKB be allowed to continue to search for a final deposition site
in Storuman community?", and "Should SKB be allowed to continue to search for a
place for a deep repository of used nuclear fuel in Mali community?" The response in
Storuman was approximately 70 percent no-votes, and in Mala 54 percent no-votes.
The dates given above show that there were different time frames allocated to the two
processes. The reasons for and decisions regulating the varying time-tables are to be
found within the respective communities. It should be noted, however, that the faster
process of Storuman and the experiences gained there might well have influenced
policy and decisions in Mala.

Storuman and MalS are almost neighboring communities, situated inland in the north of
Sweden. Forsmark is the closest nuclear power plant, situated at a distance of
approximately 700 kilometers. The respective populations consisted of approximately
7500 and 3900 inhabitants in the mid 1990's, with overall negative population
development trends. The referendum in Storuman was held at the same day as Sweden
elected representatives to the European parliament.

Method

Semi-structured interviews, lasting between 0.5 to 2.5 hours, were held with 54 persons
in Storuman and 37 persons in Mali. Most of those interviewed had been active
participants of the activities preceding the referenda, e.g. working with information
distribution, or within political parties or interest groups. Names of the subjects were
obtained by official records or by recommendations by already contacted subjects. A
few persons related to e.g. the educational system, tourism and industry were also
included for providing their opinions or for the contact with young students. All
subjects were informed that the study was conducted on the initiative of SKB, that there
would be no possibility to connect the comments given with individual respondents in
the forthcoming report, and that only notes were taken from the interviews. The method
of choosing subjects was related to the aim to investigate the reasons and arguments
involved in the processes and driving the outcomes. The referenda had already
provided the opinion results. The subjects were approached by phone and later
interviewed in person or in group interviews. A few were interviewed by phone (see
Table 1). Very few persons declined to participate.
The interviews followed a scheme of specified areas to be discussed, such as current
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experiences of the local situation, general reflections and comments to the process
preceding the referendum, the (perceived) most important arguments used by
proponents and opponents in the discussions and campaigns, reasons for the personally
held view, possible reasons for the outcome of the referendum, experiences of changes
over time, effects of the outcome (personal or for the community), expectations of the
future, and other comments. Specific questions were asked about information (e.g.
availability and quality), about safety or risk issues debated in the process, memorable
events, and what one had learnt. There were also questions about the general personal
opinion of using referenda and how such use is related to the democratic process, i.e.
the representative democracy, as well as the personal opinion about what should be
done to handle Swedish nuclear waste. The resulting notes were structured in relation to
the main topics of the interview, then summarized and presented in a report relative the
group in favor (the yes-group) and the group against (the no-group)1'2.

Table 1. Overview of times related to the referenda, and numbers and types of
interviews.

Times / Group types Storuman Mali

Decision, overview study June 1993 November 1993
Decision, referendum February 1995 November 1993
Referendum September 1995 September 1997

Interviews November 1995 November 1997
No. of individuals in types of interviews
Personal 19 17
Group 26 13
Phone 9 7
Total no. 54 37

Results

The opposition process was established instantly in both communities as soon as the
local decisions to invite SKB to start an overview study were taken. The proponents,
however, organized late as groups. The Storuman opposition process quickly gained
and maintained a majority, effectively and continuously isolating and marginalizing the
proponents. The relative strength of the two groups was more obscure in Mala,
providing less of a threat for individuals if becoming involved in information gathering
or expressing an opinion. The prediction of the outcome of the referendum in Mali was
similarly difficult, as can be inferred from the actual result. The arguments used by the
proponents were quite similar in the two communities, i.e. that favoring a continued
investigation of the community by SKB would create employment, spin-off effects and
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thus provide resources and development to the area. The arguments highlighted by the
opponents in Storuman differed from those in Mala in at least two major respects, i.e.
the expressed significance and influence of historic experiences and traditions,
including the early industrialization era and class differences, the widespread negative
opinion in the region relative the national referendum of Swedish nuclear power in
1980 and membership of the European Union, the effects of the Chernobyl accident,
traditional life-styles, etc, and the attention to future risk and safety issues. The
opponents, as well as proponents, of Mala instead emphasized the importance of
maintaining the community intact with respect to personal relations and future co-
habiting conditions. With this focus in mind, the process in Mala developed along two
almost parallel paths, to a large extent succeeding in avoiding a commitment relative
the issue of a future repository. Instead it was debated whether or not SKB should be
allowed to investigate the community regarding its suitability as a place for a
repository. Whereas the overall atmosphere in Storuman had been rather
confrontational, the climate in Mala was more tolerant and conflict avoiding.

Individualism
Personal success

Personal control
Employee
"Core group" 1 2
Nature
Dependence

NO
Future risk
Tradition 4 3
Decentralization
Small scale
Guaranteed safety

Collectivism
Solidarity

Major investments
Employer
"Outsider"
People
Directing

YES
Risk today
Change
Centralization
Expansion
Influence

Figure 1. Resulting value dimensions from the interviews in Storuman, organized in
relation to the "no-" and "yes-" vote of the referendum, and the major dimension of
individualism-collectivism. The numbers in the four quadrants of the figure indicate
specific "interest groups", i.e. l=small, possible entrepreneurs, 2= established industries
or businesses, 3=municipal council and board, 4=households, village communities.

Investigating the arguments of various actors in Storuman resulted in the elicitation of a
major dimension of "individualism-collectivism", i.e. the valuation of personal success
and expansion versus solidarity with one's group and traditions. See Figure 1. There
were, however, persons or groups of individuals who might have benefitted from a
continued presence of SKB in the community, but who nevertheless voted no. These
were the small entrepreneurs, who instead emphasized personal control, tradition, the
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unspoiled nature, and the development of small scale businesses, preferably related to
tourism. The local government and the representatively elected political establishment
of Storuman, which could be argued constituted bodies of communal interests, came to
be perceived, together with large or established industries or businesses, as favoring a
yes-vote, since they had invited SKB to the community. The yes-vote in the referendum
thus came to represent large, insensitive and rather abusive bodies of economic and
political power, against which the small individual, entrepreneur or village community
had to fight for the maintenance of self-esteem, peace of mind, safety, nature or life-
style. These opposing value structures were much less obvious in Mala. When the
discussion in Mala included references to history and experiences, those were more
often associated with pride of the mining and geological industries and pessimism
regarding any development of the tourism industry. Figure 1 summarizes the value
dimensions resulting from the interviews in Storuman. Note that risk issues were
addressed both among proponents and opponents to the idea of further investigations of
the community. In the former case, however, the "yes-group" voiced concern for the
current community if no significant investments or development occurred. In the latter
case, risk was perceived in relation to the distant future regarding responsibilities and
the possibility of radioactive leakage or contamination.

In their reflections of the situation in Storuman after the referendum, representatives
from the opposing sides to a large extent agreed about what had happened. The process
had involved a massive amount of information focused on technical details, increased
knowledge about the issue, time had been too limited to disseminate ideas, and local
media had favored the no-campaign. It was also agreed that the issue had increased the
activity level of the community and that the result of the referendum was clear and
should be respected. The proponents critically reviewed their mobilization and
information campaign and would have liked to have seen more detailed presentations of
consequences relative the two options of the referendum. The no-group representatives
felt they had achieved a good campaign, and an impressive demonstration of the "little
man's" power. Representatives of this group voiced concern about the unclear
presentations of current and future responsibilities as well as regarding the rules of the
overall process of Sweden's establishment of a final repository. These comments were
summarized as proponents taking a more local, and tactical, perspective on the issue at
hand, advocating development and change, whereas the opponents had raised more
general, and strategically important issues in the campaign. They had been able to relate
to the traditional life-style and risk averse sentiments of the local community by
highlighting local power structures, long-term risks, and uncertainties relative future
responsibilities and power structures.

The process preceding the referendum in Mala used almost four years, as compared to
approximately two years in Storuman (see Table 1), and whereas Storuman decided to
have a local referendum about half a year before the event, that decision was taken in
MalS at the time of the decision to invite SKB to the community. It seemed as if Mala
had anticipated the demand of a referendum, as well as learnt to emphasize the
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importance of a normal life after the event, from the process in Storuman. It was also a
smaller community, however, and avoiding major social conflicts became a common
concern. Furthermore, the referendum took place after the election to the European
parliament and after the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident, events which had
had an impact on the Storuman discussions. The development of rather parallel
campaigns in Mala provided a solution to both allowing discussions of the issue and
avoiding confrontations and social conflicts. The interpretation, by the proponents, of
the question put forward in the referendum, i.e. that the issue concerned the
investigation of the community with respect to its feasibility as a place for a repository
and not an acceptance of Mala becoming the site for it, influenced the general opinion.
A number of people found it logical to investigate the area with respect to geological
basic facts, establishing the feasibility before raising the issue if Mala could accept
becoming a possible site for the repository. Others wanted guarantees that a new
decision process, and even a new referendum, would be held to even consider further
investigations of the community. In line with the suggested interpretation of the
question put to the referendum, people voiced the argument that it was too early to
become involved in specific, and technical, discussions related to the repository. Such
discussions should be held if further investigations were initiated. And although the
same information had been available in both Storuman and Mala, the criticism and
concerns related to the KBS-3 method and the risk-safety aspects related to the
repository, which had been thoroughly debated in Storuman, were less pronounced in
Mala. Instead it seemed to be a commonly held opinion that one has to trust the experts
in doing their job, and if they make mistakes or otherwise fail it is almost impossible as
a lay person to spot and correct the basic technical calculations and their implications.
What a lay person can consider, however, is the overall idea of hosting a repository and
what it might imply for the area and e.g. future generations. Since there were no official
decisions of a new referendum given a yes-majority in the upcoming referendum, some
people would not risk allowing the continuation of a process they feared could put
Mala on the list of possible future sites for a final repository.

Discussion

The discussions and processes of Storuman and Mala thus involved several local
specificities, but also a number of similarities. Both processes signalled a gradual
change from representative democratic rules to accepting public demands for direct
democracy. The developments were initiated by decisions in the municipal councils and
boards, but very quickly involved larger groups of the community. Lessons learnt from
the process in Stoniman and Mala involve the loss of ordinary political power to a
rather undefined process of direct democracy. The current and often overwhelmingly
positive discourse related to public participation processes, especially among social
scientists, seems to have failed to recognize the negative outcomes of empowdering
self-defined "interest groups" or "stake-holders". At the current stage there are no
guarantees that "the public" is actually involved to a larger extent in this way. And there
is no guarantee that certain individuals or specific interests cannot place themselves in
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several of the strategically critical contexts to underline their position. The advocates of
the current development towards "direct democracy" have also neglected the overall
political implications of defining and separating one single issue for a complex local
political engagement, e.g. with respect to the different political parties' overall aims and
tools for implementing the ideas on the basis of numerous risk-benefit considerations.
In sum, it is due time for a general and thourough discussion of the forms and optimal
organization for increasing decision transparency and an extended public participation
in decision making.
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1. Introduction

The Municipality of Oskarshamn is located on the south - east coast of Sweden.
The municipality has 27.000 inhabitants and has overbridged the economical
restructuring process during the past decades well. The economy is strong, the
municipality budget is balanced and the unemployment is comparatively low.

During the earlier parts of the century Oskarshamn was dominated by, granitic
rock quarries, shipping and shipbuilding in the city harbour. At the most the
shipyard employed over 1700 people. During the shipbuilding crisis the shipyard
was basically closed forcing a major structural change in the municipality.

Today the municipality is very much depending on three main operations - the
nuclear power plant at Simpevarp, the Scania factory and the regional hospital.
This structure makes the municipality vulnerable also for future structural changes.

In the late seventies the nuclear industry applied for siting of a Central Storage For
Spent Nuclear Fuel (CLAB) to the municipality at Simpevarp. The municipality
council voted not to use the municipal veto but included in the decision to accept a
strong statement that the CLAB facility is a temporary facility and shall not be
considered as a long term or final solution.

The municipality is also hosting an underground rock laboratory at Aspo - close to
Simpevarp - where geoscientific research connected to final disposal is conducted
and an encapsulation laboratory - located in the Oskarshamn harbour - where the
welding technique is developed for sealing of the copper canisters.
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2. Decision making in relation to controversial facilities

Large industrial facilities did not meet much opposition during the first half of this
century. Industry was equal to a prosperous future with opportunities for the
population. When environmental concerns started to surface in the sixties and
seventies decision-makers (industry, government and local authorities) continued
to do "business as usual". Decisions where made centrally, then announced and
when "surprising" opposition arose the decision was defended - this is often
referred to as the DAD phenomena (Decide, Announce and Defend) . This lack of
understanding of the new environment resulted in distrust towards industry and
numerous project collapses in all of the western world.

Social science research described this change early but it took quite some time
before it was taken seriously by legislators and industry. Initially information was
seen as the solution. By massive information everybody should be convinced. Also
this strategy failed because it was still "we and them" and no sharing of values or
participation by the concerned people in the decision making process.

After more adversity and failed projects complete openness and participation by
the public was presented as a new concept. Complete openness and room for active
participation has however still not been fully accepted by everyone as the way of
solving e.g. the siting of controversial facilities of national importance. One of the
most controversial siting projects are for nuclear waste repositories. This new
model was however completely adopted by the political leadership in Oskarshamn
as the governing method when participating in studies for eventual siting of
nuclear waste facilities initiated by the industry in 1992.

3. Development of the Oskarshamn involvement

When Oskarshamn was named as the preferred site for an encapsulation plant by
the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB) in 1992 the
municipality announced two main pre-requisites that had to be fulfilled before it
could accept to be a participating candidate. These first pre-requisite was that the
municipality participation in the discussions and investigations was to be paid for
by the Nuclear Waste Fund and the second main pre-condition was that the
primary concerned parties (SKB, the licensing authorities SKI and SSI) would
accept the formation of a Forum for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
discussions. The municipality in parallel asked the county administration if they
where willing to provide a chairman and a secretary to this EIA Forum.

The government responded quickly to the funding request by issuing instructions
to SKI to administrate a funding for the municipality of 2 M Swedish Crowns per
year during four years. SKB, SKI, SSI and the county all accepted the idea of an
EIA Forum and the Lt Governor of Kalmar County accepted to chair the Forum
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meetings. In 1994 the El A Forum started to work and within the municipality a
project office called Local Competence Building (LKO) was formed and a full
time Project Manager was hired. With this organisation the corner stones for a
broader municipality participation were in place.

In many large and controversial siting discussions a local reference group or
similar body is established. In Oskarshamn it was felt that the natural reference
group is the municipality council with 51 elected members.

It was also decided that efforts should be made to engage the local population
through public meetings, seminars and by engaging local study organisations. In
order also to give the neighbouring municipalities a chance to follow and influence
the discussions each of the six neighbouring municipalities were asked to assign a
contact person for further communication.

In 1995 SKB formally asked the municipality if it could accept a feasibility study
for a deep repository for spent nuclear fuel. The municipality took one year to
answer this question in order first to find out more about the programme and in
order also to engage as many as possible in the debate and decision making
process. To aid this discussion two groups from the council were assigned the task
to report back to the council with recommendations after debating the issue with
the public. One group consisted of the most experienced politicians in the council
and in the other groups were the youngest members of each political party. After
one year both groups reported back to the council with their recommendations.
The majority of both groups were positive to a feasibility study. A dividing
question was however if a commitment was to be made that a referendum should
be held after the feasibility study - if the industry selects Oskarshamn as one of two
municipalities for site investigation studies.

The council voted to accept a feasibility study in October 1996 [1], with a number
of conditions and the study was initiated in August 1997. No commitment to a
referendum was however given in this decision.

To follow the feasibility study and to promote discussion in the municipality six
working groups were commenced [2]. Each group has a defined task to follow:
safety and geoscience, technology, environment, social science, encapsulation and
local information. The groups each contain two council members, one civil
servant, two local citizens and one external expert.

During the past two years the 40 working group members have built up an
independent broad knowledge about all aspects of spent fuel disposal. Numerous
meetings with SKB, consultants and scientists have resulted in a good
understanding of the technical challenges as well as the social aspects of a disposal
programme.

All working group meeting minutes are open and are available on request or via
internet. The main concerns and questions raised by the various working groups
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are forwarded to the EIA Forum for discussion also with representatives from the
industry and the regulatory authorities.

4. Participation while maintaining independence

The municipality has chosen EIA as the lead process for its involvement in
the Swedish nuclear waste programme, since the philosophy behind EIA,
as understood by the municipality, provided key elements in public involvement,
such as openness, early involvement and alternative solutions.

In 1994 the EIA Forum in Kalmar County was created at the initiative of
Oskarshamn. The county plays a key role in the process by providing Chairman an
Secretary to the EIA Forum [3]. As shown in the table below the EIA process
includes three phases:

1) An EIA scooping -study, where the issues to be assessed in the license
application are identified.

2) In the next phase the implementer is supposed to prepare the licence
application, thereby assessing the issues that were identified in the pre-study.
In parallel with this all stakeholders can increase their knowledge and
understanding of selected issues thereby preparing themselves for the
licensing phase.

3) The final phase of the EIA is a check that the license application actually
includes the issues that the stakeholders expect. This phase is thus a link
between the EIA and the formal licensing procedure.

The table shows the three phases in the EIA process and the actors, activities and
products of each phase. The EIA Forum was created for the purpose of an EIA
scooping study for an encapsulation facility but has also taken part in the EIA
process for an enlargement of CLAB. For the planned encapsulation facility the
Forum has produced a scooping-study report [4], which describes the issues raised
by such a facility and indicates which issues are especially important for SKB to
include in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). One can say that the
scooping-study report gives SKB advice on the content of EIS. It is now (in phase
2) up to SKB to carry through the investigations they consider necessary for an
application. While they do that, the EIA Forum can continue with activities aimed
at further building the insights of stakeholders into crucial issues.
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The structure of the EIA process in Kalmar county

Phases in EIA
process

Phase 1
EIA scooping-
study

Phase 2
Implementers
work.

Continued EIA
process

Phase 3
Final phase of
EIA = First phase
of licensing

Actors

All

stakeholders

Implementer.

All
stakeholders.

Regulator
interacting with
community.

Activities

Meeting with EIA
Forum**.
Meetings, hearings
etc. on the local
level.

Project work.

Hearings, seminars
etc.

Review and decide.
Hearings.

Product

Advice on EIA
document.

Licence application.

Understanding.

Improved licence
application.

* Stakeholders include implementer, regulator, county, municipality and the
public
** EIA Forum: A group of representatives from each stakeholder

Once SKB have done their investigation and submitted an application, the formal
licensing process takes over. As an intermediate step the SKI/SSI can arrange
hearings with the purpose to see whether there are still gaps in the application. If
gaps are found SKB has the opportunity to provide an improved license
application. For the encapsulation facility this phase is still some years ahead. The
procedure, including the hearing in the intermediate phase between EIA and
licensing, has however been tested in licensing the SKB application to enlarge
CLAB.

The EIA process as described here has been found a promising framework for
public involvement, and it is now being used also in the site selection programme
for a deep repository. A key feature in the process is that the structure allows all
the stakeholders to participate, still maintaining their independence for coming
decisions. It is possible to reach consensus about what are the important issues that
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should be treated in the EIS without committing for decisions whether a proposed
siting is acceptable or not.

5. The Oskarshamn model

The Oskarshamn model for public involvement as described above, can be
summarised in the following seven points:

1/ Total openness and participation

Public insight and involvement requires total openness from all parties involved.
The procedures used should provide prerequisites for that. Thorough
documentation of meetings is among the important elements.

Participation can only be achieved if there is real influence. Nobody has an interest
to participate if all decisions already have been made. Full participation may lead
to that a majority is against a certain project and it is therefore stopped. Even if this
of course is a setback for the implementer it is not the goal for the decision making
process to work for a certain outcome. A good decision making process can well
result in a no to a certain facility!

2/ The EIA process

As described above, the EIA process provides the structure under which other
activities take place. Participation by all key stakeholders, while maintaining
integrity and independence is crucial. A well planned working schedule of the EIA
Forum, publicly available records from the meetings and defined milestones where
other interested parties are invited to review the products of the work in the Forum
are also important components.

3/ The municipality council as reference group

The municipality council is the reference group for the EIA process. Thereby local
politicians get involved, their knowledge increase and they get prepared for
coming decisions. The municipality thus uses the established form for
representative democracy in this critical issue. Ultimately the project vitalises the
local political decision making process in general.

4/ Local involvement

Ultimately high quality decisions in regard of the nuclear waste problem must
include the concerned citizens. They should therefore get early involved in the EIA
process. In today's society, however, it is not always easy to actively engage
citizens in public affairs. The key is that they must see their involvement in a
concrete way. Therefore, the municipality has firmly stressed that SKB in the
feasibility study should identify places for a possible repository, entrance tunnel,
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areas for a preparatory drilling programme etc. When this has been done, the
prerequisites for public involvement are expected to increase dramatically.

5/ Regulator involvement

The regulators (SKI and SSI) must be independent, with the power to review the
safety assessment of the SKB. However, for the municipality it is also a need to
bring in the regulators early in the process and to maintain their involvement.
Firstly, they should have the role of "peoples experts", since the municipality can
not build up its own independent expertise. Secondly, it is important that SKI and
SSI can explain their regulations and other requirements, and what they mean in
concrete terms, e.g. in the site selection process.

6/ Participation by environmental groups

On a local level environmental groups have been invited to participate in the
working groups. Some organisations have accepted but some have made the
decision to work outside the municipality structure. Regardless how the individual
groups have decided to organise their work they have all participated in local
seminars and workshops. In many seminars the local groups have also invited their
experts e.g. from national environmental groups. Such participation has been paid
for by the municipality project LKO by funding from the nuclear waste fund.

II Transparency and stretching SKB

The RISCOM Pilot Study [5], funded by SKI and SSI, and in which the
municipality of Oskarshamn took part, gave a framework for transparency built on
three blocks: facts, values and authenticity. In a transparent process it must be
possible to evaluate factual claims, value laden issues and the authenticity of
experts and stakeholders in the decision making process. Even if these different
aspects have not always been treated as clear as would be expected in an ideal
process, many of the activities in Oskarshamn have served the propose of
clarifying facts and value aspects in issues such as the "zero solution",
reprocessing and transmutation, as well as the impact of ice ages on a repository.

The concept of stretching, discussed by Espejo and Stewart [6] was emphasized in
the RISCOM report. In the present context it means that the procedures have to
ensure that SKB's environment is sufficiently demanding and that questions are
put forward from different angles and that these questions will be answered.

The RISCOM report claims that stretching must take place at different levels of the
programme. One level is the total nuclear waste management system, at another
level we have the site selection process and at a third level we find the individual
feasibility studies in specific communities. At each level, at stake are the efficiency
(soundness) of the proposed technical solution, the authenticity (trustworthiness)
of the implementers' team(s) and the legitimacy of their actions. At each level this
requires communicative processes to provide transparency.
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We claim that much of the methodology developed in the RISCOM report with
"the three corners of transparency", and the "stretching" concept, is practically
applied in the Oskarshamn model. It is fair to say that the municipality council,
the working groups and, to a certain extent, the interested public have now
developed such competence that they have the capacity to stretch SKB to a
considerable degree in many areas.

6. Summary of experience and conclusions

The Oskarshamn model has so far worked extremely well as a tool to achieve
openness and public participation. The municipality involvement has been
successful in several aspects, e.g.:

• It has been possible to influence the program, to a large extent, to meet certain
municipality conditions and to ensure the local perspective.

• The local competence has increased to a considerable degree. The activities
generated by the six working groups with a total of 40 members have
generated a large number of contacts with various organisations, schools, mass
media, individuals in the general public and interest groups.

For the future, clarification of the disposal method and site selection criteria as
well as the site selection process as such is crucial. The municipality has also
emphasised the importance of SKB having shown the integration between site
selection criteria, the feasibility study and the safety assessment.

Furthermore, the programs for the encapsulation facility and the repository must be
co-ordinated. For Oskarshamn it will be of utmost importance that the repository is
well under way to be realised before the encapsulation facility can be built.
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1 Background

The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company AB, SKB, started a
programme in 1992 to site a deep repository for high level radioactive waste. The
siting process is carried out simultaneously with the development of the
encapsulation and handling technologies.

In the present phase, the siting process is based on municipalities volunteering to a
feasibility study in their community. The municipality is provided, with up to
250.000 ECU per year from the waste funds for its own costs related to activities.
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI, manages the funds on behalf of the
government

SKB started its feasibility study programme at the municipalities of Storuman and
Mala, two municipalities located in the far north of the country. Right after
completion of the study both communities had referendum and voted against going
to the next step, namely site characterisation. SKB left Storuman and Mali in
accordance with the company's policy " we will not locate a repository to a
community unless we are welcomed to do so by its citizens".

Currently, SKB is performing feasibility studies in four municipalities:
Osthammar, Oskarshamn, Nykoping and Tierp. In the year 2001 at least two
communities will be chosen for further site characterisation.

2 Risk perception and risk communication

Even though we can sense a certain maturity of the question of siting a deep
repository in Sweden, there still is a tremendous challenge in interacting with the
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public. And since the public is far from being a homogeneous crowd we will rather
talk about the publics for the rest of this presentation.

Communicating about risks is a complex matter and the outcome of the dialogue
depends on a lot of factors, among those the following:

2.1 The publics and the risk perception conversion
theory

As you are considering engaging a dialogue with the publics, you want to answer:
who is the public before you? Where are these people coming from? What do they
know (or think they know) about you and your project? Whom else do they get
their information from? What issues matters most to them i.e. what do they want to
know?

Change in itself is perceived negatively, people that would resist the establishment
of a specific facility would in many cases resist the phasing out of the same facility
a couple of decades later, despite the allegedly perceived risks at the establishing
phase.

It is also widely recognised, in what is called the conversion theory (1), that if a
particular risk is perceived as voluntary (smoking, unhealthy food....), it will most
certainly tend to be perceived as more acceptable. In contrast risks perceived in
neighbouring a future geological repository for waste that would tend to be far less
acceptable even if the expert states that the risk connected to a repository is a
manageable one.

2.2 The expectancy - value theory

Perhaps the best-developed psychological theory of risk perception as applied to
siting a deep geological repository for high level radioactive waste and similar
noxious facilities is the "expectancy-value" or "expectancy-valence " theory (1).

In general, the expectancy-value theory suggests that people tend to associate
certain properties with specific objects. People's overall attitudes toward a specific
object are a reflection of their subjective assessments of all the properties
associated with that object. For example people tend to associate certain properties
or attributes with a geological repository for waste, such as those associated with
nuclear weapons or nuclear accidents at Three Mile Island and Tjemobyl.

In a polarised debate it is also often seen that proponents or opponents tend to
highlight "information" that may have a strong influence on the associations
people will get.

Greenpeace, as we see it, provided one clear-cut example, during its campaign
against SKB feasibility studies in the north. They frequently used a road warning
sign with a dead moose lying on its back. By associating disaster to something well
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known, this came out as an efficient "risk communication" although not speaking
to the intellect or using rational arguments.

The same type of communication principles could of course also be (miss) used for
the opposite purpose. It will be up to others to judge how SKB is behaving in this
respect. An explicit policy, however, is to try to provide people we meet with
knowledge and experience that will put them in a better position to "judge by
themselves". Key components are that they get access to information from
expertise of different kind and that they as far as possible get the opportunity to
"see by themselves" by visiting waste handling and research facilities.

2.3 Resistance to change and the diffusion process

Adults tend to resist learning about subjects that, if learned, may require them to
change their behaviour (2). When people adopt a new idea or practice, they first
become aware of the need (the waste exists and need to be handled), and then they
recognise that change is possible (we only have an interim storage and must further
solve the problem). Only then are people interested in learning about alternative
ways to solve the problem and satisfy their needs (geological deep disposal or wait
for better research and do nothing or...). The next step is to establish evaluation
criteria - how would we know a good solution if we stumbled over one. Then the
criteria are applied to the alternatives, resulting in a recommended solution.

One of our experiences is that we in the beginning of the siting process spent too
little effort in discussing the need to do something about the waste and the different
options potentially available. We tended to come to the public with a ready-made
solution to a problem that many did not perceive very clearly, neither as being of
their concern. The general debate over the past few years about different options
and their characteristics from a technical and ethical aspect has been very useful to
SKB. It has helped us to better understand what the important issues are to
different publics. One example is the issue of retrievability where we have been
influenced to be more explicit and to study different aspects of that particular issue.

2.4 Are the messages that are sent the ones received in
risk communication?

As far as we can judge and according to our own experiences, there are no ready to
use and failure proof risk communication models. While all these models and
theories might help understand the hardships you are encountering, they hardly
solve the problem for you. Whether your perspectives as the developer will prevail
depends strongly on:

Your actions: What you are doing in the communities where you are involved
and the degree of trusts this is bringing to you.
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Your past history: There are always people opposing to you today because of
steps and measures taken by previous organisations, in another time frame,
under other legislation etc, even though you were obedient towards all existing
laws and regulations. One example is the case of Kynnefjall in the west of
Sweden where test drillings where planned but never performed because of the
local opposition that has prevailed for over two decades.

Your communication skills: How well you manage to explain to people what
you want to do, why and the consequences if the waste issue is not solved. In
risk communication the messages that are sent are rarely the messages
received, thus the role of semantics becomes more obvious here.

A risk communication paradox

There is a paradox in the relation between real risk, risk perception and risk
assessment/risk-communication. Real risk can be reduced by doing risk
assessments, communicating and discussing these broadly and openly and then
adjusting to the results e.g. by modifying the system and introducing mitigating
measures. Negative risk perception and the anguish it entails, however, will have a
tendency to increase by the focussing on the risks of a project. Obviously the
solution to this problem can not be to avoid risk assessment and risk
communication, but it stresses the need to explain the different purposes of risk
assessment and risk communication activities. It also points to the responsibility of
everybody involved in the debate to use risk communication to clarify issues and to
put things into perspective. In the long run trust will be given to those that neither
exaggerate nor belittle the risks of the project.

The power of the good example

In order to make progress, SKB feels it is vital to establish a siting process that is
open and transparent and hence a genuine one. Basically it is all about trust. Trust
is not given, it is something one earns and that happens when people note that
deeds and promises are coinciding. It goes without saying that the time element
here is crucial. We have to give the publics time and opportunities to put us under
scrutiny and get them involved in the issue at an early stage. Only if the publics
feel they have the possibility of influencing the decision making process would
they participate and have trust in you.

The Storuman and Mala experience

The feasibility studies in Storuman and Mala in the early and mid-nineties ended,
from SKB's point of view, as what would seemingly be called a "failure". This
since the company left both communities once the population voted against further
involvement in the site characterisation step. But, because SKB acted fully in
accordance with its own policy and respected the outcome of the referendum (there
were allies as well in those communities), this whole experience became trust
building.
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The Storuman and Mal& experiences have in this way contributed in the trust
people have for SKB. 62 % of the citizens of Mala expressed very high or high
enough level of trust for SKB (3) as a company and for the democratic approach
that SKB together with local politicians and regulatory bodies is carrying out.

SKB sometime faces statements as follows: " I do not think that a geological
repository is the best solution but I think that SKB is a company worth trust". This
means that even when people disagree with our proposals they might still trust the
company and dialogue with us.

In the communities where SKB is currently involved, the municipalities learned a
lot from Mala and Storuman. Especially how to avoid polarised attitudes where the
community divides into yes and no groupings, making the climate for discussions
difficult and less constructive.

The role of the semantics and pedaeoeics

Involving the publics in the decision making process in order to site a repository
for high level waste means also, that a lot of efforts should be put into using a
language that is accessible to the publics.

But there is just as much one can do as regards misunderstandings related to
semantics. Words have a social inherent meaning related to our own personal
experiences. The word "liberal" means different things to a Swedish citizen and an
American one (4 and5). Think what "geological repository for radioactive waste"
might mean to different people in our society!

Exemplifying is one way of trying to overcome semantic difficulties, You are then
given another opportunity to reformulate your message.

A common mistake made by the proponents is probably when they start by trying
to explain in a great level of details about all the technical solutions. We learned
the hard way that long before this explanatory stage, you want to have people
"share" the problem and the ultimate goals with you (we all have to take care of
our waste in the best possible way). They want to grow to know you before you
are granted the opportunity to explain what you wish to achieve in their
community.

It is amazing how much one can do to simplify the way scientific and technical
matters are explained and described without altering the essence and correctness of
the information. Pedagogical skills are of course important in this context, but
mostly it really is a matter of hard and persistent work with language in the
documents, overheads and presentations in general.

Having said the above, one can simply not deny that some people are better
equipped to carry out the dialogues with the publics than others. Being a blissfully
talented engineer does not automatically qualify you to the task of communicating
about risks with laymen. On the other hand, the publics often perceive the PR
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officers as " sellers of messages" because they generally do not know much more
about the subject than a fairly well informed citizen.

A combination of good engineers who are interested in interpersonal
communication is of course an attractive profile in this respect.

3. Conclusions

SKB is planning in the year 2001 to designate two siting alternatives for further
site characterisation. The work in the municipalities of Osthammar, Nykoping,
Oskarshamn and Tierp is taking place in an atmosphere of constructive
discussions. There is a growing feeling in Sweden among broad categories of the
public that the nuclear waste exists and should be taken care of by our generation,
without many of these people ever getting positive to the use of nuclear energy.
While the NIMBY syndrome might still have a good grip on some, there has never
been a more constructive debate about the nuclear waste than now, even though
there still is a lot of work to do.

Siting a geological repository for high level waste puts our democratic system
under hard tests. The decision making process is about openness, skills in
interacting with the public, respect of people's fears and concerns and at last but
not the least independent, competent and visible participation by other stakeholders
(politicians locally and nationally, regulatory bodies....).

Good skills in risk communication are one important ingredient that might
facilitate SKB's task as a developer. Far more important however, is the trust we
might get from past and present record of handling the waste and from the way we
work and behave in the feasibility studies in the municipalities where SKB is
involved.
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Abstract. Until recent years, those involved in the design, operation and regulation of nuclear power
systems devoted more resources to forward movement than to the back end of the fuel cycle. Now, though,
concerted thought and international cooperation have been devoted to the question of nuclear waste
management. The expert consensus is that sufficient knowledge exists to make e.g. disposal decisions with an
acceptable level of confidence. In the first phases of research, decision processes were adapted to the tasks at
hand. However, at some point in each nuclearized country, there came a time when waste management implied
finding repository sites. At that time management abruptly entered the social sphere—where unfortunate
experience has shown time and time again that classical decision processes are not adapted to facilitating societal
acceptance of management solutions. This paper recounts the various management frameworks that have been
tested in a number of countries in the goal of siting underground repositories or laboratories. Mechanisms of
public perception are examined in an effort to understand the context in which such management attempts take
place. In particular, the value messages sent—consciously or inadvertently—to the public by waste managers are
graphically illustrated and evaluated. A humorous tone and sympathy for the various stakeholders inside and
outside industry are shown in this presentation.

Nuclear waste. There it is1. We've been enjoying cheaper, cleaner electric power in many countries for
about half a century now. Most people have probably never given much thought to how it is generated, nor to all
the useful roles played by nuclear technology, nor to what the implications are for managing it and the wastes it
produces, like any human activity.

Even those directly involved in nuclear technology, its design, operation and regulation, state that until
relatively recent years the back end of the fuel cycle was not given as much thought as the forward movement.
However, concerted thought and international cooperation have been devoted to the question of nuclear waste
management, such that numerous sources state that « radioactive waste disposal is a rather trivial technical
problem)) (e.g. 1). The consensus in the expert waste management community is that sufficient knowledge
exists to make decisions with an acceptable level of confidence (e.g. 2). (Throughout this paper we will use the
term « waste managers » to refer to all those different actors involved as proponents—scientists, engineers,
administrators, decision makers—in the complex process of dealing with our radioactive waste; this in
distinction to « laypersons », « citizens », « members of the public », et alia, who generally are in a reactive
role.)

Generally, work on technical management has gone forward with little difficulty. Decision processes,
in particular, have been adapted to the problems at hand. However, comes a time when waste management
implies finding storage sites. Then we abruptly enter the social sphere.

Often then for the first time, citizens are confronted with the presence of wastes and the need to handle
them. And we observe that even where technical resources have been highly developed, and where public
acceptance of nuclear power is relatively high, no country appears to have negociated with ease the transition
from a closed-circuit scientific and regulatory process, to the new decision context in which broader, often
contradictory inputs from different social groups must be taken into account (3).

There is some degree of uncertainty in scientific views of nuclear waste and its behavior over time, and
a number of research avenues today are followed without firm conclusions as to which technical solution will
prove to be the best. However, when the issue comes before the public, as is the case in site search, suddenly we
have a much wider variety of problem views and perceptions. Nuclear engineers can forget their differences and
feel solidarity in facing their « major problems » : in one survey, engineers described those problems as
« political », and as concerning « public acceptability » (4).

Numerous illustrations were employed lor the presentation of this paper. To meet space requirements lor publication, only five of the
original illustrations are included. Our warm thanks for his drawings to G. Le Pare, Cachan, France.
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Now the public is confronted with this new technological issue of waste management. And soon after
learning that the wastes are there, we learn that they have been piling up for over forty years, and that they will
long outlive any of us : from three to one hundred centuries of solitude (5) are required for their repose far
from the madding crowd.

Is this image familiar? Does it come out of a science fiction film, or a comic strip, or an anti-nuclear
brochure, or just a bad dream ? It was drawn for this presentation, grouping elements that just about everyone
can identify, that seem familiar, even if you laugh at them or reject them, when the question of nuclear waste
arises. These are aspects of the public perception of the dangers and inconveniences of radioactive substances
and wastes.

The image may seem exagerated. From a scientific point of view, wastes have a rather tenuous
connection with the atomic bomb ; they will not produce two-headed calves, especially in the management
conditions planned. Even though disposal casks will degrade over the years, an appropriate geological barrier
will have been engineered.

The image may seem unflattering to the public as well. Research has shown that « irrational fear» or
« phobia » may be weaker elements in the public's negatives reactions to nuclear waste than are cognitive
aspects (attempts to formulate and solve the problems seen to be attached to the waste) (cf. 6).

However, negative the reactions are. Support for this statement can be found in the results of a number
of large scale psychological studies of public attitudes towards nuclear power, including management options for
nuclear waste specifically. You are probably aware that, while people very seldom spontaneously mention
nuclear waste as one of their major worries, when asked to consider a list of technological, natural or lifestyle
hazards they systematically put radioactive waste close to the top of their list for dangers to health in their
society (e.g. 7; 8).

One study asked people « What do you think of when you hear the words "underground nuclear waste
repository" ? » (9). The respondents could give several images. Ten thousand replies were collected (from a
sample of Nevada residents). These free, unprompted responses were sorted into just one category each. By far
the largest number of free responses (n=4000) could be grouped into a category of « danger» : 1722 answers
used the words « danger, hazard, unsafe, scary, toxic, poison, problems)). Other frequent responses under the
« danger » heading included these : « Death, cancer, sickness, health hazard, mutations, birth defects » (841 out
of 4000); «pollution, contamination, harmful, damage» (n=497); « leakage, accidents, earthquakes,
corrosion » (n=i30); « destruction, devastation, disaster, tragedy, end of world » (n=J/2); « harmful to
environment, contaminates water, soil, food » (n=232). In separate categories, issues of risk and safety were
raised (without clear positive or negative reaction) by 499 responses. Personal opposition or distaste were
expressed in 592 responses. In contrast, positive attributes of a repository, other than safety, showed up in a
grand total of 317 responses (« it's necessary » was the most frequent positive response at n=/i<5).

Such suggestive results can be refined with study. A good deal of research has been carried out on the
psychology of risk perception (see reviews in e.g. 10; 11). While the technical definition of risk is a
mathematical statement of damage x probability, laypersons use a non-mathematical, intuitive, albeit systematic
approach to judging the risks they may face, and to choosing among decision alternatives Laypersons, or « the
public », also incorporate other layers and levels of meaning into their vision of hazards than those defining
technical risk. Over two dozen descriptive dimensions can be shown empirically to shape representations of and
attitudes toward hazards. These touch on perceived characteristics of the hazard itself, on its potential impacts,
on aspects of the management and communication systems set up around these hazards in society.
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It has been shown that some of these hazard characteristics are particularly strong in shaping the
negative reaction of laypersons to radioactive waste. Those may include the fact that the dangers of these wastes
are seen by the public to be of a gut-wrenching, dreaded type (invisible rays causing cancer...); that possible ill
effects are time-delayed and may be catastrophic, that future generations are put at stake (e.g. 12).

The need to deal with nuclear waste comes at a very special time in history. In industrialized countries,
people have become accustomed to the benefits of technology, without however being highly educated to
technology. National and international decisionmakers have recognized that education is a vital key to easing
society's management of its risky technologies. Science education is more and more a part of the schools
curriculum, and indeed the nuclear community is devoting resources to developing materials useable by teachers
to inform the upcoming generation about the uses of radiation in society.

At the same time, protecting our environment, and also informing and involving citizens in democratic
decision processes relating to technology and environment, have become valued social goals. It is in this context
that nuclear waste management has had to « come out» of its old reserve, where defense secrecy was often the
reigning order, and where a strongly hierarchical decision chain eliminated uncertainty (3). Managing nuclear
waste is thus situated in a conflictual field of values, where highly ordered, rule-oriented systems confront
values on protecting diversity. Here are some of the value orientations involved: the partial list here is drawn
from the SYMLOG values research inventory, which we have applied in the nuclear context (13; 14; 15). (Note
that the values traditionally associated with hierarchical technical systems appear to "hang together" in a
coherent way, whereas values associated with today's public attitudes toward risk are themselves more numerous
and more diverse- making this context that much more difficult to handle by traditional systems! Across the two
columns, some values are complementary— as in the last line— while some are more or less opposed.)

Some Values Traditionally Favored
in Management Systems

Some Values Favored Today in
Public Attitudes on Protecting Environment, Health

A powerful centralized authority, law and order

Correct procedures, established, orderly management
Restrain initiatives and center on goals
Dedication, loyalty to the institution

Efficiency, strong effective management

Progress, social justice, democratic decision making
Protecting individuals most at risk

Egalitarianism, participation
Altruism, idealism, cooperation

Center on equity, sharing, discussion
Challenge to, non-cooperation with institutions

Trust in the good intentions of managing institutions

Thus, when site search puts waste into the social sphere, citizens are confronted not only with the
perceived threat of radioactive wastes, but witness the real, if understandable, difficulties of nuclear management
structures in adapting to their new value context. The history of repository site search in many countries has not
always been apt to inspire confidence in the public as to the competence or benevolent transparency of
proponents. Stated in value terms, the decisions and methods applied, when analysed by a wary individual in
the public, do not appear to be based on, or to take account of, the values he or she approves.

The highly negative perception of wastes, and the difficulty of adapting management structures to a
new set of values, have been two handicaps to waste management in the 1990's. There is a temptation to try to
bring the public to adapt their perceptions and evaluative criteria. However, offering educational information is
not a simple or quick answer to bridging the wide gap in knowledge, perceptions or value orientations between
laypersons and experts. Note that self-described opponents to nuclear power are often those who are or state
themselves to be most knowledgeable about the technology (e.g. 16). The complex nature of the scientific issue,
coupled with the perceived characteristics of danger described above makes it particularly hard to create an
effective public learning dynamic. Then there is the challenge of creating a management context in which
citizens will be motivated to participate in a constructive way in the finding of solutions to a waste problem. For
the moment, they may often be justified in thinking, on the basis of information available to them, that their
wisest move will be to oppose and hinder efforts to site waste installations.

Yet, there they are, those wastes, and now we must do something about them in a responsible way.
Somehow, gaps between waste managers and the public must be closed ; nuclear waste and the public must be
brought closer in an acceptable way. Many national agencies follow this reasoning in becoming neighbors, and
good neighbors, to the persons who see the prospect of nuclear wastes coming into their community at the time
of site pre-evaluations. Operators and executives bring their families to live in the same community, and
publicize this move, showing in effect that they have confidence in the safety of their management systems and
respect and liking for the social tissue and residents. Funds are often made available too to community projects
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unrelated to the repository idea. These moves are a clear appeal to values perceptions. They humanize waste
management, show that the persons involved share a broad value base with their neighbors.

Over the years a good amount of research and experience has accumulated in the sociology and
psychology of siting hazardous installations, including nuclear waste facilities. Facility siting guidelines,
condensing many of the lessons learned, have been proposed (17; 18). These guidelines point to the importance
of a number of actions, or conditions, to successful siting We will mention briefly only some of these.

Trust in managing institutions is a major determinant of the acceptance of a facility (19); sometimes
that trust appears to be granted only if citizens have direct oversight and control of the decision process or even
the facility itself (19; 18).

Safety is another major point of concern to members of the public, and a siting program must contain
visible measures to reduce all physical risks, but also address other types of danger perceived in the facility. If a
certain aspect of a facility, or its management, causes discomfort and worry to members of the community, it is
important to mitigate this aspect, even if no improvement in physical safety can be demonstrated. This implies
that the concerns of the public be effectively identified (see next paragraph). Creating procedures to identify
such concerns may be a trust-increasing process.

Only when all perceived risks (physical and of other natures) have been adequately mitigated can the
question of economic compensation be addressed without causing outrage. If a facility is perceived as
dangerous, for a community to accept it and money along with it would be a serious breach of moral conduct.
Economic models have sometimes discounted this ethical dimension, stating that « the right price » or
combination of benefits can be found leading persons to accept any risky activity This however is incorrect;
moral considerations are strong and deep rooted, and appear to be especially important in the case of hazards
perceived, like nuclear technology, to have an impact on future generations (cf. 18).

Participation by the public is another, multifaceted condition to a successful siting procedure.
Participation can take many forms (20). It is likely that different social, cultural and technological contexts will
require tailored conceptions of participation, and require specific approaches to make participation meaningful
to those present. Too often provisions for public participation leave the public very far out of the picture. It is
laudable that programs of public consultation give voice to representatives of the community. However, those
representatives may not be equipped, nor even motivated, in turn, to effectively consult their constituency.
Consultation by referendum tends to transform a multi-faceted problem into a "yes-no" question. How can
anyone be blamed for giving a precautionary "no" response?

Provisions for e.g. public inquiries seem to offer better opportunities for deliberation, but experience in
many countries suggests that this is not an ideal format for involving members of the public. Clearly it is not a
habit of a typical resident to consult voluminous technical files at the town hall and respond to them in writing,
or arrange to be present at hearings. Many do not seem to be aware of these opportunities, or prefer to delegate
expression of their concern by simply signing a petition or sending in preprinted objections which have been
prepared by militant groups. Proponents often complain that in practice, public enquiries and licensing
procedures serve mainly to delay decisions. Citizens are often disappointed to learn that positive planning
permission has been granted, overriding what they feel to have been their legitimate objection by form letter.
This situation produces lack of trust. Developing new forms of effective public involvement looks like a priority,
and social scientists may make a positive contribution here.

Equity is another central concern that must be addressed in a siting concept. Definitions and levels of
equity differ: utilitarian equity, equity in treatment (procedural) and equity in outcome (distributive) have been
discussed in this connection. Most often considered is distributive equity ; that is, that costs and benefits attached
to a facility must be appropriately and fairly shared on a national as well as local level.

These components identified as important to successful siting probably take on different meanings in
different contexts, marked by distinct histories and traditions (cultural, political, and so on) Cross-cultural
research (e.g. 7; 21) will be necessary to understand the different visions of participation, trust, equity, etc. We
must identify the values that must be served, in order for a given group to feel that the management approach is
adequate. Again, social scientists can contribute to clarifying the adjustments to siting guidelines needed in
specific circumstances.

How can all these elements be tied together ? And what will be the perception by the public of national
nuclear waste management efforts ? In our own research, we have come to understand that the formal
framework given to siting efforts in particular can have a great impact on perceptions and on public response
(22). The framework vehicules the social values chosen, implicitly or explicitly, to support and legitimate the
management effort. The framework says to the public what their management institutions see as important, what
their goals are, what they want to protect and what they are willing to sacrifice. And people are very sensitive to
such value issues. They are actively involved in interpreting the actions they can observe carried out by nuclear
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waste managers. The framework has a dominant role in determining this interpretation. If the framework seems
to be in contradiction with values approved of by members of the public, they may give a negative interpretation
to observed actions.

This produces stressful working conditions for managers. Sometimes their very best, sincere behavior
in the field—developing an information program, or a compensation scheme, or gestures such as physically
moving house to a proposed repository site—will be rejected, if the framework lets people think it's wiser to
interpret those actions as strategic or ungenuine.

Frameworks are a sort of perceptual « overlay » to observed management actions. In what follows, I
will show the « overlay » of various siting frameworks that can be found in the world today—the image given to
radioactive waste management by the framework chosen.

I want to illustrate that the framework has a determining influence on how people can reasonably react
to siting efforts. And in the process of working with an illustrator, I have measured that a picture is really worth
a thousand words. 1 defined four descriptive categories for siting approaches that are, or have been, used across
the world in response to the management challenges. (There may be many more.) And the images that can
illustrate these are truly caricatures. My apologies—but one of the lessons I want to get across, in a humorous
manner, 1 hope, is that frameworks will be interpreted in a sometimes simplistic manner by the public, based on
the broad strokes of what they are told by the media and on what they can piece together from actions they
observe. I want to draw your attention to the fact that such bold images are bound to be constructed by observers
of any framework, and that they will certainly overlay perceptions of proponents' work For these reasons, I
suggest that close attention must be given to frameworks, to defining them and to communicating them to the
public

* *

« What an image to give to Science, to the proud technological achievement that is nuclear technology,
by calling out... a battalion of the national guard. » Some of you may have heard this comment by Christian
Bataille, France's Mediator, in his plenary speech at SAFEWASTE '93. He was describing events that took
place in France in the late 1980's, when an underinformed public mounted protest on a site chosen for
geological investigations in view of an underground laboratory, believing that it was destined to become a
« nuclear dump ». A riot squad was indeed called out. France's Prime Minister at that time called events in that
rural location a « serious disorder» and pronounced a moratorium on siting activities. We have argued that these
events showed that the classic, authoritarian approach to nuclear waste decisionmaking (an approach that
before may have been appropriate, and that certainly brought France to its strong military and civil nuclear
position) fell itself into serious disorder when it encountered a concerned public (3). Have not other countries
seen a previously peaceful and productive management process fall into disarray when a public unexpectedly
mounted active resistance to an unannounced, unilateral decision ?
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In another true-to-life context, one country initiated the public part of its high level nuclear waste
management process with a progressive law, that outlined a fair, democratic siting procedure and gave explicit
guarantees to the public. Over the years, however, unanticipated local objections, difficulties in defining and
constructing suitable safety cases, and agency mismanagement, led to the same national lawmakers rescinding
the most progressive provisions of the law in an effort to expedite the siting process (23). Whatever the
conditions encountered, and whatever the experience of other countries who have had to draw back from a
previously progressive, democratic position, such events suggest to the public that the siting framework is
essentially duplicitous. This is an interpretation found in many countries where members of the public express
their lack of trust in the overt management process, convinced—sometimes quite reasonably, given events—that
the real decisions are taken behind closed doors. In such cases, pronouncements about openness and seeking
acceptable solutions, sincere information efforts, and so forth, are interpreted as attention-diverting manoeuvres,
no substitute for direct public decisionmaking—which then often takes the form of a veto

In other contexts, and sometimes in the absence of an avowedly democratic framework, the siting
approach is put forward as carried by scientific expertise. Is it not reasonable that highly trained, rigorous and
sometimes creative thinkers be entrusted with the task of clarifying risk issues attached to the disposal of nuclear
waste, and finding the best solutions to them ? Does not society delegate the responsibility for technological
developments to experts ? Of course... but notice how far these scientists and their concerns, their vision of the
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problems and how to solve them, seem to be from the people Risk perception research as described above
shows that laypersons see the dangers inherent to nuclear waste to be composed of far more dimensions than
physical danger. Their perception that management processes are unsatisfactory can even accentuate their rating
of the physical dangers (19). This observation has led some researchers to conclude that risk, for the public, is
not defined as damage x probability, but rather as hazard x outrage (24). In such a context, it is particularly
important to make decision processes take into account, in a clear and effective way, the concerns that most
preoccupy the public... even if the experts are justified, from a technical point of view, in dismissing these
concerns.

Another approach to siting might be called normalization. Radioactive waste facilities are assimilated
to almost any other type of national infrastructure, are subject to the same (or actually more stringent)
constraints and requirements, and bring the same benefits in terms of employment, economic development, and
so forth. This approach may probably be the most likely to bring positive results in coming years. However, in
its application, decision processes are still located rather far from the public : local elected representatives, or
administrators, or trade representatives, are those involved directly in making choices. The credibility of the
siting process will be only as good as the credibility of the politicians and notables called upon to act. Sometimes
the importance of interacting with the public to learn specific concerns is underestimated, as is the difficulty of
convincing the public, through information and education, that the decisions taken are sound.

The normalized approach has the merit of bringing economic dimensions (positive and negative) of the
nuclear waste management issue into the open. We have observed, though, that where the public has not formed
a trusting view that proper decisions will be taken, and that risks of all sorts will be properly recognized and
mitigated, the offer of compensation and economic benefit to a host community is interpreted as a sure sign that
« it's more dangerous than they're telling us ».

This series of images, and our commentary, will certainly have underlined something all of you knew
before this presentation : that is, managing nuclear waste in society is a tremendously complex and difficult
process. All sorts of factors—technical, psychological, sociological—are called into play, and in the search for
public acceptability, the best efforts may meet ignominous defeat in the face of « unfair » public reaction. I hope
though that some of the information given in this paper may help shed light on the way members of the public
form their perceptions of waste managers' work, and that tolerance for those perceptions may be improved. I
hope that proponents may be encouraged to seek out more input from social science, and perhaps come to
perceive that as much effort may rightly be put into designing a sound management framework as into necessary
engineering concepts.

Our understanding of what may constitute a truly acceptable nuclear waste management framework,
like efforts by waste managers, have come a very long way in the past decade. Discouraging experiences have
been met in every country. However, by committing ourselves to a truly cooperative view, people directly
involved in waste management, people like me working around them, and members of the public may in the
next generation see an image like this one : where nuclear waste becomes just one more article of modern
life, properly managed and acceptable. Part of moving towards cooperation, will entail studying the values
important to the different groups involved, and choosing— in a concerted way— values to be shared.
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1 Introduction

Rationality has been discussed at length in philosophy, applied mathematics, eco-
nomics, psychology and social sciences. One of the problems has been to combine a
practical everyday rationality with various theoretical frameworks. A rational person
is, according to a dictionary definition, someone who is agreeable to reason, sensi-
ble, sane, intelligent, enlightened, etc. Rationality is closely connected to the cor-
rectness of choice and decisions. The problem is then to find out when a decision
can be considered correct.

A typical characteristics of decisions is that their correctness can be assessed only in
hindsight. Correctness itself can therefore not be used as a criteria for defining ra-
tionality, because decisions has to be made with information available at the time of
the decision. Rationality may therefore be said to be the use of available information
in order to make the best possible decision.

Man is a social animal and rationality can therefore not be considered only from an
individual point of view. A definition of rationality from a societal point of view is
however problematic, because societal functions are always executed by individuals
which may cause a conflict between individual and societal rationality. The paper
discusses rationality from several angles of departure. A conclusion of the paper is
that rationality as a concept is far more complicated than at first sight.

2 Efficient decision making as a survival function

Historical records of mankind are found from several thousands of years and pre-
historical record of findings exist from more than twenty thousand years back. Dur-
ing its existence mankind has demonstrated a remarkable adaptation to various envi-
ronments. The survival value for individuals and societies is therefore a practical
approach towards a definition of correct decisions i.e. rationality.

2.1 Survival of the individual

Considering the survival of species there are many niches where a comparative gain
can be found. Early man relied on two types of decisions, one to initiate a rapid se-
quence of actions in response to some stimuli and the other which could be made
with more time and contemplation. In the first type of decision men rely on reflexes
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and prelearned sequences of actions. In the second type of decisions there is not the
same time urgency, which means that alternatives can be assessed more systemati-
cally, it is possible to ask for advice and it may even be feasible to create new tools.

The most important quality of human decision making is a reasoning about causes
and consequences. This reasoning is based on the discovery of a certain lawfulness
in nature which can be used to select the best action to take. Human decision making
relies thus on an understanding of the world in relationships of causes and conse-
quences. Some of this understanding is tacit and other is used more consciously in
making decisions. In considering various world models, their survival value is evi-
dently related to their predicting power.

Real world decisions do not appear one at a time, but there are continuously many
decisions fighting for attention. A rational decision maker should therefore be able
to attend to urgent decisions before considering less important ones. This ability of
allocating attention to decisions according to their importance has a survival value.
In searching for a decision there are also criteria by which further effort are termi-
nated when a good enough alternative has been found. Also the stopping criterion
has a survival value by ending unreasonable efforts in finding minor improvements
of a decision. Handling several decisions at a time has to rely on a consideration of
the situation as a whole. In real world situations it is likely that versatility and flexi-
bility are more important than optimality in single decisions.

The use of earlier experience can be the factor which makes it possible to select a
superior decision. The use of accumulated experience in choice and decision making
therefore has an important survival value. Accumulation and use of experience de-
pend on methods for information storage and retrieval. Man can remember events,
but the collection of experience in a form which makes it possible to pass it on be-
tween members of a society and between generations has an even larger survival
value. Spoken language has therefore an important function in making communica-
tion and co-operation possible, but it also has an important function in making it
possible to accumulate information. The use of written language further improved
the possibility to store and retrieve information.

2.2 Survival of a society

Individual survival depends on the co-operation with other individuals in a society.
It is therefore rational from an individual point of view to allocate efforts to support
the society and its survival. Co-operation in small and large societies has been an
important factor in ensuring survival of mankind. Individual specialisation brought a
benefit to the society through the possibility of its individuals to reach higher effi-
ciency in their tasks. Specialisation gave the possibility to conduct co-ordinated op-
erations involving several individuals in different functions. Division of labour
makes it also necessary to share the benefits of co-operation. If this sharing is not
considered fair co-operation cannot continue. In a society people will help others in
the expectation for later compensations in similar help. In a society there will always
be an ongoing social game in giving and receiving various services.
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Important innovations such as domestication of animals, agriculture, building tech-
nology and metals made it possible for civilisations to emerge. The creation of laws
and social norms made further specialisation possible and co-operation easier. The
society also included protection functions for its members against dangers. The
emergence of societies moved competition from an individual level to a competition
between societies. The risk to be invaded and enslaved by another society therefore
become the largest threat. In this competition warfare become the mean to reach the
ends of power. Efficient warfare depends on technology, but also on the skills of
single soldiers and their leaders. An efficient army is not possible without societal
surplus, because time has to be devoted to the production of arms and on drilling the
soldiers for their tasks.

There is a benefit of building up service functions in a society which can be used as
a privilege by members of the society. Such services are usually taken care of by
societal institutions. The benefit for the society is that a better efficiency is obtained
if the services are arranged centrally. Resources for the services can be collected
either through voluntary contributions or through a taxation system. In both cases
the collection process and the use of the collected funds have to have its own ad-
ministration. Typical service functions in a society are the protection from internal
and external threats provided by the police and the army. Others are connected to
education and the accumulation of knowledge. The creation of an interchangeable
object of value, i.e. money is also commonly arranged through societal institutions.

In a society the co-ordination function becomes important. Typically it is executed
by an individual given the power to lead. Leadership sometimes implies decisions
which in the interest of the society sacrifices the interest of some of its individuals.
There are various ways to assign that leadership and in the early societies it was
most likely a harsh process. For the society it is beneficial to get a strong leader who
has the skills to create a vision and the charisma to get people to fulfil it. For the
leader the power of a high position in a society seems to be a benefit of its own, not
counting other benefits. Another important societal function is connected to the need
for avoiding societal unrest and devastating power struggles in selecting leaders.

3 A theoretical discussion of rationality

Rationality in a theoretical sense can be defined as the selection of the best decision
in a certain situation. Rationality therefore implies an order relation which is used to
compare decision alternatives. A comparison cannot be based on the outcome of the
decision alone, because outcomes may be valued differently. There are always un-
certainties associated to outcomes. The prediction of the outcome of a certain deci-
sion alternative relies on a systems model which therefore becomes an integrated
part of rationality. The benefit of a theoretical formulation of rationality is that it
helps in identifying main components and their relationships.

3.1 Comparing decision alternatives

Rationality relies on the cause consequence relationship between a decision and its
outcomes. A decision maker has always some model for what the outcome will be if
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a certain decision alternative is selected. This model is an important part of any de-
cision making problem. Sometimes it is relatively straightforward to obtain this
model is, but more often there are several difficulties involved. The systems model
can never be perfect, but it will always involve uncertainties in structure and pa-
rameters. Recent results in mathematics demonstrate that also small changes in pa-
rameters or initial values may have large influences in the outcomes. Uncertainties
will introduce probability distributions in the space of outcomes which have to be
taken into account assessing the relative merits of the decision.

The outcome of a decision will give the decision maker some utility. This utility is
seldom directly connected to the outcome, but it is instead converted to utility in an
utility function. Utility functions are often normalised to give zero utility for a zero
outcome. An utility function should be monotonous and a common assumption is
that it is continuous. It is important also to note that there may be not only one, but
several utility functions connected to one decision. Sometimes utilities may be con-
verted to each other using a common object of value such as money. If both the out-
come of a decision and investments needed to reach that outcome can be measured
in money, the costs and benefits of a certain action can be assessed. When a high
benefit to cost ratio is reached the decision has a high utility. In considering various
utilities there is sometimes a complication, because some output may have to be
avoided and other assured.

3.2 Expected utility theory

Expected utility theory (EUT) builds on the principle that decision makers select the
decision alternative for which the expected utility is maximised. If for instance there
are m decision alternatives {aj | i=l , . . . , m} and n possible outcomes {Cj | j= l , . . . , n}
such that pjj is the probability of the outcome Cj given the decision a* then the deci-
sion maker is according to EUT supposed to select the decision ak for which Lj
pkju(Ci) > Ij PjiU(Cj) for any j . When the outcome of a decision is obtained directly in
monetary terms {x, | i=l, ... ,n} the comparative merits ykj of a decision ak over the
decision aj can be calculated as ykj = Ij pkix; - S; p^x;. This can be compared with a
compensation zkj the decision maker has to be paid for preferring the decision a, over
the decision ak. If zkj - ykj = 0 the decision maker is said to be risk neutral, if z^ - ykj

> 0 he is said to be risk averse and if z^ - ykj < 0 he is said to be risk prone.

EUT is based on four axioms by which a decision maker defines his preference be-
tween alternatives.' The first axiom assumes a cancellation principle which requires
that if an alternative A is preferred to an alternative B then it shall be preferred also
in the combined alternative A&C to the combined alternative B&C, where C is an
arbitrary addition to the alternatives not depending on them. The second axiom
postulates transitivity in the preference relation such that if an alternative A is pre-
ferred over an alternative B and B is preferred over C then A is preferred also over
C. The third axiom assumes a dominance principle which means that if an alterna-
tive A={ai, ... ,an} is dominating an alternative B={b,, ... ,bn} in such a way that
each ^ is preferred to each bi; then A should be preferred over B. Finally an invari-
ance principle is assumed to apply where the preference of an alternative A over an
alternative B should be independent of how it is presented for the decision maker.
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3.3 Extensions of the expected utility theory

The consideration of several decision makers with completely or partly conflicting
utilities have been treated in the theory of games.2 The difficulty in the treatment of
games is that each player has to take into account the possible actions of the other
players in making his decision. In the theory of games a difference is made between
zero-sum games where the gain of one player is the loss of another and non-zero-
sum games where the utilities are conflicting only partly. An interesting result of the
theory is that the decision makers in some zero-sum games should establish a mixed
strategy, where random actions are selected by the players.

In many decisions costs and benefit occur at different times. Such situations can be
handled by agreeing on an interest rate to be used and calculating the amortised pre-
sent value for costs and benefits. The handling of multiple utilities are sometimes
more problematic. For the case that the utilities can be converted to a single object
of value the decision making problem is reduced to the standard EUT formulation. If
that cannot be done a reduction to the EUT formulation may still be obtained by
defining the utility as a weighted sum of the original utilities. If the utilities are too
incompatible a weaker theory, multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), can be con-
structed. In this case an optimal decision should be Pareto-optimal which means that
it is not possible to increase one of the utilities without decreasing another.

Repeated play of non-zero sum games have shown to exhibit interesting properties.3

The prisoners-dilemma game provides one example in this connection. This game is
played between two opponents who both have the opportunity either to co-operate or
to defect. If both co-operate they are paid a reward R, if one co-operates and the
other defects, the co-operating party pays an amount S and the defector gains an
amount T. If both defect both get a punishment P. The game gets its interesting
properties when T>R>P>S and R>(T+S)/2. If a repeated co-operation is achieved
then the reward for both players will be U=R+w*R+w*w*R+ ... = R/(l-w) which is
positive when 0<w<l for the discounting factor w. In repeated play it is clearly ad-
vantageous for both parties to co-operate, although a single play of the game would
support defection as the most rational decision. The optimal strategy for the game is
a simple tit-for-tat strategy in which one starts to co-operate and after that simply
repeats the earlier decision of the opponent.

4 Limits of theoretical rationality

Ideally a theory of rationality should provide a descriptive, normative and predictive
framework for decision making. Unfortunately EUT cannot do that, as several
authors have pointed out. The reason is that human decision making and rationality
is far more complex than what a simple theory can explain. The complexity implies
a need for several amendments to the EUT before any claims could be raised that the
theory provides an accurate model of human rationality. These amendments will
however make the theory complex and impractical.
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4.1 Real world decisions

The largest difficulty in applying a theoretically defined rationality is that it is very
hard to describe all aspects of a certain real world decision within the very restricted
frame provided by EUT. There is seldom just one decision to be made, but instead
an intricate web of decisions which all interact with each other. In a theoretical
model decision makers have to stick to the rules of the game, but in a real world
situation decision makers can apply their own rules by cheating, bluffing and form-
ing coalitions. In real decision making situations outcomes are seldom possible to
predict with a good accuracy and it is a decision making problem of its own to de-
cide on what background information is needed. The involvement of several deci-
sion makers either in co-operative or competitive situations bring in its own flavours
which are difficult to describe in a theoretical model.

A theory should at least in principle be possible to validate. Various experiments in
decision making have been conducted and compared with predictions of the theory.
For ethical reasons experiments in decision making are never able to match real de-
cisions. Experiments are therefore by the subjects likely to be seen as games which
are undertaken for entertainment. Experimental design should in principle be able to
control crucial variables, but in practice it is impossible to take all possible psycho-
logical and social factors in consideration.

The most serious critique of EUT is that people do not behave as the axioms assume.
The axiomatic formulation got its first severe criticism by the observation that peo-
ple tend to prefer a certain outcome as compared to a probabilistic payoff with a
higher expected value. This deviation can be explained in many ways, but a believ-
able explanation is that people are not used to be offered benefits in a continued
fashion and a smaller but certain gain therefore is preferable. Another observation is
that the framing of the decision making problem has an influence on decision made
in an experimental situation. A simple explanation is that the assumed expectation
which the experimenter places on his subject has an influence on the decision made.
A third type of violation has been observed in negotiations where parties fail to
reach Pareto-optimality in their agreements.4 Again there are many factors which
may influence the outcome such as the fear for loosing ones face, unwillingness to
invest more time for a small expected gain or the expectation for a second round of
negotiations where earlier decisions can be improved.

4.2 Bounded rationality

The concept of bounded rationality5 is an attempt to recognise the fact that decision
making itself involves an effort. In a real world of decisions it is not optimal for a
decision maker to approach each single decision with the same vigour. To behave
rationally he has instead to see the big picture and solve the problems in an order
which is based on their importance and urgency. There are continuously many dif-
ferent decisions which are competing for attention which is a scarce resource. Theo-
retically a decision maker should use decision analysis to select which one of the
decisions should be solved first and concentrate his resources on that. Such an ap-
proach may however lead to indecision which certainly is not rational.
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Utility functions are often far more complex than the simple theory assumes. Utili-
ties are seldom linear with respect to outcome. This implies that it is very difficult to
get reliable estimates of actual utility functions and their shape over a large domain
of outcomes. In practice there are always several utilities which should be balanced
against each other. A simple approach is to agree on conversion factors between
utilities, but the problem is then to find agreeable and stable conversion factors. For
costs and benefits occurring at different times, a simple item of disagreement is the
interest rate to be used for discounting future outcomes. Attempts to elicitate values
of a decision maker will easily fail and the theory can neither be validated nor falsi-
ficated.

A last point concerning the applicability of EUT is that any axiomatic theory has its
own limitations with respect to problems which can be handled. According to a fa-
mous theorem of Godel there are only two possibilities for an axiomatic system,
either there are contradictions in the system or there are problems which are unde-
cidable within the system. Assuming that EUT axioms are not contradictory the im-
plication of this theorem is that there are undecidable decision making problems
which are possible to express within the axiomatic framework. The undecidable
problems may be resolved by adding new axioms, but this will bring in new unde-
cidable decision problems. The consideration of different variations in the axioms
has therefore a more theoretical than practical value.

5 Individual rationality

There are many psychological aspects to be considered in a treatment of a practical
rationality. One aspect is concerned with the utilities people use. People are not in-
terested in money alone and utilities vary over time and with the mood of the deci-
sion maker. A second aspect is connected to cognitive processes. The internal model
of how the world behaves will influence decisions and is therefore a part of rational-
ity. Problem solving skills and the use of pre-learned solutions patterns can improve
decision quality. Finally personality, self-image and the roles a decision maker as-
sumes will also influence his decisions.

5.1 Utility functions

An important observation in the study of human senses was that the effect of a
change in stimulus is proportional to the absolute level of the stimulus. This obser-
vation applies to a stimulus effect relationships and a similar relationship can be
assumed to apply also for the relationship between outcome and utility. The change
in utility, du, is then proportional to the relative change in outcome dx, or du=
dx/(l+x) where 1 is the normalised present wealth of the decision maker. This equa-
tion gives a logarithmic relationship between utility and outcome written as u=
ln(l+x). The outcome of x=l corresponds to a doubling of the present wealth of the
decision maker. The outcome x=0 represents status quo with the utility u(0)=0 and
an outcome of x=—1 corresponds to a loss of everything and gives an infinite nega-
tive utility. A decision maker who has a logarithmic utility is risk averse. The loga-
rithmic utility is plausible for outcomes x>0, but for x<0 it may not be a good de-
scriptive model.
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An important insight in a discussion of human utility functions is provided by
Maslow.6 According to his theory, needs are addressed in a sequence starting with
the most basic needs after which the other awake in a sequence. On the most basic
level there are physiological needs, such as needs for food and water. On the second
level safety needs are awakened, such as the need for protection against danger,
threat and deprivation. On a third level social needs enter, among which needs for
belonging, association, love and acceptance. The fourth category of needs are ego
needs, which on one hand are concerned with self-esteem and self-confidence and
on the other with status, recognition and appreciation. The highest category are the
needs for self-fulfilment which are concerned with the realising of own potentials.

5.2 Cognitive aspects of decisions

An understanding of how the world behaves is an important part of any decision.
Cognitive aspects are therefore a crucial part of human rationality. Research in
problem solving has identified various learning processes as important factors in the
creation of skills. People leam in the exercise of a task and with learning the task is
performed more smoothly. In learning a skill three stages have been identified. In
the cognitive stage only the knowledge base of the task has been acquired, in the
associative stage a procedural understanding of the task has been put in practice and
in the autonomous stage the task is executed with a large skill.7 The benefit for the
individual is that the attentional load of the task is decreasing when it becomes more
autonomous.

One important observation from cognitive psychology is that it seems possible to
learn generic problem solving skills. This indicates that methods can be learned and
applied for wide ranges of tasks. Another cognitive aspect of decision making is that
people tend to have difficulties in handling probabilities especially when they are
small. A similar difficulty is connected to the understanding of very large costs.

Beliefs can be seen as internal models for how the world behaves. Beliefs may or
may not be correct. Beliefs influence decisions in the same way as factual knowl-
edge. The so called cognitive dissonance theory has been suggested in social psy-
chology.8 It predicts how people will behave when they experience a contradiction
in their own beliefs. When this occurs there will be a reorganisation of beliefs to
make the contradiction to disappear. The reorganisation may sometimes change
some of the beliefs and sometimes new beliefs are created to explain the contradic-
tion. An understanding of how beliefs develop in the interaction with norms and
values would be an important part of a deeper understanding of human rationality.

The allocation of attention and time for various purposes is not a well researched
subject. One may assume that demands of the external world determines very much
of this allocation. On the other hand there is always some surplus which can be spent
relatively freely. One way to spend surplus activities is to use them in the prepara-
tion for future challenges. A willingness to invest in the future is less likely if there
are large uncertainties in the environment. This is also reflected in economics where
a low discounting rate is a precondition for long term investments. Attention and
time is sometimes also allocated for purposes which on a first sight may not seem
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rational at all. A closer examination may again demonstrate that the activity brings a
certain utility on a shorter or longer scale.

5.3 Personality and self-image

Personality can be seen as a tendency, when all other factors are unchanged, to make
certain behaviour more likely. Personality is a combination of inheritance and envi-
ronment. The problem of considering personality in decision making are the diffi-
culties associated with measurements of personality and predictions how personality
will affect various decisions.

Decisions are often made in certain roles and social norms of these roles will thus be
reflected in the decision. People have an image of themselves and this self-image
influences decisions they make. There is also the process of rationalisation where
people, when a decision has been made, very convincingly tell themselves various
reasons for why it was correct. This will occur especially when an individual has
made a decision which is in conflict with his self-image. This rationalisation can be
one mechanism by which regret is kept on a manageable level, not to interfere with
later decisions. The self-image is further influenced by decisions and their outcomes
in the forming of beliefs and norms in a continuously ongoing process.

6 Societal rationality

If the human mind is difficult to understand, the difficulties increases with several
orders of magnitude when interactions of humans in a society and with the society
have to be understood. There is always conflicts between individual and societal
rationality which are reflected in these interactions. One way to approach this con-
flict is to consider the society as an agent in its own right with its own rationality.
The only problem with this interpretation is that societal decisions still have to be
formulated and executed through individuals.

6.1 Common resources

A society relies on the collection and distribution of common resources which at an
individual level would be impractical to collect. The most important resource in this
respect is a common language. Language is needed in all communication and, with
an analogy from communications theory, language forms the transmission media for
exchanging thoughts. If the language is efficient it is possible to share complex
thoughts. Spoken and written language is important for maintaining law and order in
a society. In generalising the concept of language, it can also include theories and
models for how nature is constructed and how it responds to different actions. A
society which has an efficient language is likely to be more competitive than a soci-
ety with a less efficient language.

In a society there are resources which are not decreased by being shared and others
which are decreasing every time someone uses his share. Knowledge is an example
of the first kind of commons and seed stored for possible failure of the crops an ex-
ample of the second kind. The management of the commons should be carried out in
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a rational way which implies that due consideration has to be taken both to the inter-
nal condition of the society and its environment. Resources spent to build the com-
mons have to be taken from the individuals in the society according to applicable
rules. It is in the interest of the society to discourage free riders in the use of the
commons.

One important concept in forming a society is that individuals have certain rights.9

The same rights are not necessarily given to everyone, but also the least individual
has some rights. The rights of an individual is to a large extent concerned with the
use of the commons.

6.2 Contracts within the society

A society can in principle be seen as making contracts with its members. They agree
to follow the rules and they get services in return. If a member does not follow the
rules he is punished. The rules can be explicit in a written contract or in the legisla-
tion, but more often they are hidden in norms and values of the society. Societal
norms assume loyalty and good behaviour. Norms also assume asketism in the use
of resources and a willingness to work for the common good. In return the society
provides protection and access to common resources. The cohesion of a society is
typically ensured by providing its members with an equality before the law and
various resource transferring mechanisms. When a society becomes more compli-
cated such contracts may emerge on several layers.

For decision concerning the society there has to be persons with institutional power.
That does not mean that they will not listen to others, but that the final decision in
defined areas rests with them. This can be seen as a contract between the society and
the person selected. The question is then how such institutional decision makers
should be selected. In the modern society the selection often is based on a demo-
cratic process. The contract with a leader may be fixed term or it may be indefinite.
Indefinite contracts are problematic, because it may be difficult to discharge a leader
if his decisions are not anymore in the interest of the society. Being a leader involves
benefits which sometimes are well defined but often are not. The leader has a duty
towards his society, but this duty may be overshadowed by personal gains obtained
by the position. A leader which has been elected by vote can be assumed to have a
contract with his supporters which gives him certain responsibilities towards them.

Many decisions in a modern society are resolved in a voting process. One part of the
process is the preceding debate which is supposed to bring into the open all possible
considerations to be taken into account in casting the vote. The debate has an im-
portant decision making function both in the search for alternatives and in the elici-
tation of values. The voting ensures a backing of the alternative selected in the vote.
A most common decision rule is to select the alternative supported by a majority.
There are however certain complications in all voting processes. The famous theo-
rem of Arrow can also be interpreted to say that no ideal procedure exists for
weighting together individual values into a societal value function.
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6.3 Social interactions and norms

Co-operation between people is built on trust. Trust is a belief that the other party
will fulfil his part of a mutual contract. A society without trust is likely to dissolve.
Trust creates a larger willingness for co-operation and increases thus the likelihood
of win-win situations which are in the interest of the society. Trust is important also
in the selection of a leader. His supporters has to award him their trust that he has
abilities to lead and a willingness to follow the rules of the position. Trust can be
seen as a social capital which can be increased or decreased by certain actions. A
message from a person in an institutional position is more likely to be believed than
the same message from another person. If trust is abused it may have a destabilising
effect and it is therefore in the interest of society to discourage such behaviour.

It is in the interest of the society to force its members to follow the rules. Sometimes
rules may be outdated and they should then be changed to reflect new needs. The
rules for interactions in a society are based on a tricky balance between individual
and societal needs. A society based on oppression is not likely to produce the same
output as a society of individuals where everyone eagerly is doing his own share.
Societal unrest can also take a heavy toll on common resources. Societal innovations
which create better conditions for co-operation and a fair sharing of benefits have a
potential to give the society a competitive edge. Sometimes it is not possible to
change rigid societal structures in an evolutionary way which may pave the way for
a revolution.

Societal rules are reflected partly in the legislation and partly in societal norms.
Group pressures can often be very effective, but they are usually further enforced by
sanctions for failing members. In the early society sentencing a failing member to a
life outside the society often was equal to a penalty of death. Group pressure can be
very strong which the famous experiments of Milgram have shown.10 In the experi-
ments subjects yielded to group pressure and more or less unconsciously tried to
please the experimenter against their own norms and beliefs. In considering norms
and sanctions one can speculate what kind of qualities will be rational from a socie-
tal point of view.

Norms are often seen as generated by an ethic system and this would assume that
some basic ethic principles could be formulated. Such principles cannot be absolute,
in spite of the fact that very similar principles seem to apply in many societies. The
ethic system can actually be seen as a way of the society to balance individual and
societal benefit for the good of the society. Another observation is that an ethic sys-
tem either is contradictory or may contain undecidable ethic dilemmas.

7 Conclusions

Theoretical rationality as defined in EUT and amended with other considerations
gives a good basis for decision making. One should however always keep in mind
that practical rationality often is far more complicated. People use their everyday
experience when placed before new problems and this may lead to apparently irra-
tional choices which on a closer scrutiny may be completely rational. Theories in
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human decision making unfortunately becomes untestable, firstly because a theory
taking all considerations into account would be to complex to be practical and sec-
ondly because the data needed to test the theory cannot be collected. The benefit of
EUT is that it is simple and straightforward as compared with competing theories.

In the natural sciences rationality is often seen simply as a problem of optimisation.
This view is practical, but it has to include also psychological and sociological con-
siderations. The apparent controversy between natural and behavioural sciences
could at least in principle be resolved by a better understanding of the complexity of
human rationality. The human mind does not work in isolation, but it is adapted to a
social community and a continuously changing environment.

Understanding all components of human rationality is a challenge which cannot be
solved on a short term basis. An important part of human rationality is connected to
the intricate balance between individual and societal utility. The human mind has
over thousands of years leamt to resolve that balance, but in the modern society
there are decisions which may not be solvable with an intuitive approach and a strat-
egy of trial and error. For these decisions more solid theories of rationality will be
needed. EUT can in spite of its dismerits be used as the backbone for such a theory,
but it has to be extended with better explanations of both individual and social ra-
tionality. If this understanding of the practical aspects of human rationality can be
reached there is a better possibility that the large decisions of our time can be solved
in a way not creating regret for our future generations.
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss transparency in decision processes. We argue that
transparency requires fostering, producing and maintaining distributed dialogues
and communications between all those affected by ("the stakeholders") and those
producing these decisions ("the decision makers" and "the actors/experts"). The
issues raised in these dialogues will not only refer to questions of technical
efficiency, but also to what is right and fair and what is considered to be good in
society.

Social policies, particularly those of wide social significance, are in one form or
another the outcome of multiple meaning creation processes, reflecting their
multiple spheres of influence, from the local to the global, from the disciplinary to
the multi- and transdisciplinary. Each of these processes requires transparency.
This paper is focused on the structural requirements to make these dialogues and
communications effective at all levels, taking into account the need for technical
explanation, proof of authenticity and legitimacy of actions. Moreover it is
concerned with the alignment of these meanings creation processes in order to
increase the chances of having not only a distributed but also a coherent overall
decision process. Our emphasis is in defining forms of interaction among
stakeholders in order to ground the debate of the policy throughout the
organisation, beyond senior levels of management. The aim is increasing the
demands on those responsible for policy implementation, stretching them so that
they offer the best of themselves. We argue that this is the basis for a structural
mechanism for transparency. The outcome of this paper is a conceptual framework
to study issues of transparency in policy making which is illustrated with reference
to nuclear waste management in Sweden.
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The changing meaning of transparency

Pulling science out of its black box?

We think that the dilemma of transparency is the need scientist feel to pull science
out of its black box to make it accessible to the political process. But, is it possible
to pull science out of its black box? How do we cope if it is not possible?

The early efforts at transparency in the context of nuclear waste management in
Sweden assumed the answer was "yes" and saw the solution in the dissemination
and distribution of information about the technology for making a safe repository.
The technological solution for the management of nuclear waste was seen as a
product of intensive R&D efforts and transparency meant explaining the
functioning of this product to the stakeholders. The Dialogue Project in Sweden
(Andersson et al, 1993) stressed the need for two-way communications between
all stakeholders, but initially assumed that it was possible, at least to a degree, to
pull science out of its box, and that transparency could be achieved through
dialogues on scientific and technological matters.

The lesson from the Dialogue Project was that explanation to a sufficient technical
detail was not possible even with considerable efforts, nor would such explanation
be enough to create transparency, even if it were possible. Nuclear waste
management is a very complex technical area involving expertise from many
scientific and technical disciplines. Transparency entails more than just
"simplifying complex technical issues". Other aspects such as societal norms and
stakeholders' values and roles increase the complexity even further. So it is
necessary to search for other means "to cope" with the situation. From a systemic
perspective, we will argue that transparency is directly connected to the way all
these sources of complexity are managed in the waste management decision
process. To support our arguments we also look at how the views on decision
processes have shifted over the years.

In this paper we report some of the results of the RISCOM Project that followed
the Dialogue Project. One of its reports (Andersson et al, 1998) acknowledges that
the concept of transparency includes three equally important issues: factual issues,
normative issues and stakeholders' authenticity. The three issues are directly
related to the three roots of Communicative Action in Habermas' theory of
communications. (Habermas, 1981 Warnke, 1995). We will therefore use
Habermas' theory as our point of departure for discussing transparency. According
to this theory, any competent speaker makes three validity claims: (i) what he says
is true (truth), (ii) what he says is normatively correct (legitimacy), and (iii) he is
truthful (authenticity).

Communicative action versus strategic action

For the following discussions we will represent the three roots of communicative
action or a speaker's validity claims with the help of the three corners of a
triangle, as in figure 1: truth, legitimacy and authenticity. It is very important to
recognise the independence of the three corners - from proving/disproving the
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validity of one claim one cannot infer anything about the status of the other two
claims. The relation between truth and legitimacy is a classical problem, and we
argue that "from what there is one cannot conclude what ought to be".' Likewise,
that a person acts consistently does not imply that his actions are legitimate'2.

However, the need to distinguish three separate claims does not mean that the acts
of a person or an organisation can be judged by looking at one claim in isolation
from the others. In fact, we expect a person with whom we try to reach an
understanding to have communicative competence, i.e., to be able to answer, often
tacitly, questions on all three claims and thereby provide grounds for the truth and
legitimacy of his statements and proof of his authenticity. Failure to validate a
contested claim will break the process of communication and understanding and
we will not be bound by the arguments presented, even if the other claims remain
valid.

Truth/efficiency
- Objective world
- Scientific methods and technology:

"In this true and efficient?"

Legitimacy
- Social world" - Personal integrity/
- Norms and interpersonal organisational identity

relations: "Is this right - Consistency and values:
and fair?" "Is this what I/we intend?"

"Is it good for me/us?"

Figure 1: The three roots of communicative action

1 Inferring legitimacy from truth results in the "naturalistic fallacy". The analysis
of this fallacy is usually ascribed to David Hume. In his "Enquiry concerning the
principles of morals" (1751) he presents arguments that (technical) ratio cannot
alone provide objectives for action.
2 To reflect over the distinction between legitimacy and authenticity it may be
useful to consider an example from the literature. The main character in Albert
Camus' "L'Etranger" is an authentic person whose actions are completely
illegitimate. The strong feelings this person awakes probably have to do with our
(erroneous) expectations that an authentic person who appears to act
communicatively is also legitimate.
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A proposed solution for a repository is not "true" or "false", although statements
about the solution may be true or false. We can use the concepts of "efficiency"
and "effectiveness" to characterise an engineered system such as a repository.
Both concepts measure how successful are or will be actions related to producing
such a system. Action to reach success concealing intentions is, in this framework,
strategic action. On the other hand action driven by the need to produce mutual
understanding between speaker and hearer is communicative action. Reflecting on
the two concepts of "efficiency" and "effectiveness" provides insight into the
important difference between these two forms of action.

Efficiency relates to the question: "Am I doing things right?". The objectives for
actions are given, and I can concentrate on the analysis of facts to find the course
of action which best satisfies the given objectives, i.e., efficiency only relates to
the top node of the triangle. This teleological form of action is most pervasive in
Western societies. Effectiveness, however, relates to the question: "Am I doing
the right thing?", which means that I have to reconsider my objectives and reflect
upon the purpose of what I am doing. The question is not only what are the
factual consequences of my actions, but also what is valuable for me or my
organisation and what is acceptable to society. Questions of values relate to what
is consistent with my personal integrity, or, in the case of organisations, with what
is consistent with their identity, that is, with their authenticity. Questions on what
is acceptable to society relate to norms and legitimacy. It seems therefore that
effectiveness permeates the whole triangle in figure 1. But we have been using the
triangle to define communicative action. Does this mean that communicative
action is the same as effective action? We argue that this is not the case. In order
to explain this point we need to make clearer the distinction between strategic and
communicative action and how both types of action relate to effectiveness.

The difference between strategic and communicative actions can be described in
terms such as inducement versus understanding, winning the argument versus
dialogue, and informing versus openness to discourse. Strategic action to improve
effectiveness means that individual and organisational values and societal norms
are analysed and used to control the objective world better. One could say, that
effectiveness in the strategic sense means to subordinate authenticity and
legitimacy to the purpose of improving performance (as required by the
instrumental nature of the top of the triangle). In strategic action, the improvement
in performance may involve, for instance, information campaigns to manipulate
the image of an implementer's authenticity so that its values and actions appear
better aligned with societal norms. Contrary to this, communicative action requires
an undisturbed dialogue between equal partners. A competent speaker raises all
three validity claims and can at any time be asked to provide proof of his
authenticity or to enter into a discourse on the truth or legitimacy of his
statements. Can there then be communicative action to improve effectiveness?

The purpose of communicative action is to reach understanding, thus to improve
effectiveness can never be its sole purpose. However, the need to understand a
situation or the views of other actors may arise as a result of earlier actions that are
seen as illegitimate or inconsistent. The purpose of communicative action may
then be to probe an implementer's claims of authenticity, legitimacy and technical
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competence, or in other words, to clarify the effectiveness of an implementer's
actions. Improved effectiveness may emerge as a by-product of this clarification3.

For our discussion of transparency two points about effectiveness have to be
emphasised. Firstly, making the purpose of communicative action "improving
effectiveness" rather than "clarifying effectiveness" constrains and subverts this
action and transforms it into concealed strategic action. Secondly, any improved
effectiveness emerging as a by-product of communicative action is grounded in
authenticity and legitimacy in a totally different way than improved effectiveness
produced by strategic action. It is legitimate, not because it conforms to
measurements of societal norms, but because it has been given legitimacy in a free
and open dialogue between stakeholders. The actions of the implementer of a
policy are not just reflecting an organisational image, but the truthfulness of the
organisation in its debates with other stakeholders. Our view is that organisations
are expected not just to produce effective solutions, but, above all, to be prepared
to enter into a communicative process.

Transparency needs communicative action

The following discussion of transparency builds on the hypothesis that all issues
raised in the interaction between a system and its environment can without
exception be brought back to claims of truth/efficiency, legitimacy and
authenticity. One could argue that the categories depicted in the triangle in figure
1 account for all sources of complexity which need to be considered to achieve
transparency in a given situation. In the next section we will discuss the
importance of the notion of recursion to manage the discourses leading to
transparency. Here we just want to emphasise that transparency needs joint
attention to claims of truth/efficiency, legitimacy and authenticity. This is in our
view the changing meaning of transparency.

In the old view, transparency emerged from successfully explaining the
functioning of the technical solution to the stakeholders. This meant that only the
top of the triangle in figure 1 was emphasised: the task was to persuade the
stakeholders that the proposed solution was efficient. From this point of view,
failure to achieve transparency was attributed to the packaging of the information.
The remedy was to better tailor the technical information to the needs of the
stakeholders. The new view of transparency does not deny the need for technical
information, but realises that the efficiency of a solution will never be enough to
bridge the understanding gap between the implementers and stakeholders. From
this point of view, the technical discourse is only one element in an ongoing
communicative process, which will also consider the legitimacy of the
implementer's actions and its authenticity. Transparency emerges from this
process, which can be characterised as communicative action to understand the
intention of the implementer and the correctness and efficiency of its activities.
The process fails if the implementer or any stakeholder for strategic reasons

3 To characterise communicative action, we suggest the concept of "comptegrity",
that is competence-integrity. Comptegrity distinguishes action aimed at
understanding from success-oriented action to improve effectiveness.
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manages to suppress or hijack debates relating to the three validity claims. A
guardian is therefore needed to guarantee the integrity of the process.

In summary, the change in the meaning of transparency can be characterised as
going from demonstration of efficiency to dialogues clarifying effectiveness. We
expect this change also to influence the relations between implementer, experts,
stakeholders and decision maker, possibly leading to less compartmentalisation of
the decision process and good procedures and channels to foster dialogue. We
illustrate the roles of experts and decision-makers in decision processes with
reference to the RISCOM Project.

Three approaches to the decision process

The RISCOM Project refuted the widely held view that: "It is important to
separate political decision from scientific/technical decisions" in favour of: "It is
not possible to separate political decisions from scientific-technical arguments and
facts - therefore the link".

The first view reflects a view of science as "value-free" and subscribes to a
decisionistic model for the relation between science/technology and policy4. This
model recognises that in concrete situations decisions cannot be legitimised
through facts and technical reasoning alone, it then prescribes a strict separation of
the functions of the expert and the politician. Only a complete division of labour
between the technically schooled experts and administrative staffs on the one
hand, and the strong-willed and purposeful politicians on the other hand will make
possible a scientization of politics. The role of the expert is absolutely restricted to
the top of the triangle in figure 1; he should guarantee the efficiency of the
proposed solution but has no role - as a scientist - in establishing its effectiveness.
The political system is charged with a considerable task. It has to provide both
legitimacy and authenticity - without any help from the scientific world.

We reject the decisionistic model, but also dismiss an alternative technocratic
model, which restricts the role of the political system. According to this model, it
is possible through a stepwise process to rationalise decisions about practical
questions. In this model, the politician becomes a stopgap in situations where the
rationalisation still has not proceeded far enough, but the initiative is given to
scientific analysis and technical planning. The technocratic model denies the
independence of the three corners of the triangle in figure 1, and assumes that, if
hard working, claims of legitimacy and authenticity can be settled in technical and
scientific discourses. The distinction between efficiency and effectiveness is only
a temporary illusion in this model, i.e., in the final analysis proof of effectiveness
is obtained through the same scientific methods as proof of efficiency. However,
in denying the distinction between efficiency and effectiveness, the technocratic
model for decisions making seems to be trapped in the naturalistic fallacy. The
dismissal of this model is expressed in statements such as: "Accepting the
limitations of science - to guide, but not to decide", "The politician should have

4 The term "decisionistic model" is taken from Habermas (1971). The following
discussions on "technocratic model" and "pragmatistic model" also follow his
distinctions.
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the responsibility for the decision. This is the system we live in", and "Trust the
democratic process - this should be mature".

We embrace a more pragmatistic model for decision making. In such a model,
"the strict separation between the function of the expert and the politician is
replaced by their critical interaction" and "reciprocal communication seems
possible and necessary, through which scientific experts advise the decisions
makers, and politicians consult scientists in accordance with practical needs"5. The
pragmatistic model recognises the independence of the three validity claims
pictured in the triangle in figure 1, but also how the validation processes must co-
operate to provide decisions that are seen as efficient, legitimate and taken by
authentic organisations and decision makers. Questions on norms for right or
wrong or on good or bad for the development of the society cannot be reduced to
technical questions as in the technocratic model, nor can they be resolved by
political acts in isolation from the technical questions as in the decisionistic
model. On questions of effectiveness, the expert provides information on technical
constraints, feasibility and opportunities, but for establishing the efficiency of a
technical solution he must consider objectives set by politicians and other
stakeholders.

In the pragmatistic model, critical and mutual interactions between experts,
politicians and stakeholders are prerequisites for efficient, legitimate and authentic
decisions. Views such as: "Democratic systems are moving toward a system of
involvement and away from a system with people who are in charge", and
"Democratic systems are moving toward a system of interchange between people
who are responsible and people who are affected" are expressions of this model.

Transparency in the three models of decision making

What are the relations between transparency and the three models of decision
making?

In the decisionistic model the decision is purely an act of political will and based
on political power. As such it is a form of strategic action. The experts' report on
technical efficiency is one of several inputs to the process where the political will
is formed. In this model "transparency" is equal to the transparency of the process
of political will formulation. We rejected this model because it assumes decision-
makers with capabilities to cope with complexity far beyond their natural
physiological capabilities. Decision-makers, in order to be effective, need to rely
on a whole range of checks and balances within their supporting system and must
accept that they cannot be the sole arbiters between the technical and social
aspects of a policy issue. In fact, the most they can do is steering conversational
processes to increase the quality of the system's checks and balances (Espejo et.
al, 1996). If they do not recognise the need to rely in the whole fabric of the
system, as those embracing the decisionistic model do, they make impossible a
transparency emerging from a communicative process focused on "understanding
and clarifying effectiveness".

5 Quotations from Habermas (1971) p. 80
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The technocratic model leads to the old view of transparency, that is, transparency
is achieved by explaining the functioning of the technical solution to the
stakeholders. The procedures for transparency will focus on assessments of the
technical efficiency of a solution. The expectation is that, if a stakeholder
understands the efficiency of a solution he will then also appreciate its
effectiveness. The dialogues between implementer, stakeholders and decision-
makers are confined to technical issues. This view reduces the complexity of
policy issues to just their technical dimension and therefore is blind to
communicative action and the implications of clarifying effectiveness.

Of the three models, only the pragmatistic model points to the necessity of
communicative action, that is dialogues between implementer, stakeholders and
decision makers on all three validity claims: truth/efficiency, legitimacy and
authenticity. In this model, transparency requires procedures and methods to set
up channels between implementer and stakeholder free of domination of one over
the other. The pragmatistic model for decision making provides the context for a
formal definition of the concept of transparency:

In a given policy area, transparency is the outcome of an ongoing process
which increases the stakeholders' appreciation of related issues and
provides them with channels to stretch the implementer to meet their
requirements for technical explanations, proof of authenticity, and
legitimacy of actions. Transparency requires a regulator to act as guardian
of process integrity.

This definition captures the new view of transparency as an outcome of
communicative action. Policy-makers accepting this view implicitly accept relying
in the whole fabric of the social system for their decision processes. However, this
acceptance is not enough to overcome the problems raised by the decisionistic
model regarding managing the complexity of the decision processes. The
pragmatistic model requires equally information flows between actors with largely
different abilities to handle the relevant information and assess their meaning. The
challenge is, how can we manage these information flows without compromising
the communicative process, whose core is understanding. In the following
section, we discuss this weakness of the pragmatistic model and how to overcome
it by applying the Cybernetic Theory of Recursive Organisation. The cybernetic
theory provides a model and a methodology to increase "the stakeholders'
appreciation of related issues" and to provide "them with channels to stretch the
implementer to meet their requirements for technical explanations, proof of
authenticity, and legitimacy of action".
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A concept of transparency

The weakness of the pragmatistic model: a transducing dilemma

The pragmatistic model has one fundamental weakness. It prescribes dialogues
between the actors to validate claims of efficiency, legitimacy and authenticity,
but it provides no tools for managing the complexity raised in these interactions.
One example of the mismatch in operational abilities between the actors is in their
use of different languages; for instance, the specialised language of the expert
versus the flexible every-day language of a non-expert stakeholder6. The
pragmatistic model leaves unanswered major questions on the transfer of meaning
in technical information, the interpretation of intentions, and the creation of
common and shared rules for generating and implementing decisions. These
questions are, however, at the core of transparency. The pragmatistic model
therefore leaves us with a transducing dilemma1, which must be solved if our
definition of transparency is going to be more than an academic exercise.

The direct approach to the transducing dilemma would be for the expert to engage
in the self-reflection of the stakeholders in order to be aware of their need for
technical analysis. However, experts cannot take upon themselves confirmation of
the needs of the stakeholders, who still must have the final say on what type of
technical analysis they find acceptable. In the direct approach, the stakeholders
must therefore also learn to master the specialised language of the experts. The
efforts and resources needed to make the actors agree on the meaning of
information are forbiddingly large. Besides, the direct approach seems to lead
back to a variant of the technocratic model for the decision process. We must
search for an alternative indirect approach.

The theory of communicative action tells us that the reason for the transducing
dilemma is more than just the imbalance between different actors' abilities to
handle technical information. The transducing dilemma involves all aspects of

6 Habermas concludes that "as it stands the pragmatistic model cannot be applied
to political decision-making in modern mass democracies", the reason being that
"this model neglects the special logical characteristics and the social preconditions
for the reliable translation of scientific information into the ordinary language of
practice and inversely for a translation from the context of practical questions back
into the specialised language of technical and strategic recommendations"
(Habermas, 1971). One point made in this paper is that, if supported by the Theory
of Recursive Organisation, the pragmatistic model is indeed applicable to political
decisionmaking.
7 A transducer is something that "leads across", in this case over the boundaries
between the experts and stakeholders. In the cybernetic literature it is a
mechanism on the boundaries between two systems capable of coding or decoding
messages as they pass across the boundary, see Beer (1979) p. 101. Note that a
transducer is not a common translator; experts and stakeholders usually use the
same national languages (Swedish, English etc.), but it could be referred to as a
"translator of meaning between two systems".
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communicative competence: imbalances appear also in the abilities to assess
conformity to societal norms and to judge the intentions and sincerity of the other
party. In the previous section we referred to truth/efficiency, legitimacy and
authenticity as sources of complexity. It is necessary to find organisational
structures that provide the capacity to manage the complexity in unconstrained
dialogues and to avoid fragmentation of issues. But similar problems appear in all
management situations. In cybernetic theory the imbalance is seen as an imbalance
between the variety8 of the different actors. The Cybernetic Theory of Recursive
Organisations identifies two important ways to handle this imbalance:

• Recursive levels: In complex situations we always find autonomous systems
embedded within autonomous systems with tasks of their own contributing to
the larger system. This is a natural strategy to create meanings and cope with
complexity. While often in social situations the de facto emerging autonomous
systems are dysfunctional, that is, are not aligned with the espoused global
interests -thus making more difficult the creation of desirable social meanings-
the theory of recursive organisations give us guidelines to produce this
alignment.

• Managing the black box: The regulator does not need to enter the black box in
order to regulate it. In practice this means that stakeholders and policy makers
do need to understand the complexity of technical issues in order to regulate
them. This requires articulating social and organisational checks and balances
in such a way that stakeholders and policy makers need to deal only with the
residual complexity left unattended by them. The theory of recursive
organisations also gives guidelines for this purpose.

We will use the results of the RISCOM Project to illustrate both aspects.

Working out recursion levels

Within RISCOM, the Cybernetic Theory of Recursive Organisations (Beer, 1979,
1985) was applied to identify the roles of the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI)
and the Swedish Radiation Inspectorate (SSI). This work is described in Espejo
and Gill, 1998. Here we will use it as an indirect approach to solve the transducing
dilemma.

Setting up a hypothesis for the recursion levels of a system is called "unfolding the
complexity of the system". This is a hypothesis for the creation of meanings in a
social situation. An unfolding hypothesis for the Swedish Nuclear System (SNS)
was offered in Espejo and Gill, 1998. From the perspective of transparency, and
consistent with this earlier work, we propose the unfolding hypothesis of figure 2.
According to this hypothesis the SNS needs four recursive levels to make
meaningful the proposed construction of a deep repository for nuclear waste to the
affected communities and thus absorb in full the complexity of the decision
process. Within SNS we recognise the Nuclear Waste Management System/SKB
(NWMS/SKB) as one of its autonomous systems. Within NWMS/SKB we

8 Variety is the number of possible states of a system, and is a measure of
complexity. See also discussions in Espejo and Gill (1998)
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hypothesise an autonomous system responsible for managing 'high level nuclear
waste' (which therefore is creating meaning for this activity). It would appear that
this system, today, is mainly supporting decisions for 'Siting a repository' in a
community (and is only one of three primary activities within the NWMS/SKB
system). Finally, within 'high level nuclear waste (i.e. Siting of a repository)', we
see the need of several autonomous 'expert investigations' as the autonomous
systems doing the specific studies in the affected communities. These primary
activities are structural requirements to create meaning for 'high level waste
disposal' in the affected communities. For the second level, as discussed in Espejo
and Gill 1998, the authenticity of NWMS/SKB is challenged by an identity driven
at the same time by apparently incompatible commercial and public concerns. We
refer to this as a case of split identity. For the third level -'Siting of a repository'-
the problems of communicative action refer to the generic work, from feasibility
study to the eventual building of a repository in a community. We must add a
word of caution here. The RISCOM Pilot project has studied in some detail only
the two first levels of recursion. The last two levels are therefore only tentative,
and made for the sake of the following arguments. Further studies may reduce or
add levels and work out more clearly their identities.

At each level, at stake are the efficiency of the proposed technical solution, the
authenticity of the implementer's' team(s) and the legitimacy of their actions. At
each level, these validity claims require communicative processes to provide
transparency.
This is expressed by the triangles around the primary activities at each recursion
level in figure 2.

Structural recursion provides a very powerful tool to understand the complexity of
managing nuclear waste. Our hypothesis makes apparent that there should be four
levels of discourse, one for each of the structural levels, and therefore that it is
very important not to confuse actors with debates that do not fit within their
recursive levels. On each level, different actors are active and different questions
will be taken up.

As an example of their use, the recursions in figures 2 are guides to setting up
meetings that are part of the transparency process. It is obviously very important
to be clear about the purpose of such meetings. If the purpose is to contribute to
the transparency process on a specific level, the unfolding warns against mixing
agendas or even mixing actors that belong to different, especially higher order
recursions. For such meetings, it may be quite legitimate to deny access to actors
who do not want to accept the limitation to a specific level or do not have the
reflective power to see the difference between levels. The reason is the integrity of
the communicative process: if a meeting is set up on a specific level there are not
checks and balances to ensure that such an actor is not acting strategically, that is
with the purpose of persuading attendees against reaching understanding
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However, the example also illustrates that the process of working out recursive
levels and sharing a hypothesis among all stakeholders is itself crucial for
transparency. If not checked through communicative action, a powerful
stakeholder acting strategically could manipulate debates by tackling issues at the
wrong level thus locking-out other stakeholders from the decision process or from
parts of this process. Such a lack of shared understanding could be used to
"divide-and-rule", it would fragment the process and transparency would be lost.
It is therefore very important that the process of working out the recursive levels is
also open to communicative action. This is a task for the guardian of the
transparency process.

Structural recursion provides an important method for the implementer to create
requisite variety. For instance, the implementer has to choose whether to create
one national team for the siting process or several teams, one for each community.
Note that in the first option the implementer is accepting only three levels of
recursion, while the second option opens the space for a forth level. The second
option is more costly, but provides the implementer with more variety and,
probably makes proof of authenticity easier. Considering the fact that each
community has its own identity, community teams will probably have an easier
task demonstrating the legitimacy of their actions. This may be a case where the
cost of transparency is directly seen: how much transparency is cost-efficient?

The fact that the implementer's senior management (in this case the senior
management of SKB) may constrain unfairly the autonomy of levels three and
four, creates apprehensions that this management could control the transparency
process. There is such a risk, because strategic action is always braided with
communicative action. It is the task of the guardian to ensure the integrity of the
process (cf. Espejo and Gill, 1998). There is, however, also some internal defence
against strategic take over, because communicative action is not accessible to
cumulative control in the same way as strategic action. Transparency is not
additive; it emerges from the components' interactions. In fact transparency at one
level, does not guarantee transparency at the next level.

One and the same action may affect transparency differently at different recursive
levels. One illustrative example is the letter SKB sent to all Swedish communities
in 1993 offering feasibility studies. It made SKB's claim of authenticity at level 2
an issue. The ground for concern was the importance of geological conditions for
the proposed KBS3-solution, and the fact that SKB claimed to have made national
overviews of these conditions which, according to some critics, should have ruled
out some of the communities as suitable sites for a repository. At the community
levels, authenticity was not an issue. However, responding to the proposal needed
resources for investigation. Following the same reasoning as before, one can ask
whether it was legitimate to ask also non-candidates to use resources for
responding.
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Stretching the implementer: how to regulate a black box without
opening it

We have seen how recursions help the actors to manage the transparency process.
However, following our definition of transparency, we also need to work out how
to increase stakeholders' appreciation of the situation, and how to open
communication channels to stretch the implementer. For this, we ask how the
cybernetic theory sets up checks and balances to regulate a black box without
opening it.

Figure 3 shows the checks and balances necessary for increasing the chances of
viability for an organisation. It is based on the Viable System Model (Beer 1979).
For a more detailed description of the model and its application to the Swedish
Nuclear Waste Management System we refer the reader to Espejo and Gill, 1998.

To ensure its efficient operation, the organisation needs to develop an adequate
monitoring-control mechanism The effectiveness of the organisation requires, in
addition, an adequate adaptation mechanism, which depends first on the ongoing
conversational loop between control and intelligence (see figure 3). But, closure
for their discussions on effectiveness is provided through interventions by the
policy function, who this way takes the benefit of their own checks and balances
at the same time of steering their progress and quality. Those with the best
knowledge about the policy issue 'here and now' and 'outside and then' absorb
most of the situational complexity, leaving to policy makers the role of overseeing
that their debates are balanced and supported by adequate communications.
Residual issues, because of their political nature, are left to policy makers. This is
a mechanism to give requisite variety to policy makers.

The same mechanism is required for each primary activity at all recursion levels.
Transparency is related to clarifying effectiveness. For a primary activity, the
conversations between control and intelligence and the interventions from the
policy function are therefore at the centre of interest. Note, however, that these
conversations take place at all recursive levels. Assume that in figure 3 we are
looking at the second recursion, that is at the NWMS/SKB, then, as said before,
one of its primary activities would be "Siting of repository". This primary activity
bargains for resources at the NWMS/SKB level, but at the third recursive level it
is an autonomous unit having to demonstrate a technically efficient solution, and
prove its authenticity and legitimacy as part of the transparency process affecting
probably several communities.

Our definition of transparency requires a process with three interconnected stages,
which (1) "increases the stakeholders' appreciation of related issues", and (2)
"provides them with channels", that can be used (3) "to stretch the implementer to
meet their requirements for technical explanations, proof of authenticity and
legitimacy of actions". In figure 3, triangles show our view of where these stages
are taking place.
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Stretching the Implementor

Figure 3: Stretching the Implementer
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The guardian of the transparency process has an active role to play as initiator and
facilitator of stage (1), which does not necessarily involve the implementer. At this
stage the stakeholders learn about the technical aspects of the proposed solution
and relate it to what they consider just and fair, and good for their own business.
Issues for the implementer are raised. It is important that the guardian restricts its
role to initiating and facilitating the creation of questions and not to providing
answers, lest it becomes part of the process.

From the view of the implementer, stage (1) takes place in its environment as
indicated in figure 3. The purpose at this stage is to raise the complexity or the
variety of the stakeholders in the environment (marked by v->V) relevant to the
implementer. If the implementer has working loops for discussing and adjusting
its effectiveness, these should register the increase in variety in the environment
and open channels (stage (2)) to meet this increase. Should it fail to do this, its
legitimacy would be at stake. Examples of such channels may be town meetings or
other fora for discussions. They may also be investigations with representations
from the stakeholders. In the latter case we may expect an increased activity of the
implementer's intelligence. This in turn influences the discussions between
Intelligence and Control and of Control and Implementation, since the new
concerns may affect the need for old and new operational activities. In particular,
in the case of NWMS/SKB it may imply the need for new 'expert investigations'.
The organisation may or may not adjust its concept of effectiveness. The
stakeholders (stage (3) of the process) are stretching it9. The implementer then
needs to take care of stakeholders' concerns, providing technical solutions,
clarifying all its agenda, and reassuring the stakeholders that its actions are just
and fair to all stakeholders. The stakeholders may reopen issues or take up new
ones, starting a new cycle. Our definition states, that it is the stakeholders that
decide when the process has reached a satisfactory conclusion.

In a situation of communicative action, resources within the implementer's
organisation should deal with the stakeholders concerns for transparency. In the
case of nuclear waste management, the main insurance for the communities that
technical issues will be dealt with effectively is that the implementer's structure
supports effective necessary checks and balances within and in between recursive
levels. Assurances in this direction should also be the guardian's responsibility.

Finally, one important 'resource' facilitates the transparency issue and reduces the
workload both for the stakeholders and for the implementer, and that is trust. Trust
is a mark of authenticity, and highlights this comer in the communicative triangle.
Robust authenticity simplifies proofs of efficiency and legitimacy. However, trust
is a precarious resource, e.g., hesitating to communicate uncomfortable
measurements may ruin years of trust building.

Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed transparency from the perspective of
communicative rather than strategic action. We have argued for organisations with

9 The concept of stretching is introduced in Espejo and Stewart (1998).
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structures that cater not only for technical competence, but also for legitimacy and
authenticity. In particular our conclusions suggest relating key societal issues to
organisations with capacities to create clear meanings and well developed
structures that evolve as they recognise within themselves the concerns of society.
Unless societies are sensitive to these concerns and develop within themselves
organisations with the competencies and capabilities for communicative action,
the chances are that people sooner or later will challenge their legitimacy and
authenticity. These organisations represent society's interests in specific policy
issues, and cannot justify themselves on the grounds of their own interests. More
specifically, our arguments suggest the need for these organisations to consider
increasing their functional differentiation, supporting the emergence of new
meaning creation autonomous units, as they recognise legitimate social concerns
emerging from their technical preferences. Particular to each of these units is the
requirement to be stretched by their societal counterparts (i.e. stakeholders) as
they learn to articulate their long term concerns. To guarantee this kind of
implementers we have argued for regulators -guardians of societal interests-
responsible for auditing their internal coherence, in particular their
communications underpinning policy decisions and resources allocation. These
arguments support our proposition that:

In a given policy area, transparency is the outcome of an ongoing process
which increases the stakeholders' appreciation of related issues and
provides them with channels to stretch the implementer to meet their
requirements for technical explanations, proof of authenticity, and
legitimacy of actions. Transparency requires a regulator to act as guardian
of process integrity.
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